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pattern all the way down the runway. This lighting pattern could be turned-on as a plane is cleared for landing 
and then turned-off after the aircraft has touched down. A pilot approaching the runway along an intersecting 
taxiway would be alerted in a clear and unambiguous way that the 'runway was active and should not be 
crossed. 

5 If an incursion was detected the main computers 26, 28 could switch the runway strobe lights 48 from the 
·rabbit" pattern to a pattern that alternatively flashes either side of the runway in a wig-wag fashion. A switch 
to this pattern would be interpreted by the pilot of an arriving aircraft as a wave off and a signal to go around. 
The abrupt switch in the pattern of the strobes would be instantaneously picked up by the air crew in time for 
them to initiate an aborted landing procedure. 

10 During Category III weather conditions both runway and taxiway visibility are very low. Currently radio 
based landing systems are used to get the aircraft from final approach to the runway. Once on the runway it 
is not always obvious which taxiways are to be used to reach the airport terminal. In system 10 the main com
puters 26,28 can control the taxiway lamps 40 as the means for guiding aircraft on the ground during CAT III 
conditions. Since the intensity of the taxiway lamps 40 can be controlled remotely, the lamps just in front of 

15 an aircraft could be intensified or flashed as a means of guiding it to the terminal. 
Alternatively, a short sequence of the "rabbir pattern may be programmed into the taxiway strobes just 

in front of the aircraft At intersections, either the unwanted paths may have their lamps turned off or the en
trance to the proper section of taxiway may flash directing the pilot to head in that direction. Of course in a 
smart system only those lights directly in front of a plane would be controlled, all other lamps on the field would 

20 remain in their normal mode. 
Referring now to FIG. 9. a block diagram is shown of the data flow within the system 10 (as shown in FIG. 

1 and FIG. 5). The software modules are shown that are used to process the data within the computers 26. 
28 of the central computer system 12. The tracking of aircraft and other vehicles on the airport operates under 
the control of a sensor fusion software module 101 which resides in the computers 26, 28. The sensor fusion 

25 software module 101 receives data from the plurality of sensors 50. a sensor 50 being located in each edge 
light assembly 201• n which reports the heat level detected, and this software module 101 combines this infor
mation through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to create a complete picture of all ground traffic at 
the airport on a display 30 of the central computer system 12. 
. The tracking algorithm starts a track upon the first report of a sensor 50 detecting a heat level that is above 

30 the ambient background level of radiation. This detection is then verified by checking the heat level reported 
by the sensor directly across the pavement from the first reporting sensor. This secondary reading is used to 
confirm the vehicle detected and to eliminate false alarms. After a vehicle has been confirmed the sensors 
adjacent to the first reporting sensor are queried for changes in their detected heat level. As soon as one of 
the adjacent sensors detects a rise in heat level a direction vector for the vehicle can be established. This proc-

35 ess continues as the vehicle is handed off from sensor to sensor in a bucket brigade fashion as shown in FIG. 
7. Vehicle speed can be roughly determined by calculating the time between vehicle detection by adjacent sen
sors. This information is combined with information from a system data base on the location of each sensor 
to calculate the velocity of the target. Due to hot exhaust or jet blast, the sensors behind the vehicle may not 
return to a background level immediately. Because of these condition, the algOrithm only uses the first four 

40 se~sors (two on either side of the taxiway) to calculate the vehicles position. The vehicle is always assumed 
to be on the centerline of the pavement and between the first four reporting sensors. 

Vehicle identification can be added to the track either manually or automatically by an automated source 
that can identify a vehicle by its position. An example would be prior knowledge of the next aircraft to land on 
a particular runway. Tracks are ended when a vehicle leaves the detection system. This can occur in one of 

45 two ways. The first way is that the vehicle leaves the area covered by the sensors 50. This is detennined by 
a vehicle track moving in the direction of a gateway sensor and then a lack of detection after the gateway sensor 
has lost contact A second way to leave the detection system is for a track to be lost in the middle of a sensor 
array. This can occur when an aircraft departs or a vehicle runs onto the grass. Takeoff scenarios can be de
termined by calculating the speed of the vehicle just before detection was lost. If the vehicle speed was in-

50 creasing and above rotation speed then the aircraft is assumed to have taken off. If not then the vehicle is 
assumed to have gone on to the grass and an alarm is sounded. 

Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 9. the ground clearance routing function is performed by the speech recog
nition unit 33 along with the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 running on the com
puters 26.28. This software module 103 comprises a vehicle identification routine, clearance path routing. 

55 clearance checking routine and a path checking routine. 
The vehicle identification routine is used to receive the airline name and flight number (I.e. °Delta 374j 

from the speech recognition unit 33 and it highlights the icon of that aircraft on the graphic display of the airport 
on display 30. 
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The dearance path routine takes the remainder of the controller's phrase (i.e. ·outer taxiway to echo, hold 
short of runway 15 Left") and provides a graphical display of the dearance on the display 30 showing the airport. 

The dearance checking routine checks the clearance path for possible conflict with other dearances and 
vehides. If a conflict is found the portion of the path that would cause an incursion is highlighted in a blinking 

5 red and an audible indication is given to the controller via speaker 32. 
The path checking routine checks the actual path of the vehide as detected by the sensors 50 after the 

clearance path has been entered into the computers 26, 28 and it monitors the actual path for any deviation. 
If this routine detects that a vehide has strayed from the assigned course. the vehide Icon on the graphic dis
play of the airport flashes and an audible indicator is given to the controller via speaker 32 and optionally the 

10 vehide operator via radio 37. 
The airport vehide incursion avoidance system 10 operates under the control of safety logic routines which 

reside In the collision detection software module 104 running on computers 26, 28. The safety logic routines 
receive data from the sensor fusion software module 101 location program via the tracker software module 
102 and interpret this information through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to predict possible colli-

15 sions or runway incursions. This Information is then used by the central computer system 12 to alert tower con
trollers, aircraft pilots and truck operators to the possibility of a runway incursion. The tower controllers are 
alerted by the display 30 along with a computer synthesized voice message via speaker 32. Ground traffic is 
alerted by a combination of traffic lights, flashing lights, stop bars and other alert lights 34, lamps 40 and 48, 
and computer generated voice commands broadcast via radio 36. 

20 Knowledge based problems are also called fuzzy problems and their solutions depend upon both program 
logic and an interface engine that can dynamically create a decision tree, selecting which heuristics are most 
appropriate for the specific case being considered. Rule based systems broaden the scope of possible applj.. 
cations. They allow designers to Incorporate judgeme'nt and experience, and to take a consistent solution ap
proach across an entire problem set 

25 The programming of the rule based incursion detections software is very straight forward. The rules are 
written in English allowing the experts, in this case the tower personnel and the pilots, to review the system 
at an understandable level. Another feature of the rule based system is that the rules stand alone. They can 
be added, deleted or modified without affecting the rest of the code. This is almost impossible to do with code 
that is created from scratch. An example of a rule we might use is: 

30 If (Runway-Status = Active) 
then (Stop_Bar_Lights = REO). 

This Is a very simple and straight forward rule. It stands alone requiring no extra knowledge except how Run
way-Status is created. So let's make some rules affecting Runway_Status. 

If (Departure = APPROVED) or (Landing = IMMINENT), 
35 then (Runway_Status = ACTIVE). 

For incursion detection, another rule is: 
If (Runway_Status = ACTIVE) and (Intersection = OCCUPIED), 

then (Runway-Incursion = TRUE). 
Next. detect that an Intersection of a runway and taxiway are occupied by the rules: 

4() If (Intersection_Sensors = DETECT), . 
then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 

To predict that an aircraft will run a Hold Position stop, the following rule Is created: 
If (AlrcrafLStoppins-Dlstance > Distance_to_Hold_Position), 

then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 
45 In order to show that rules can be added without affecting the reset of the program. assume that after a 

demonstration of the system 10 to tower controllers, they decided that they wanted a ·Panic Button" in the 
tower to override the rule based software in case they spot a safety violation on the ground. Besides installing 
the button, the only other change would be to add this extra rule. 

If (Panic_button = PRESSED). 
50 then (Runway_Incursion = TRUE). 

It Is readily seen that the central rule based computer program is very straight forward to create. understand 
and modify. As types of incursions are defined. the system 10 can be upgraded by adding more rules. 

Referring again to FIG. 9, the block diagram shows the data flow between the functional elements within 
the system 10 (FIG. 1). Vehides are detected by the sensor 50 in each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n. This 

55 information is passed over the local operating network (LON) via edge light wiring 21 1_ n to the LON bridges 
221_ n. The individual message packets are then passed to the redundant computers 26 and 28 over the wide 
area network (WAN) 14 to the WAN interface 108. After arriving at the redundant computers 26 and 28, the 
message packet is checked and verified by a message parser software module 100. The contents of the me&-
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sage are then sent to the sensor fusion software module 101. The sensor fusion software module 101 is used 
to keep track of the status of all the sensors 50 on the airport; it filters and verifies the data from the airport 
and stores a representative picture of the sensor array in a memory. This information is used directly by the 
display 30 to show which sensors 50 are responding and used by the tracker software module 102. The tracker 
software module 102 uses the sensor status information to determine which sensor 50 reports correspond to 
actual vehicles. In addition, as the sensor reports and status change, the tracker software module 102 iden
tifies movement of the vehicles and produces a target location and direction output. This information is used 
by the display 30 in order to display the appropriate vehicle icon on the screen. 

The location and direction of the vehicle is also used by the collision detection software module 104. This 
module checks all of the vehicles on the ground and plots their expected course. If any two targets are on in
tersecting paths, this software module generates operator alerts by using the display 30, the alert lights 34, 
the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to the assoclated speaker 32, and the speech synthesis unit 31 coupled 
to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 

Still referring to FIG. 9, another user of target location and position data is the ground clearance compliance 
verifier software module 103. This software module 103 receives the ground clearance commands from the 
controller's microphone 35 via the speech recognition unit 33. Once the cleared route has been determined, 
it is stored in the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 and used for comparison to the 
actual route taken by the vehicle. If the information received from the tracker software module 102 shows that 
the vehicle has deviated from its assigned course, this software module 103 generates operator alerts by using 
the display 30, the alert lights 34, the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to speaker 32, and the speech synthesis 
unit 31 coupled to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 

The keyboard 27 is connected to a keyboard parser software module 109. When a command has been 
verified by the keyboard parser software module 109, it is used to change display 30 options and to reconfigure 
the sensors and network parameters. A network configuration data base 106 is updated with these reconfi
guration commands. This information is then turned into LON message packets by the command message 
generator 107 and sent to the edge light assemblies 201." via the WAN interface 108 and the LON bridges 
221_ n• 

Referring now to FIG. 1 and FIG. 10, FIG. 10 shows a pictorial diagram of an infrared vehiCle identification 
system 109 invention comprising an infrared (IR) transmitter 112 mounted on an airplane 110 wheel strut 111 
and an IR receiver 128 which comprises a plurality of edge light assemblies 201_" of an airport lighting system 
also shown in FIG. 1. The combination ofthe IR transmitter 112 mounted on aircraft and/or other vehicles and 
a plurality of IR receivers 128 located along runways and taxiways form the infrared vehicle identification sys
tem 109 for use at airports for the safety, guidance and control of surface vehicles in order to provide positive 
detection and identification of all aircraft and other vehicles and to prevent runway incursions. Runway incur
sions generally occur when aircraft or other vehicles get onto a runway and conflict with aircraft cleared to land 
or takeoff on that same runway. All such incursions are caused by human error. 

Referring now to FIG. 11, a block diagram of the IR transmitter 112 is shown comprising an embedded 
microprocessor 118 having DC power 114 inputs from the aircraft host or vehicle on which the IR transmitter 
112 is mounted and an 10 switch 116 within the aircraftforentering vehicle identification data which is received 
by the IR transmitter 1120n a serial line. Vehicle position information is provided to the IR transmitter 112 from 
a vehicle position receiver 117 which may be embodied by a global pOSitioning system (GPS) receiver readily 
known in the art. The output of embedded microprocessor 118 feeds an IR emitter comprising a light emitting 
diode (LED) array 120. When power is applied to the IR transmitter 112, the microprocessor continuously out
puts a coded data stream 121 (FIG. 13) which is transmitted by the IR LED array 120. The embedded micro
processor 118 may be embodied by microprocessor Model MC 6803 or equivalent manufactured by Motorola 
Microprocessor Products of Austin; Texas. The IR LED array 120 may be embodied by IR LED Devices man
ufactured by Harris Semiconductor of Melborne, Florida. 

Referring now to FIG. 12, a top view of the IR transmitter 112 comprising the IR LED array 120 mounted 
on an airplane wheel strut 111 Is shown. The IR LED array 120 comprises a plurality of high power LEOs each 
having a beam width of 15°. By placing thirteen LEOs in an array, a 195° area can be covered. The IR LED 
array 120 illuminates edge light assemblies 201 ..... along the edges of the runway 64. Each of the edge light 

assemblies 201 ..... comprises an IR receiver 128. 
Referring now to FIG. 13, the coded data stream emitted from the IR transmitter 112 comprises six sep

arate fields. The first field is called timing pattern 122 and comprises a set of equally spaced pulses. The sec
ond field is called unique word 123 which marks the beginning of a message. The third field Is called character 
count 124 which specifies the number of characters in a message. The fourth field is called vehicle identifi
cation number 125. The fifth field is called vehicle position 126 and provides latitude and longitude information. 
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The sixth field is called message checksum 127. The equally spaced pulses of the timing pattern 122 allow 
the IR receiver 128 to calculate the baud rate of a transmitted message and automatically adjust its internal 
timing to compensate for either a doppler shift or an offset in clock frequency. The checksum 126 field allows 
the IR receiver 128 to find the byte boundary. The character count 124 field is used to alert the IR receiver 

5 128 in the edge light assemblies 201-4 as to the length of the message being received. The IR receiver 128 

uses this field to determine when the message has ended and if the message was truncated. 
The vehicle identification number 125 field comprises an airline flight number or a tail number of an aircraft 

or a license number of other vehicles. The actual number can be alpha-numeric since each character will be 
allocated eight (8) bits. An ASCII code which is known to those of ordinary skill in the art is an example of a 

10 code type that may be used. The only constraints on the vehicle 10 number is that it be unique to the vehicle 
and that it be entered in the airporfs central computer data base to facilitate automatic identification. The 
checksum 127 guarantees that a complete and correct message is received. If the message is interrupted for 
any reason, such as a blocked beam or a change in vehicle direction, it is instantly detected and the reception 
voided. This procedure reduces the number of false detects and guarantees that only perfect vehicle identifi-

15 cation messages are passed on to the central computer system 12 at the airport tower. 
Referring now to FIG.1, FIG. 2, FIG. 10 and FIG. 14, a block diagram of the IR receiver 128 is shown in 

FIG. 14 which comprises and IR sensor 130 connected to an edge light assembly 201_ n shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 
2 and FIG. 10, on an airport In FIG. 14. only the relevant portions of FIG. 2 are shown, but it should be under
stood that all of the elements of the edge light assembly 201• n shown in FIG. 2 are considered present in FIG. 

20 14. The IR receiver 128 comprises the IR sensor 130 which receives the coded data stream 121 (FIG. 13) from 
the transmitter 112. The output of the IR sensor 130 is fed to the microprocessor 44 for processing by an IR 
message routine 136 for detecting the data message. A vehicle sensor routine 138 in microprocessor 44 proc
esses signals from the vehicle sensor 50 for detecting an aircraft or other vehicles. The IR message routine 
136 is implemented with software within the microprocessor 44 as shown in the flow chart of FIG. 15. The 

25 vehicle sensor routine 138 is also implemented with software within the microprocessor 44 as shown in the 
flow chart of FIG. 16. The outputs of the IR message routine 136 and vehicle sensor routine 138 are processed 
by the microprocessor 44 which sends via the power line modem 54 the identified aircraft or vehicle and their 
position data over the edge light wiring 21 1_ n communication lines to the central computer system 12 shown 
in FIG. 1 at the airport terminal or control tower. The IR sensor 130 may be embodied with Model RY5B001 

30 IR sensor manufactured by Sharp Electronics, of Paramus. New Jersey. The microprocessor 44 may be em
bOdied by the VLSI Neuron® Chip. manufactured by Echelon Corporation. of Palo Alto. California. 

Referring to FIG. 15, a flow chart oft he IR message routine 136 is shown which is a communication protocol 
continuously performed in the microprocessor 44 of the IR receiver 128. After an IR signal is detected 150 the 
next action is transmitter acquisition or to acquire timing 152. The microprocessor 44 looks for the proper timing 

35 relationship between the received IR pulses. If the correct on/off ratio exists. the microprocessor 44 calculates 
the baud rate from the received timing and waits to acquire the unique word 156 signifying byte boundary and 
then checks for the capture of the character count 160 field byte. After the character count is known, the mi
croprocessor 44 then captures each character in the vehicle 10 162 field and stores them away in a buffer. It 
then captures vehicle position 163 including latitude and longitude data. If the IR coded data stream is dis-

40 rupted before all the vehicle 10 characters are received, the microprocessor 44 aborts this reception try and 
returns to the acquisition or IR detected 150 state. After all characters have been received. the checksum 164 
is calculated. If the checksum matches 166. then the message is validated and the vehicle 10 relayed 168 to 
the central computer system 12. With this scheme the microprocessor 44 is implementing both the physical 
and a link layer of the OSI protocol by providing an error free channel. 

45 Referring now to FIG. 16. a flow chart Is shown of the vehicle sensor routine 138 software running on mi-
croprocessor 44. This software routine 138 runs as a continuous loop. An internal timer is continuously 
checked for a time out condition (timer = zero 170). As soon as the timer expires the analog value from sensor 
50 is read (Read Sensor Value 171) by the microprocessor 44 and the timer is reset to the poILtime 172 variable 
downloaded by the central computer system 12. This sensor value is compared against a predetermined de-

50 tection threshold 173 and downloaded by the central computer system 12. If the sensor value Is less than the 
detection threshold. the microprocessor 44 sets the network variable prelim_detect to the FAlSE state 174. 
If the sensor value is greater than the detection threshold the microprocessor 44 sets the network variable 
prelim_detect to the TRUE state 175. If a preliminary detection is declared. the program then checks to see 
what reporting mode 176 is in use. If all detections are required to be sent to the central computer system 12. 

. 55 then this sensor value 180 is sent If only those readings that are different from the previous reading by a pre
determined delta and download by the central computer system 12. then this check is made 1 n. If the change 
is greater than the delta 177. the program checks to see if it should confirm the detection 178 to eliminate any 
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false alanns. If a confinnation is not required, then this sensor value 181 is sent If in the confirmation mode. 
then the adjacent sensor's 179 preliminary network variable is checked. If the adjacent sensor has also de
tected the object, then the current sensor value 182 is sent 

This concludes the description of the preferred embodiment However, many modifications and alterations 
5 will be obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the inventive 

concept Therefore, it is intended that the scope of this invention be limited only by the appended claims. 
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Claims 

1. A vehicle identification system for identifying aircraft and other vehicles on surface pathways including 
runways and other areas of an airport comprising: 

means disposed on said aircraft and other vehicles for transmitting identification message data; 
means disposed in each of a plurality of light assembly means on said airport for receiving and de

coding said message data from said transmitting means; 
means for providing power to each of said plurality of light assembly means; 
means for processing said decoded identification message data generated by said receiving and 

decoding means in each of said plurality of light assembly means; 
means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proc

essing means; and 
said processing means compriSes means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 

symbols representing said aircraft and other vehicles, each of said symbols having said identification mes
sage data displayed. 

2. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said transmitting means comprises: 
means for creating a unique message data which includes aircraft and flight identification; and 
infrared means c~upled to said message creating means for transmitting a coded stream of said 

message data. 

3. The vehicle identification system as reCited in Claim 3 wherein: 
said message data further includes position information. 

4. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said receiving and decoding means comprises an infrared sensor. 

5. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 3 wherein: 
said receiving and decoding means comprises microprocessor means coupled to said infrared sen

sor for decoding said message data. 

6. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said plurality of light assembly means being arranged in two parallel rows along runways and taxi

ways of said airport. 

7. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said light assembly means comprises: 
light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport; 
vehicle sensing means for detecting aircraft or other vehicles on said airport; 
microprocessor means coupled to said receiving and decoding means. said light means, said ve

hicle sensing means and said data communication means for decoding said identification message data; 
and 

said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said ' 
50 power providing means. 

55 

8. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said symbols representing aircraft and other vehicles comprise icons having a shape indicating 

type of aircraft or vehicle. 

9. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means determines a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport 

in accordance with data received from said light assembly means. 
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10. A vehicle identification system for identifying aircraft and other vehicles on surface pathways including 
runways and other areas of an airport comprising: 

means disposed on said aircraft and other vehicles for creating a unique message including aircraft 
and flight identification; 

5 infrared means coupled to said message creating means for transmitting a coded stream of said 
message data; 

infrared means disposed in each of a plurality of light assembly means on said airport for receiving 
said message data from said transmitting means; 

microprocessor means coupled to said receiving means for decoding said message data; 
10 means for providing power to each of said plurality of light assembly means; 

means for proceSSing said decoded message data generated by said decoding means in each of 
said plurality of light assembly means; 

means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proc
essing means; and 

15 said processing means comprises means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 
symbols representing said aircraft and other vehicles, each of said symbols having said identification mes
sage data displayed. 

11. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 10 wherein: 
20 said message data further includes position information. 

25 

30 

35 

40 

12. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 10 wherein: 
said plurality of light assembly means being arranged in two parallel rows along runways and taxi

ways of said airport 

13. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 10 wherein said light assembly means comprises: 
light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport; 
vehicle senSing means for detecting aircraft or other vehicles on said airport; 
said microprocessor means coupled to said decoding means, said light means, said vehicle sensing 

means and said data communication means further processes a detection signal from said vehicle sens
ing means; and 

said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said 
power providing means. 

14. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 10 wherein: 
said symbols representing aircraft and other vehicles comprise icons having a shape indicating 

type of aircraft or vehicle. 

15. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 10 wherein: 
said processing means determines a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport 

in accordance with data received from said light assembly means. 

16. A vehicle identification system for surveillance and Identification of aircraft and other vehicles on an air
port comprising: 

a plurality of light circuits on said airport. each of said light Circuits comprises a plurality of light 
assembly means; 

means for providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits and to each of said light assembly 
means; 

means in each of said light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on said airport; 
means disposed on said aircraft and other vehicles for transmitting identification message data; 

50 means disposed in each of said light assembly means for receiving and decoding said message 
data from said transmitting means; 

means for processing ground traffic data from said sensing means and decoded message data 
from each of said light assembly means for presentation on a graphic display of said airport; 

means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proo-
55 essing means; and 

said processing means comprises means for providing such graphic display of said airport COI"l'l

prising symbols representing said ground traffic, each of said symbols having direction, velocity and said 
identification message data displayed. 
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17. The vehicle identification system as recited In Claim 16 wherein: 
each of said light circuits being located along the edges of taxiways or runways on said airport 

18. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said sensing means comprises infrared detectors. 

19. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein said transmitting means comprises: 
means for creating unique message data which Includes aircraft and flight Identification; and 
infrared means coupled to said message creating means for transmitting a coded stream of said 

message data. 

20. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 19 wherein: 
said message data further comprises position information. 

21. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said receiving and decoding means comprises an infrared sensor. 

22. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 21 wherein: 
said receiving and decoding means comprises microprocessor means coupled to said infrared sen

sor for decoding said message data. 

23. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said plurality of light assembly means of said light circuits being arranged in two parallel rows along 

runways and taxiways of said airport. 

25 24. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein said light assembly means comprises: 
light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport 
said ground traffic sensing means for detecting aircraft or other vehicles on said airport 
microprocessor means coupled to said receiving and decoding means, said light means, said 

ground traffic sensing means and said data communication means for decoding said identification mes-
30 sage data and processing a detection signal from said ground traffic sensing means; and 

35 

40 

50 

55 

said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said 
power providing means. 

25. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 24 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to said microprocessor 

means for detecting the light intensity of said light means. 

26. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 24 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to said microprocessor means. 

27. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said processing means comprises redundant computers for fault tolerance operation. 

28. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said symbols representing said ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating type of air

craft or vehicle. 

29. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said processing means determines a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport 

in accordance with said data receive from said light assembly means. 

30. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said processing means determines a future path of said ground traffic based on a ground clearance 

command, said future path being shown on said graphic display. 

31. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein: 
said processing means further comprises means for predicting an airport incursion. 

32. The vehicle identification system as recited in Claim 16 wherein said power providing means comprises: 
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constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits; 
and 

network bridge means coupled to said constant current power means for providing a communica
tion channel to said processing means for each line of said constant current power means. 

33. A method of providing a vehicle identification system for identifying aircraft and other vehicles on surface 
pathways including runways and other areas of an airport comprising the steps ot 

transmitting identification message data with means disposed on said aircraft and other vehicles; 
receiving and decoding said message data from said transmitting means with means disposed in 

each of a plurality of light assembly means on said airport; 
providing power to each of said plurality of light assembly means; 
processing said decoded identification message data generated by said receiving and decoding 

means in each of said plurality of light assembly means; 
providing data communication on lines of said power providing means between each of said light 

assembly means and said proceSSing means; and 
providing a graphic display of said airport with said processing means comprising symbols repre.

senting said aircraft and other vehicles, each of said symbols having said identification message data 
displayed. 

34. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of transmitting identification message data com
prises the steps of creating unique message data which includes aircraft and flight identification; and 

transmitting a coded stream of said message data with infrared means coupled to said message 
creating means. 

35. The method as recited in Claim 34 wherein said step of transmitting message data further includes trans
mitting position information. 

36. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of receiving and decoding said message data in
cludes using an infrared sensor. 

30 37. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of receiving and decoding said message data further 
comprises the step of coupling microprocessor means to said infrared sensor for decoding said message 
data. 

38. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of receiving and decoding said message data with 
35 means disposed in said plurality of light assembly means further comprises the step of arranging said 

plurality of light assembly means in two parallel rows along runways and taxiways of said airport 

39. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of providing a graphic display comprising symbols 
representing aircraft and other vehicles further comprises the step of providing icons having a shape in-

40 dicating type of aircraft or vehicle. 

45 

50 

55 

40. The method as recited in Claim 33 wherein said step of providing a graphic display comprises the step of 
determining a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport in accordance with data re.
ceived from said light assembly means. 

19 
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W09611116S 

AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION AND 

DOCKING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

5 Field Of The Invention 

PCfISI94/00968 

This invention relates to systems for locating. identifying and tracking objects. 

More particularly. it relates to aircraft location. identification and docking guidance 

systems and to ground traffic control methods for locating and identifying objects on an 

airfield and for safely and efficiently docking aircraft at such airport. 

10 Description Of Related Art 

In recent years there has been a significantly increased amount of passenger, cargo 

and other aircraft traffic including take offs, landings and other aircraft ground traffic. Also 

there has been a marked increase in the number of ground support vehicles which are 

required to off load cargo, provide catering services and on going maintenance and support 

15 of all aircraft. With this substantial increase in ground traffic has come a need for greater 

control and safety in the docking and identification of aircraft on an airfield. 

Examplary of prior art systems which have been papa sed for detecting the 

. presence of aircraft and other traffic on an airfield are those systems disclosed in U.S. 

Patent 4,995,102; European Patent No. 188 757; and peT Published Applications WO 

20 93113104 and WO 93/15416. 

However, none of those systems have been found to be satisfactory for detection 

of the presence of aircraft on an airfield, particularly, under adverse climatic conditions 

causing diminished visibility such as encountered under fog, snow or sleet conditions. 

Furthermore, none of the systems disclosed in the prior references are capable of 

25 identifying and verifying the specific configuration of an approaching aircraft. Still further, 

none of the prior systems provide adequate techniques for tracking··and docking an aircraft 

at a designated stopping point such as an airport loading gate. Also, none of the prior 

systems have provided techniques which enable adequate calibration of the instrumentation 

therein. 

30 Thus, it has been a continuing problem to provide systems which are sufficiently 

safe and reliable over a wide range of atmospheric conditions to enable detection of objects 

such as aircraft and other ground traffic on an airfield. 

In addition, there has been a long standing need for systems which are not only 

capable of detecting objects such as aircraft. but which also provide for the effective 
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identi !ication of the detected object and verification of the identity of such object, for 

example. a detected aircraft with the necessary degree of cctainty regardless of prevailing 

weather conditions and magnitude of ground traffic. 

There has also been a long standing, unfulfilled need for systems which are 

5 capable of accurately and efficiently tracking and guiding ob.iects such as incorlling aircraft 

to a suitable stopping point such as an airport loading gate. In addition, the provision of 

accurate and effective calibration techniques for such systems has been a continuing 

problem requiring resolution. 

10 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In order to overcome the foregoing problems, systems and methods are required 

which are capable of achieving accurate, safe, efficient and cost effective location of 

objects such as aircraft on an airfield and for proper identification and verification of the 

identity of such objects. In addition, systems and methods are required for tracking and 

15 docking guidance of objects such as aircraft, particularly, in a real time operating mode. 

Furthermore, systems and methods are required for calibration of such operating systems. 

Accordingly. it is a primary object of the present invention to provide such 

. systems and methods. In this regard, it is a specific object of the present invention to 

provide docking guidance systems whieh are capable of determining the precise position as 

20 well as verifying the identity of aircraft on an airfield. Another object of the invention is to 

provide information to an individual or individuals controlling the docking or parking of 

aircraft on an airfield via a display unit utilizing communications between the ·system and a 

personal computer and other methods for monitoring the overall method operation. 

A further object is to provide the safety of digitally pr~cise docking control and, 

25 also, to provide for implementation of such control in an extremely cost effect manner. 

A still further object is to provide for the display of aircraft docking information 

for use by a pilot.. co-pilot or other personnel docking an aircrati. including information 

concerning the closing rate distance from an appropriate stopping point for the aircraft. 

Another significant object is to provide for the automatic compJIison and determination 

30 that the aircraft positioning and incoming direction does not dedate from the appropriate 

pa~ necessary for the particular type of aircraft being docked and. particularly, to provide 

visual feedback as to the closing distance in a countdown form:u from a display. positioned 

forward of the aircraft which contains the distance for docking. position to left or right of 

appropriate center line for docking and a check of the aircraft ~·pe. 
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Yet another object is to provide systems which not only provide azimuth guidance 

to either the pilot or the co-pilot, but also provide for scanning of the apron to enable 

appropriate and safe docking of an aircraft. Another object is to provide systems which are 

particularly sensitive so that accurate parking positions arc achieved within extremely 

5 minimal tolerances. 

A further object is to provide systems which are extremely flexible and allow for 

the implementation of new operational parameters su~h as adding new aircraft types, 

alternate or secondary parking stop positions and other related information in regard to 

identifying, guiding and docking aircraft on an airfield. 

10 These and other objects of the invention are accomplished by providing systems 

and methods for detecting the presence of-an object on an airfield employing light pulses 

such as laser pulses projected, for example, off of mirrors in the direction of an incoming 

object positioned within a capture zone on the airfield and collecting light pulses reflected 

off the object which indicates the presence of the object. Likewise, this technique enables 

15 the determination of the aircraft's position within the capture zone as well as the detection 

thereof. 

The present invention also provides systems and methods for verifying the identity 

of the detected object which. for example, enables a determination that the correct type of 

aircraft is approaching the docking facility and is to be docked therein. Such verification 

20 systems and methods involve the projection of light pulses such as laser pulses in angular 

coordinates onto an object and collecting reflected pulses off of the object in a detection 

device which enables a comparison of the reflected pulses to be made with a profile 

corresponding to the shape of a known object in order to determine whether the detected 

shape corresponds to the known shape. 

25 Furthermore, the present invention provides systems and methods for tracking 

incoming objects wherein light pulses such as laser pulses are projected onto an incoming 

object and the light reflected from the object is collected and employed in order to 

assertain the position of the object relative to an imaginary axial line projecting from a 

predetermined docking point and to detect the distance between the object and the predeter-

30 mined point for. purposes of detennining the location of the object. 

Thus, the present invention provides for the location or capture of an approaching 

. aircraft and for the identificatio'n or recognition of its shape \\;(hin a designated capture 

zone or control area which is essential in initiating an aircraft docking procedure. 

Thereafter. in accordance with the present invention, a display is provided. which enables 
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docking of the identified aircmfl in all appropriate docking area for off loading of 

passengers, cargo and the like. 

The present invention accomplishes these features while eliminating the heretofore 

standard need for sensors which must be embedded in thc apron of the docking areas. This 

o 5 results in a significant reduction not only in installation time and associated cO:::.ts but, also, 

reduces maintenance costs thereafter. Furthermore, this invention permits retrofitting of the 

present systems into existing systems without requiring apron construction and the 

accompanying interruption in use of the airport docking areas which has been required with 

prior devices previously used for docking guidance systems. 

10 In preferred embodiments of the systems of the present invention, a pilot bringing 

an aircraft into a gate at an airport is provided with a real time display mount~d, for 

example, above the gate which indicates the aircraft's position relative to the point where 

the pilot must start to brake the plane. Also displayed is the aircraft's lateral position 

compared to a predetermined line for a plane of its type to follow in order to most 

15 expeditiously arrive at the gate. 

20 

The software employed in the systems of the present invention preferably compri

ses four modules which perform the main coinputational tasks of the system and control 

the hardware. These modules include one for capture, one for identification, one for 

tracking and one for calibration of the system. 

In a preferred embodiment of this invention, the capture module is employed to 

. direct the devices for projecting light pulses to scan the area in front of a docking gate. 

Thus, when mirrors are employed to reflect and project pulses such as laser pulses, the 

capture module continues to direct the laser to scan this area until it detects an object 

entering the area. Once it detects an object, the capture module computes the distance and 

25 the angular position of the object and passes control onto the tracking module. 

Once activated, the tracking module follows the incoming aircraft to the gate 

while providing information about its lateral location and distance relative to the desired 

stopping point. Using this information, the pilot can correct the course of the plane and 

brake at the precise point that will result in stopping the aircraft in a desired docking 

30 position in alignment with the gate. During the tracking, an identification module first 

scans the detected object to determine if its profile matches the reference profile of the 

type of aircraft expected. If the profiles do not match, the system informs the airport tower 

and a signal is transmitted for stopping the docking function. 

Finally. the calibration module calibrates the distance and angular measurements to 
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ensure that the readings of the detection devices such as a Laser Range Finder accurately 

correspond to the distance and angle of the aircraft. This module runs periodically during 

the capture and tracking modules to determine the continued accuracy of the system. 

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

10 

15 

20 

The features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the 

following detailed description taken in connection with the accompanying drawings 

wherein: 

Fig 1 is a view illustrating the system as in use at an airport; 

Fig 2 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the-general componentry of a 

preferred system in accordance with the present invention;. 

Fig 3 is a top plan view illustrating the detection area in front of a docking 

gate which is established for purposes of detection and identification of 

approaching aircraft; 

Fig 4 is a flow chart illustrating the main routine and the docking mode of 

the system; 

Fig 5 is a flow chart illustrating -the calibration mode of the system; 

Fig 6 is a view illustrating the components of the calibration mode; 

_Fig 7 

Fig 8 

Fig 9 

is a flow chart illustrating the capture mode of the system; 

is a flow chart illustrating the tracking phase of the system; 

is a flow chart illustrating the height measuring phase of the system; 

and 

Fig 10 is a flow chart illustrating the identification phase of the system. 

Table I is a preferred embodiment of a Horizontal Reference Profile Table 

25 which is employed to establish the identity of an aircraft in the systems 

of the present invention; 

30 

Table II is a preferred embodiment of a Comparison Table which is employed 

in the systems of the present invention for purposes of effectively and 

efficiently docking an aircraft; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Reference is now made to Figures 1-10 and Tables I-II. jn which like numerals 

designate like elements throughout the several views. Throughout the following detailed 

description, numbered stages depicted in the illustrated flow diagrams are generally indi-
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cated by clement numbers in parenthesis following such rclcr~nccs .. 

Referring to Fig. I, the systems of lhe present invention generally designated lOin 

the drawings provide for the computerized location of an object. verification of the identity 

of the object and tracking of the object, the object preferably being an aircraft 12. In 

5 operation, once the control tower 14 lands an aircraft 12, it informs the system ~hat a plane 

i~ approaching the gate 16 and the type of aircraft {i.e., 747, L·IOll. etc.} expected. The 

system 10 then scans the area in front of the gate 16 until it locates an object that it 

identifies as an airplane 12. The system 10 then compares the profile of the aircraft 12 

with a reference profile for the expected type of aircraft. If the located aircraft does not 

10 match the expected profile, the system informs or signals the lower 14 and sh!lts down. 

If the object is the expected aircraft 12, the system 10 tracks it into the gate 16 by 

displaying in real time to the pilot the distance remaining to the proper stopping point 29 

and the lateral position 31 of the plane 12. The lateral position 3 I of the plane 12 is 

provided on a display 18 allowing the pilot to correct the position of the plane to approach 

15 the gate 16 from the correct angle. Once the airplane 12 is at its stopping point 53, this 

fact is shown on the display 18 and the pilot stops the plane. Employing the system 10 of 

the present invention, it should be noted that once the plane I ~ comes to rest, it is 

accurately aligned with the gat~ 16 requiring no adjustment of the gate 16 by the ground 

staff. 

20 Referring to Fig. 2, the system 10 consists of a Laser Range Finder (LRF) 20, two 

mirrors 21, 22, a display unit 18, two step motors 24, 25, and a microprocessor 26. 

Suitable LRF products for use herein are sold by Laser Atlanta Corporation mid are 

capable of emitting laser pulses and receiving the reflections of those pulses reflected off 

of distant objects and computing the distance to those objects. 

25 The system lOis arranged such that there is a connection 28 between the serial 

port of the LRF 20 and the microprocessor 26. Through this connection, the LRF 20 sends 

measurement data approx.imately every 1I400th of a second to the microprocessor 26. The 

hardware components generally designated 23 of the system 1 I) Jrl"! controlled by the 

programmed microprocessor 26. In addition, the microprosess0: ~6 feeds data to the 

30 display 18. As the interface to the pilot, the display unit 18 is ~Iaced above the gate 16 

to show the pilot how far the plane is from its stopping point ~9. the type of aircraft· 30 the 

system believes is approaching 'and the lateral location of the pl.3Ile 31. Using this display, 

the pilot can adjust the approach of the plane 12 to 'the gate 16 (0 ensure the plane is on 

the correct angle to reach the gate. If the display 18 is showin~ (he wrong aircraft. type 30, 
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the pilot. can abort the approach before any damage is done. This double chcck ensures the 

safety of the passengers, plane and airport facilities because if the system tries to maneuver 

a larger 747 as if it was a 737, it likely will cause extensive damage. 

In addition to the display 18, the microprocessor 26 processes the data from the 

5 LRF 20 and· controls the direction of the laser 20 through its connection 32 to t!:lc step 

motors 24, 25. The step motors 24, 25 are connected to the mirrors 21, 22 and move them 

in response to instructions from the microprocessor 26. Thus, by controlling the step 

motors 24, 25, the microprocessor 26 can change the angle of the mirrors 21, 22 and aim 

the laser pulses from the LRF 20. 

10 The mirrors 21, 22 aim the laser by reflecting the laser pulses outwar9 over" the 

tarmac of the airport. (n the preferred embodiment, the LRF 20 does not move. The 

scanning by the laser is done with mirrors. One mirror 22 controls the horizontal angle of 

the laser while the other mirror 21 controls the vertical angle. 13y activating the step motors 

24, 25, the microprocessor 26 controls the angle of the mirrors and thus the direction of 

15 the laser pulse. 

The system 10 controls the horizontal mirror 22 to achieve a continuous horizontal 

scanning within a ± 10 degree angle in approximately 0.1 degree angular steps which are 

equivalent to 16 microsteps per step with the Escap EDM-453 step motor. One angular step 

is taken for each reply from the reading unit, i.e., approximately every 2.5 ms. The vertical 

20 mirror 21 can be controlled to achieve a vertical scan between +20 and -30 degrees in 

approximately O~ I degree angular steps with one step every 2.5 ms. The vertical mirror 21 

is used to scan vertically when the nose height is being determined and when the aircraft 

12 is being identified. During the tracking mode, the vertical mirror 21 is continuously 

adjusted to keep the horizontal scan tracking the nose tip of thl:! aircraft 12. 

25 Referring to Fig. 3, the system 10 divides the field in front of it by distance into 

three parts. The farthest section, from about 50 meters out, is the capture zone 50. In this 

zone SO, the system 10 detects the aircraft's nose and makes a rough estimate of lateral and 

longitudinal position of the aircraft 12. Inside the capture zone 50 is the identification area 

51. In this area, the system 10 checks the profile of the aircrati 12 against a stored profile. 

30 The system 10 shows the lateral position of the aircraft 12 in this region, related to a 

predetennined line, on the display 18. Finally, nearest to the LRF 20 is the display or 

tracking area 52. [n the display' area S2, the system 10 displays the lateral and longitudinal 

position of the aircraft 12 relative to the correct stopping position with its highest degree of 

accuracy. At the end of the display area 52 is the stopping point 53. At the stopping point 
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53, lhe aircraft will be in the correct position at the gate 16. 

In addition to the hardware and software. the system 10 maintains a database 

containing reference profiles for any type of aircraft it might encounter. Within this 

database. the system slores the profile for each aircraft type as a horizontal and vertical 

5 profile reflecting the expected echo pattern for that type of aircraft. 

Referring to Table 1, the system maintains the horizontal profile in the form of a 

Table I whose rows 40 are indexed by angular step and whose columns 41 are indexed by 

distance from the stopping position for that type of aircraft. In addition to the indexed 

rows, the table contains a row 42 providing the vertical ;lngle 10 the nose of the plane at 

10 each distance from the LRF, a row 44 providing the fonn factor, k. for the profile and a 

row 45 providing the number of profile values for each profile distance. The body 43 of 

the Table I contains expected distances for that type of aircraft at various scanning angles 

and distances from the stopping point 53. 

Theoretically, the 50 angular steps and the SO distances to the stopping point 53 

15 would require a Table I containing 50 x SO, or 2500, entries. However, the Table I will 

actually contain far fewer entries because the profile will not expect a return from all 

angles at all distances. It is expected that a typical table will actually contain between 500 

and 1000 values. Well known programming techniques provide methods of maintaining a 

partially full table without using the memory required by a full table. 

20 In addition to the horizontal profile, the system 10 maintains a vertical profile of 

each type of aircraft. This profile is stored in the same manner as the horizontal profile 

except its rows are indexed by angular steps in the vertical direction and its column index 

contains fewer distances from the stopping position than the horizontal profile. The vertical 

profile requires fewer columns because it is used only for identifying the aircraft 12 and 

25 for detennining its nose height, which take place at a defined range of distances from the 

LRF 20 in the identification area 51. Consequently, the vertical profile stores only the 

expected echoes in that range without wasting data storage space on unneeded values. 

The system lOuses the previously described hardware and database to locate, 

identify and track aircraft using the following procedures: 

30 Referring to Fig. 4, the software running on the microprocessor perfonns a main 

routine containing subroutines for the calibration mode 60, capture mode 62 and docking 

mode 64. The microprocessor first performs the calibration mode 60, then the capture 

mode 62 and then the docking mode 64. Once the aircraft 12 is docked, the program 

finishes. These modes are described in greater detail as follows: 
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Calibration Mode 

To ensure system accuracy, the microprocessor 26 is programmed to calibrate 

itself in accordance with the procedure illustrated in Fig. 5 before capturing an aircraft 12 

and at various intervals during tracking. Calibrating the system 10 ensures that the 

5 relationship between the step motors 24, 25 and the aiming direction is known. The length 

measuring ability of the LRF 20 is also checked. 

10 

Referring to Fig. 6, for calibration. the system lOuses a square plate 66 with a 

known position. The plate 66 is mounted 6 meters from the LRf 20 and at the same height 

as the LRF 20. 

To calibrate, the system sets (a,fl) to (0,0) causing the laser to be directed straight 

forward. The vertical mirror 22 is then tilted such that the laser beam is direc~d backwards 

to a rear or extra mirror 68 which redirects the beam to the calibration plate 66. (100) The 

microprocessor 26 then uses the step motors 24, 25 to move the mirrors 21, 22 until it 

finds the center of the calibration plate 66. Once it finds the center of the calibration plate 

15 66, the microprocessor 26 stores the angles (cx.cp.~cp) at that point and compares them to 

stored expected angles. (102) The system 10 also compares the reported distance to the 

plate 66 center with a stored expected value. (102) If the reported values do not match the 

stored values, the microprocessor 26 changes the calibration constants, which determine the 

expected values, until they do. (104, 106) However, if any of these values deviate too 

20 much from the values stored at installation, an alarm is given. ( 108) 

Capture Mode 

Initially. the airport tower 14 notifies the system 10 to expect an incoming 

airplane 12 and the type of airplane to expect This signal puts the software into a capture 

mode 62 as outlined in Fig. 8. In capture mode 62, the microprocessor 26 uses the step 

25 motors 24, 25 to direct the laser to scan the capture zone 50 horizontally for the plane 12. 

30 

This horizontal scan is done at a vertical angle corresponding t(\ the height of the nose of 

the expected type of aircraft at the midpoint of the capture zone 50. 

To determine the correct height to scan, the microproc~5sor 26 computes the 

vertical angle for the laser pulse as: 

fif = arctan [ (H-h)llf J 
where H = the height of the LRF 20 above the ground. h = the nose height of the expected 

aircraft, and If =' the distance from the LRF 20 to the middle of the capture zone 50. This 

equation results in a vertical angle for the mirror 21 that will enable the search to be at the 

correct height at the middle of the capture zone 50 for the expected airplane 12. 
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Alternatively, tht: system I () can store in the databasc values for fir fur different types of 

aircraft at a certain distance. Howcver, storing fir limits the flexibility of the system 10 

because it can capture an aircraft 12 only at a single distance from the LRF 20. 

In the capture zone 50 and using this vertical angle, the microprocessor 26 directs 

5 the laser to scan horizontally in pulses approximately 0.1 degree apart. The mic.roprocessor 

26 scans horizontally by varying a., the horizontal angle from a center line starting from 

the LRF 20, between ±amax ' a value defined at installation. Typically. a nlax is set to 50 

which, using 0.1 degree pulses, is equivalent to 5 degrees and results in a 10 degree scan. 

The release of the laser pulses results in echoes or reflections from objects in the 

10 capture zone 50. The detection device of the LRF 20 captures the reflected pulses, 

computes the distance to the object from the time between pulse transmission and receipt 

of the echo, and sends the calculated distance value for each echo to the microprocessor 

26. The micro processor 26 stores, in separate registers in a data storage device, the total 

number of echoes or hits in each 1 degree sector of the capture zone 50. (70) Because the 

15 pulses are generated in 0.1 degree intervals, up to ten echoes can occur in each sector. The 

microprocessor 26 stores these hits in variables entitled sa where a varies from I to to to 

reflect each one degree slice of the ten degree capture zo~e 50. 

In addition to storing the number of hits per sector, the microprocessor 26 stores, 

again in a data storage device, the distance from the LRF 20 to the object for each hit or 

20 echo. Storing the distance to each reflection requires a storage medium large enough to 

store up to ten hits in each I degree of the capture zone 50 or up to 100 possible values. 

Because, in many cases, most of the entries will be empty, well known programming 

tectmiques can reduce these storage requirements below having 100 registers always 

allocated for these values. 

25 Once this data is available for a scan, the microprocessor 26 computes the total 

number of echoes, Sr, in the scan by summing the sa's. The microprocessor 26 then 

computes SM' the largest sum of echoes in three adjacent secto~5. (72) In other words, SM 

is the largestsum of (Sa_I' Sa' Sa+I)' 

Once it computes SM and Sr' the microprocessor 26 determines whether the 

30 echoes are from an incoming airplane 12. If SM is not greater than 24, no airplane 12 has 

been found and the microprocessor 26 returns to the beginning of the capture mode 62. If 

the largest sum of echoes, SM is greater than 24 (74), a "possible" airplane 12 has been 

, located. If a "possible" airplane 12 has been located, the microprocessor checks if SM/Sr is 

greater than 0.5 (76), or the three adjacent sectors with the largest sum contain at least half 
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of all the echoes received during the scan. 

If SM/ST is greater than 0.5, the microprocessor 26 calculates the location of the 

center of the echo. (78, 82) The angular location of the center of the echo is calculated as: 

at = a v + (Sa+l- Sa.I}/(Sa.1 + Sa + Sa + I) 

5 where Sa is the Sa that gave SM and av is the angular seclor that corresponds :.J that Sa' 

The longitudinal position of the center of the echo is calculated as: 

It;: (lIn) i=I LIO lavi 

where the lavi are the measured values, or distances to the object, for the pulses that 

returned an echo from the sector a y and where n is the total number of measured values 

10 in this sector. (78, 82) Because the largest possible number of measured values is ten, n 

must be less than or equal to ten. 

However, if SM/ST < 0.5, the echoes may have been caused by snow or other 

aircraft at close range. If the cause is an aircraft at close range. that aircraft is probably 

positioned fairly close to the centerline so it is assumed that at should be zero instead of 

15 the above calculated value and that It should be the mean distance given by the three 

middle sectors. (80) If the distance distribution is too large, the microprocessor 26 has not 

found an airplane 12 and it returns to the beginning of the capture mode 62. (81). 

20 

After calculating the position of the aircraft 12, the system 10 switches to docking 

mode 64. 

Docking Mode 

The docking mode 64, illustrated in Fig. 4, includes three phases, the tracking 

phase 84, the height measuring phase 86 and the identification phase 88. In the tracking 

phase 84, the system 10 monitors the position of the incoming aircraft 12 and provides the 

pilot with information about axial location 31 and distance from the stopping point 53 of 

25 the plane through the display 18. The system 10 begins tracking the aircraft 12 by scanning 

horizontally. 

Referring to Fig. 8, during the fIrst scan in tracking phase 84, the microprocessor 

26 directs the LRF 20 to send out laser pulses in single angular steps. a, or, preferably, at 

0.1 degree intervals between: 

30 (at - a p - 10) and (at + a p + to) 

where at is determined during the capture mode 62 as the angular position of the echo 

center and a p is the largest angnlar position in the current profile column that contains 

distance values. 

After the first sc~n, a is stepped back and forth with one step per received LRF 
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value between: 

(as - a p - 10) and (as + a p + 10) 

where as is the angular position of the azimuth determined during the previous scan. 

During the tracking phase 84. the vertical angle, n, is sel to the level required for 

5 the identified craft 12 at its current distance from the LRF 20 which is obtaine~ from the 

reference profile Table I . The current profile column is the column representing a position 

less than but closest to Ie 

The microprocessor 26 uses the distance from the stopping point 53 to find the 

vertical angle for the airplane's current distance on the profile Table I. During the first 

10 scan, the distance, It, calculated during the capture mode 62, determines the appropriate 

column of the profile Table I and thus the angle to the aircraft 12. For each subsequent 

scan, the microprocessor 26 uses the 6 in the column of the profile Table I reflecting the 

present distance frQm the stopping point 53. (112) 

Using the data from the scans and the data on the horizontal profile Table I, the 

15 microprocessor 26 creates a Comparison Table II . Referring to Table II the Comparison 

Table II is a two dimensional table with the number of the pulse. or angular step number, 

as the index. 91, i, to the rows. Using this index., the following information, represented as 

columns of the table, can be accessed for each row: Ii 92, the measured distance to the 

object on this angular step, lki 93, the measured value compensated for the skew caused by 

20 the displacement (equal to lj minus the quantity sm' the total displacement during the last 

scan, minus the quantity i times sp' the average displacement during each step in the last . 

scan (Le.) lj-(sm-isp»' dj 94, the distance between the generated profile and th~ reference. 

profile (equal to rij' the profile value for the corresponding angle at the profile distance j. 

minus lki)' aj 95 •. the distance between the nose of the aircraft and the measuring equipment 

25 (equal to rjSO' the reference profile value at zero degrees, minus d j), ae 96, the estimated 

nose distance after each step (equal to l\n, the nose distance al the end of the last scan, 

minus the quantity i times sp>. ad' the difference between the estimated and measured nose 

distance (equal to the absolute value of aj minus ae), and Note 97 which indicates the 

echoes that are likely caused by an aircraft. 

30 During the first scan in the tracking phase 84, the system lOuses the horizontal 

profile column representing an aircraft position, j, less than but closest to the value of It. 

For each new scan, the profile 'column whose value is less than but closest to (am - sm) is 

chosen where am is the last measured distance to the aircraft I 2 and sm is the aircraft's 

displacement during the last scan. Additionally. the values of the profile are shifted 
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sideways by as to compensate for the lateral position of the aircraft. (\ 12) 

During each scan, the microprocessor 26 also generates a Distance Distribution 

Table (DDT). This table contains the distribution of aj values as they appear in the 

Comparison Table 11. Thus, the DDT has an entry representing the number of occurrences 

5 of each value of aj in the Comparison Table II in \ meter increments between 10 to tOO 

meters. 

After every scan, the system lOuses the DDT to calculate the average distance, 

am' to the correct stopping point 53. The microprocessor 26 scans the data in the DDT to 

find the two adjacent entries in the DDT for which the sum of their values is the largest. 

10 The microprocessor 26 then flags the Note 97 column in the Comparison Table II for each 

row containing an entry for aj corresponding to either of the two DDT rows having the 

largest sum. (114) 

The system 10 then determines the lateral deviation or offset. (t 16) The micropro

cessor 26 first sets: 

15 2d == a max - amin 

where a max and amin are the highest and lowest a values for a continuous flagged block of 

dj values in the Comparison Table II. .Additionally, the microprocessor 26 calculates: 

VI :: !:dj 

for the upper half of the flagged d j in the block and: 

20 V2 :: !:dj 

for the lower half of the block. Using V I and V 2' "a" 116 is calculated as: 

a = k x (Y I • V 2)/d2 

where k is given in the reference profile. If "a" exceeds a given value, preferably set to 

one, it is assumed that there is a lateral deviation approximately equal to "a". The Ii 

25 column of the Comparison Table II is then shifted "a" steps and the Comparison Table II is 

recalculated. This process continues until "a" is smaller than an empirically established 

value, preferably one. The total shift, as' of the Ii column is considered equal to the lateral 

deviation or offset. (116) If the lateral offset is larger than a predetermined value, 

preferably set to one, the profile is adjusted sideways before the next scan. (118, 120) 

30 After the lateral offset is checked, the microprocessor 26, provides the total 

sideways adjustment of the profile, which corresponds to the lateral position 31 of the 

aircraft 12, on the display 18. e122) 

The microprocessor 26 next calculates the distance to the nose of the aircraft, am' 

as: 
SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RUJ..! 25) 
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am = L(nagged aj)/N 

where N is the total number of nagged ai' From am. the microrrocessor 26 can calculate 

the distance from the plane 12 to the slopping point 53 by subtracting the distance from the 

LRF 20 to the stopping point 53 from the distance to the nose of the aircraft. (124) 

Once it calculates of the distance to the stopping point 53. tht! microprcccssor 26 

calculates the average displacement during the last scan. sm' The displacement during the 

last scan is calculated as: 

Sm = am.! - ~ 

where am. I and ~ belong to the last two scans. For the first scan in tracking phase 84. SOl 

10 is set to O. 

The average displacement sp during each step is calculated as: 

Sp = Sml P 

where P is the total number of steps for the last scan cycle. 

The microprocessor 26 will inform the pilot of the distance to the stopping 

15 position 53 by displaying it on the display unit 18. 29. By displaying the distance to the 

stopping position 29, 53 after each scan, the pilot receives constantly updated information 

in real time about how far the plane 12 is from stopping. 

If the aircraft 12 is in the display area 52. both the lateral 31 and the longitudinal 

position 29 are provided on the display 18. (126, 128) Once the microprocessor 26 displays 

20 the position of the aircraft 12, the tracking phase ends. 

Once it completes the tracking phase, the microprocessor 26 verifies that tracking 

has not been lost by checking that the total number of rows flagged divided by the total 

number of measwed values, or echoes. in the last scan. is greater than 0.5. (83) In other 

words, if more than 50% of the echoes do not correspond to the reference profile, tracking 

25 is lost. If tracking is lost and the aircraft 12 is greater than 12 meters from the stopping 

point, the system 10 returns to the capture mode 62. (85) If tracking is lost and the aircraft 

12 is less than or equal to 12 meters from the stopping point 53. the system 1 0 turns on 

the stop sign to inform the pilot that it has lost tracking. (85, 87) 

If tracking is not lost. the microprocessor 26 determines if the nose height has 

30 been determined. (130) If the height has not yet been determined. the microprosessor 26 

enters the height measuring phase 86: If the height has already been determined, the 

microprocessor 26 checks to see 'if the aircraft has been identified. (132) 

In the height measuring phase. illustrated in Fig. 9. the microprocessor 26 

determines the nose height by directing the LRf 20 to scan vertically. The nose height is 
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used by the system \0 ensure that the horizontal scans are mat!I: across the tip of the nose. 

To check the nose height. the microprocessor 26 sets n to a predetermined value 

Hmax and then steps it down in 0.1 degree intervals once per received/reflected pulse untit it 

reaches Bmin, another predetemlined value. Bmin and ~max arc set during installation and 

5 typical\y are -20 and 30 degrees respectively. After ~ reaches ~l1lill the micropr.:>cessor 26 

directs the step molors 24. 25 up until it reaches Pmax . This vertical scanning is done with 

(l set to CL s ' the azimuth position of the previous scan. 

Using the measured aircraft distance, the microprocessor 26 selects the column in 

the vertical profile table closest to the measured distance, (140) Using the data from the 

10 scan and the data on the vertical profile table, the microprocessor 26 creates a. Comparison 

Table n. Referring to FigA, the Comparison Table Il is a two dimensional tatue with the 

number of the pulse, or angular step number, as an index 91, i. 10 the rows. Using this 

index, the following information, represented as columns of the table, can be accessed for 

each row: Ii 92, the measured distance to the object on this angular step,IKi 93, the measu-

15 red value compensated for the skew caused by the displacement (equal to Ii minus the 

quantity Sm' the total displacement during the last scan, minus the quantity i times sp' the 

average displacement during each step in the last scan), d j 94. [he distance between the 

generated profile and thereference profile (equal to rij' the protiie value for 'the correspon

ding angle at the profile distance j, minus Iki), a j 95, the distance between the nose of the 

20 aircraft and the measuring equipment (equal to rj50' the reference profile value at zero 

degrees, minus d i), ae 96, the estimated nose distance after each slep (eqUal to am' the nose 

distance at the end of the last scan, minus the quantity i times sr), ad' the difference 

between the estimated and measured nose distance (equal to Ihl! absolute value of a j minus 

ae)' and Note 97 which indicates echoes that are likely caused by an aircraft 12, 

25 

30 

During each scan, the microprocessor 26 also generatl!5 a Distance Distribution 

Table (DDT). This table contains the distribution of aj values as they appear in the 

Comparison Table II. Thus, the DDT has an entry representing the number of occurrences 

of each value of aj in the Comparison Table 11 in 1 meter incfl!ments between 10 to 100 

meters. 

After every scan, the system 10 uses the DDT to calculate the average distance, 

<1rn, to the correct stopping point 53. The microprocessor 26 scms the data in the DDT to 

find the two adjacent entries in'the DDT for which the swn of their values is'the largest. 

The microprocessor 26 then flags the Note 97 column in the Comparison Table II for each 

row containing an entry for aj corresponding to either of the t\\"o DDT rows having the 
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largest sum. (142) 

Once it completes the calculation of the average distance to the correct stopping 

point 53. the microprocessor 26 calculates the average displacement during the last scan, 

sm' The displacement during the last scan is calculated as: 

sm = 3m., • am 

where am:1 -and am belong to the last two scans. For the first scan in tracking phase 84, SOl 

is set to O. The averag.e displacement sp during each step is calculated as 

sp = sml P 

where P is the total number of steps for the last scan cycle. 

Calculating the actual nose height is done by adding the nominal nose height, 

predetermined height of the expected aircraft when empty, to the vertical or height 

deviation. Consequently, to determine the nose height, the system 10 first determines the 

vertical or height deviation. (144) Vertical deviation is calculated by setting: 

2d = Pmax • Pmin 

15 where Pmal( and Pm in are the highest and lowest P value for a continuous flagged block 

of d j values in the Comparison Table II. Additionally, the microprocessor 26 calculates: 

Y I = Edj 

for the upper half of the flagged d j in the block and: 

Y2 = Edj 

20 for the lower half of the block. Using Y I and Y 2' "a" is calculated as 

a = k x (Y I • Y 2)/d2 

where k is given in the reference profile. If "a"exceeds a given value, preferably one, it is 

assumed that there is a vertical deviation approximately equal to "a". The I; column is then 

shifted "a" steps, the Comparison Table Il is re-screened and "a" recalculated. This process 

25 continues until "a" is smaller than the given value, preferably one. The total shift, Ps of the 

Ii column is considered equal to the height deviation. (144) The p.i values in the vertical 

Comparison Table II are then adjusted as Pj + .o.Pj where the height deviation .o.Pj is: 

.o.Pj = Ps x (amP + as) I (8j + as) 

and where amp is the valid am value when Pswas calculated. 

30 Once the height deviation is detennined, the microprocessor 26 checks if it is 

bigger than a predetermined value, preferably one. (146) If the deviation is larger than that 

value, the microprocessor 26 adjusts the profile vertically corresponding to that offset. 

(148) The microprocessor 26 stores the vertical adjustment as the deviation from the 

nominal nose height. (150) The actual height of the aircraft is the nominal nose height plus 
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the deviation. Once it completes the height measuring phase R6. the microprocessor 26 

returns to the tracking phase 84. 

If the microprocessor 26 has already determined the nose height, it skips the 

height measuring phase 86 and determines whether the aircraft 12 has been identified. 

5 (130, 132) I f the aircraft 12 has been identified, the microprocessor 26 checks whether thl: 

aircraft 12 has reached the stop' position. (134) I r the stop position is reached, the 

microprocessor 26 turns on the stop sign and the system 10 has completed the docking 

mode 64. (136) If the aircraft 12 has not reached the stop position, the micro-processor 26 

returns to the tracking phase 84. (134) 

10 

15 

If the aircraft 12 is not identified, the microprocessor 26 checks whether the 

aircraft 12 is less than or equal to 12 meters from the stopping position 53. (133) If the 

aircraft 12 not more than 12 meters from the slopping position 53. the system 10 turns on 

the stop sign to inform the pilot that identi-fication has failed. (135) After displaying the 

stop sign, the system 10 shuts down. 

If the aircraft 12 is more than 12 meters from the stopping. point 53; the micropro

cessor 26 enters the identification phase illustrated in Fig.IO. (133. 88) In the identification 

phase 88, the microprocessor 26 creates a Comparison Table II to reflect the results of 

another vertical scan and the contents of the profile table. (151. 154) Another vertical scan 

is performed in the identification phase 88 because the previous scan may have provided 

20 sufficient data for height determination but not enough for identification. In fact, several 

scans may need to be done before a positive identification can be made. After calculating 

the vertical offset 156, checking that it is not too large 158 and adjusting the profile verti

cally corresponding to the offset t 60 until the offset drops below a given amount, prefer

ably one, the microprocessor 26 calculates the average distance between marked echoes and 

25 the profile and the mean distance between the marked echoes and this average distance. 

30 

(162) 

The average distance dm between the measured and corrected profile and the 

deviation T from this average distance is calculated after vertical and horizontal scans as 

follows: 

dm = td/N 
T = L I dj • dm lIN 

If T is less than a given value, preferably 5, for both profiles. the aircraft 12 is judged to 

be of the correct type provided that a sufficient number of echoes are received. (164) 

Whether a sufficient number of echoes is received is based on: 
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N/sizc > 0.75 

where N i5 the number of "accepted" echoes and "size" is the maximum number of values 

possible. If the aircraft 12 is not of the correct type, the microprocessor turns on the stop 

sign 136 and suspends the docking mode 64. Once the microprocessor 26 completes the 

5 identification phase 88, it returns to the tracking phase 84. 

10 

While the present invention has been described in connection with particular 

embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that many changes 

may be made without departing from the true spirit and scope of the present invention as 

set forth in the following claims. 
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Table I 

5 

41 

~ 
42 ~ 78.25 78 77.5 23 

44 .---- 5 5 5.6 10 

10 45--1 2 3 50 

0 xx xx xx xx 

xx xx xx xx 

2 xx xx xx xx 

15 3 xx xx xx xx 

4 xx xx xx xx 

10'~5 xx xx xx xx 

6 xx xx xx xx 

7 xx xx xx xx 

20 8 xx xx xx xx 

9 xx xx xx xx 

25 so xx xx xx xx 
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Tahle II 

5 

92 93 94 95 9(j 97 

91( { ( t '( ( ( 
I, Iki aj ac Note 
I I 

I 

10 

xx xx xx xx xx xx 

2 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

3 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

4 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

15 5 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

6 xx xx xx xx xv xx 

20 50 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

100 xx xx xx xx xx xx 

25 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A system for verifying the shape of a detected object comprising: 

means for projecting light pulses in angular coordinates onto an object: 

means for collecting light pulses reflected off said object and for determining the 

detected shape of said object; and 

means for comparing said detected shape with a profile corresponding to the shape 

of a known object and for determining whether said detected shape 

corresponds to said known shape. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the light pulses are projected onto a mirror system 

10 with means for adjusting the mirror system to project the light pulses outwardJy. 

3. The system of claims 1- 2 wherein the profile corresponding to the sllape of a 

known object comprises sets of expected reflected pulses at various distances from the 

stopping point. 

4. The system of claims 1-3 further including means for detecting the presence of an 

15 object within a capture zone, said detection means comprising: 

20 

5. 

said adjustable mirror system projects said light pulses outwardly in a predeter

mined plane such that said projected light pulses will reflect off an object 

within a capture zone; 

means for processing collected light pulses reflected off said object within the 

capture zone to enable detection of the presence of such object. 

The system of claim 4 wherein said capture zone comprises an area within said 

plane of said pl'ojected light pulses, said area being defined as a predetermined angular 

configuration relative to an axis extending from said mirror system and at predetermined 

axial distances from said mirror system, said ar(.~a being divided into multiple angular 

25 sectors defined by rays extending outwardly from said mirror system. 6. The system of 

claims 4-5 wherein said capture zone is repetitiously scanned with said light pulses 

projected in said predetermined plane until an object is detected based on the processing of 

said collected light pulses reflected off said object. 

7. The system of claim 4-6 wherein said object is an airplane having a nose section 

30 positioned a predetermined vertical height above a surface of an airfield. 

8. The system of claims 4-7 wherein said adjustable mirror system projects said light 

pulses at a predetermined angle" relative to said surface of said airfield so that said light 

pulses intersect with said nose section of said airplane. 

9. The system of claims 2-8.wherein said adjustable mirror system is operated by 
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step mOlors under the control of a programmed microprocessor. 

10. The system of claims 2·9 including a microprocessor for adjusting the mirror 

system so that the projected light pulses scan the capture zone and a data storage device for 

receiving data concerning the light pulses reflected off an object, said data storage device 

5 containing comparative information for comparison with the received data and .;aid micro

processor employing said received data and said comparative information to determine 

whether an object has entered the capture zone. 

II. The system of claim )0 wherein said received data includes the number of pulses 

reflected off a detected object in each sector of the capture zone and said comparative 

10 information includes data for determining the distance between a detected object and said 

means for collecting the light pulses. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

12. The system of claims 9-10 wherein: 

the microprocessor totals the number of reflected pulses in each scan of said 

capture zone; 

said microprocessor detennines the largest sum of reflected pulses for three 

adjacent sectors; and 

said microprocessor detennines that an object has been detected if the largest sum 

of reflected pulses for three adjacent sectors is at least a predetermined 

minimum number out of a total number of pulses projected within said 

three adjacent sectors and the number of reflected pulses in the three 

sectors with the largest sum is more than half of the total number of 

reflected pulses in the scan of said capture zone. 

13. The system of claims 1-12 further including means for tracking an incoming 

object, said tracking means comprising: 

14. 

means for detecting the position of said incoming object relative to an imaginary 

axial line projecting from a predetermined point and for detecting the 

distance between said object and said predetermined point whereby tracking 

of the location of said object is enabled. 

The system of claim 13 wherein: 

a comparison table is generated containing information about collected light pulses 

and said information is compared with a profile table indicating the shape 

of known objects; 

a distance distribution table is generated recording the distribution of distances 

from the object to said collection means for each collected light pulse~ and 
SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26) 
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an average distance is calculated from the detected position of s~,id ohject to a 

desired stopping position for said object. 

1 s. The system of claims 14 wherein: 

the average distance to the stopping position is valculated by averaging the 

distance to said stopping position recorded for the entries in tile 

comparison table corresponding to the two adjacent entries in the distance 

distribution table having the largest sum. 

16. The system of claims 13·15 including a display indicJting the distance from the 

object to a stopping point. the type of object and the location of the object compared to 

10 said imaginary axial line. 

17. The system of claims 14-16 wherein the average stopping distance is {;ommuni-

cated to a computer on board the aircraft allowing that computer to stop the aircraft when 

said aircraft reaches said stopping position. 

18. The system of claims 1-17 further including means for directing said projected 

15 light pulses onto a calibration element positioned in a known angular direction and at a 

known distance from said means for directing said projected lig.ht for purposes of 

calibration of said system. 

19. The system of claim 18 wherein the means for directing said projected light 

comprises a second mirror system. 

20 20. The system of claims 18-19 wherein: 

25 

21. 

30 

22. 

said light pulses are reflected off said object and are received at a detector; 

determining a detected angular direction of the object- relative to said light 

source based on said pulses received at said detector and in accordance 

with predetermined angular parameters; 

comparing said detected angular direction with said knO\\l1 angular direction to -

determine whether said detected angular direction corresponds to said 

known angular direction. 

The system of claim 20 further comprising: 

adjusting the angular parameters if said detected angullr direction and said known 

angular direction do not correspond so that the detected angular direction 

is caused to correspond essentially to the kno\\ll angular direction. 

The system of claims iO-21 further comprising: 

determining the detected distance of the object from s.3id light source based on 

predetermined distance parameters; comparini! said detected distance with 
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a known distance of said object from said light source to determine 

whether said detected distancc corresponds to said known distance. 

23. The system of claims 20-22 further comprising: 

24. 

adjusting the distance parameters if said detected distance and said known 

distance do not correspond so that the detected distance is caused to 

correspond essentially to the known distance. 

The system of claims 18-20 wherein the angular direction and distance of said 

calibration means from said means for directing said projected light in a horizontal plane 

are calibrated while the angular direction and distance of said calibration means from said 

10 means for directing said projected light in a vertical plane are held constant. . 

15 

20 

25. The system of claims 1-24 wherein said light pulses are laser light pulses. 

26. The system of claims 1-25 wherein said profile is stored in a memory device. 

27. A system for tracking an incoming object comprising: 

means for generating light pulses; 

28. 

29. 

means for projecting said pulses outwardly onto an incoming object and for 

reflecting said light pulses off said object; 

means for collecting the light pulses reflected off of said object; 

means for detecting the position relative to an imaginary axial line projecting from 

a predetermined point and for detecting the distance between said object 

and said predetennined point whereby tracking of the location of said 

object is enabied. 

The tracking system of claim 27 wherein the light pulses are laser light pulses. 

The tracking system of claim 27-28 wherein the light pulses are projected onto a 

mirror system with means for adjusting the mirror system to project the light pulses 

25 outwardly onto an incoming object. 

30 

30. The tracking system of claims 27·29 wherein a microprocessor provides the means 

for monitoring the location of said object. 

31. The tracking system of claims 27·30 wherein 

a comparison table is generated reflecting infonnalion about the laser scan and is 

compared with a profile table indicating the shape of known objects; 

a distance distribution table is generated recording the distribution of distances 

from the nose of the object to the measuring device for each reflected 

pulse; and 

an average distance to a desired stopping positioh is cllculated. 
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32. The tracking system of claims 27-3 J wherein 

the average distance to the stopping position is calculated by averaging the 

distance to said stopping position recorded for the entries in the comparison 

table corresponding to the two adjacent entries in the distance distribution 

table having the largest sum. 

33. The tracking system of claims 27-32 wherein a display shows the distance from 

the object to the stopping point, the type of object and the location of the object compared 

to center. 

34. The tracking system of claims 27-33 wherein the average stopping distance is 

10 communicated to a computer on board the aircraft allowing that computer to stop the 

aircraft when said aircraft reaches said stopping position. 

15 

35. A method for verifying the shape of a detected object comprising: 

projecting light pulses in angular coordinates onto an object; 

reflecting said pulses back to a detector and determining the detected shape of the 

object based on said reflected pulses; 

comparing said detected shape with a profile corresponding to the shape of a 

known object; and 

determining whether said detected shape corresponds to said known shape. 

36. The method of claim 35 wherein the profile corresponding to the shape of a 

20 known object comprises sets of expected reflected pulses at various distances from the 

stopping point. 

37. The method of claim 35-36 wherein a microprocessor is programmed' to identify 

an object. 

25 
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(57) Abstract 

Ail airport noise monitoring system is disClosed comprising a pair of sound detectors (200, 300) installed in and spaced along a 
runway. A CPU monitors the output of each sound detector so as to recognize an output fonn from one (200) of the detectors characteristic 
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the aircraft, depending on the sound profile from the detector (300) other than the one providing the characteristic output fonn. and also 
indicating whether the aircraft is landing, taking off or flying by. Accurate timing and direction infonnation may be obtained and accurately 
conelated with noise events detected around the a.iqlort. to identify noisy flights or carriers. 
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AIRPORT NOISE MONITORING SYSTEM 

This invention relates to airport noise monitoring systems, 

i.e. noise monitoring systems which are adapted to 

distinguish aircraft from other noise events. Once a noise 

event is attributed to an aircraft, the aircraft is 

identified from 

carrier to be 

other 

fined 

acceptable noise level. 

information, which enables the 

if the noise level exceeds an 

Background to the inyentipn 

10 Airport noise monitoring systems commonly include a 'number 

of noise monitoring terminals distributed in and around the 

airport. Most current airport noise monitors use the 

technique of "Short Leq" for the acquisition of data, 

usually based upon a 62.5 ms long basic integration period. 

15 Short Leq allows the system to recognize an ,individual 

flight by its time history. Of course, not all noise 

monitoring terminals have a sufficiently good signal-to

noise ratio and in practice, many noise events are lost 

amongst other noise sources such as heavy vehicles or 

20 industrial plant. One measure of the efficiency of an 

aircraft noise monitoring system is how well it recovers 

signals in noisy conditions. 

Cirrus Research plc produces a noise monitoring terminal 

25 which uses efficient aircraft-recognition algorithms. The 

algorithms are described in A. D. Wallis & R. W. Krug, "The 

Sydney and Brisbane Noise Terminals", Proc. WESTPRAC, pp. 

492-499, Nov. 1991 and basically consist of multiple 

threshold detection with specified event durations. 

30 Experience has proven that this complex nine-parameter 

algorithm will recognise some 99% of scheduled or military 

aircraft correctly. In common with all systems, the Cirrus 

system does have a lower success rate for very quiet 

aircraft or in areas of high background noi~e. 

35 

With 100 flights per day, the system described above may 

incorrectly identify one flight per day and thus, before 

the noise events can be assigned to individual aircraft, 
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something else must be brought in to reduce this 

recognition error rate, since at a major airport with over 

1000 flights per day, even a 99% success rate is 

unacceptable. 

Each airport has access to flight information as 

displayed on the internal information boards - and this is 

often used as one of the correlation parameters in 

identification. However, if the airport has significant 

10 general aviation or private traffic, this information will 

be incomplete and significant events such as jet test 

flights-will not be included. Thus, knowing that a noise 

event has taken place and that there was an incoming or 

outgoing flight at a similar time is still not adequate to 

15 enable the two to be correlated with a sufficient degree of 

confidence~ The flight information data must be tied to a 

particular noise event with no significant possibility of 

error. 

20 Summary of the invention 

According to the present invention, a true take-off or 

landing time is attributed to each flight by appropriate 

sound detectors, and whether the aircraft is taking off or 

landing is recognised. An air~ort noise monitoring system 

25 according to the present invention comprises a pair of 

sound detectors to be installed in or on and spaced along 

a runway and means for monitoring the output of each sound 

detector so as to recognize an output form from either one 

of the detectors characteristic of an aircraft flying 

30 overhead, checking the output from the other sound detector 

representing time prior to and subsequent to the event 

giving rise to the characteristic output form for an output 

form indicative of the proximity of an aircraft and 

consequently assigning to the event a flag indicative of 

. 35 the direction of motion of the aircraft and whether it is 

taking off, flying by or landing. The output form from 

ei ther of the detectors characteristic of an aircraft 

flying overhead may be recognized by the nine-parameter 

algorithm as discussed above. 
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Having sound detectors placed in or on the runway and 

recognizing and timing the passage of aircraft provides 

accurate information as to take-off or landing times, which 

may then be correlated with noise events detected by 

5 monitoring terminals elsewhere with a reasonable degree of 

certainty. The data from the sound detectors are now used 

in place of the airport flight time information to give a 

good event. defini tion and only then is the flight time 

information added to enable individual flights. to be 

10 recognised. In effect, the flight time information is 

required only to indicate the order in which the aircraft 

take off or land, rather than the exact time. 

Preferably, the means for monitoring, checking and 

15 assigning is adapted to assign to the event a flag 

indicating that the direction of motion of the aircraft is 

away from the said one sound detector and towards the said 

other sound detector when the output from the said other 

sound gate includes an output form indicative of the 

20 proximity of an aircraft within a predetermined window of 

time subsequent to the event. Further, the means for 

monitoring, checking and assigning is preferably adapted to 

assign to the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is 

landing when the said output form indicative of the 

25 proximity of an aircraft is not characteristic of an 

aircraft flying overhead. When the said output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft is 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead, the means 

for moni taring, checking and assigning will preferably 

30 assign to the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is 

flying by. The output form indicative of the proximity of • 
an aircraft may be any output exceeding a predetermined 

noise level. 

35 S~ilarly, the means for monitoring, checking and assigning 

is preferably adapted to assign to the event a flag 

indicating that the direction of motion of the aircraft is 

toward~ the said one sound detector and away from the said 

other sound detector when the output from the said other 
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sound gate includes an output form indicative of the 

proximity of an aircraft within a predetermined window of 

time prior to the event. Further, the means for 

monitoring, checking and assigning is preferably adapted to 

5 assign to the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is 

taking of'f when the said output form indicative of the 

proximi ty of an aircraft is not characteristic of an 

aircraft flying 'overhead. Any output from the said other 

sound detector which has already been taken into account in 

10 assigning, a flag indicative of the direction of motion of 

an aircraft giving rise to a previous event will preferably 

be disregarded by the means for monitoring, checking and 

assigning. 

15 The noise monitoring system may further include a plurality 

of further sound detectors to be distributed in or around 

the airport and including means for monitoring the output 

of each noise detector so as to recognize an output form 

characteristiC of an aircraft flying overhead and for 

20 correlating the events and ,flags recognized ,and assigned by 

the means for monitoring, checking and assigning with 

events giving rise to the characteristic output forms 

recognized by the means for monitoring the output of each 

further sound detector. 
25 

30 

The means for monitoring the output of each further sound 

detector and/or the means for monitoring, checking and 

assigning may comprise one or more suitably programmed 

microprocessors. 

The present invention also extends to a method of detecting 

an aircraft comprising monitoring the output of each of a 

pair of sound detectors installed in or on and spaced along 

a runway so as to recognize an output form from either one 

35 of the detectors characteristic of an aircraft flying 

overhead, checking the output from the other sound detector 

representing time prior to and subsequent to the event 

giving. rise to the characteristic output form for an output 

form indicative of the proximity of an aircraft and 
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assigning to an event giving rise to such a characteristic 

output form a f~ag indicative of the direction of motion of 

the aircraft and whether it is taking off, flying by or 

landing in dependence upon the output from the said other 

5 sound detector. 

The method may include checking the output from the said 

other sound detector within a predetermined window of time 

subsequent to the event and assigning to the event a flag 

10 indicating that the direction of motion of the aircraft is 

away from the said one sound detector and towards the said 

other sound detector if that output includes an output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft. In these 

circumstances, the method preferably includes assigning to 

15 the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is +anding if 

the said qutput form indicative of the proximity of an 

aircraft is not characteristic of an aircraft flyin~ 

overhead. Further, the method preferab~y includes 

assigning to the event a flag indicating that the aircraft 

20 is flying by if the said output form indicative of the 

proximity of an aircraft is characteristic of an aircraft 

f~ying overhead. 

The method may include checking the output from the said 

25 other sound detector within a predetermined window of time 

prior to the event and assigning to the event a flag 

indicating that the direction o~ motion of the aircraft is 

towards the said one sound detector and away from the said 

other sound detector if tpat output includes an output form 

30 indicative of the proximity of an aircraft. In these 

circumstances, the method preferably includes assigning to 

the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is taking off 

if the said output form indicative of the proximity of an 

aircraft is not characteristic of an aircraft flying 

35 overhead. Preferably, any output from the said other sound 

detector which has already been taken into account in 

aSSigning a flag indicative of the direction of motion of 

an aircraft 'giving rise to a previous event 1s disregarded. 
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The method may further include monitoring the output of 

each of a plurality of further sound detectors distributed 

in or around the airport so as to recognize an output form 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead and 

5 corr~lating the events and flags recognized and assigned by 

moni toring and checking the outputs of the said pair of 

sound detectors with events giving rise to the 

characteristic output forms recognized by monitoring the 

output of each further sound detector. 

10 

The monitoring of the output of each further sound detector 

and/or the monitoring and checking of the output of the 

said pair of sound detectors and consequent assignment of 

flags may be accomplished by one or more suitably 

15 programmed microprocessors. 

Brief description of the drawings 

The present invention wi~l now be described by way of 

example with reference to the accompanying drawings in 
20 which: 

25 

30 

35 

Fig. 1 illustrates a simple sound detector with one 

pressure transducer; 

Fig. 2 illustrates a more complex sound detector with 

provision for intensity measurement: 

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of a runway with 

sound detectors installed; 

Fig,. 4 is a schematic illustration of the output from 

the two sound detectors when an aircraft is t'aking 
off; and 

Fig. 5 is a corresponding illustration when the 

aircraft is landing. 

Detailed description 
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The simple noise detector 10 illustrated in fig. 1 includes 

a pressure 

microphone. 

through a 

transducer 12, which in this example is a 

The output from the microphone is passed 

band-pass filter 14, which removes unwanted 

5 frequencies, leaving those which are generated by aircraft 

engines and provide the highest signal-to-noise ratio. The 

filtered signal then passes through a squarer 16 and is 

integrated by an integrator 18, operating over a 62.5 ms 

cycle, to provide a series of pulses representing the mean 

10 square average sound level during the preceding 62.5 ms. 

These pulses are digitised and stored in a memory or store 

20 to be processed by a CPU 22 as described. 

A more complex noise detector 110 is illustrated in fig. 2, 

15 including a pair of microphones 112, 114. The signals from 

the microphones are summed at 116 and 118, with one 

summation circuit 118 having the output from one microphone 

114 inverted by inverter 120, thus outputting the 

difference between the two microphone signals. The signals 

20 pass through respective band-pass filters 122, 124 as 

described above and are then processed by an integrator 

126, a pre-processor 128 and a CPU 130 to yield intensity, 

sound power and directionality information in the usual 

way. Again, a series of digitised pulses is stored in a 

25 memory or store 132 to be processed by a suitably 

programmed CPU 134. 

Fig. 3 illustrates schematically the placement of the sound 

detectors on a runway. As can be seen, o~e sound de.tector 

30 200 or possibly a pair of sound detectors 200 is placed at 

one end A of the runway and another sound detector 300 or 

pair of sound detectors 300 is placed at the other end B. 

Where a single detector is emplaced at each end of the 

runway, it is preferred that it be embedded in the runway 

35 surface. The separate detectors 200; 300 or pairs of 

detec:t0rs 200: 300 are able by virtue of their spacing 

along the runway to resolve the position of the aircraft at 

various times as it flies overhead and therefore determine 

its direction of flight. 
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Fig. 4 illustrates diagrammatically a typical output from 

two sound detectors 200; 300 positioned at points A and B 

on or in the runway when an aircraft is taking off in the 

direction A-B. As the aircraft taxis into place at one and 

5 A of the runway, the associated sound detector 200 detects 

the increased level of sound. However, the character of 

the sound detected by this detector 200 is quite different 

from that attributable to an aircraft passing overhead and 

accordingly, the sound level is simply stored in memory for 

10 future reference. As the aircraft begins its run along the 

runway, the sound level detected by the detector 200 

diminishes with a characteristic slope. Al though this 

slope could be used as a trigger for an attributable event, 

this is not preferred owing to inherent differences in the 

15 take-off patterns of various aircraft and flights and the 

fact that incoming aircraft could be mistaken for aircraft 

begin~ng their take-off. Rather, the characteristically 

diminishing sound level is again stored for future 

reference. 

·20 

Once the aircraft has travelled sufficiently far down the 

runway, it takes off and subsequently passes over the 

second sound detector 300. The output from this detector 

300 will have a form characteristic of an aircraft flying 

25 overhead.and will be recognised as such by the processing 

electronics, i. e. the microprocessor. The recogni tion 

algorithm is as described above. Once this characteristic 

form has been recognised, the CPU will refer back to the 

stored sound levels from the first detector 200 'within a 

30 predetermined window of time p~eceding the event at the 

second detector 300 and in doing so will encounter the high 

level of sound terminating in a characteristic slope. This 

will be recognised as indicating the presence of an 

aircraft at the first detector 200, and perhaps even the 

35 fact that it is beginning its take-off. Accordingly, this 

event will be timed and flagged as a take-off in the 

direction A-B. 
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Fig. 5 illustrates diagrammatically a typical output from 

two sound detectors 200; 300 positioned at points A and B 

on or in the runway when an aircraft is landing in the 

direction A-B. As the aircraft passes over the first sound 

5 detector 200, the output from this detector 200 'will have 

a form characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead and 

wi~l be recognised as such by the processing electronics, 

i.e. the microprocessor. Again, the recognition, algorithm 

is as described above. Once this characteristic form has 

10 been recognised, the CPU will refer back to stored sound 

levels from the second detector 300 within a predetermined 

window of time preceding. the event at the second detector 

300 and in doing so will be unable to identify a high level 

of sound, which has not already been attributed to a 

15 previous event, indicating the presence of an aircraft at 

the second detector 300. Accordingly, the CPU will wait 

until the beginning of predetermined window of time and 

then inspect the output from the second detector. 

20 After landing, the aircraft will run or taxi by the second 

detector 300, which detects the increased level of sound. 

The character of the sound detected by this detector 300 is 

qui te different from that attributable to an aircraft 

passing overhead and accordingly, provided this sound level 

25 coincides with the window of time following the event at 

the first detector 200, this event will be timed and 

flagged as a landing in the direction A-B. In the unlikely 

event that both' detectors show characteristic forms 

attributable to an aircraft flying overhead wi thin the 

30 predetermined window of time from one another, the event 

will be flagged as a fly-by or abortive landing in the 

relevant direction. 

Once the take-offs and landings are accurately timed and 

35 flagged, they may be correlated with high confidence levels 

with noise events detected by other noise monitoring 

station.s in and around the airport, and the flights in 

question identified from airport information which is used 
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to determine the order in which particular flights took off 

and landed. 
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CLAIMS 

1. An airport noise monitoring system comprising a pair 

of sound detectors to be installed in or on and spaced 

along a runway and means for monitoring the output of 

each sound detector so as to recognize an output form 

from either one of the detectors characteristic of an 

aircraft flying overhead, checking the output from the 

other sound detector representing time prior to and 

subsequent to the event giving rise to the 

characteristic output form for an output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft and 

consequently assigning to the event a flag indicative 

of the direction of motion of the aircraft and whether 

it is taking off, flying by or landing. 

2. A nOise monitoring system according to claim 1 in 

which the means for monitoring, checking and assigning 

is adapted to assign to the event a flag indicating 

that the direction of motion of the aircraft is away 

from the said one sound detector and towards the' said 

other sound detector when the output from the said 

other sound gate includes an output form indicative of 

the proximity of an aircraft within a predetermined 

window of time subsequent to the event. 

3. 

4. 

A noise moni toring system according to claim 2 in 

which the means for monitoring, checking and assigning 

is adapted to assign' to the event a flag indicating 

that the aircraft is landing when the said output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft is not 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead. 

A noise monitoring system according to claim 2 or 

claim 3 in which the means for monitoring, checking 

and assigning is adapted to assign to the event a flag 

indicating that the aircraft is flying by when the 

said output form indicative of the proximity of an 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.975
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aircraft is characteristic of an aircraft flying 

overhead. 

A noise monitoring system according to any preceding 

claim in which the means for monitoring, checking and 

assigning is adapted to assign to the event a flag 

indicating that the direction of motion of the 

aircraft is towards the said one sound detector and 

away from "the said other sound detector when the 

output from the said other sound gate includes an 

output form indicative of the proximity of an aircraft 

wi thin a predetermined window of time prior to the 

event. 

A noise monitoring system according to claim 5 in 

which the means for monitoring, checking and assigning 

is adapted to assign to the event a flag indicating 

that the aircraft is taking off when the said output 

form indicative of the proximity of an aircraft is not 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead. 

A noise monitoring system according to claim 5 or 

claim 6 in which the means for monitoring, checking 

and assigning is adapted to disregard any output from 

the said other sound detector which has already been 

taken into account in assigning a flag indicative of 

the "direction of motion of an aircraft giving rise to 

a previous event. 

A noise monitoring system according to any preceding 

claim further including a plurality of further sound 

detectors to be distributed in or around the airport 

and including means for monitoring the output of each 

noise detector so as to recognize an output form 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead "and for 

correlating the events and flags recognized and 

assigned by the means for monitoring I checking and 

assigning with events giving rise to the 

characteristic output forms recognized by the means 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.976
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for monitoring the output of each further sound 

detector. 

A noise monitoring system according to any preceding 

claim in which the means for monitoring the output of 

each further sound detector comprises one or more 

suitably programmed microprocessors. 

10. A noise monitoring system according to any preceding 

10 claim in which the mear.s for monitoring, checking and 

assigning comprises one or more sui tably programmed 

microprocessors. 

15 

20 

25 

11. A method of detecting an aircraft comprising 

moni toring the output of each of a pair of sound 

detectors installed in or on and spaced along a runway 

so as to recognize an output form from either one of 

the detectors characteristic of an aircraft flying 

overhead, checking the output from the other sound 

detector representing time prior to and subsequent to 

the event giving rise to the characteristic output 

form for an output form indicative of the proximity of 

an aircraft and assigning to an event giving rise to 

such a characteristic O\\tput form a flag indicative of 

the direction of motion of the aircraft and whether it 

is taking off, flying by or landing in dependence upon 

the output from the said other sound detector. 

12. A method according to claim 11 including checking the 

30 output from the said other sound detector within a 

predetermined window of time subsequent to the event 

and assigning to the event a flag indicating that the 

direction of motion of the aircraft is away from the 

said one sound detector and towards the said other 

35 .sound detector if that output includes an output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft. 

13. A method according to claim 12 including assigning to 

the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.977
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landing if the said output form indicative of the 

proximity of an aircraft is not characteristic of an 

aircraft flying overhead. 

5 14. A method according to claim 12 or claim 13 including 

assigning to the event a flag indicating that the 

aircraft is flying by if the said output form 

indicative of the proximity of an aircraft is 
characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead. 

10 

15 

20 

15. A method according to anyone of claims 11-14 

including checking the output from the said other 

sound detector within a predetermined window of time 

prior to the event and assigning to the event a flag 

indicating that the direction of motion of the 

aircraft is towards the said one sound detector and 

away from the said other sound detector if that output 

includes an output form indicative of the proximity of 
, an aircraft. 

16. A method according to claim 15 including assigning to 

the event a flag indicating that the aircraft is 

taking off if the said output form indicative of the 

proximity of an aircraft is not characteristic of an 

25 aircraft flying overhead. 

17. A method according to claim 15 or claim 16 in which 

any output from the said other sound detector which 

has already been taken into account in assigning a 

30 flag indicative of the direction of motion of ~n 
aircraft giving rise to a previous event is 

disregarded. 

18. A method according to anyone of claims 11-17 further 

3S including mOnitoring the output of each of a plurality 

of further sound detectors distributed in or around 

the airport so as to recognize an output form 

characteristic of an aircraft flying overhead and 

correlating the events and flags recognized and 

• 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.978
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15 

assigned by monitoring and checking the outputs of the 

said pair of sound detectors with events g~ving rise 

to the characteristic output forms recognized by 

monitoring the output of each further sound detector. 

19. A method according to claim 18 in which the monitoring 

of the output of each further sound detector is 

accomplished by one or more suitably programmed 

microprocessors. 

20. A method according to anyone of claims 10-19 in which 

the monitoring and checking of the output of the said 

pair of sound detectors and consequent assignment of 

flags is accomplished by one or more suitably 

programmed microprocessors. 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.979
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DETAILED ACTION 

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114 

Page 2 

1. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in 

37 CFR 1. 17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is 

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) 

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 1010212006 has been entered. 

Response to Arguments 

Applicant argues that Ida does not teach that the selected picture is transmitted to remote 

station. Examiner respectfully disagrees. Ida's invention is directed towards "the video phone for 

transmitting still or moving pictures between one party [transmitting party] and another party 

[receiving party]" (col. 3, lines 41-43). Ida further discloses that in the conventional art "one 

party can not select the photographed area arbitrarily while viewing the photographed picture" 

(col. 4, lines 64-66). Ida overcomes this deficiency and teaches "one party can select the 

photographed area while viewing the photographed picture" (col. 5, lines 4-7). Ida discloses that 

by his invention "both parties are able to talk with each other while viewing each received 

picture" (col. 4, lines 49-56). Col. 4, lines 43-56 describes how the picture received at receiving 

terminal 5 (storage) is displayed at display unit 12 at one end and transmitted to the display unit 

12 at the other end (figs. 2 and 3) in order for both parties to view the same picture. For the 

reason stated the examiner maintains his rejection ofthe claims over the prior arts. 
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

2. The following is a quotation of35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

Page 3 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

3. Claims 43-45, 48, 50-52, and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Kawazu et al. (Japanese Patent Application JP 06-268582, with an English 

Abstract, and an English machine translation) in view oflda et al. (U.S. Patent Number 

5,191,601, cited in the Office action dated 12/16/05). 

Regarding claim 43, Kawazu discloses a handheld self-contained cellular telephone and 

integrated image processing system both of which are carried in a common case (see Figs. 2, 5, 

and 7-12) for both sending and receiving telephonic audio signals and for capturing a visual 

image and transmitting it to a compatible remote receiving station (see abstract, and paragraphs 

0008-0020 of the Detailed Description), the system comprising a housing defining the common 

case (see Figs. 2, 5, and 7-12), an integral image capture device comprising an electronic camera 

contained within the housing (lens 5, paragraphs 0039-0045 in the Detailed Description), a 

display (displays 4, paragraph 0011 in the Example), a processor in the housing for generating an 

image data signal representing the image framed by the camera (paragraphs 0011-0021), a 

memory associated with the processor for collecting and storing the image data signal (memory 

card 17, paragraph 0016-0025 in the Detailed Description), the processor for recalling the image 

data signal for viewing and transmission (paragraph 0016-0034 in the Detailed Description), a 

telephonic system in the housing for sending and receiving digitized audio signals and for 
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sending the image data signal (paragraphs 0015-0016 in the Detailed Description), alphanumeric 

input keys in the housing for permitting manually input digitized alphanumeric signals to be 

input to the processor (key group 3, paragraphs 0011, and 0042-0045 in the Detailed 

Description), the telephonic system further used for sending the digitized alphanumeric signals 

(paragraphs 0008-0020 of the Detailed Description), a wireless communications device for 

transmitting any of the digitized signals to a compatible remote receiving station (paragraphs 

0008-0020 of the Detaiied Description), and a power supply in the housing for powering the 

system (cell 9, paragraphs 0041-0048 in the Example). 

However Kawazu fails to expressly disclose if the display displays an image framed by 

the camera. 

Ida discloses a self-contained telephone and integrated image processing system both of 

which are carried in a common case (see Fig. 2) for both sending and receiving telephonic audio 

signals and for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a compatible remote receiving 

station (column 3, line 4 I-column 4, line 19), the system comprising a housing defining a 

common case (video phone body 20, column 5, lines 14-66), an image capture device comprising 

a electronic camera contained (camera 21, being attached to the video phone unit, as seen in Fig. 

2, a display for displaying an image framed by the camera (image display 12, column 4, lines 5-

56), a processor (changeover switch 25) in the housing for generating an image data signal 

representing the image framed by the camera (column 5, line 36-column 6, line 18), a memory 

associated with the processor for collecting and storing the image data signal (memory section 

24, column 5, line 36-column 6, line 30), the processor for recalling the image data signal for 

viewing and transmission (column 4, lines 5-56, and column 5, lines 50-column 6, line 30), a 
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telephonic system in the housing for sending and receiving digitized audio signals and for 

Page 5 

sending the image data signal (column 3, line 41-column 4, line 10), and alphanumeric input 

keys in the housing for permitting manually input digitized alphanumeric signals to be input to 

the processor (operating keyboard 13, column 5, lines 44-56). 

Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, being 

telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone network. At the time of the 

invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to include a display 

for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the system ofKawazu. The 

suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's system would become more 

user-friendly with the addition ofIda's teachings, as a user would be able to view images that 

were taken by the camera, as recognized by Ida in column 1, lines 9-column 2, line 39. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachin~s of Ida with the system of 

Kawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 43. 

Regarding claim 44, Kawazu and Ida disclose the system discussed above in claim 43, 

and Ida further teaches that the display for framing the image to be captured by the image 

capture device displays the image at the system whereby the image can be viewed and framed 

prior to capture in the memory (column 4, lines 5-56). 

. As discussed above, Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field 

of endeavor, being telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone network. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to 

include a display for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the system 

ofKawazu. The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's system 
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would become more user-friendly with the addition ofIda's teachings, as a user would be able to 

view images that were taken by the camera, as recognized by Ida in column 1, lines 9-column 2, 

line 39. T~erefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings ofIda with the system 

of Kawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 44. 

Regarding claim 45, Kawazu and Ida disclose the system discussed above in claim 43, 

and Ida further teaches that the display is used for viewing alphanumeric messages input at 

the 

alphanumeric keys (column 8, lines 1-25). 

As discussed above, Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field 

of endeavor, being telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone network. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to 

include a display for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the system 

ofKawazu. The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's system 

would become more user-friendly with the addition oflda's teachings, as a user would be able to 

view images that were taken by the camera, as recognized by Ida in column 1, lines 9-column 2, 

line 39. Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings oflda with the system 

ofKawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 45. 

Regarding claim 48, Kawazu and Ida disclose the system discussed above in claim 43, 

and Kawazu further teaches of a removable memory module in addition to the memory, the 

removable memory adapted to be removably housed in the housing for storing captured image 

data signals (memory card 17, paragraph 0016-0025 in the Detailed Description). 

Regarding claim 50, Kawazu and Ida disclose the system discussed above in claim 43, 
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and Ida !urther teaches that the display is adapted for viewing incoming image data signals 

(column 4, lines 5~56). 

As discussed above, Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field 

of endeavor, being telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone network. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to 

include a display for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the system 

ofKawazu. The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's system 

would become more user-friendly with the addition of Ida's teachings, as a us~r would be able to 

view images that were taken by the camera, as recognized by Ida in column 1, lines 9-column 2, 

line 39. Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings ofIda with the system 

of Kawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 50. 

Regarding claim 51, Kawazu discloses a handheld cellular telephone having an 

integrated electronic camera in a common case for both sendIng and· receiving telephonic 

audio signals and for capturing a visual image (paragraphs 0008-0020 of the Detailed 

Description), converting the visual image to a digitized image data signal and transmitting 

digitized image data signal via a cellular telephone network (paragraphs 0008-0045 of the 

Detailed Description), the cellular 

telephone comprising a housing defining the common case (see Figs. 2; 5, and 7-12), a cellular 

telephone in the housing, the cellular telephone further including a transmitter/receiver for 

transmitting and receiving audio telephone messages over a cellular telephone network 

(paragraphs 0"008-0020 ofthe Detailed Description), a keypad for entering m·anually input. 

alphanumeric signals to be transmitted over the cellular telephone network (key group 3, 
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paragraphs 0011, and 0042-0045 in the Detailed Description), and a display window for viewing 

the manually input alphanumeric signals (displays 4, paragraph 0011 in the Example), an integral 

electronic camera in the housing «lens 5, paragraphs 0039-0045 in the Detailed Description), the 

camera for visually framing a visual image to be captured (paragraphs 0039-0045 in the Detailed 

Description), a processor associated with the electronic camera for capturing and digitizing the 

framed image in a format for transmission over the cellular telephone network via the cellular 

telephone (paragraphs 0008-0020 of the Detailed Description), a memory associated with the 

processor for receiving and storing the digitized framed image (memory card 17, paragraph 

0016-0025 in the Detailed Description) and transmitting it over a cellular telephone network 

(paragraphs 0008-0020 of the Detailed Description), and an integrated power supply for 

powering both the cellular telephone and the camera (cell 9, paragraphs 0041-0048 in the 

Example). 

However, Kawazu fails to expressly disclose if the framed image is selectively displayed 

in the display window. Ida discloses a telephone having an integrated electronic camera in a 

common case for both sending and receiving telephonic audio signals and for capturing a visual 

image (see Fig. 2), converting the visual image to a digitized image data signal and transmitting 

digitized image data signal via a telephone network (column 3, line 41-column 4, line 19); the 

telephone comprising a housing defining the common case (video phone body 20, column 5, 

lines 14-66), a keypad for entering manually input alphanumeric signals to be transmitted over 

the cellular telephone network (operating keyboard 13, column 5, lines 44-56), and a display 

window for viewing the manually input alphanumeric signals (image display 12, column 4, lines 

5-56), an electronic camera in the housing, the camera for visually framing a visual image to be 
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captured (camera 21, being attached to the video phone unit, as seen in Fig. 2), a processor 
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associated with the electronic camera for capturing and digitizing the framed image in a format 

for transmission over the cellular telephone network via the cellular telephone (column 5, line 

36-column 6, line 18), and a memory associated with the processor for receiving and storing the 

digitized framed image for selectively displaying it in the display window and transmitting it 

over the telephone network (column 4, lines 5-56, and column 5, lines 50-column 6, line 30). 

Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, being 

telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone network. At the time of the 

invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to include a display 

for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the system ofKawazu. The 

suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's system would become more 

user-friendly with the addition ofIda's teachings, as a user would be able to view images that 

were taken by the camera, as recognized by Ida in column 1, lines 9-column 2, line 39. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of Ida with the system of 

Kawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 51. 

Regarding claim 52, Kawazu and Ida disclose the telephone discussed above in ciaim 51, 

and Ida further teaches of a display window for viewing the alphanumeric signals within the 

display window for framing the visual image (column 4, lines 5-56). 

As discussed above, Kawazu & Ida are combinable because they are from the same field 

of endeavor, being telephones having cameras for transmitting images over a telephone 

network. At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art to include a display for displaying an image framed by the camera, as taught by Ida, in the 
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system of Kawazu. The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Kawazu's 

system would become more user-friendly with the addition ofIda's teachings, as a user would be 

able to view images that were taken by the camera, as recognjzed by Ida in column 1, lines 9-

column 2, line 39. Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings oflda with 

the system of Kawazu to obtain the invention as specified in claim 52. 

Regarding claim 54, Kawazu and Ida disclose the telephone discussed above in claim 51, 

and Kawazu further teaches that of a second memory selectively removable from the housing 

(memory card 17, paragraph 0016-0025 in the Detailed Description). 

Allowable Subject Matter 

4. Claims 55, 60, and 62 are allowed. 

5. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter: 

Regarding claim 55, in the examiner's opinion, it would not have been obvious to have 

the system, as claimed, include the features of having a camera operation control capability 

through the use of digital/analog circuits for converting digital commands to analog signals for 

controlling gain, pedestal setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance, lens iris, lens zoom and 

other functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote device, or as automatic or . 

programmed functions. 

Citation of Pertinent Prior Art 

6. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's 

disclosure: 
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Katz (U.S. Patent Number 5,412,708) discloses a videophone system. 

Contact Information 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

Page 11 

examiner should be directed to Houshang Safaipour whose telephone number is (571)272-7412. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Mon.-Fri. from 6:00am to 2:30pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, David Moore can be reached on (571)272-7437. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would 

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated 

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

~OUShang Safaipour ''( II P~atent Examiner 
March 3, 2007 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Applicant: § 
§ 

DA VID A. MONROE § 
§ 

Filed: January 3, 2003 § Art Unit: 2625 
§ 

Serial No.: 10/336,470 § Examiner: Houshang Safaipour 
§ 

For: APPARATUS FOR § Docket No.: 07-0197 
CAPTURING, CONVERTING § 
AND TRANSMITTING A § 
VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA § 
A DIGITAL TRANSMISSION § 
SYSTEM § 

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED MARCH 8, 2007 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

Responsive to the Non-Final Office Action mailed March 8, 2007, please amend the 

application as indicated below. Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.16, the amendment is believed to place 

the application in condition for allowance or in better form for appeal. A Request for three 

month Extension of Time and the Extension Fee ($1020.00) are attached. Also submitted 

herewith are a Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement and the fee ($180.00) under 

1.17 (p) for consideration of the IDS after the first Office Action was mailed. 

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper. 

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 59 of this paper. 
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Amendments 

Amendments to Specification: 

Delete paragraph [0003] which reads: 

Industry has developed and continues to develop and enhance techniques for 

scanning, compressing, transmitting, receiving, decompressing, viewing and printing 

documents. This technology, encompassing the full body of facsimile transmission 

and reception, is currently in widespread use. The current standards, CCITT Group III 

and Group IV, define methods to scan and transmit high quality, bi -level images with 

a high degree of success and has become commercially acceptable throughout the 

world. However, gray scale documents are not easily transmitted because the scanners 

and algorithms are not tailored to the function. Three dimensional objects will not fit 

into the flat document scanners and cannot be transmitted. 

Delete paragraph [0004] which reads: 

Examples of systems that have addressed some of these issues are shown in 

U.S. Patent No. 5,193,012 which shows a video to facsimile signal converter, and 

U.S. Patent No. 3,251,937 which discloses a system for transmitting still television 

pictures over a telephone line. 

Delete paragraph [0005] which reads: 

Wire photography, and its extension, radio photography, have long been used by the 

news media. The most common form involves an input device that converts 

photographs into encoded signals for communication over telecommunications 

facilities or radio. At the receiving end, reproducing equipment reconverts the encoded 

image signals by exposing photographic film or other sensitized paper. The term 
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facsimile is often used with these products. 

Delete paragraph [0006] which reads: 

Still video equipment has recently become available from vendors such as Kodak, 

Canon and Sony, and is again primarily used by television and print media, although 

applications are expanding rapidly in such areas as insurance investigations and real 

estate transactions. A still video camera captures a full color still video image that can 

be reproduced using a special video printer that converts the still video image data 

into hard copy form. For applications requiring communication of the still video 

image, transmit/receive units are available wherein the image begins and ends as a 

video image. 

Delete paragraph [0007] which reads: 

The Photophone from Image Data Corporation is an example of a specialty product 

that combines a video camera, display and storage facility in a terminal package. One 

terminal can send a real time or stored still video image to another for display or 

storage, or printing on special video printers. Again, the signal begins and ends as a 

video image. 

Delete paragraph [0008] which reads: 

Another example of a specialty product is peripheral equipment available for personal 

computers that enables the input/output, storage and processing of still video images 

in digitized formats. For instance, the Canon PV-540 is a floppy disk drive that uses 
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conventional still video disks, digitizing and a still video image using a conventional 

format, and communicates with the computer through a standard communications 110 

port. 

Delete paragraph [0009] which reads: 

u.s. Patent No. 5,193,0l2 discloses a still-video to facsimile conversion system for 

converting the still-video image frame into a half-tone facsimile reproduction without 

having to store an entire intermediated gray scale image frame by repeatedly 

transmitting the still-video image frame from a still-video source to an input circuit 

with a virtual facsimile page synchronization module. This system permits image to 

facsimile conversion by utilizing a half tone conversion technique. 

Delete paragraph [0010], which reads: 

While the various prior art systems and techniques provide limited solutions to the 

problem of transmitting visual images via a facsimile transmission system, all fall 

short of providing a reliable and convenient method and apparatus for readily 

capturing, storing, transmitting and printing visual images in a practical manner. 

Replace paragraph [00l1] which reads: 

The subject invention is an image capture, compression and transmission system that 

is specifically designed to permit reliable visual image transmission over land line or 

wireless communications using commercially available facsimile transmission 

techniques. The invention incorporates a camera and signal converter into an 
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integrated unit wherein the converted signal may be transmitted on a real time basis or 

may be stored in memory for later recall and transmission. The design of the 

invention permits maximum flexibility, with the camera/converter/telephone or other 

transmission device being designed in a modular configuration wherein any or all of 

the devices may exist as integrated or independent units. 

with the following paragraph: 

The subject invention is Embodiments provide an image capture, compression and 

transmission system that is specifically designed to permit reliable visual image 

transmission over land line or wireless communications using commercially available 

facsimile transmission techniques. The invention incorporates Embodiments 

incorporate a camera and signal converter into an integrated unit wherein the 

converted signal [may] can be transmitted on a real time basis or may be stored in 

memory for later recall and transmission. The design of the invention permits 

Embodiments provide maximum flexibility, with the camera/converter/telephone or 

other transmission device being designed in a modular configuration wherein any or 

all of the devices [may] can exist as integrated or independent units. 

Replace paragraph [0012] which reads: 

The preferred embodiment permits capture of a video image using a digital camera, an 

analog camera, or a video camera such as a camcorder. The captured video image is 

then converted into still frame digitized format for transmission over any of a variety 

of transmission systems ranging from Group- III facsimile to computer, or to a like 
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device at a remote location, in any protocol desired. The invention recognizes that 

once a signal is digitized, the transmission protocols are virtually endless. 

with the following paragraph: 

The preferred embodiment permits Embodiments permit capture of a video image 

using a digital camera, an analog camera, or a video camera such as a camcorder. The 

captured video image is then converted into still frame digitized format for 

transmission over any of a variety of transmission systems ranging from Group- III 

facsimile to computer, or to a like device at a remote location, in any protocol desired. 

The invention recognizes that According to embodiments, once a signal is digitized, 

the transmission protocols are virtually endless. 

Replace paragraph [0013] which reads: 

For example, the present invention, permits a still frame visual image to be captured 

at a remote location and sent immediately, over wireless communication systems, to 

a remote location such as, by way of example, a computer system wherein the image 

could be merged directly into newsprint. The image may also be sent to and printed 

as a hard copy using any Group-III facsimile machine, anywhere in the world. 

Where desired, the images may be stored in memory for later recall, and may be 

archived on a portable medium such as a memory card or the like. 

with the following paragraph: 
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For example, the present invention, permits Embodiments permit a still frame visual 

image to be captured at a remote location and sent immediately, over wireless 

communication systems, to a remote location such as, by way of example, a computer 

system wherein the image could be merged directly into newsprint. The image may 

also be sent to and printed as a hard copy using any Group-III facsimile machine, 

anywhere in the world. Where desired, the images may be stored in memory for later 

recall, and may be archived on a portable medium such as a memory card or the like. 

Replace paragraph [0014] which reads: 

The system of the subject invention is particularly useful for applications where 

immediate transmission of visual images of scenes, people and objects is desirable 

and sophisticated equipment is not always available for receiving the information. 

The system also provides a unique and reliable means for transmitting visual data to 

and from remote locations, such as, by way of example, law enforcement and 

emergency vehicles and the like. 

with the following paragraph: 

The system of the subject invention is particularly Embodiments are useful for 

applications where immediate transmission of visual images of scenes, people and 

objects is desirable and sophisticated equipment is not always available for receiving 

the information. The system also provides Embodiments also provide a unique and 

reliable means for transmitting visual data to and from remote locations, such as, by 

way of example, law enforcement and emergency vehicles and the like. 
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Replace paragraph [0015] which reads: 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the system includes a video camera and 

an integral cellular telephone, wherein the telephone using the standard audio mode or 

future digital modes, can be used to transmit and receive visual image signals. A desk 

model is also disclosed and permits connection to a standard land line telephonic 

system. A mobile console model is disclosed for use in law enforcement vehicles, 

and the like. Other communication systems are also supported by the subject 

invention, including hardwired networks, radio and satellite transmissions and the 

like. 

with the following paragraph: 

In [the preferred] an embodiment [of the invention, the] .!! system includes a video 

camera and an integral cellular telephone, wherein the telephone using the standard 

audio mode or future digital modes, can be used to transmit and receive visual image 

signals. An embodiment including a [A] desk model is also disclosed and permits 

connection to a standard land line telephonic system. An embodiment including a [A] 

mobile console model is disclosed for use in law enforcement vehicles, and the like. 

Other communication systems are also supported by [the subject invention] 

embodiments, including hardwired networks, radio and satellite transmissions and the 

like. 

Replace paragraph [0016] which reads: 
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A local facsimile machine may be incorporated with the unit and can serve as a 

printer for providing hard copy of the captured image at the point of capture, as well 

as being adapted for receiving facsimile transmissions in the standard fashion. 

with the following paragraph: 

[A] In embodiments, a local facsimile machine [may] can be incorporated with the 

unit and can serve as a printer for providing hard copy of the captured image at the 

point of capture, as well as being adapted for receiving facsimile transmissions in the 

standard fashion. 

Replace paragraph [0017] which reads: 

The circuitry is disclosed for supporting any of the preferred configurations from a 

basic real time transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system 

supporting both land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary 

data at both a local and remote station. 

with the following paragraph: 

Embodiments disclose [The] circuitry [is disclosed] for supporting any [of the 

preferred] configurations from a basic real time transmission system via Group-III fax 

to a comprehensive system supporting both land line and wireless transmission of 

image, audio and documentary data at both a local and remote station. 

Replace paragraph [0018] which reads: 
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The subject invention also permits digitized collection of audio signals through the 

use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land 

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio 

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out 

jack to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio 

or other communication system. 

with the following paragraph: 

[The subject invention also permits] Embodiments permit digitized collection of audio 

signals through the use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular 

telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and 

digitized audio playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an 

external out jack to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, 

wireless radio or other communication system. 

Replace paragraph [0019] which reads: 

The digitized image and audio capture features permit association of audio with an 

image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image includes 

GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, range information from ranging 

devices, date and time, and text which may be input from an integrated keyboard or 

from a remote device. 

with the following paragraph: 
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In embodiments, [The] digitized image and audio capture features permit association 

of audio with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with 

the image includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, range 

information from ranging devices, date and time, and text which may be input from an 

integrated keyboard or from a remote device. 

Replace paragraph [0020] which reads: 

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of images 

in an interim storage format including raw video, compressed video, interim gray 

scale format and/or half tone format. The image can also be stored in the selected 

output mode, such as by way of example, a Group-III facsimile mode. The versatile 

capability of the system permits transmission of captured data to a standard bi-level 

facsimile machine such as Group-III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color 

facsimile systems, as well as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of 

example, personal computers and network servers. The data may be configured in 

any of a variety of formats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, wireless, emerging 

imagery formats, FAX and computer data protocols. The invention is adapted to 

operate in multiple modes, with a unitary capture and send mode or separate capture 

and store, and send modes. 

with the following paragraph: 

In embodiments, a [It is an important feature of the invention that the] system 

supports storage of images in an interim storage format including raw video, 
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compressed video, interim gray scale format and/or half tone format. In 

embodiments, the [The] image can also be stored in the selected output mode, such as 

by way of example, a Group-III facsimile mode. [The] According to embodiments, 

the versatile capability of [the] .!! system permits transmission of captured data to a 

standard bi-level facsimile machine such as Group-III, to gray scale facsimile systems 

or full color facsimile systems, as well as to other remote receiving devices such as, 

by way of example, personal computers and network servers. The data [may] can be 

configured in any of a variety of formats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, 

wireless, emerging imagery formats, FAX and computer data protocols. [The 

invention is] Embodiments are adapted to operate in multiple modes, with a unitary 

capture and send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes. 

Replace paragraph [0021] which reads: 

In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected image, 

video, audio, and other data such as GPS information, with geospatial information and 

real time clock and added text. This permits the complete historical data to be 

transmitted simultaneously with the image signal. 

with the following paragraph: 

[In the preferred embodiment] In an embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a 

collected image, video, audio, and other data such as GPS information, with 

geospatial information and real time clock and added text. This permits the complete 

historical data to be transmitted simultaneously with the image signal. 
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Replace paragraph [0022] which reads: 

It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained with an 

integral power unit such as a disposable battery, rechargeable battery source or the 

like. 

with the following paragraph: 

According to embodiments, [It] !! is contemplated that [the] .!! system [of the invention 

would] can be self-contained with an integral power unit such as a disposable battery, 

rechargeable battery source or the like. 

Replace paragraph [0023] which reads: 

Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability through 

the use of digital/analog circuits for converting digital commands to analog signals for 

controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance, lens iris, 

lens zoom and other functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote 

device or as automatic or programmed functions. The central processor may also be 

used to control camera shutter rate. Other camera features and parameters which may 

be controlled in this manner are compressor resolution ( such as high, medium, low 

user settings) corresponding to compression rate parameters, field/frame mode, color 

or monochrome, image spatial resolution (640x420 pixels, 320x240 pixels, for 

example), lens and camera adjustments, input selection where multiple cameras or 

video sources are used and the like. 
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with the following paragraph: 

According to embodiments, where [Where] desired, [the] .!! system also includes 

camera operation control capability through the use of digital/analog circuits for 

converting digital commands to analog signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, 

setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance, lens iris, lens zoom and other functions of 

the camera from a local input device, a remote device or as automatic or programmed 

functions. The central processor [may] can also be used to control camera shutter rate. 

Other camera features and parameters which [may] can be controlled in this manner 

are compressor resolution ( such as high, medium, low user settings) corresponding to 

compression rate parameters, field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image spatial 

resolution (640x420 pixels, 320x240 pixels, for example), lens and camera 

adjustments, input selection where multiple cameras or video sources are used and the 

like. 

Replace paragraph [0024] which reads: 

When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of example, a 

cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system to permit 

independent use, and independent power up and power off and other cellular phone 

functions. 

with the following paragraph: 

According to embodiments, when [When] an integrated communications device is 

used, such as by way of example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated 
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from the rest of the system to permit independent use, and independent power up and 

power off and other cellular phone functions. 

Replace paragraph [0025] which reads: 

In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and send of 

images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example, on a 

timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor, video motion 

detection, or from a remote trigger device. The remote trigger also may be activated 

by an incoming telephone signal, for example. 

with the following paragraph: 

According to embodiments, in [In] operation, [the] .!! system permits not only the 

manual capture, dial (select) and send of images, but [may] can also be fully 

automated to capture, dial and send, for example, on a timed sequence or in response 

to a sensor such as a motion sensor, video motion detection, or from a remote trigger 

device. The remote trigger also [may] can be activated by an incoming telephone 

signal, for example. 

Replace paragraph [0026] which reads: 

The remote device may also be used for remote loading and downloading of 

firmware, and for setting of the programmable parameters such as to provide remote 
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configuration of sampling modes during capture, compression rates, triggering 

methods and the like. 

with the following paragraph: 

In embodiments, a [The] remote device [may] can also be used for remote loading and 

downloading of firmware, and for setting of the programmable parameters such as to 

provide remote configuration of sampling modes during capture, compression rates, 

triggering methods and the like. 

Replace paragraph [0028] which reads: 

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the present 

invention. This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to initiate 

transmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example, 

if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at 

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The 

circuitry of the subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be 

utilized depending upon application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger 

or only before trigger or prior to and after the trigger point. Again, as an example, it 

may be desirable to look primarily at images captured before a triggering event if the 

event is a catastrophic event such as an explosion or the like. Other circular sampling 

techniques may be employed, as well, incorporating multiple cameras, for example, 

wherein different fields are sampled depending upon the time frame in a sequence of 

events. 
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with the following paragraph: 

Circular sampling techniques are supported by [the] .!! data capture system of the 

present [invention] disclosure. This is particularly useful when triggering events are 

used to initiate transmission of collected image data over the communications system. 

For example, if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be 

useful to look at the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the 

actual event. The circuitry of [the] subject [invention] embodiments permits any 

circular sampling technique to be utilized depending upon application, such as prior to 

an after trigger, only after trigger or only before trigger or prior to and after the trigger 

point. Again, as an example, it [may] can be desirable to look primarily at images 

captured before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an 

explosion or the like. Other circular sampling techniques [may] can be employed, as 

well, incorporating multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are 

sampled depending upon the time frame in a sequence of events. 

Replace paragraph [0029] which reads: 

It is, therefore, an object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for 

capturing, converting and transmitting a visual image via standard facsimile 

transmissions systems. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is, therefore, an object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an 

apparatus for capturing, converting and transmitting a visual image via standard 
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facsimile [transmissions] transmission systems. 

Replace paragraph [0030] which reads: 

It is another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for 

compressing the visual image data in order to minimize the capacity requirements of 

the data capture and storage system. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is another object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an 

apparatus for compressing the visual image data in order to minimize the capacity 

requirements of the data capture and storage system. 

Replace paragraph [0031] which reads: 

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for 

capturing and storing a visual image for later recall and review and/or transmission. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an 

apparatus for capturing and storing a visual image for later recall and review and/or 

transmission. 

Replace paragraph [0032] which reads: 
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It is yet another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for storing 

a captured video image in digital format on a portable storage medium. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is yet another obj ect and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an 

apparatus for storing a captured video image in digital format on a portable storage 

medium. 

Replace paragraph [0033] which reads: 

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus capable 

of sending and receiving telephonic audio messages, facsimile documents, and 

captured visual images to and from standard, readily available remote stations. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an 

apparatus capable of sending and receiving telephonic audio messages, facsimile 

documents, and captured visual images to and from standard, readily available remote 

stations. 

Replace paragraph [0034] which reads: 
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It is a further object and feature of the invention to provide the means and method for 

capturing images prior to, prior to and after, or after a triggering event. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is a further object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide the means 

and method for capturing images prior to, prior to and after, or after a triggering 

event. 

Replace paragraph [0035] which reads: 

It is also an object and feature of the invention to provide for triggering events and/or 

optional viewing or review of the captured images prior to printing or transmission. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is also an object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide for triggering 

events and/or optional viewing or review of the captured images prior to printing or 

transmission. 

Replace paragraph [0036] which reads: 

It is another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus which may 

be activated from a remote location for initiating the capture of images by the 

device. 
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with the following paragraph: 

It is another object and feature of the invention to Embodiments provide an apparatus 

which [may] can be activated from a remote location for initiating the capture of 

images by the device. 

Replace paragraph [0047] which reads: 

The image capture and transmission system of the subject invention is suited for 

capturing one or more single frame analog image or a digital image data signal and 

transmitting the captured signal via any of a plurality of transmission schemes to a 

remote receiving station where the image is downloaded in a suitable format for 

viewing and printing on hard paper copy, a CRT screen image, or other medium. The 

system is particularly well suited for sending and/or receiving images via a standard 

Group III facsimile transmission system and permits capture of the image at a remote 

location using an analog or digital camera. Two generic configurations are shown and 

described, the first, where each image is transmitted as it is captured, and the second, 

which permits capture, storage, and selective recall of captured images for 

transmission. The invention also contemplates a portable storage medium, wherein 

the captured stored medium may be removed from the capture device and archived for 

later use. While a system for black and white (gray tones) for Group-III facsimile 

transmission is described in detail herein, the invention could be readily adapted to 

transmission of color images utilizing the teachings of the present invention using 

industry standard color video standards and circuits. Both portable, or hand held, and 

stationary, or desktop, units are described. The circuitry utilized for both 

configurations is identical, but stationary configurations do not need a battery. 
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with the following paragraph: 

[The] According to embodiments, an image capture and transmission system [of the 

subject invention is suited for capturing] captures either one or more single frame 

analog [image] images or digital [image] images or image data or visual data or visual 

images, the aforementioned hereinafter being referred to as an "image" or "images", 

[data signal and transmitting the] and transmits a captured image in a digital signal via 

any of a plurality of transmission schemes through a transmission interface such as, 

for example, cellular transmission, radio signal, satellite transmission, hard line 

telephonic transmission, or other transmission to a remote receiving station where the 

image is downloaded [in a suitable format] for viewing on a screen or [and] printing 

on hard paper copy or other medium. [The] According to embodiments, a system is 

particularly well suited for sending and/or receiving images via a standard Group III 

facsimile transmission system and permits capture of the image at a remote location 

using an analog or digital camera. Two generic configurations are shown and 

described, the first, where each image is transmitted as it is captured, and the second, 

which permits capture, storage, and selective recall of captured images for 

transmission. [The invention also contemplates] Embodiments also contemplate a 

portable storage mediumL wherein] having the captured [stored medium may] images 

stored thereon and which can be removed from the capture and transmission unit 

[device] and archived for later use. While a system for black and white (gray tones) 

for Group-III facsimile transmission is described in detail herein, [the invention 

could] embodiments can be readily adapted to transmission of color images utilizing 

the teachings of the present [invention] disclosure using industry standard color video 

standards and circuits. Both portable, or hand held, image capture and transmission 
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units and stationary, or desktop, image capture and transmission units are described. 

The circuitry utilized for both configurations is identical, but stationary configurations 

do not need a battery. 

Replace paragraph [0049] which reads: 

Turning now to Fig. 1, the simplest embodiment of the invention incorporates a 

standard analog or digital camera device 10 for capturing a visual image in the typical 

fashion. The camera 10 may be operator activated as indicated at 12, or may be 

programmed to be activated at selected intervals or in response to certain conditions. 

For example, a motion detector may be utilized to activate the camera 10 in a 

surveillance installation. Once activated, the camera 10 captures a visual image in 

typical fashion through a lens (see lens 192, for example, in Fig. 7 A). In the illustrated 

embodiment, the captured image is then transmitted to a gray scale bit map memory 

device 16, from which it is output to a half-tone conversion scheme 18 to be input into 

a binary bit map 20 for formatting the captured image in a configuration suitable for 

transmission via a Group-III facsimile system. The signal generated at 22 by the 

binary bit map 20 is input into a Group-Ill encoding and compression network 24 for 

generating an output signal at 26 which is introduced into a Group III protocol 

transmission device 28. The output at 30 of the transmission device 28 is then 

transmitted into any standard transmission interface such as, by way of example, hard 

line telephonic transmission, cellular transmission, radio signal, satellite transmission 

or other transmission system 32 via a modem or similar device, as needed(as 

diagrammatically illustrated at 29), to be received via a compatible interface by a 

remote Group-IIll receiving system 34. The Group III receiving system 34 is a typical 

Group-III facsimile system comprising a Group-III receiver 36, decoder and 
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decompress or 38 and binary bit map 40, from which a facsimile hard copy such as 

plain paper copy 42 may be generated. 

with the following paragraph: 

Turning now to Fig. 1, [the simplest] an embodiment [of the invention] incorporates 

an image capture device such as a standard analog or digital camera device 10 for 

capturing a visual image in the typical fashion. The camera 10 [may] can be operator 

activated as indicated at 12, or [may] can be programmed to be activated at selected 

intervals or in response to certain conditions. For example, a motion detector [may] 

can be utilized to activate the camera 10 in a surveillance installation. Once activated, 

the camera 10 captures a visual image in typical fashion through a lens (see lens 192, 

for example, in Fig. 7 A). In the illustrated embodiment, the captured image is then 

transmitted to a gray scale bit map memory device 16, from which it is output to a 

half-tone conversion scheme 18 to be input into a binary bit map 20 for formatting the 

captured image in a configuration suitable for transmission via a Group-III facsimile 

system. The signal generated at 22 by the binary bit map 20 is input into a Group-Ill 

encoding and compression network 24 for generating an output signal at 26 which is 

introduced into a Group III protocol transmission device 28. The output at 30 of the 

transmission device 28 is then transmitted into any standard transmission interface 

such as, by way of example, hard line telephonic transmission, cellular transmission, 

radio signal, satellite transmission or other transmission system 32 via a modem or 

similar device, as needed (as diagrammatically illustrated at 29), to be received via a 

compatible interface by a remote Group-IIll receiving system 34. The Group III 

receiving system 34 is a typical Group-III facsimile system comprising a Group-III 

receiver 36, decoder and decompressor 38 and binary bit map 40, from which a 
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facsimile hard copy such as plain paper copy 42 [may] can be generated. 

Replace paragraph [0050] which reads: 

This configuration is particularly well suited where real near time transmission is 

desired, for example when the system is operator controlled and a "real time" image is 

desired at a remote location. An example of such a system may be a photo 

identification confirmation of an apprehended suspect in law enforcement use, or 

transmission of images of damaged assets for insurance purposes, or transmission of 

images of construction job site conditions. This configuration is also well suited for 

use in those applications where a sensor activates the system and real time 

transmission of the sensed condition is desired. An example of such a system would 

be a motion activated camera in a surveillance location, where the image is 

immediately transmitted to a remote monitoring station. Of course, it will be readily 

understood by those who are skilled in the art that tagging a transmitted image with 

information such as, by way of example, date, time and location, can be incorporated 

in the transmitted signal so that a receiving station could monitor a plurality of remote 

image data capture systems. This is also useful for reviewing a body of previously 

stored or printed images to determine the time and location of such image. 

with the following paragraph: 

[This] According to an embodiment, the above-described configuration is particularly 

well suited where [real] near real time transmission is desired, for example when the 

system is operator controlled and a "real time" image is desired at a remote location. 

An example of such a system [may] can be a photo identification confirmation of an 
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apprehended suspect in law enforcement use, or transmission of images of damaged 

assets for insurance purposes, or transmission of images of construction job site 

conditions. This configuration is also well suited for use in those applications where a 

sensor activates the system and real time transmission of the sensed condition is 

desired. An example of such a system would be a motion activated camera in a 

surveillance location, where the image is immediately transmitted to a remote 

monitoring station. Of course, it will be readily understood by those who are skilled 

in the art that tagging a transmitted image with information such as, by way of 

example, date, time and location, can be incorporated in the transmitted signal so that 

a receiving station could monitor a plurality of remote image data capture systems. 

This is also useful for reviewing a body of previously stored or printed images to 

determine the time and location of such image. 

Replace paragraph [0051] which reads: 

The embodiment of Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory and optional 

operator viewer system. The image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned by 

the gray scale bit map 16, as in Fig. l. In this embodiment, the output 44 of the bit 

map 16 is input into a standard digital memory device 46 for later recall. This 

configuration is particularly well suited for applications where near real time 

transmission of the image either is not required or is not desirable. It will be noted that 

with the exception of the insertion of the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 

device 48, the capture and transmission system of Fig. 2 is identical to that shown and 

described in Fig. l. Once the image is captured by the camera 10 and is presented at 

44 to the memory device 46, it is stored for later recall and transmission. The specific 

type of memory device is optional and may include, for example, an SRAM device, a 
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DRAM, Flash RAM, hard drive, floppy disk, PCMCIA format removable memory 

(see, for example, the PCMCIA card 50 in Fig. 7 A), writeable optical media or other 

storage device. The memory may selectively capture images, as indicated by the 

operator interface/capture interface 52, or may be programmed to selectively capture 

periodic images or all images. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, an optional viewer 

device 48 is provided. This permits the operator to recall and view all or selective 

images before transmission, as indicated by the operator interface/recall interface 54. 

This permits the operator to review all images retained in the memory 46 and transmit 

selective images, as desired, to the Group-Ill transmission system. The remainder of 

the system of Fig. 2 operates in the same manner as the configuration shown and 

described in Fig. 1. 

with the following paragraph: 

The embodiment of Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory and optional 

operator viewer system. The image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned by 

the gray scale bit map 16, as in Fig. 1. In this embodiment, the output 44 of the bit 

map 16 is input into a standard digital memory device 46 for later recall. This 

configuration is particularly well suited for applications where near real time 

transmission of the image either is not required or is not desirable. It will be noted that 

with the exception of the insertion of the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 

device 48, the capture and transmission system of Fig. 2 is identical to that shown and 

described in Fig. 1. Once the image is captured by the camera 10 and is presented at 

44 to the memory device 46, [it] the image is stored for later recall and transmission. 

The specific type of memory device is optional and [may] can include, for example, 

an SRAM device, a DRAM, Flash RAM, hard drive, floppy disk, PCMCIA format 
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removable memory (see, for example, the PCMCIA card 50 in Fig. 7 A), writeable 

optical media or other storage device. The memory [may] can selectively capture 

images, as indicated by the operator interface/capture interface 52, or [may] can be 

programmed to selectively capture periodic images or all images. In the embodiment 

shown in Fig. 2, an optional viewer device 48 is provided[. This] and permits the 

operator to recall and view all or selective images before transmission, as indicated by 

the operator interface/recall interface 54. [This] The optional viewer device 48 

permits the operator to review all images retained in the memory 46 and transmit 

selective images, as desired, to the Group-Ill transmission system. The remainder of 

the system of Fig. 2 operates in the same manner as the configuration shown and 

described in Fig. 1. 

Replace paragraph [0052] which reads: 

The configuration of Fig. 3 incorporates all of the features of Figs. I and 2, and 

additionally, includes an interim data compression and decompression scheme to 

permit increased utilization of the memory or storage medium 46. As shown in Fig. 3, 

an interim format compressor 56 is inserted between the gray scale bit map 16 and the 

memory device 46. This permits compression and reduction of the data required to 

store the image, effectively increasing the capacity of the storage device. It is an 

objective of the storage device to preserve the gray scale quality of the image for 

viewing at the location of capture. An interim format decompression device 58 is 

inserted between the output of the memory device 46 and the rest of the system, 

whether the optional viewer 48 is utilized, or the output is entered directly into the 

half-tone convertor 18. The interim compression/decompression scheme is 

particularly useful when all of the image data is to be permanently archived, or when 
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limited capacity portable media are used, such as, by way of example, floppy disks or 

a portable PCMCIA card. It will be noted that the remainder of the system shown in 

Fig. 3 is identical to the system shown and described in Fig. 2. 

with the following paragraph: 

The configuration of Fig. 3 incorporates all of the features of Figs. I and 2, and 

additionally, includes an interim data compression and decompression scheme to 

permit increased utilization of the memory or storage medium 46. As shown in Fig. 3, 

an interim format compressor 56 is inserted between the gray scale bit map 16 and the 

memory device 46. [This] Insertion of the interim format compressor 56 between the 

gray scale bit map 16 and the memory device 46 permits compression and reduction 

of the data required to store the image, effectively increasing the capacity of the 

storage device or storage medium 46. [It is an objective of] Embodiments including 

the storage device or storage medium 46 can [to] preserve the gray scale quality of the 

image for viewing at the location of capture. An interim format decompression device 

58 is inserted between the output of the memory device or storage medium 46 and the 

rest of the system, whether the optional viewer 48 is utilized, or the output is entered 

directly into the half-tone convertor 18. The interim compression/decompression 

scheme is particularly useful when all of the image data is to be permanently 

archived, or when limited capacity portable media are used, such as, by way of 

example, floppy disks or a portable PCMCIA card. It will be noted that the remainder 

of the system shown in Fig. 3 is identical to the system shown and described in Fig. 2. 

Replace paragraph [0053] which reads: 

Fig. 4 illustrates the use of the image capture and/or retention configured in any of the 
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optional embodiments of Figs. 1-3 and adapted for use in combination with any of a 

variety of transmitting and receiving schemes such as, by way of example, the Group

III system shown in Figs. 1-3, a modem, direct connection to a personal computer, 

serial or parallel transmission, or any selected transmitting/receiving protocol. This 

illustration demonstrates the versatility of the system once the image has been 

captured, converted and conditioned by the image capture device of the subject 

invention. Specifically, once the image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned 

by the gray scale bit map 16, it may be stored and transmitted, or transmitted "real 

time" via any transmitting and receiving scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 the image 

capture device includes the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 48 for 

incorporating maximum capability. However, any of the schemes of Figs. 1-3 would 

be suitable for producing a transmittable signal. In the embodiment shown, a format 

select interface switch 60 is positioned to receive the fully conditioned signal on line 

59. This would permit either automated or manual selection of the transmitting 

protocol, including the Group-III facsimile system previously described in connection 

with Figs. 1-3, as indicated by selecting format select switch 60 position A; or PC 

modem protocol as illustrated by the JPEG compressor 62 and protocol generator 64, 

as indicated by selecting format select switch position B; or the wavelet compressor 

and PC modem protocol, as illustrated by the wavelet compressor 66 and PC modem 

protocol generator 68 by selecting switch position C; or any selected conversion 

network 65, (if needed) with a compatible compressor 67 (if needed) and compatible 

protocol generator 75 (if needed), as indicated by switch position D; or a serial 

protocol scheme 77, with serial drivers 79 directly to a hardwired personal computer 

81 by selecting switch position E. Of course, it will be readily understood by those 

skilled in the art that one or a plurality of transmitting protocols may be 

simultaneously selected. Depending on the protocol selected, the signal output is 
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generated at the selected output module and introduced to a communications interface 

module 83 via a modem or other device, as needed, for transmission via a 

transmission system to a compatible receiving station such as the Group-III facsimile 

device 34, the personal computer 85, the video telephone 89, and/or other server or 

receiving device 91 for distribution. 

with the following paragraph: 

Fig. 4 illustrates the use of the image capture and/or retention configured in any of the 

optional embodiments of Figs. 1-3 and adapted for use in combination with any of a 

variety of transmitting and receiving schemes such as, by way of example, the Group

III system shown in Figs. 1-3, a modem, direct connection to a personal computer, 

serial or parallel transmission, or any selected transmitting/receiving protocol. This 

illustration demonstrates the versatility of [the] .!! system according to embodiments 

once the image has been captured, converted and conditioned by the image capture 

device of the [subject invention] disclosure. Specifically, once the image is captured 

by the camera 10 and conditioned by the gray scale bit map 16, it [may] can be stored 

and transmitted, or transmitted "near real time" via any transmitting and receiving 

scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 the image capture device includes the memory device 46 

and the optional viewer 48 for incorporating maximum capability. However, any of 

the schemes of Figs. 1-3 would be suitable for producing a transmittable signal. In the 

embodiment shown, a format select interface switch 60 is positioned to receive the 

fully conditioned signal on line 59. [This would] The format select interface switch 60 

can permit either automated or manual selection of the transmitting protocol, 

including the Group-III facsimile system previously described in connection with 

Figs. 1-3, as indicated by selecting format select switch 60 position A; or PC modem 
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protocol as illustrated by the JPEG compressor 62 and protocol generator 64, as 

indicated by selecting format select switch position B; or the wavelet compressor and 

PC modem protocol, as illustrated by the wavelet compressor 66 and PC modem 

protocol generator 68 by selecting switch position C; or any selected conversion 

network 65, (if needed) with a compatible compressor 67 (if needed) and compatible 

protocol generator 75 (if needed), as indicated by switch position D; or a serial 

protocol scheme 77, with serial drivers 79 directly to a hardwired personal computer 

81 by selecting switch position E. Of course, it will be readily understood by those 

skilled in the art that one or a plurality of transmitting protocols [may] can be 

simultaneously selected. Depending on the protocol selected, the signal output is 

generated at the selected output module and introduced to a communications interface 

module 83 via a modem or other device, as needed, for transmission via a 

transmission system to a compatible receiving station such as the Group-III facsimile 

device 34, the personal computer 85, the video telephone 89, and/or other server or 

receiving device 91 for distribution. 

Replace paragraph [0054] which reads: 

An exemplary circuit supporting the configurations of Figs. 1-4 is shown in Fig. 5. 

With specific reference to Fig. 5, an analog camera is indicated by the "video in" 

signal at 70. Typically, the video signal is a composite video/sync signal. The diagram 

shows all of the signal processing necessary to sync up to an NTSC signal 70 coming 

out of the analog camera and processed for introduction into an integral RAM 

memory 71 and/or a portable RAM memory via interface 73. An analog to digital 

(ND) converter 74 converts the video portion of the analog signal from the camera 

and produces the digital signal for output at line 76. The digital output data on path 76 
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is introduced into a data multiplexer circuit 81 and into the RAM memory unites) 71, 

72. In the exemplary embodiment, the portable RAM memory 72 is an image card 

such as, by way of example, a PCMCIA SRAM card or a PCMCIA Flash RAM card. 

However, it will be readily understood that any suitable RAM memory configuration 

can be used within the teachings of the invention. It is desirable to store compressed 

rather than raw data in card 72 because of space and transmission speed factors. 

with the following paragraph: 

According to embodiments, an [An] exemplary circuit supporting the configurations 

of Figs. 1-4 is shown in Fig. 5. With specific reference to Fig. 5, an analog camera is 

indicated by the "video in" signal at 70. Typically, the video signal is a composite 

video/sync signal. The diagram shows all of the signal processing necessary to sync 

up to an NTSC signal 70 coming out of the analog camera and processed for 

introduction into an integral RAM memory 71 and/or a portable RAM memory via 

interface 73. An analog to digital (A/D) converter 74 converts the video portion of 

the analog signal from the camera and produces the digital signal for output at line 76. 

The digital output data on path 76 is introduced into a data multiplexer circuit 81 and 

into the RAM memory unites) 71, 72. In the exemplary embodiment, the portable 

RAM memory 72 is an image card such as, by way of example, a PCMCIA SRAM 

card or a PCMCIA Flash RAM card. However, it will be readily understood that any 

suitable RAM memory configuration can be used within the teachings of the 

[invention] disclosure. In an embodiment, it [It] is desirable to store compressed 

rather than raw data in portable memory card 72 because of space and transmission 

speed factors. 
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Replace paragraph [0056] which reads: 

This frame may now be output from the system via any of the available transmitting 

schemes. In the exemplary embodiment, the processor 86 may be any processor or 

such as a microprocessor or DSP, with sufficient capability to perform the described 

functions. The processor bus is indicated at 87. The circuitry supporting the 

processor comprises the processor chip 86 and the control store memory (ROM, Flash 

RAM, PROM, EPROM or the like) 92 for storing the software program executed by 

the processor. It will be understood that other memory devices could be utilized 

without departing from the spirit of the invention. For example, a Flash RAM would 

permit flexibility and replacement of the program for upgrades and enhancements. 

The user interface commands are generated and interpreted by the software that is 

being executed by the processor 86. 

with the following paragraph: 

This frame [may] can now be output from the system via any of the available 

transmitting schemes. In the exemplary embodiment, the processor 86 [may] can be 

any processor or such as a microprocessor or DSP, with sufficient capability to 

perform the described functions. The processor bus is indicated at 87. The circuitry 

supporting the processor comprises the processor chip 86 and the control store 

memory (ROM, Flash RAM, PROM, EPROM or the like) 92 for storing the software 

program executed by the processor. It will be understood that other memory devices 

[could] can be utilized without departing from the [spirit of] the [invention] 

disclosure. For example, a Flash RAM [would] can permit flexibility and 

replacement of the program for upgrades and enhancements. The user interface 
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commands are generated and interpreted by the software that is being executed by the 

processor 86. 

Replace paragraph [0057] which reads: 

The display unit 94 is connected through a typical interface 96, and provides visual 

user interface at the camera body to give the operator a visual read-out of the status of 

the collection and transmission of a selected frame. In the exemplary embodiment, 

the display unit is a two line, multi-character LCD display, but other sizes or 

technology displays could be readily incorporated, depending, for example, on the 

amount of graphics desired in the display module. The bank of operator buttons 

and/or switches 98 are connected to the system through the button interface 100. 

with the following paragraph: 

The display unit [94] 96 is connected through a typical interface [96] 94, and provides 

.!! visual user interface at the camera body to give the operator a visual read-out of the 

status of the collection and transmission of a selected frame. In [the] an exemplary 

embodiment, the display unit is a two line, multi-character LCD display, but other 

sizes or technology displays could be readily incorporated, depending, for example, 

on the amount of graphics desired in the display module. The bank of operator 

buttons and/or switches 98 are connected to the system through the button interface 

100. 

Replace paragraph [0062] which reads: 
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The system of the present invention also contemplates wireless transmission over a 

cellular telephone, radio frequency, satellite transmission or the like. In the exemplary 

embodiment, the specific configuration for a cellular telephone interface is shown in 

detail. The amplifiers 122, 124 amplify the input of the modem 104 and are 

controlled by the FETs 126, 128, respectively. The FETs are controlled by the control 

register 102 and allow selection of the audio either coming in from the cellular 

interface 130 or from the telephone line 104 to the modem. This permits the cellular 

phone to be used for three distinct functions: (1) as an audio telephone, (2) as a 

transmitting system for transmitting the captured image and related signals via a 

cellular system, and (3) for receiving incoming transmissions to the processor such as 

remote control, remote configuration, or images. 

with the following paragraph: 

[The] A system of the present [invention] disclosure also contemplates wireless 

transmission over a cellular telephone, radio frequency, satellite transmission or the 

like. In [the] an exemplary embodiment, the specific configuration for a cellular 

telephone interface is shown in detail. The amplifiers 122, 124 amplify the input of 

the modem 104 and are controlled by the FETs 126, 128, respectively. The FETs are 

controlled by the control register 102 and allow selection of the audio either coming 

in from the cellular interface 130 or from the telephone line 104 to the modem. This 

permits the cellular phone to be used for three distinct functions: (1) as an audio 

telephone, (2) as a transmitting system for transmitting the captured image and related 

signals via a cellular system, and (3) for receiving incoming transmissions to the 

processor such as remote control, remote configuration, or images. 
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Replace paragraph [0067] which reads: 

Various physical configurations of the invention are shown in Figs. 7 A & 7B. Figs. 

6A, 6B and 6C are block diagrams for desktop and portable units. Figs. 7 A and 7B 

illustrate the subject invention as incorporated in a standard 35 millimeter type camera 

housing. 

with the following paragraph: 

Various physical configurations of [the invention] embodiments are shown in Figs.7A 

& 7B. Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C are block diagrams for desktop and portable units. Figs. 

7 A and 7B illustrate [the subject invention] embodiments as incorporated in a 

standard 35 millimeter type camera housing. 

Replace paragraph [0068] which reads: 

A basic desktop system is shown in Fig. 6A, and includes a console unit having a 

telephone jack 152, an external telephone connection 154 and a video input/camera 

power jack 156 for connecting the analog camera 10. A facsimile machine may be 

also connected at jack 154 to provide local printer capability. The configuration 

shown in Fig. 6B is a basic portable system, with a battery powered portable module 

160 having a self-contained power source 162. The system may include an integral 

RAM and/or the removable memory module as indicated by the image card 72. The 

camera 10 may be an integral feature of the portable module 160, or may be a 

detached unit, as desired. In this embodiment, a cellular telephone 164 is provided 

with a dataj ack 166 for connecting to the output jack 168 of the module, whereby the 

image data signal may be transmitted via the cellular telephone to a remote facsimile 
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machine over standard cellular and telephone company facilities. When incorporating 

the circuitry of Fig. 5, the cellular phone may be used as both an input and an output 

device, and incoming data or stored images may be viewed through the viewfinder 

170. 

with the following paragraph: 

A basic desktop system according to embodiments is shown in Fig. 6A, and includes a 

console unit having a telephone jack 152, an external telephone connection 154 and a 

video input/camera power jack 156 for connecting the analog camera 10. A facsimile 

machine [may be also] can also be connected at jack 154 to provide local printer 

capability. The configuration shown in Fig. 6B is a basic portable system, with a 

battery powered portable module 160 having a self-contained power source 162. The 

system [may] can include an integral RAM and/or the removable memory module as 

indicated by the image card 72. The camera 10 [may] can be an integral feature of the 

portable module 160, or [may] can be a detached unit, as desired. In [this] the 

illustrated embodiment, a cellular telephone 164 is provided with a data jack 166 for 

connecting to the output jack 168 of the module, whereby the image data signal [may] 

can be transmitted via the cellular telephone to a remote facsimile machine over 

standard cellular and telephone company facilities. When incorporating the circuitry 

of Fig. 5, the cellular phone [may] can be used as both an input and an output device, 

and incoming data or stored images [may] can be viewed through the viewfinder 170. 

Replace paragraph [0070] which reads: 

Turning now to Figs. 7 A and 7B, the camera body 190 is similar to a standard 35 
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millimeter camera housing and is adapted to receive a standard lens 192 with a 

viewfinder 194. The electronics are housed in the casing in the area normally 

occupied by the film and film advancing implements. The operator interface button 

keys 98 are housed within the housing and may be positioned on the back plate 196 of 

the body. Fig. 8. The LCD unit may be positioned to be visible through the 

viewfinder 194 or may be in a separate back window 198. The memory card 72 is 

positioned in a slot 200 provided in a sidewall of the camera body. This camera has 

the appearance of a standard SLR 35 millimeter camera. In addition, where desired, 

an integral cellular phone can be incorporated in the camera housing and transmission 

can be sent directly from the camera housing to a remote receiving station. The 

keypad for the telephone is indicated at 202. 

with the following paragraph: 

[Turning now to] According to an embodiment illustrated in Figs. 7 A and 7B, the 

camera body 190 is similar to a standard 35 millimeter camera housing and is adapted 

to receive a standard lens 192 with a viewfinder 194. The electronics are housed in 

the casing in the area normally occupied by the film and film advancing implements. 

The operator interface button keys 98 are housed within the housing and [may] can be 

positioned on the back plate 196 of the body. [Fig. 8.] The LCD unit [may] can be 

positioned to be visible through the viewfinder 194 or [may] can be in a separate back 

window 198. The memory card 72 is positioned in a slot 200 provided in a sidewall 

of the camera body. [This] In the illustrated embodiment, camera body 190 has the 

appearance of a standard SLR 35 millimeter camera. In addition, where desired, an 

integral cellular phone can be incorporated in the camera housing and transmission 

can be sent directly from the camera housing to a remote receiving station. The 

keypad for the telephone is indicated at 202. 
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Replace paragraph [0071] which reads: 

Fig. 8 is an illustration of an exemplary schematic diagram for the circuit of a system 

according to the teaching of the invention as specifically taught in the diagram of Fig. 

5. Pin numbers, wiring harnesses and components are as shown on the drawing. Fig. 

8, part A, is the system interconnect and shows the central processor board 300, the 

video board 302, the power board 304 and the CRT electronic interconnect board 306. 

The telephone interface is provided at 307. Board 308 is the audio connector board. 

Board 310 is the serial connector board and board 312 is the video connector board. 

Fig. 8, part B contains the audio logic, with audio 1/0 at 314. The audio amplifiers are 

designated 316 and 318. A microphone connector is provided at 320, with 

preamplifier circuit 322. Audio switches are provided at 324 and 326. Summing 

circuit 328 provides audio summing. The serial RAM for audio is designated 330. Fig. 

8, part C includes the camera module 332 and the camera control digital to analog 

convertor 334. Amplifier 336 is the video buffer. Module 338 is the camera shutter 

control resistor. 

with the following paragraph: 

Fig. 8 is an illustration of an exemplary schematic diagram for the circuit of a system 

according to [the teaching of the invention] embodiments as specifically taught in the 

diagram of Fig. 5. Pin numbers, wiring harnesses and components are as shown on 

the drawing. Fig. 8, part A, is the system interconnect and shows the central 

processor board 300, the video board 302, the power board 304 and the CRT 

electronic interconnect board 306. The telephone interface is provided at 307. Board 
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308 is the audio connector board. Board 310 is the serial connector board and board 

312 is the video connector board. Fig. 8, part B contains the audio logic, with audio 

I/O at 314. The audio amplifiers are designated 316 and 318. A microphone 

connector is provided at 320, with preamplifier circuit 322. Audio switches are 

provided at 324 and 326. Summing circuit 328 provides audio summing. The serial 

RAM for audio is designated 330. Fig. 8, part C includes the camera module 332 and 

the camera control digital to analog convertor 334. Amplifier 336 is the video buffer. 

Module 338 is the camera shutter control resistor. 

Replace paragraph [0080] which reads: 

The circuitry supports any of the preferred configurations from a basic real time 

transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system supporting both 

land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary data at both a 

local and remote station. 

with the following paragraph: 

The circuitry supports any of the [preferred] configurations [from] such as, for 

example, a basic near real time transmission system via Group-III fax [to] or a 

comprehensive system supporting both land line and wireless transmission of image, 

audio and documentary data at both a local and remote station. 

Replace paragraph [0081] which reads: 

The subject invention also permits digitized collection of audio signals through the 
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use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land 

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio 

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out 

jack to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio 

or other communication system. 

with the following paragraph: 

The subject invention also permits Embodiments permit digitized collection of audio 

signals through the use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular 

telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and 

digitized audio playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an 

external out jack to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, 

wireless radio or other communication system. 

Replace paragraph [0083] which reads: 

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of images 

in an interim storage format including raw video, interim gray scale format and/or half 

tone format. The image can also be stored in the selected output mode, such as by way 

of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile capability of the system permits 

transmission of captured data to a standard bi-level facsimile machine such as Group 

III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color facsimile systems, as well as to other 

remote receiving devices such as, by way of example, personal computers and 

network servers. The data may be transferred in any of a variety of formats and 

protocols including JPEG, FAX, emerging imagery formats, wavelets and data 
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protocols. The invention is adapted to operate in multiple modes, with a unitary 

capture and send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes. In the 

preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected image, video, 

audio, and other data such as a GPS signal, with a real time clock and added text. This 

permits the complete historical data to be transmitted simultaneously with the image 

signal. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is an important feature of the invention that the According to embodiments, a 

system supports storage of images in an interim storage format including raw video, 

interim gray scale format and/or half tone format. The image can also be stored in the 

selected output mode, such as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The 

versatile capability of the system permits transmission of captured data to a standard 

bi-level facsimile machine such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full 

color facsimile systems, as well as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way 

of example, personal computers and network servers. The data [may] can be 

transferred in any of a variety of formats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, 

emerging imagery formats, wavelets and data protocols. [The invention is] 

Embodiments are adapted to operate in multiple modes, with a unitary capture and 

send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes. In [the preferred] an 

embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected image, video, audio, and 

other data such as a GPS signal, with a real time clock and added text. This permits 

[the] complete historical data to be transmitted simultaneously with the image signal. 

Replace paragraph [0084] which reads: 
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It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained with an 

integral power unit such as a rechargeable battery source or the like. Therefore, the 

system is adapted to power up when in use and power down when not activated, 

preserving power during idle time. The power systems for the video camera, the video 

input circuits and converters, the modem or other transmission devices and other high 

drain components may be isolated and only powered when needed. This also permits 

use of ancillary functions, such as use as a cellular telephone, to proceed without 

draining the power source by powering idle components. The processor clock rate 

may also be slowed down during idle mode to further conserve power. 

with the following paragraph: 

It is contemplated that [the] .!! system according to embodiments [of the invention 

would] can be self-contained with an integral power unit such as a rechargeable 

battery source or the like. Therefore, the system [is] can be adapted to power up when 

in use and power down when not activated, preserving power during idle time. The 

power systems for the video camera, the video input circuits and converters, the 

modem or other transmission devices and other high drain components [may] can be 

isolated and only powered when needed. This also permits use of ancillary functions, 

such as use as a cellular telephone, to proceed without draining the power source by 

powering idle components. The processor clock rate [may] can also be slowed down 

during idle mode to further conserve power. 

Replace paragraph [0085] which reads: 
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Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability through 

the use of a digital/analog network for converting digital commands to analog signals 

for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, and other functions of 

the camera from a local input device, a remote device or as programmed functions. 

The central processor may also be used to control camera shutter rather camera 

features and parameters which may be controlled in this manner are compressor 

resolution (high, medium, low), field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image 

spatial resolution (640x430, 320x240, for example), lens and camera adjustments, 

input selection where multiple cameras are used and the like. 

with the following paragraph: 

Where desired, [the] .!! system according to embodiments also includes camera 

operation control capability through the use of a digital/analog network for converting 

digital commands to analog signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white 

clip, lens focus, and other functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote 

device or as programmed functions. The central processor [may] can also be used to 

control camera shutter. [rather camera] Camera features and parameters which [may] 

can be controlled in this manner are compressor resolution (high, medium, low), 

field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image spatial resolution (640x430, 320x240, 

for example), lens and camera adjustments, input selection where multiple cameras 

are used and the like. 

Replace paragraph [0087] which reads: 

In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and send of 
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images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example, on a 

timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor or from a remote 

trigger device. The remote trigger may be activated by an incoming telephone signal, 

for example. The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading 

of firmware, and of the programmable devices, as well as to provide remote 

configuration of sampling modes during both the capture and the send functions. 

with the following paragraph: 

In operation, [the system] a system according to embodiments permits [not only] the 

manual capture, dial (select) and send of images, [but may] and can also be fully 

automated to capture, dial and send, for example, on a timed sequence or in response 

to a sensor such as a motion sensor or from a remote trigger device. The remote 

trigger [may] can be activated by an incoming telephone signal, for example. The 

remote device [may] can also be use for remote loading and downloading of 

firmware, and of the programmable devices, as well as to provide remote 

configuration of sampling modes during both the capture and the send functions. 

Replace paragraph [0088] which reads: 

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the present 

invention. Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating exemplary sampling techniques in 

accordance with the teachings of the invention. As shown in Fig. 9, the time sequence 

is indicated by the Time Line: tl, t2 ... tn, with a sample at each time interval, as 

indicated by S 1... Sn. For purposes of illustration, the triggering event occurs at time 

interval tlO. Based on the predetermined programming of the system, images will 
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start to be collected upon triggering event, as shown at 210, for a predetermined 

period prior to and after trigger, as shown at 212, or immediately preceding the 

trigger, as shown at 214. This permits "circular image storage" without requiring that 

all images be collected and stored in order to look at events surrounding a triggering 

event. The technique is also very useful when multiple overlapping zones are 

monitored by multiple devices and it is desirable to sequence from device to device 

without losing any critical images. 

with the following paragraph: 

Circular sampling techniques are supported by [the] .!! data capture system according 

to embodiments [of the present invention]. Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating exemplary 

sampling techniques in accordance with the teachings of the [invention] disclosure. 

As shown in Fig. 9, the time sequence is indicated by the Time Line: tl, t2 ... tn, with a 

sample at each time interval, as indicated by S 1... Sn. For purposes of illustration, the 

triggering event occurs at time interval tW. Based on the predetermined programming 

of the system, images will start to be collected upon triggering event, as shown at 210, 

for a predetermined period prior to and after trigger, as shown at 212, or immediately 

preceding the trigger, as shown at 214. This permits "circular image storage" without 

requiring that all images be collected and stored in order to look at events surrounding 

a triggering event. [The technique is] Circular sampling techniques are also very 

useful when multiple overlapping zones are monitored by multiple devices and it is 

desirable to sequence from device to device without losing any critical images. 

Replace paragraph [0089] which reads: 
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This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to initiate transmission of 

collected image data over the communications system. For example, if a triggering 

event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at the images 

captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The circuitry of 

the subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized depending 

upon application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only before 

trigger. Again, as an example, it may desirable to look primarily at images captured 

before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an explosion or 

the like. Other circular sampling techniques may be employed, as well, incorporating 

multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled depending upon 

the time frame in a sequence of events. 

with the following paragraph: 

[This is] Circular sampling techniques are particularly useful when triggering events 

are used to initiate transmission of collected image data over the communications 

system. For example, if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it 

may be useful to look at the images captured for a period of time both prior to and 

after the actual event. The circuitry of [the subject invention] embodiments permits 

any circular sampling technique to be utilized depending upon application, such as 

prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only before trigger. Again, as an 

example, it [may] can be desirable to look primarily at images captured before a 

triggering event~ if the event is a catastrophic event such as an explosion or the like. 

Other circular sampling techniques [may] can be employed, as well, incorporating 

multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled depending upon 

the time frame in a sequence of events. 
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Replace paragraph [0090] which reads: 

Other configurations are contemplated and are within the teachings of the invention. 

While specific embodiments have been shown and described herein, it will be 

understood that the invention includes all modifications and enhancements within the 

scope and spirit of the claims. 

with the following paragraph: 

Other configurations are contemplated and are within the teachings of the [invention] 

disclosure. While specific embodiments have been shown and described herein, it 

will be understood that the invention includes all modifications and enhancements 

within the scope and spirit of the claims. 
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Amendments to Claims: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the 

application. 

Listing of Claims: 

1-42. (Cancelled) 

43. (currently amended) A handheld self-contained cellular telephone and integrated image 

processing system [both of which are carried in a common case] for both sending and 

receiving telephonic audio signals and for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a 

compatible remote receiving station, the system comprising: 

[a. A] a manually portable housing [defining the common case]; 

[b. An] an integral image capture device comprising an electronic camera contained 

within the portable housing; 

[c. A] .1! display for displaying an image framed by the camera, the display being 

supported by the housing, the display and the electronic camera being commonly 

movable in the housing when the housing is moved by hand; 

[d. A] .1! processor in the housing for generating an image data signal representing the 

image framed by the camera; 

[e. A] .1! memory associated with the processor for collecting and storing the image 

data signal; 

[f. A] a user interface for enabling a user to select the image data signal for viewing 

and transmission; 

[g. A] .1! telephonic system in the housing for sending and receiving digitized audio 

signals and for sending the image data signal; 

[h. Alphanumeric] alphanumeric input keys in the housing for permitting manually 
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input digitized alphanumeric signals to be input to the processor, the telephonic 

system further used for sending the digitized alphanumeric signals; 

[i. A] .!! wireless communications device adapted for transmitting any of the digitized 

signals to the compatible remote receiving station; and 

[j. A] .!! power supply for powering the system. 

44. (currently amended) The self-contained cellular telephone and integrated image 

processing system of Claim 43, wherein the display for framing the image to be captured by 

the image capture device [displays] is operable to display the image at the system whereby 

the image can be viewed and framed prior to capture in the memory. 

45. (currently amended) The self-contained cellular telephone and integrated image 

processing system of Claim 43, wherein the display is [used] operable to display for viewing 

alphanumeric messages input at the alphanumeric keys. 

46. (Cancelled) 

47. (Cancelled) 

48. (currently amended) The self-contained cellular telephone and integrated image 

processing system of Claim 43, further comprising a removable memory module in addition 

to the memory, said removable memory able to be removably housed in the housing for 

storing captured image data signals. 

49. (Cancelled) 
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50. (currently amended) The self-contained cellular telephone and integrated image 

processing system of Claim 43, wherein the display is [used] operable to display for viewing 

incoming image data signals. 
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51. (currently amended) A handheld cellular telephone having an integrated electronic 

camera [in a common case] for both sending and receiving telephonic audio signals and for 

capturing a visual image, converting the visual image to a digitized image data signal and 

transmitting digitized image data signal via a cellular telephone network, the cellular 

telephone comprising: 

[a. A] a manually portable housing [defining the common case] supporting the 

cellular telephone and the integrated electronic camera, the cellular telephone and the 

integrated electronic camera being movable in common with the housing; 

[b. A] .!! cellular telephone in the housing, the cellular telephone further including a 

transmitter/receiver for transmitting and receiving audio telephone messages over a 

cellular telephone network, a keypad for entering manually input alphanumeric 

signals to be transmitted over the cellular telephone network, and a display window 

for viewing the manually input alphanumeric signals: 

[c. An] an integral electronic camera in the housing, the camera for visually framing a 

visual image to be captured; 

[d. A] .!! processor associated with the electronic camera for capturing and digitizing 

the framed image in a format for transmission over the cellular telephone network via 

the cellular telephone; 

[e. A] .!! memory associated with the processor for receiving and storing the digitized 

framed image~ 

[f. A].!! user interface for enabling a user to selectively display the digitized framed 

image in the display window and subsequently transmit [it] the digitized framed 

image over the cellular telephone network; and 

[g. An] an integrated power supply for powering both the cellular telephone and the 

camera. 
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52. (currently amended) The handheld cellular telephone of Claim 51, wherein the display 

window for viewing the alphanumeric signals is within the display window for framing the 

visual image. 

53. (Cancelled) 

54. (currently amended) The handheld cellular telephone of Claim 51, further including a 

second memory selectively removable from the housing. 
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55. (currently amended) A combination of handheld cellular telephone and electronic camera 

[in a unitary case] comprising: 

[a. A] .!! housing [defining the case]; 

[b. A] an electronic camera integral within the housing; 

[c. A] .!! display in the housing for framing the image to be captured by an image 

capture device and for viewing the image~ whereby an operator can view and frame 

the image prior to capture; 

[d. A] .!! processor for processing the image framed by the camera for generating a 

digitized framed image as displayed in the display; 

[e. A] .!! memory associated with the processor for receiving and storing the digitized 

framed image for selectively displaying [it] the digitized framed image in the display 

window and for selectively transmitting [it] the digitized framed image over a cellular 

telephone network; 

[f. A] .!! cellular telephone in the housing for accepting and digitizing audio signals to 

be transmitted and for converting received digitized audio signals into acoustic audio, 

the cellular telephone further for transmitting and receiving non-audio digital signals 

including digitized image signals; 

[g. Alphanumeric] alphanumeric input keys in the housing for permitting manually 

input alphanumeric signals to be input into the cellular telephone, the manually input 

alphanumeric signals being presented in the display; 

[h. A] .!! power supply in the housing for powering the processor, the cellular 

telephone, the display and the camera; 

[i. A] .!! wireless transmitter/receiver in the housing for transmitting digital signals sent 

from and receiving digital signals sent to the cellular telephone; and 

[j. camera operation control capability through the use of] digital/analog circuits for 

converting digital commands to analog signals for controlling gain, pedestal, setup, 
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white clip, lens focus, white balance, lens iris, lens zoom and other functions of the 

camera from a local input device, a remote device or as automatic or programmed 

functions. 

56-59. (Cancelled). 

60. (Previously presented) The combination of Claim 55, further comprising a removable 

memory module [able to be] removably housed in the housing for storing captured image 

data signals. 

6l. (Cancelled). 

62. (Previously presented) The combination of Claim 55, wherein the display is suitable also 

for viewing [incoming] image data signals received by the receiver. 
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63. (new) A combination of handheld wireless telephone and digital camera comprising: 

a handheld housing which supports both the wireless telephone and the digital 

camera, the wireless telephone and electronic camera being commonly movable with 

the housing; 

a display supported in the housing for framing an image to be captured and for 

viewing the image, whereby an operator can view and frame the image prior to 

capture; 

a processor for processing the image framed by the camera for generating a digitized 

framed image as displayed in the display; 

a memory associated with the processor for receiving and storing the digitized framed 

image, for selectively displaying in the display window and for selectively 

transmitting over a wireless telephone network the digitized framed image; 

the wireless telephone being selectively operable to accept and digitize audio signals 

to be transmitted, the wireless telephone being selectively operable to convert 

received digitized audio signals into acoustic audio, the wireless telephone being 

selectively operable to transmit and receive non-audio digital signals, the non-audio 

digital signals including a selected digitized framed image; 

a set of input keys supported by the housing to permit alphanumeric signals to be 

manually input by an operator into the wireless telephone, the alphanumeric signals 
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being presented in the display for viewing by the operator; 

a power supply supported by the housing; 

the wireless telephone including a wireless transmitter/receiver for transmitting digital 

signals sent from and receiving digital signals sent to the wireless telephone; and 

at least one camera control circuit connected to an input device for controlling at least 

one of the following functions: gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, white 

balance, lens iris, lens zoom. 

64. (new) The combination of claim 63 and further comprising: 

a removable memory module removably housed in the housing for storing captured 

images. 

65. (new) The combination of claim 63 and further comprising: 

the display also being operable for viewing images received by the receiver. 

66. (new) The combination of claim 63 and further comprising: 

the housing having a first portion, the housing having a second portion joined to the 

first portion, at least one of the first portion and the second portion being moveable in relation 

to the other of the first portion and the second portion, the first portion and the second portion 

also being commonly movable by hand when fixed in relation to each other. 
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Remarks 

Claims 42-45, 48, 50-52, 54-55, 60, and 62-66 are pending. Applicant acknowledges 

the Examiner's indication that claims 55, 60 and 62 contain allowable subject matter. Claims 

55,60 and 62 have been further amended to further clarify the patentable subject matter set 

forth therein. Claims 42-45, 48, 50-52 and 54 have also been amended. Claims 63-66 are 

new. Applicant respectfully requests entry of this Amendment. Applicant also requests 

consideration of the Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement submitted herewith. 

Applicant also respectfully requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance for claims 42-45, 48, 

50-52, 54-55, 60 and 62-65 in view of these Remarks. 

New claims 63-66 are entered in order to specify patentable subject of the disclosure. 

Applicant respectfully submits that no additional fee is required for consideration of the new 

claims. 

The Examiner rejected claims 43-45, 48,50-52 and 54 under 35 USC §l03(a) as 

being unpatentable over Kawazu JP 06-268582 (Kawazu) in view of Ida US 5,191,601 (Ida). 

The Examiner asserts that Kawazu teaches each claimed element, but acknowledges that 

Kawazu does not teach a display which displays an image framed by the camera. The 

Examiner asserts that Ida teaches, among other elements, a system (i) carried in a common 

case, (ii) a housing (videophone body 20) which defines the common case, (iii) an image 

capture device comprising an electronic camera (21) contained in the housing, and (iv) a 

display for displaying an image framed by the camera (image display 12). The Examiner 

also explains or asserts that Kawazu and Ida can be combined because both are in same field 

of endeavor, because both are telephones having a camera for transmitting images over a 

phone network. 
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Applicant respectfully traverses the rejections of claims 43-45, 48, 50-52 and 54 

under 35 USC §l03(a). First, Applicant disagrees with the Examiner's initial statement 

under "Response to Arguments" (page 2 of Office Action mailed March 8, 2007) which 

reads: 

"Applicant argues that Ida does not teach that the selected picture is transmitted to 

remote station. " 

This statement is not correct. The Examiner has mischaracterized the Applicant's 

argument. 

The Applicant simply does not make the argument characterized by the Examiner. 

The Applicant asserts that Ida does not teach that the display displays an image 

framed by the camera and stored in the memory. As claimed, the present invention provides 

the ability for the user to selectively transmit and display images from memory. Applicant 

submits that the Examiner misapprehends Ida. Referring to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 of Ida, it is 

clearly shown that Ida teaches transmitting a stored image from memory section 24, but Ida is 

shown in the same Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to clearly lack the ability to display stored images on the 

device display of the apparatus which collects the image. This is because of the problem 

addressed by Ida - flickering images which otherwise would be transmitted to the remote 

receiver when the operator removes the camera 2 from hook 8. Ida solves this problem by 

transmitting a picture from memory section 24 to the remote receiver through switch 25. 

Switch 25 is not configured to direct a picture from memory section 24 to local display 12. 

This is clearly shown in both Figs. 4 and 5, and is consistent with the written description of 

Ida. There is no connection from the memory section 24 to the local display 12. 

For this reason, Kawazu and Ida cannot be combined to reject the above referenced 

claims, which specify that images can be transmitted and displayed from memory. Careful 
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reconsideration of the Ida reference is again requested in view of these Remarks. The 

Examiner is requested to please look carefully at Ida's "memory section 24," Figs. 4 and 5 

and accompanying text. A "photograph" stored in memory section 24 can only be 

transmitted to a remote station; it cannot be displayed on the user display 12. Ida teaches 

"selecting the memorized picture in the internal memory section 24 when the first detecting 

signal is provided from the hook 23" of the video camera. (Col. 5, lines 37-39 and 

surrounding text.) Ida discloses a video conferencing system wherein a "prescribed picture" 

stored in memory 24 is transmitted only when the local video camera goes "off hook" or 

when the user presses operating switch 22 on the video camera (Fig. 4). In either case, there 

is no teaching that the "prescribed picture" stored in memory is selectively displayed by the 

local user so that he can determine whether to transmit it to the remote station. In fact, Ida 

does not even disclose any electrical connection which would permit the photograph stored in 

the memory section 24 to be displayed on the display 12. The stated purpose of transmitting 

the stored image when the camera goes "off hook" is to send the remote station a pleasing, 

nonflickering picture when the local user moves his camera, and in that event the local user 

sees only the non-stored local video or the video received from the remote station - never the 

image stored in memory section 24. See col. 5, line 67 - col. 6, line 30. 

In view of the foregoing, it is submitted that the Ida reference, properly understood, 

does not disclose selectively displaying or transmitting a framed image that has been stored in 

memory, as required variously by elements (e) and (f) of claims 43 and 51, as previously 

presented and as amended. Therefore, the proposed combination of Kawazu and Ida cannot 

render the claims obvious even if such combination would be proper. 

Additionally, and in the alternative, Applicant respectfully asserts that Kawazu cannot 

be combined with Ida to reject the claims as asserted by the Examiner, because Ida teaches 
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away from the combination. As acknowledged by the Examiner, Kawazu does not teach 

displaying an image on the local display. In Ida, all embodiments teach a camera (camera 2) 

that is movable from the main housing (videophone body 20). Ida is directed to avoiding 

transmission of flickering images when camera 2 is removed from the hook 8 on videophone 

body 20. The same is true for each embodiment of Ida. (In the second embodiment of Ida, 

camera 21 is movable from unit 20, and in the third embodiment of Ida, camera 32 is 

movable apart from body 31.) Accordingly, Ida teaches a movable camera which is 

connected by a cable to a main videophone body for movement relative to the main 

videophone body. Therefore, one of skill in the art would have no reason or motivation to 

turn to Ida, because all embodiments of Ida are related to camera which is movable relative to 

a main body, but the construction specified in the present claims is directed to a camera 

which is commonly movable with the housing. Thus, Ida cannot be combined with Kawazu 

to reject these claims. Alternatively, even if combined, Ida would teach a construction 

wherein the camera is moveable relative to the housing, and such a construction is not 

specified in the pending claims. 

Applicant respectfully submits that, in addition to allowable claims 55, 60 and 62, 

claims 43-45, 48, 50-52, and 54, and new claims 63-66, are distinguishable from the cited 

references and are allowable for the reasons stated above. The requested amendment is 

believed to place the application in condition for allowance or in better condition for appeal, 

and its entry is therefore respectfully solicited. If the Examiner has any other matters which 

pertain to this Application, the Examiner is encouraged to contact the undersigned to resolve 

these matters by Examiner's Amendment where possible. 
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Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner contact the undersigned by phone at 

(512) 499-8900, in the event that the Examiner desires to discuss any issue pertaining to this 

application. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to withdraw any underpayment of any 

fees, or to credit any overpayment, associated with this Application from, or to, Moore 

Landrey, LLP. Deposit Account No. 01-0477. 

Date: September 7, 2007 

MOORE LANDREY, LLP 
1609 Shoal Creek Blvd., Ste. 100 
Austin, Texas 78701 
Telephone: (512) 499-8900 
Facsimile: (512) 320-8906 

Respectfully submitted, 

/J effrey D. Hunt! 

Jeffrey D. Hunt, Reg. 38,189 
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(54)[TITLE OF THE INVENTION] 

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS DELIVERY SYSTEM 

(57)[ ABSTRACT] 

[Problem to be solved] 

To provide a system for delivering interactive graphics, which can deliver a real 

circumstance on an arbitrary position through an image in real time to a user. 

[Solution] 

The present system includes an image input means that is provided at each spot in 

order to input interactive graphics on many spots that can be disclosed to a public; an 

image transmission means for transmitting each interactive graphics to be inputted from 

these respective image input means with a wire or without a wire; an interactive spot data 

base for recording an identification data in order to identify respective spots each other 

while relating them to a predetermined key; a key input means for inputting the 

predetermined key; a retrieving means for retrieving the identification data of an 

interactive graphics at the corresponding spot from the interactive spot data base on the 

basis of the key inputted from this key input means; an image receiving means for 

receiving the corresponding interactive graphics from each image transmission means on 

the basis of the identification data retrieved by this retrieving means; and a display means 

for outputting this received interactive graphics. 

[Claim(s)] 

[Claim 1] 

An interactive graphics delivery system, comprising: 

an image input means that is provided at each live spot in order to constantly 

input interactive graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, 

respectively; 

a map database means for recording respective spots on a map and interactive 
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graphics identification data in order to identify the respective interactive graphics from 

each other while relating them with each other; 

an image importing means for importing the corresponding interactive graphics 

from the image input means on line on the basis of the interactive graphics identification 

data corresponding to a certain spot on the map that is displayed by the map database 

means; and 

a display means for displaying the interactive graphics that is imported by this 

image importing means in real time. 

[Claim 2] 

An interactive graphics delivery system, comprising: 

an image input means that is provided at each live spot in order to constantly 

input interactive graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, 

respectively; 

a map database means for recording respective spots on a map and interactive 

graphics identification data in order to identify the respective interactive graphics from 

each other while relating them with each other; 

a map data extracting means for extracting map data in order to indicate a map of 

a predetermined area including a live spot of the corresponding interactive graphics from 

the map database means, when a certain interactive graphics is displayed, using interactive 

graphics identification data for identifying that interactive graphics as a key; and 

a display means for displaying a map on the basis of the map data that is 

extracted by this map data extracting means. 

[Claim 3] 

An interactive graphics delivery system, comprising: 

an image input means that is provided at each live spot in order to constantly 

input interactive graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, 

respectively; 

an interactive graphics identification database means for recording interactive 

graphics identification data in order to identify the respective interactive graphics from 

each other while relating them to retrieving data composed of a character string, a symbol 

string, a figure, or an image or the like; 

a retrieving data input means for inputting the retrieving data composed of the 
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character string, the symbol string, the figure, or the image or the like; 

an interactive graphics identification data selecting means for selecting one or 

plural interactive graphics identification data that are related with each other from the 

interactive graphics identification database means on the basis of the retrieving data 

inputted from this retrieving data input means; 

an image importing means for importing the corresponding interactive graphics 

from the image input means on line on the basis of this selected interactive graphics 

identification data; and 

a display means for displaying the interactive graphics that is imported by this 

image importing means. 

[Claim 4] 

The interactive graphics delivery system according to Claims 1, 2, or 3, 

wherein the image input means picks up images that are seen from the respective 

live spots toward plural directions, respectively; and 

the interactive graphics identification data in order to identify the respective 

interactive graphics from each other is composed of position data for indicating a position 

of each live spot where the image input means is installed and directional data for showing 

a direction in which that image input means shots an image. 

[Claim 5] 

An interactive graphics delivery system, comprising: 

an image input means that is provided at each live spot in order to constantly 

input interactive graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, 

respectively; 

an interactive graphics identification data recording means for recording 

interactive graphics identification data in order to identify the respective interactive 

graphics from each other; 

a present position specifying means for specifYing a present position of a user; 

an interactive graphics identification data selecting means for selecting the 

interactive graphics identification data in order to specify the interactive graphics on one 

or plural live spots that are near the present position of the user; 

an image importing means for importing the corresponding interactive graphics 

on the basis of this selected interactive graphics identification data; and 
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a display means for displaying the interactive graphics that is imported by this 

image importing means in real time. 

[Claim 6] 

The interactive graphics delivery system according to Claim 5, 

wherein the image input means picks up images that are seen from the respective 

live spots toward plural directions, respectively; and 

the interactive graphics identification data in order to identify the respective 

interactive graphics from each other is composed of position data for indicating a position 

of each live spot where the image input means is installed and directional data for showing 

a direction in which that image input means shots an image; 

the present position specifying means includes a means for specifying the present 

position of the user and a means for specifying a progress direction of the user; and 

the interactive graphics identification data selecting means selects the interactive 

graphics identification data that is composed of the position data showing a position of a 

live spot, which is located in a direction of the progressing side of the user from the 

present position of the user and is near the present position of the user, and the directional 

data showing the progressing side of the user on the basis of the present position of the 

user and the progress direction of the user that are specified by the present position 

specifying means. 

[Claim 7] 

The interactive graphics delivery system according to anyone of Claims 1 to 6, 

further comprising: 

a marking means for marking a portion that is designated by a user in the 

interactive graphics displayed by the display means in order to distinguish the portion 

from other portions. 

[Claim 8] 

The interactive graphics delivery system according to anyone of Claims 1 to 7, 

further comprising: 

a voice input means that is disposed in the vicinity of the image input means, for 

inputting a voice generated on a live spot where the image input means is disposed or on 

its periphery in real time; and 

a voice output means that is disposed in the vicinity of the display means, for 
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outputting a voice from the voice input means. 

[Claim 9] 

The interactive graphics delivery system according to anyone of Claims 1 to 8, 

further comprising: 

an aroma input means that is disposed in the vicinity of the image input means 

and is composed of an aroma sensor and a means for converting a signal from this aroma 

sensor into digital data of an aroma, for inputting an aroma on a live spot where the image 

input means is disposed or on its periphery; 

a converting means for converting the aroma data from the aroma input means 

into fragrance blending data for generating an aroma similar to that aroma; and 

an aroma generating means that is disposed in the vicinity of the display means, 

for generating a desired aroma by blending the fragrance from the fragrance blending data. 

[0001] 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[Technical Field to which the Invention Belongs] 

The present invention relates to a delivering interactive graphics system, which 

can deliver a real circumstance in real time of each spot while relating the interactive 

graphics to a map or the like. In addition, the present invention relates to a system for 

displaying a map including a spot of the interactive graphics from the interactive graphics. 

[0002] 

[Prior Art] 

Conventionally, there has been a system for recording Images at respective 

spots in a recording medium such as a CD-ROM or a hard disk, retrieving them on the 

basis of retrieving data such as a predetermined key word, and then, displaying them. 

[0003] 

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve] 

However, these images recorded in the recording medium are "past images" (they 

are not "fresh images"). Therefore, this involves a problem such that a user only can see 

"old (not fresh)" images although a real scene is changing day by day depending on 

season's transition, a weather of a day, and a condition of a construction work of a road 

and a building. In addition, assuming that the images recorded in the recording medium 

are just updated, these images do not respond to a user's wish that the user wishes to see a 
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real condition of the present moment. Further, there is a problem such that it is very 

expensive to frequently update the image data with respect to the recording medium. 

[0004] 

The present invention has been made taking the foregoing problems into 

consideration and an object of which is to provide a delivering interactive graphics system, 

which can deliver a real circumstance on an arbitrary position through an image in real 

time to a user. In addition, according to the present invention, another object of the 

present invention is also to provide a system for displaying a map including a spot of the 

interactive graphics from the interactive graphics. 

[0005] 

[Means for Solving the Problems] 

(Related Art) 

As a related art that is identified by the present inventor, the followings are 

considered. They are identified by the present inventor when the present application (the 

application after an internal priority date under Patent Law Section 41) has been filed 

although it is not clear if they are "the prior arts" of the present invention (if it is 

publicly-known before a priority date (June 11, 1996)). 

(a) According to "Weekly Diamond, additional volume 1996. 8 Internet Super Time 

Management" issued by Diamond Corporation, the following description is given, namely, 

"In Internet, there are many cases that a TV camera is fixed and simultaneous reporting of 

a sight spot is provided. In the future, you will be able to see a real image of world's 

heritage such as Sphinx and a hill overlooking Himaraya and a sight spot such as the Arc 

de Triomphe in Paris" (in this document, P.76). 

"How about putting a camera on a lobby or an entrance of a hotel, making the camera 

on-line, and seeing the hotel via a remote controller? A person will see that the hotel is 

crowded or happen to see his or her acquaintance there on the web. Such on-line camera 

is increasing on the web." (in this document, P. 82) 

As an introduction of a website of Internet, "A History Street http://www.kiis.or/rekishi/ 

Keiko Hata, You can take a walk in Ise, Asuka, Nara, Kyoto, Osaka, and Kobe that are 

main scene spots of a history street according to captures and photos (not less than 100) 

(snip) You can access each item by means of retrieving by area and by age and selection 

via a mouse (a clickable map) on the map. At present, the information is given only 
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through the captures and the photos, however, (in the future) we are offering you a moving 

image and voice information" (in the document, P. 133). 

(b) According to an article entitled as "Completely use a magic box and overturn a view of 

a world" in Nippon Keizai News Paper dated on June 16, 1996, the following is given in 

the article for introducing Mr. Masaki Fujihata, a computer artist. Namely, "Recently, he 

is immersed in a project using Internet together with students at Keio University where he 

is teaching. For example, he is trying to deliver an image of Mt. Fuji at 24 hours real 

time through a camera put in Shonan Fujisawa Campus. Worldwide access users can 

change a direction of the camera through their PC at home and can zoom in". 

(c) According to "Weekly Diamond" issued on August 31, 1996 by Diamond Corporation, 

on P. 84, the following is given in the article entitled "Diary of Super Filling, Virtual Tour 

of Map and Photo (written by Yukio Noguchi). Namely, "there is 'a virtual tour' in 

Internet. If you click a map appearing on a screen, the photo at this point will appear". 

(d) In an advertisement column of Nippon Keizai News Paper dated on September 3, 1996, 

there is a description entitled "Map Information System with a high operability Sumitomo 

Denko Systems", and it says, "A digital road map exclusively for Windows 95, 

'AtlaMateIWindows 95 edition', which has been developed and sold by Sumitomo Denim 

Systems (snip). This product allows a still image, a moving image, and a voice to be 

given on a map as a multimedia function." 

In addition, in the specification of "AtlaMateIWindows 95 edition" in this advertisement 

article, the following description is given. "Abundant Registration Function, It can 

register a still image such as a photo, a moving image such as a video, and a voice or the 

like on a map" 

(e) According to an article entitled as "Completely Use Internet, Feel nature at home" in 

Nippon Keizai News Paper dated on September 30, 1996, the following is given. 

Namely, "in cooperation with NEC, Sakawa-machi in Kochi Prefecture opened 'Sakawa 

Internet Broadcasting Station' which allows a user to enjoy a natural scenery through 

Internet by a live broadcast. Setting a camera on a top ofMt. Kokuzo at this town (675 

meters above sea level) and freely moving a camera from a PC at home or at office, the 

user can enjoy a scenery from Cape Asizuri to Cape Muroto. This broadcasting center 

was opened at Sakawa Jibasangyo center. Transmitting an image from a camera without 

a wire to a camera control apparatus of Nagano Chominkan, which is a facility established 
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by a town and is located at a base separated from the camera about 3 km, a still image is 

delivered on Internet. Freely remotely controlling the camera from a PC, the user can 

enjoy a panorama about 300 degrees in a horizontal direction and about 60 degrees in a 

vertical direction in a zoom of the maximum 10 times. An address of the Internet 

broadcasting center is http://www/meshnet.or.jp/sakawa/. NEC expands the Internet 

broadcasting center nationwide from May. NEC will open the Internet broadcasting 

center on Matsumae-cho, Bibae-cho, and Saroma-cho of Hokkaido and they are setting 

cameras on scene spots and beauty spots more than 100 within 2 to 3 years". 

As described above, there are various arts relating to the present invention. 

However, although any of them relates to the present invention, the present invention 

further develops these related arts and these related arts do not deny novelty of the present 

invention. 

[0006] 

In order to solve the problems of the above-mentioned conventional arts, a 

delivering interactive graphics system according to the present invention is as follows: 

(1) The delivering interactive graphics system according to the present invention 

comprises an image input means that is provided at each live spot, for inputting interactive 

graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, respectively; an 

interactive graphics identification database means for recording the interactive graphics 

identification data in order to identify the respective interactive graphics of the respective 

live spots from each other while relating and matching them to each point on the map of 

the map database, respectively; a retrieving means for retrieving the corresponding one or 

plural interactive graphics identification data from the interactive graphics identification 

database means on the basis of the spot that is designated on the map of the map database; 

an image importing means for importing the corresponding interactive graphics in real 

time with a wire or without a wire on the basis of the interactive graphics identification 

data that is retrieved by this retrieving means (for importing the corresponding interactive 

graphics according to a method for transmitting it through a network or accessing it by a 

browsing software for Internet and browsing it or the like); and a display means for 

outputting an interactive graphics that is imported by this image importing means (a 

moving image or a still image). 

(2) In addition, the present invention may comprise an image input means that is provided 
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at each live spot in order to constantly input interactive graphics on many live spots that 

can be disclosed to a public in real time, respectively; an interactive graphics identification 

database means for recording a map database for recording a map and coordinate data for 

specifying respective spots on the map, the coordinate data in the map database, and the 

interactive graphics identification data for identifying the respective interactive graphics 

while relating and matching them each other; a retrieving means for retrieving one or 

plural spots on the map corresponding to or relating to the live spot of the interactive 

graphics from the interactive graphics identification database, when a certain interactive 

graphics is displayed, using interactive graphics identification data for identifying that 

interactive graphics as a key; a map data extracting means for extracting map data in order 

to indicate a map of a predetermined area including the spot on the map that is retrieved 

by this retrieving means; and a display means for outputting a map by means of map data 

that is extracted by this map data extracting means. 

(3) Further, the delivering interactive graphics system according to the present invention 

comprises an image input means that is provided at each live spot in order to constantly 

input interactive graphics on many live spots that can be disclosed to a public in real time, 

respectively; an interactive graphics identification database means for recording 

interactive graphics identification data in order to identify the respective interactive 

graphics from each other while relating them with a key composed of a character string, a 

symbol string, a figure, or an image or the like; a key input means for inputting the key 

composed of the character string, the symbol string, the figure, or the image or the like; a 

retrieving means for retrieving the corresponding one or plural interactive graphics 

identification data from the interactive graphics identification database means on the basis 

of the key that is inputted from this key input means; an image importing means for 

importing the corresponding interactive graphics on the basis of the interactive graphics 

identification data that is retrieved by this retrieving means (including the case of 

browsing it by a browser for Internet when it is transmitted by a network); and a display 

means for outputting an interactive graphics (a moving image or a still image) that is 

imported by this image importing means. 

(4) In addition, according to the present invention, the image input means may pick up 

images in plural directions from one live spot (for example, the case of picking up an 

image when one camera is pivoted to be located in certain plural directions or the case of 
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picking up an image at the same time providing plural video cameras in plural directions, 

respectively), and it is preferable that the interactive graphics identification data for 

specifying the respective interactive graphics is composed of the position data showing the 

positions of respective live spots where the image input means is disposed and the 

directional data showing the direction in which the image input means shots the image. 

(5) In addition, the present invention comprises an image input means that is provided at 

each live spot in order to constantly input interactive graphics on many live spots that can 

be disclosed to a public in real time, respectively; an interactive graphics identification 

data recording means for recording interactive graphics identification data (composed of 

the coordinate data of the latitude data and the longitude data or the like) in order to 

identify the respective interactive graphics from each other; a present position specifying 

means (a conventional publicly-known GPS receiver and the like) for specifying a present 

position of a user; an interactive graphics identification data selecting means for selecting 

one or plural interactive graphics identification data corresponding or relating to one or 

plural live spots that are near the present position of the user on the basis of the present 

position of the user (composed of the coordinate data of the latitude data and the longitude 

data or the like) that is specified by this present position specifying means; an image 

importing means (including the case of accessing it and browsing it through a network and 

the case of transmitting it or the like) for importing the corresponding interactive graphics 

on line on the basis of this selected interactive graphics identification data; and a display 

means for displaying an interactive graphics (a moving image or a still image) that is 

imported by this image importing means in real time. 

(6) In addition, according to the present invention, the image input means picks up images 

that are seen from the respective live spots toward plural directions, respectively, as same 

as the above-described (4); the interactive graphics identification data in order to identify 

the respective interactive graphics from each other is composed of position data for 

indicating a position of each live spot where the image input means is installed and 

directional data for showing a direction in which that image input means shots an image; 

the present position specifying means includes a means for specifying the present position 

of the user and a means for specifying a progress direction of the user; and the interactive 

graphics identification data selecting means selects the interactive graphics spot 

identification data in order to specify the interactive graphics (a moving image or a still 
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image), which is located in a direction of the progressing side of the user from the present 

position of the user and is near the present position of the user, and copies a direction near 

the progress direction of the user on the basis of the data showing the present position of 

the user that is specified by the present position specifying means (the position coordinate 

data composed of the latitude data and the longitude data or the like) and the data showing 

the progress direction of the user that are specified by the present position specifying 

means. 

(7) In addition, according to the present invention, it is preferable that a marking means 

for marking a portion that is designated by a user in the interactive graphics (a moving 

image or a still image) displayed by the display means in order to distinguish this portion 

from other portions. 

(8) In addition, according to the present invention, it is preferable that the image input 

means may also comprise a means for inputting a voice that is generated on that spot in 

real time. 

(9) In addition, the present invention may further comprise an aroma input means that is 

provided in the vicinity of the image input means and is configured by an aroma sensor 

and a means for converting a signal from this aroma sensor into aroma digital data, for 

inputting an aroma on the spot where the image input means is disposed or an aroma 

around the spot; a converting means for converting the aroma data from this aroma input 

means into fragrance blending data for generating an aroma similar to that aroma; and an 

aroma generating means that is disposed in the vicinity of the display means, for 

generating a desired aroma by the fragrance blending data. Further, in this (9), the 

above-described "converting means for converting the aroma data into the fragrance 

blending data for generating an aroma similar to that aroma" is directly connected to the 

aroma input means. This converting means may be connected to the aroma generating 

means via the computer communication network or may be directly connected to the 

aroma generating means via the input means and the computer communication 

network .[0007] 

[Mode for Carrying Out the Invention] 

First Embodiment: 

Next, with reference to Figs. 1 to 4, the first embodiment according to the present 

invention will be described. In Fig. I, a reference numeral 1 denotes a personal 
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computer (PC) used by a user and the personal computer 1 is configured by a control 

apparatus 2 made of a CPU and a communication modem or the like; a hard disk 

apparatus 3 in which a computer program and data are recorded, a CD-ROM drive 5 for 

driving a CD-ROM 4 in which the computer program and the data are recorded; a key 

board 6 and a mouse 6a for inputting the data; a display 7 for outputting an image; and a 

speaker 8 for outputting a voice. 

[0008] 

The control apparatus 2 is connected to a computer for a relay service 11 via a 

public circuit for a computer communication network 10 such as Internet. To this 

computer for a relay service 11, computers (servers) 14, 14a, and 14b are connected, 

which serve to control video cameras 12, 12a, and 12b and sound collecting microphones 

13, 13a, and 13b, which are disposed on many live spots respectively, for recording the 

data from these video cameras 12 and sound collecting microphones 13, and allowing the 

user to browse the data via a communication network. The image data and the voice data 

inputted by these many video cameras 12 and microphones 13 or the like can be 

transmitted to the user via the computers 14 and the computer for a relay service 11 

according to need from the user. Further, four video cameras 12 are installed on 

respective live spots, respectively, and these four video cameras are preferably installed so 

as to shoot the images in four directions including east, west, south, and north, 

respectively. 

[0009] 

In addition, the computer for a relay service 11 is also connected to many other 

computers for a relay service 12. For example, the user connected to a certain computer 

for a relay service 11 can import the inputted data from other computer for a relay service 

12 or the like via this computer for a relay service 11 and from the video camera and the 

microphone via the computer (the server) connected to the computer 11. In this case, as 

a method for importing an image and a voice, various methods are available such as a 

method for adding the information from the video camera and the microphone to an 

electronic mail and a method for importing a website by a browser software for Internet by 

the user, which website is opened on a computer communication network so as to deliver 

the input information of the video camera and the microphone (namely, a method for using 

a website on a computer communication network like a hard disk of a personal computer 
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at the user side) or the like. 

[0010] 

According to this first embodiment, in the CD-ROM 4, a map database for 

recording the map data and the address data for specifying each spot on this map relating 

them with each other; an interactive graphics database for recording this address data with 

the image identification data for identifying the interactive graphics of respective live 

spots (respective places where the video camera 12 and the microphone l3 are installed) 

relating and corresponding them with each other; a reproduction program for reproducing 

these map databases; a retrieving program for retrieving the interactive graphics database; 

and a program for importing the interactive graphics corresponding to the retrieved 

interactive graphics identification data from this retrieved interactive graphics 

identification data and displaying it are recorded. 

[0011] 

It is assumed that a user who lives in Osaka now wishes to see a sunset in the 

coastline of Shonan beach, in Kanagawa Prefecture that is his or her home town, III 

summer. In this case, for example, it is assumed that the user reproduces the map 

database to display the map of a predetermined area including Shonan beach on a screen 

and then, the user clicks the spot of Shonan beach on this screen by means of the mouse 6a. 

Then, on the basis of this input, the control apparatus 2 will retrieve the address data 

corresponding to the spot on this map from the spot database. After that, on the basis of 

this retrieved address data, the control apparatus 2 will retrieve the interactive graphics 

identification data indicating the interactive graphics of the corresponding live spot from 

the interactive graphics database. Then, on the basis of this retrieved interactive graphics 

identification data, accessing the computer for a relay service 11 and importing the image 

data and the voice data from the video camera and the microphone installed on the live 

spot corresponding to the interactive graphics identification data (the video camera and the 

microphone installed in a direction corresponding to an image pickup direction when the 

interactive graphics identification data also specifies the image pickup direction) on line, 

they are outputted from the display 7 and the speaker 8 in real time. The image and the 

voice to be outputted in this case are the image and the voice in real time of the present 

time, so that the user can get feeling and impression as if the user is actually present at this 

spot. Conventionally, for example, there has been a CD-ROM capable of recording the 
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image of a beach, for example, Shonan beach, retrieving it from a key word and outputting 

it, and the images recorded in these CD-ROM are shot by a professional cameraman on 

the best time (for example, a time when a sunset is most beautiful) from the best angle. 

On the contrary, the image given in this embodiment may be shot on a rainy day or a 

cloudy day or on a time when you cannot see the best scenery. However, since this 

image is "the image at this moment and at this instance (namely, the image that is never 

seen), the user can feel "realistic sensation" and "impression". In other words, when the 

user "wishes to see a sunset of Shonan beach now", unless he or she can see not the past 

recorded image of "sunset on Shonan beach" but the image of "sunset on Shonan beach at 

this moment", the user cannot get a strong impression. This embodiment can meet this 

user's wish. 

[0012] 

Further, the constitution of the embodiment that has been explained with 

reference to Fig. 1 will be explained again with reference to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 illustrates the 

constitution of the embodiment functionally and conceptually. In Fig. 2, a reference 

numeral 32 denotes an interactive graphics input unit constituted of a video camera and a 

microphone for inputting an interactive graphics and a voice of each spot in real time, 

which is connected to a computer communication network (a computer communication 

network) 30. A reference numeral 24 denotes a CD-ROM, in which the map database 26, 

its reproduction program and its retrieving program; the interactive graphics identification 

database 25 and its retrieving program; and a program for importing the corresponding 

interactive graphics from the interactive graphics identification data via the 

communication network or the like are recorded. In addition, in Fig. 2, a reference 

numeral 21 denotes a map database reproducing unit for reproducing the map database 26 

which is recorded in the CD-ROM 24; and a reference numeral 22 denotes a control unit 

for controlling a display unit 27 and a speaker 28 upon receipt of a signal from this map 

database reproducing unit 21 and outputting predetermined image and voice. In addition, 

a reference numeral 23 denotes a retrieving unit for retrieving the identification data of the 

corresponding interactive graphics from the interactive graphics identification database 25 

on the basis of the address data on the spot which is designated by the user (click it by a 

mouse) on the screen on which the map database is reproduced. Controlling an image 

importing unit (for example, an apparatus for recording a browser which is a software for 
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viewing a website ofIntemet and executing it) 26 and accessing an image input unit 32 

via a communication circuit for a computer communication network 30, the control unit 

22 may import the interactive graphics and the voice from the image input unit 32 in real 

time on line. The control unit 22 may output these interactive graphics and voice that are 

imported on line by means of the display unit 27 and the speaker 28 in real time while 

relating them with the reproduced image (the map image) from the map database 26. 

[0013] 

Next, a screen to be displayed by the display 7 being controlled by the control 

apparatus 2 shown in Fig. 1 will be described with reference to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As 

shown in Fig. 3, on an upper half part 7a of the display 7, the interactive graphics is 

displayed and on a lower half part 7b thereof, the map is displayed. When using this first 

embodiment, at first, driving the CD-ROM 4 shown in Fig. 1, the user may display a 

desired map on the lower half part 7b of the display 7 from the map database. For 

example, by retrieving the map data from a key word such as a name of a place, the map 

in the map database recorded in the CD-ROM 4 may be displayed (such an art has been 

publicly known). Then, according to the present embodiment, for example, as shown in 

a, b, c, d, e, f, and g of Fig. 4, points showing each spot are colored in a predetermined 

color (for example, red) to be displayed on this displayed map. Among respective points 

of a, b, c, d, e, f, and g of Fig. 4, a, b, c and e of Fig. 4 are corresponding to the video 

camera 12 and the microphone 13 in Fig. 1. In other words, according to the first 

embodiment, the video camera 12 in Fig. 1 is configured by four video cameras that are 

installed on the positions of a, b, c, and d so as to pick up images in different directions, 

respectively. In addition, the microphone 13 in Fig. 1 is configured by four microphones 

that are installed so as to collect sounds in different directions, respectively. In other 

words, explaining the video camera 12, among four video cameras configuring the video 

camera 12, the video camera installed on the position a in Fig. 4 picks up an image in West 

(a left direction) in the figure so as to generate an interactive graphics having the image 

identification data of" 1428A". In addition, the video camera installed on the position b 

in Fig. 4 picks up an image in South (a lower direction) in the figure so as to generate an 

interactive graphics having the image identification data of"1428B". In addition, the 

video camera installed on the position c in Fig. 4 picks up an image in East (a right 

direction) in the figure so as to generate an interactive graphics having the image 
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identification data of" 1428C". In addition, the video camera installed on the position d 

in Fig. 4 picks up an image in North (an upper direction) in the figure so as to generate an 

interactive graphics having the image identification data of"1428D". In addition, among 

respective points represented by a, b, c, d, e, f, and g of Fig. 4, e, f, and g of Fig. 4 are 

corresponding to the video camera 12a and the microphone 13a in Fig. 1. In other words, 

according to the first embodiment, the video camera 12a in Fig. I is configured by three 

video cameras that are installed on the positions of e, f, and g in Fig. 4 so as to pick up 

images in different directions, respectively. In addition, the microphone 13a in Fig. I is 

configured by three microphones that are installed so as to collect sounds in different 

directions, respectively. In other words, with respect to the video camera 12a, among 

three video cameras configuring the video camera 12a, the video camera installed on the 

position e in Fig. 4 picks up an image in North-West (a left upper direction) in the figure 

so as to generate an interactive graphics having the image identification data of"1429A". 

In addition, the video camera installed on the position f in Fig. 4 picks up an image in 

East-South (a right lower direction) in the figure so as to generate an interactive graphics 

having the image identification data of"1429B". In addition, the video camera installed 

on the position g in Fig. 4 picks up an image in East (a right direction) in the figure so as 

to generate an interactive graphics having the image identification data of"1429C". As 

described above, according to the embodiment to be explained with reference to Fig. 4, a 

combination of the address data for identifying each spot on the map ("1428" and "1429" 

or the like) and the data ("A" "B" "C" "D" or the like) showing the image pickup direction 

of each video camera on the same live spot and the interactive graphics identification data 

for identifying the interactive graphics on each spot ("1428A" and "1429A" or the like) 

are recorded while relating them with each other. More specifically, according to the 

example shown in Fig. 4, four interactive graphics identification data indicating four 

pickup image directions, namely, "1428A", "1428B", "1428C" and "1428D", respectively, 

are recorded corresponding to one address data "1428" on the map (the address data for 

identifying the area of a center cross point in Fig. 4). In addition, three interactive 

graphics identification data indicating three pickup image directions, namely, "1429A", 

"1429B", and "1429C", respectively, are recorded corresponding to one address data 

"1429" on the map (the address data for identifying the area ofa left point in Fig. 4). 

Further, according to the example shown in Fig. 4, the interactive graphics identification 
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data (for example, "1428A") is configured by a combination of the address data (for 

example, "1428") on the map and the directional data (for example, "A"), however, 

according to the present invention, it is not always necessary to use the address data on the 

map in the interactive graphics identification data as it is. For example, making the 

address data on the map into the address data (or the coordinate data) configured by 

equally spacing the entire map, the interactive graphics identification data may be 

configured by a combination of the identification code (for example, a serial number of 

the order of setting of the video camera) on a certain spot where the video camera is 

installed in practice and the directional data. 

[0014] 

According to the example shown in Fig. 4, the identification data of the 

interactive graphics that is obtained when each video camera 12 and each microphone 13 

input an image and a voice, respectively (here, a term of "an interactive graphics" is used 

as a meaning including both of the image data inputted by the video camera and the voice 

data inputted by the microphone in principle) is configured by the data indicating the spot 

and a direction in which the video camera 12 is shooting an image (this direction is 

identical with a direction in which the microphone 13 tries to collect a sound). In other 

words, the interactive graphics are identified by each spot and its image pickup direction 

each other and "the interactive graphics identification data" is configured by the data 

indicating each spot and the data indicating a direction of image pickup and sound 

collection. Therefore, even on the same spot, if the direction of shooting an image (a 

direction such as East, West, South, and North or the like) is different, it becomes a 

different interactive graphics having different identification data. Explaining this with 

reference to Fig. 4, a spot having the address data (1428A) represented by "a" in Fig. 4 

corresponds to the interactive graphics having the image identification data, namely, 

(1428A), and the interactive graphics indicating this identification data, namely, (1428A) 

is an image made by shooting the scenery in an A direction (a left direction in the figure) 

from the spot of "a" in Fig. 4. In addition, the spot on the map having the address data 

(1428B) represented by "b" in Fig. 4 corresponds to the interactive graphics having the 

identification data, namely, (1428B), and the interactive graphics indicating this 

identification data named as (1428B) is an image made by shooting the scenery in a B 

direction (a lower direction in the figure) from the spot of"b" in Fig. 3. In addition, the 
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spot on the map having the address data (1428C) represented by "c" in Fig. 4 corresponds 

to the interactive graphics having the identification data, namely, (1428C), and the 

interactive graphics indicating this identification data named as (1428C) is an image made 

by shooting the scenery in a C direction (a right direction in the figure) from the spot of 

"c" in Fig. 4. In addition, a spot represented by "d" in Fig. 4 having the address data 

named as (1428D) corresponds to the interactive graphics having the identification data 

named as (1428D) one-on-one, and the interactive graphics indicating this identification 

data named as (l428D) is an image made by shooting the scenery in a D direction (an 

upper direction in the figure) from the spot of"d" in Fig. 4. Further, in Fig. 4, the spot 

represented by "e" having the address data (1429A) corresponds to the interactive graphics 

having the identification data, and the interactive graphics indicating this identification 

data named as (1429A) is an image made by shooting the scenery in an A direction (a left 

upper direction in the figure) from the spot of "e" in Fig. 4. In addition, in Fig. 4, the 

spot represented by "f' having the address data (1429B) corresponds to the interactive 

graphics having the identification data, and the interactive graphics indicating this 

identification data named as (1429B) is an image made by shooting the scenery in a B 

direction (a right lower direction in the figure) from the spot of"f' in Fig. 4. In addition, 

in Fig. 4, the spot represented by "g" having the address data (1429C) corresponds to the 

interactive graphics having the identification data, and the interactive graphics indicating 

this identification data named as (1429C) is an image made by shooting the scenery in a C 

direction (a right direction in the figure) from the spot of"g" in Fig. 4. 

[0015] 

As seen from the above description, according to the example shown in Fig. 4, a 

reference numeral 1428 denotes the address data on the map indicating the area of this 

cross point (in this example shown in Fig. 4, the area of this cross point is referred to as "a 

live spot"), and A, B, C, an D indicate a direction of shooting an image (and collecting a 

sound) from the cross point area (the live spot). Likewise, according to the example in 

Fig. 4, a reference numeral 1429 denotes the address data on the map indicating the cross 

point area on the left on the map, and A, B, and C indicate a direction of shooting an 

image (and collecting sound) from the cross point area. According to the example shown 

in Fig. 4, the identification data of the interactive graphics is configured by a combination 

of the address data ("1428" and "1429" or the like) indicating a position of each live spot 
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on the map and the data indicating the direction (A, B, C, and D or the like). 

[0016] 

Accordingly, if the user wishes to visit the place, for example, the area of the 

cross point indicated by 1428 in Fig. 4 and he or she "wishes to know the condition of this 

cross point now (crowded or not, what person is walking in what clothes or the like) and 

in order to know this, wishes to see the interactive graphics", the user may click any spot 

among a to d on the map shown in Fig. 4 by means of a pointing device such as a mouse. 

Then, the interactive graphics identification data corresponding to the address data on the 

map is retrieved by means of the control apparatus 2 (from the interactive graphics 

database), and on the basis of this retrieved interactive graphics identification data, the 

corresponding interactive graphics is imported via the computer communication network 

to be displayed on the upper half part 7a of the display 7. 

[0017] 

In addition, obtaining a road between the place where the user wishes to visit and 

the place where the user is present now on the map (this has been realized conventionally 

by a public-known art), the user also may indicate the interactive graphics on the spot on 

its route by rotation (for example, assuming that a display time of one interactive graphics 

to be five seconds, a next interactive graphics will be displayed by rotation for each five 

seconds). In addition, when the user is driving a car, obtaining the present position 

information on the map from the positioning information received by a GPS receiver and 

obtained from various sensors (this has been realized conventionally by a public-known 

art) and obtaining the identification data of the interactive graphics from the spot 

corresponding to the present position of himself or herself obtained on the map, the user 

also may import the corresponding interactive graphics through a server on the network on 

the basis of the identification data (for example, the computer for a relay service 11 shown 

in Fig. 1) and may display it. Thereby, the user can check if the present position on the 

map (the present position that is presumed by the GPS receiver or depending on the 

information from a sensor) is identical with the real present position or not with eyes. In 

other words, if the interactive graphics displayed on the display 7 is identical with the real 

scenery obtained when the user sees the outside from the inside of a car on the basis of the 

interactive graphics identification data that is obtained as described above, it can be said 

that there is no measurement error and the present position presumed by the GPS is correct. 
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However, if they are not identical, the presumed present position is not correct. 

[0018] 

Further, the control apparatus 2 may be connected to the computer for a relay 

service 11 without a wire, the computer for a relay service 11 may be connected to each 

video camera 12 and each microphone 13 without a wire, and "the map database", "the 

interactive graphics database", these retrieving programs, and map database reproduction 

programs may be imported from the server (the computer) on the network such as the 

computer for a relay service 11 or the like without being read from the CD-ROM 4. 

Particularly, as described above, in the case of using the personal computer 1 shown in Fig. 

1 in a moving car (when the user himself or herself is driving a car, in the case of 

obtaining the present position information on the map displayed on the screen from the 

positioning information received by a GPS receiver and obtained from various sensors and 

displaying this "an interactive graphics on the live spot corresponding to the present 

position of the user himself or herself and in an image pickup direction corresponding to a 

progress direction of the user himself or herself' on the display 7 of the personal computer 

1), it is necessary to transmit or receive the data between the control apparatus 2 of the 

personal computer 1 and the computer for a relay service without a wire. 

[0019] 

Second Embodiment: 

Next, with reference to Fig. 1, the second embodiment according to the present 

invention will be described. In Fig. 1, a reference numeral 1 denotes a personal 

computer (PC) used by a user and the personal computer 1 is configured by a control 

apparatus 2 made of a CPU and a communication modem or the like; a hard disk 

apparatus 3 in which a computer program and data are recorded, a CD-ROM drive 5 for 

driving a CD-ROM 4 in which the computer program and the data are recorded; a key 

board 6 for inputting the data; a display 7 for outputting an image; and a speaker 8 for 

outputting a voice. The control apparatus 2 is connected to a computer for a relay service 

11 via a public circuit 10. To this computer for a relay service 11, video cameras 12 and 

sound collecting microphones 13 are connected via a computer (server) 14. The image 

data and the voice data inputted by these many video cameras 12 and microphones 13 or 

the like can be transmitted to the user via the computers 14 and the computer for a relay 

service 11 according to need from the user. In addition, many video cameras 12 and 
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sound collecting microphones 13 can be identified each other depending on the 

identification data. Accordingly, further, the interactive graphics and the voice from 

respective cameras 12 and respective sound collecting microphones 13 can be identified 

with each other. In addition, the image data and the voice data inputted from these many 

video cameras 12 and microphones 13 or the like can be browsed by the user via the 

computer for a relay service 11 on line (for example, the user can browse these data by 

using a browser of a software for viewing a website of Internet). In addition, the 

computer for a relay service 11 is also connected to many other computers for a relay 

service 12 or the like. For example, the user connected to the computer for a relay 

service can import the data, which are inputted from the video camera and the microphone 

connected to other computers for a relay service 12 or the like, from other computers for a 

relay service 12 or the like via the computer for a relay service 11. 

[0020] 

According to the second embodiment, in the CD-ROM 4, an interactive graphics 

database relating the image identification data for identifying the interactive graphics of 

respective spots (respective places where the video camera 12 and the microphone 13 are 

installed) with many key words each other; and a program for retrieving the image 

identification data from these key words are recorded. The key word recorded in this 

interactive graphics database may include various things, for example, a name of a place, a 

category of a place (beach, street comer, harbor town, mountain, intersection, building, 

restaurant, stage theater, theater, sport facility, baseball field, hot spring, and temple or the 

like), a category of action (sport, play, cinema, eating, and walk or the like). It is 

assumed that a user who lives in Osaka now wishes to see a sunset in summer, at Shonan 

beach, on a coastline, in Kanagawa Prefecture that is his or her home town. In this case, 

for example, if the user inputs key words such as "Kanagawa Prefecture, Summer, 

Shonan-beach, Coastline, Sunset" or the like, on the basis of these inputted key words, the 

control apparatus 2 will retrieve the corresponding interactive graphics identification data 

from among the interactive graphics identification data recorded in the CD-ROM 4. 

Then, on the basis of this retrieved interactive graphics identification data, accessing to the 

computer for a relay service 11 and importing the image data and the voice data from the 

video camera and the microphone that are installed on the spot corresponding to this 

identification data in real time, the user can output them from the display 7 and the 
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speaker 8. The image and the voice to be outputted in this case are the image and the 

voice in real time of the present time, so that the user can get feeling and impression as if 

the user is actually present at the spot. 

[0021] 

In addition, in the same way, according to the second embodiment, if the user 

inputs key words such as "temple, Kyoto", the control apparatus 2 will retrieve a plurality 

of image identification data corresponding to these key words and will display them on the 

display 7 by rotation. In addition, for example, if the user in a long-term hospitalization 

wishes to visit hot springs of each spot in Kyushu, although he or she cannot visit in 

practice, if the user inputs key words such as "each place of Kyushu, visit hot springs", 

retrieving a plurality of image identification data corresponding to these key words and 

receiving the image corresponding to these identification data in practice, then, the control 

apparatus 2 will display them on the display 7 by rotation. This allows the user to be 

capable of getting the impression as same as when he or she visits there in practice 

although he or she does not visit there. Thus, it can be also said that this second 

embodiment is a system which can realize "a virtual travel", whereby the user can get the 

impression as same as when he or she visits there in practice although he or she actually 

does not visit there. 

[0022] 

Likewise, if the user wishes to try out the food at various restaurants at a harbor 

town in Yokohama, inputting key words of "Yokohama, a harbor town, and trying out the 

food at various restaurants", the control apparatus 2 will retrieve the corresponding plural 

image identification data on the basis of these key words and will import the data of the 

interactive graphics from plural respective spots corresponding the these key words (in 

this case, if the setting the video camera and the microphone in the restaurant is allowed to 

offer the image to the public, the user can know the status of the inside of the restaurant, 

for example, a level of congestion of customers and an atmosphere of a restaurant or the 

like). In addition, in the same way, if the user wishes to visit stage theaters (baseball 

fields) throughout Japan, inputting key words of "Japan, visiting stage theaters (baseball 

fields)", the control apparatus 2 will retrieve the corresponding image identification data 

on the basis of these key words, and then, the control apparatus 2 will output the 

interactive graphics corresponding to these key words in real time. In this case, if each 
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stage theater or each baseball field accepts transmission of the content of a play (or the 

content of a match) only for a predetermined time, the user can watch the content of this 

play (or the match) as if in place of an index even only for a predetermined time. 

[0023] 

Third Embodiment: 

N ext, the third embodiment according to the present invention will be described. 

The third embodiment is provided with the followings in addition to the constitution of the 

above-described first embodiment. At first, an aroma input apparatus is provided in the 

vicinity of the video camera 12 and the microphone 13. This aroma input apparatus is 

provided with an aroma sensor and a coding unit for coding a signal from this aroma 

sensor into digital data. The aroma sensor is configured by the existing plural aroma 

sensors and all of the aroma amount detection values from respective sensors are provided 

to the coding unit (an encoder). The coding unit (the encoder) may code the provided 

aroma amount detection value. This coded aroma data (the digital data) is recorded in a 

recording apparatus, and then, a remote user can browse and import the data in real time 

via the computer communication network. Further, it is preferable that a plurality of the 

aroma sensors is prepared for each kind of aroma so that the information which can 

reproduce the original aroma of the field site faithfully can be obtained. Next, on the 

user side is provided a converter for converting the browsed and imported aroma data (the 

digital data) into fragrance blending data in order to generate the aroma which is similar to 

the aroma of the field site and an aroma generator, which is disposed in the vicinity of the 

display 7 (Fig. 1), for blending a fragrance from the fragrance blending data and 

generating a desired aroma. At first, the above-described "a converter for converting the 

browsed and imported aroma data (the digital data) into fragrance blending data for 

generating an aroma similar to the aroma of a field site" will be described below. The 

converter may convert a pattern of the detection value of each aroma sensor into a pattern 

of the output value of each fragrance. More specifically, with respect to each of various 

kinds of aromas, when the user allows the aroma sensor to detect the aroma, the value of 

the detection value has been searched and recorded in advance. Then, from the data 

recording a relation between this aroma and the detection value pattern of the aroma 

sensor and the data recording relation between each aroma and a (component) of fragrance, 

a pattern of a detection value of each aroma sensor and a pattern of an output value of 
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plural kinds of fragrances are recorded being related with each other. The converter may 

convert the pattern of the output value of the (component) of the fragrance (this becomes 

"the fragrance blending data"). Explanation thereof in more detail is as follows. In the 

converter, a sensor fragrance amount conversion table in which a relation between the 

detection value of the aroma sensor when each aroma is detected by the aroma sensor and 

the output value of each fragrance when this aroma is generated by the aroma generator to 

be described later has been recorded in advance. Then, the converter may convert the 

detection value for each aroma sensor into the output value for each fragrance with 

reference to this sensor fragrance amount conversion table on the basis of the detection 

value data of the aroma sensor. 

[0024] 

Next, the "aroma generator for generating a desired aroma by blending a 

fragrance from the fragrance blending data" will be described below. Preparing plural 

kinds of fragrances in advance, on the basis of the "fragrance blending data" (the 

above-described fragrance output pattern data, namely, the data indicating how much the 

aroma component is generated from each fragrance), the aroma generator may generate 

required kinds of aroma components (the component from the fragrance) by a required 

amount. As a configuration of the aroma generator, a stationary type for spreading the 

aroma in the entire space in a certain space and an individual portable type for allowing a 

person who wears the aroma generator near a user's nose or in a user's nose only to sense 

the aroma are considered. For example, as the stationary type, the followings are 

considered. In other words, aligning containers in which fragrances are contained on a 

bottom of a box and attaching a cover which can arbitrarily adjust an area where a 

fragrance contacts air to each container, an air blower is installed on the rear side of the 

box if needed. Then, in accordance with the data of the above-described "fragrance 

output pattern", a degree of opening and closing of the cover of the container of each 

corresponding fragrance is adjusted. In addition, with respect to the portable type, the 

basic configuration may be the same as that of the stationary type, however, downsizing 

the basic configuration of the stationary type, the portable type can be attached in the 

vicinity of a nose of the user by a head supporter such as a headpiece type, a head set type, 

an eyeglass type, and a mask type or the like. Further, according to this third 

embodiment, the side of the personal computer 1 is provided with the above-described 
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"converter for converting the coded aroma data which is browsed and imported into the 

fragrance blending data for generating the aroma similar to the aroma of the field site", 

however, the present invention is not limited to this. For example, the converter may be 

disposed on the spot where the video camera 12 and the microphone 13 on the field site 

are installed and the apparatus may be disposed in the computer (server) for a relay service 

lIon the computer network. In addition, the art of "having data, recording, establishing 

a communication, and reproducing of an aroma" that has been described according 0 the 

above-described third embodiment is a prior art disclosed, for example, in Japanese 

Patent-Application Laid-Open No. 7-55742 or the like. 

[0025] 

Forth Embodiment: 

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing a fourth embodiment of the present 

invention. In Fig. 5, a reference numeral 21 denotes a liquid crystal display (LCD). In 

addition, in Fig. 5, a reference numeral 22 denotes a Grobal Positioning System (GPS) 

receiver that has been conventionally put on the market, which measures a delay time of 

an electric wave from an artificial earth satellite and obtains the present position of the 

user depending on a distance from an orbit. This GPS receiver 22 may include a GPS 

receiving antenna for receiving a GPS electric wave to be transmitted from the artificial 

earth satellite and a position identifying unit (configured by a CPU) for identifying the 

present position from this GPS electric wave as latitude data and longitudinal data. The 

GPS antenna may receive an electric wave from the GPS satellite, for example, 1.5 GHz 

and may transmit the signal thereof to the position identifying unit. The position 

identifying unit may receive electric waves of four or more satellites which can receive the 

electric wave among the GPS satellites in operation, obtain the present position at a 

receiving point and calculate the latitude data and the longitude data on the basis of a 

distance between each satellite and the receiving point which is calculated from the known 

position of the satellite and the received electric wave. Further, the detailed constitution 

and the using method of the above-described GPS receiver 2 has been conventionally 

publicly-known (for example, refer to JP-A-5-45171, JP-A-7-30654, and JP-A-8-94735 or 

the like), so that the detailed description is herein omitted. In addition, in Fig. 5, a 

reference numeral 26 denotes a progress direction input unit for measuring the progress 

direction (East, West, South, and North or the like) when the user is traveling on foot, by a 
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vehicle, and by a railroad or the like, using an earth magnetism or the like and obtaining 

the progress direction. According to this forth embodiment, "the present position 

specifying means" of the user according to the present invention is configured by the GPS 

receiver 22 and the progress direction input unit 26. In addition, in Fig. 5, a reference 

numeral 23 denotes a control unit for receiving the coordinate data (the latitude data and 

the longitude data) as the present position information from the GPS receiver 22 and the 

data in the progress direction from the progress direction input unit 26, selecting the 

corresponding satellite image, and displaying it on the LCD 21. This control unit is 

configured by a personal computer or the like. 

[0026] 

In addition, in Fig. 5, a reference numeral 24 denotes a server (computer) for a 

map database that is connected to the control unit 23 via a public circuit network for a 

computer communication 20 such as Internet. This server (computer) for a map database 

24 may record, for example, a map of all over Japan as a data base while relating it to the 

position identification data such as coordinate data (the latitude data and the longitude 

data), a name of a place, a name of a facility, and identification data of the facility (a 

telephone number of the facility) or the like. This server for a map database 24 is 

connected to the control unit 23 via the public circuit network 20 on line. Further, it is 

desirable that this public circuit network 20 may include not only a wire communication 

network but also a wireless communication network such as a portable telephone network, 

a personal handy phone system (PHS) network, an automobile telephone network and an 

artificial earth satellite communication network or the like. 

[0027] 

In addition, in Fig. 5, a reference numeral 25 denotes an interactive graphics input 

unit that is connected to the public circuit network for a computer communication 20 such 

as Internet and this interactive graphics input unit 20 is configured by a plurality of digital 

video cameras disposed on each live spot for inputting the interactive graphics in plural 

directions on each live spot (the interactive graphics seen in plural directions from 

respective live spot), respectively, on a steady basis, and a computer for providing an 

interactive graphics for providing the digital image data from these digital video cameras 

to a plurality of users who are accessing on line via a computer communication network 

such as Internet. This computer for providing an interactive graphics may record the 
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interactive graphics at respective spots as a data base as being related to the position 

identification data such as the coordinate data (the latitude data and the longitudinal data), 

a name of a place, a name of a facility, and the identification data of the facility (a 

telephone number of the facility or the like) and the directional data such as East, West, 

South, and North or the like. This computer for providing an interactive graphics is 

connected to the control unit 3 by the communication network 20 on line. Further, it is 

desired that this communication network 20 may include not only a wire communication 

network but also a wireless communication network such as a portable telephone network, 

a personal handy phone system (PHS) network, an automobile telephone network and an 

artificial earth satellite communication network or the like. 

[0028] 

The control unit 23 may access to the server for a map database 24 based on an 

instruction by means of an input apparatus such as the key board 26 or the mouse 27 and 

the like by the user and may import the data of a map on a predetermined area including a 

spot (a spot indicated by the input apparatus) desired by the user so as to display this data 

on the LCD 21. In addition, when the user indicates an arbitrary spot of the displayed 

map by means of the mouse 27 and directs a display of the interactive graphics of a 

predetermined area including this spot, the control unit 23 may access to the interactive 

graphics identification database 25 including the computer for providing an interactive 

graphics of respective live spots and may import the data of the interactive graphics of the 

corresponding predetermined area on line so as to display this interactive graphics on the 

LCD 21 in real time. In addition, when the user desires the display of the corresponding 

interactive graphics or the map including this live spot by inputting the name of the place, 

the name of the facility, and the identification data of the facility that the user desires to 

display, the control unit 23 may access to the interactive graphics identification database 

25 or the server for a map database 24 and may import the corresponding interactive 

graphics and the corresponding map on line so as to display them on the LCD 21. In 

addition, when the user instructs to display an interactive graphics on the live spot in a 

direction toward a progress direction from the present point where the user himself or 

herself is located and located nearest and which is seen in its progress direction, the 

control unit 23 may receive the user's present position and the progress direction as the 

coordinate data (the latitude data and the longitudinal data) from the GPS receiver 22 and 
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the progress direction input unit 26 and the directional date. Then, on the basis of this 

coordinate data and this directional data, the control unit 23 may access to the interactive 

graphics identification database 25 of the corresponding respective interactive graphics 

and may be provided with the corresponding interactive graphics on line so as to display it 

on the LCD 21. Further, in this case, as a method whereby the control unit 23 receives 

the corresponding interactive graphics from the image input apparatus 25, various 

methods may be available, for example, a method for directly accessing to each of the 

image input apparatuses 25 of respective places by a browsing software for a conventional 

Internet and a method for demanding the image input apparatus 25 to transmit the 

corresponding interactive graphics data as a file attached to an electronic mail and 

receiving the transmission or the like. 

[0029] 

In addition, according to this fourth embodiment, in the case that a certain 

interactive graphics is displayed on the LCD 21, when the user orders to make a 

predetermined marking only a certain portion in the displayed interactive graphics, for 

example, only a specific building, a specific bridge, and a specific road, so that this 

portion can be easily distinguished from other portions, the control unit 23 may include a 

means (a program) which can mark that portion so as to be highlighted from other portions. 

As marking in this case, various methods, for example, a method for dying the portion by 

a different color and coloring it, a method for hatching only this portion, and a method for 

displaying that portion by a solid line that is thicker than other portion or the like are 

available. 

[0030] 

Fifth Embodiment: 

Next, Figure 6 is a block diagram showing a fifth embodiment of the present 

invention. In Fig. 6, since reference numerals 21, 22, 23, 26, and 27 are the same as 

those in Fig. 4, the explanations thereof are herein omitted. In Fig. 6, a reference 

numeral 34 denotes a CD-ROM player (a reproducer) that is connected to the control 

apparatus 23, and a reference numeral 35 denotes a CD-ROM to be read by the CD-ROM 

player 34. In the CD-ROM 35, for example, the map database having the map of the 

entire Japan recorded in connection with the position identification data such as coordinate 

data (the latitude data and the longitude data), a name of a place, a name of a facility, and 
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facility identification data or the like is recorded. In addition, in Fig. 6, a reference 

numeral 31 denotes an image input apparatus that is connected to the computer 

communication network 30 such as Internet and the image input apparatus 31 is the same 

as the image input apparatus 25. The control unit 3 is capable of reading a map of a 

predetermined area including a position that is desired by the user and displaying it on the 

LCD 1 by reading the CD-ROM 15 by means of the CD-ROM player 14. In addition, 

the control unit 3 can import an interactive graphics in a predetermined direction that is 

desired by the user from a live spot that is desired by the user and can display it on the 

LCD 21 by accessing an image input apparatus 31 via the computer communication 

network 30. In addition, when the user commands to "display an interactive graphics on 

the live spot in a direction toward a progress direction from the present point where the 

user himself or herself is located and located nearest and which is shot from that spot 

toward a progress direction of the user himself or herself', the control unit 23 may receive 

the user's present position as the coordinate data (the latitude data and the longitudinal 

data) from the GPS receiver 22 and may receive the data in the progress direction of the 

user from the progress direction input unit 26. Then, on the basis of this coordinate data 

and the progress directional data, by accessing the image input apparatus 31, the control 

unit 23 may read the data of the interactive graphics at a live spot near the corresponding 

coordinate data and in a direction near the progress direction of the user on line so as to 

display this interactive graphics on the LCD 21 in real time. 

[0031] 

[Advantage of the Invention] 

(1) According to the interactive graphics delivery system of the present invention, the 

user can see the status of the spot at the present time in an interactive graphics, for 

example, only by designating the desired spot by means of a pointing device (for 

example, by clicking with a mouse) while watching a map. In addition, the user 

can display the interactive graphics corresponding to the desired spot continuously 

by means of the computer without designation by the pointing device each time if 

the spot identification data of plural spots of which interactive graphics the user 

desires to display are set to be inputted in series by a computer program. 

Therefore, here, the user can also experience "a virtual trip" to obtain the same 

impression as that when the user visits there although he or she does not actually 
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visit there while watching the map. In addition, for example, the user can 

compete with others on "a hunt for treasure" game in the world of the computer 

communication network in the world at the same time. The content of this game 

is that the users across the globe are searching one treasure while watching the 

interactive graphics of each spot in the world from the map of the entire world. 

In addition, by combining the conventional GPS receiver with the invention of 

Claim 1, the following effects can be obtained. Namely, if the user commands to 

read out the map of a predetermined area including the present position from the 

map database on the basis of the present position obtained from the GPS receiver 

(the coordinate data of the latitude data and the longitude data), display it, and 

import the interactive graphics of that spot on line by clicking the present position 

(the coordinate data) indicated on that displayed map or the spot near it, it can be 

checked if the present position obtained from the GPS receiver is correct or not 

with no measurement error. In other words, if the displayed interactive graphics 

coincides with that seen from the present position of the user in fact, it is possible 

to determine that the present position from the GPS receiver is correct 

(conventionally, it has been difficult for the user to check if the present position 

obtained from the GPS receiver is correct or not by himself of herself). 

(2) Further, according to the interactive graphics delivery system of the present 

invention, the user can display the spot on the corresponding map from the 

identification data of the interactive graphics while seeing the interactive graphics 

on a certain spot, so that the user can easily know where the place where the user 

can see the interactive graphics is located (the name of a place or a facility and the 

like). 

(3) Further, according to the interactive graphics delivery system of the present 

invention, the user can see the interactive graphics of one or plural spots 

corresponding to that retrieving data in real time on that place by inputting the 

retrieving data composed of a character string. Particularly, it is possible to offer 

"a virtual travel" which allows the user to see the actual scene at this moment on 

remote plural positions in series in real time. 

(4) According to the present invention, if the interactive graphics identification data 

for specifying each interactive graphics is composed of the position data indicating 
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the position of each live spot where the image input means is installed and the 

directional data indicating the direction in which that image input means shots the 

image, it becomes possible to offer a different interactive graphics depending on a 

direction in which the user sees even from the same spot. Then, it is possible to 

offer the interactive graphics which can reproduce a "live actual scene" in more 

detail and in real time. 

(5) In addition, according to the present invention, obtaining the present position of 

the user by means of a present position specifying means such as the GPS receiver, 

the interactive graphics of the live spot corresponding to this obtained present 

position is imported to be displayed. Accordingly, the user can use the GPS 

receiver, for example, in the following manner. Namely, when he or she is 

moving by a car, obtaining the present position by means of the GPS receiver, the 

user can see the spot on the map corresponding to that present position on the map 

of a screen (the system for this has been put into practical use as a map routing and 

drive guiding system to a destination for a car). In addition, at the same time, the 

user obtains the present position information from the GPS receiver and accesses 

to the corresponding image input means via the communication network. Then, 

the user imports the interactive graphics corresponding to the present position on 

line and displays it on the screen. Thereby, the user checks if the present position 

displayed on the map (many systems for displaying the present position of the user 

to be measured by the GPS receiver using an arrow on the map of the screen has 

been already put on the market) coincides with the interactive graphics or not 

while watching the map having the route to the destination listed thereon. Then, 

if the present position displayed on the map coincides with the interactive graphics, 

it is possible to check if the present position obtained from the GPS receiver is 

correct without a measurement error. If they do not coincide with each other, the 

user can see that the present position obtained from the GPS receiver is wrong. 

Further, without depending on the invention set forth in Claim 5 described here, by 

combining the conventional GPS receiver with the invention set forth in Claim 1, it 

is also possible to obtain the same effect as Claim 5 (as described above). In 

other words, the user himself or herself can check if the present position obtained 

from the GPS receiver is correct or not if the user reads out the map of a 
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predetennined area including the present position from the map database on the 

basis of the present position obtained from the GPS receiver, display it, and by 

clicking the spot near the present position indicated on that displayed map, imports 

the interactive graphics of one or plural spots near the spot clicked by the mouse 

on line. 

(6) In addition, according to the present invention, the image input means picks up the 

image seen toward plural directions from respective live spots. The live spot 

identification data for identifying respective live spots from each other is 

composed of the position data indicating the position of each live spot where the 

image input means is installed and the directional data indicating the direction in 

which that image input means shots the image. The present position specifying 

means includes the means for specifying the present position of the user and the 

means for specifying the progress direction of the user. The live spot 

identification data selecting means may indicate the live spot near (nearest) the 

present position of the user on the basis of the present position of the user that is 

specified by the present position specifying means (the coordinate data and the like, 

with latitude data and the longitude data) and the progress direction of the user 

(East, West, South, and North or the like) and may select the live spot 

identification data in a direction near (nearest) the progress direction of the user. 

Therefore, the user traveling by a car or the like can see the interactive graphics 

corresponding to the present position obtained from the GPS receiver at the same 

time while seeing the present position of the user himself or herself on the map 

displayed on the screen (the present position of the user himself or herself obtained 

from the GPS receiver is displayed by an arrow). Therefore, the user can check if 

the present position on the map measured by the GPS is actually correct or not by 

checking the spot on the map with the interactive graphics. 

(7) In addition, according to the present invention, by providing a marking means for 

marking so as to distinguish the portion designated by the user in the interactive 

graphics displayed by the display means from other portion, only a certain portion 

(for example, specific building, bridge, road, river, and park or the like) in the 

interactive graphics (it may be a moving image or a still image), so that it is 

possible to process the interactive graphics into a fonnation that is easily seen 
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depending on the user's object. 

(8) In addition, according to the present invention, by including the means for 

inputting a voice generated on that spot into the image input means in real time, 

this inputted voice is imported with a wire or without a wire in real time (including 

the case of browsing it by a browser for Internet and the case of transmitting it by 

the communication network or the like). Thereby, the user can know not only the 

interactive graphics (a live image of the actual scene, a moving image or a still 

image) but also "a live voice of the actual scene". 

(9) In addition, according to the present invention, further, by including an aroma 

input means for inputting aroma of the spot where the image input means is 

installed or its surrounding aroma, which is configured by an aroma sensor and a 

means for converting a signal from this aroma sensor into aroma digital data; a 

means for converting the aroma data from this aroma input means into fragrance 

blending data for generating an aroma similar to that aroma; and an aroma 

generating means for generating a desired aroma by blending a fragrance from the 

fragrance blending data, the user can sense not only the interactive graphics and an 

real voice but also can sense an actual aroma of the actual scene in real time in a 

remote place. 

[Brief Description of the Drawing(s)] 

[FIG. 1] 

FIG. 1 is a view showing a configuration of hardware of a first embodiment or a 

second embodiment according to the present invention. 

[FIG. 2] 

FIG. 2 is a view showing a conceptual configuration of the first embodiment or 

the second embodiment according to the present invention. 

[FIG. 3] 

FIG. 3 is a view showing the constitution of a display of the first embodiment 

according to the present invention. 

[FIG. 4] 

FIG. 4 is a view showing an example of a map that is displayed on a display 

according to the first embodiment in the present invention. 

[FIG. 5] 
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FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a fourth embodiment according to the present 

invention. 

[FIG. 6] 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a fifth embodiment according to the present 

invention. 

[Description of the Reference Numerals and Signs] 

1: personal computer (PC) 

2: control apparatus 

3: hard disk apparatus 

4: CD-ROM 

5: CD-ROM drive 5 

6: key board 

7: display 

7a: upper half part of display 

7b: lower half part of display 

8: speaker 

10: public circuit 

11: computer for relay service 

12, 12a, 12b: video camera 

13, 13a, 13b: microphone 

21: LCD 

22: GPS receiver 

23: control unit 

24: server for map database (computer) 

25: image input apparatus 

26: key board 

27: mouse 

30: computer communication network 

31: image input apparatus 

34: CD-ROM player 

35: CD-ROM 
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(1) CAMERA, MICROPHONE 

(2) SERVER 

(3) COMPUTER FOR RELAY SERVICE 

(4) CONTROL APPARATUS 

(5) CD-ROM DRIVE 

(6) DISPLAY 

(7) SPEAKER 

(8) KEYBOARD 

(9) MOUSE 

(10) FIG 1 

(11) FIG 3 

(12) IMAGE,MAP 

(13) FIG 4 

(14) STATION 

(15) TOWN 

(1) FIG 2 

(2) IMAGE INPUT UNIT 

(3) IMAGE IMPORTING UNIT 

(4) CONTROL UNIT 

(5) DISPLAY UNIT, SPEAKER 

(6) MAP DATABASE REPRODUCING UNIT 

(7) RETRIEVING UNIT 

(8) MAP DATABASE 

(9) LIVE-ACTION IDENTIFICATION DATABASE 

(10) FIG 5 

(11 ) PROGRESS DIRECTION INPUT UNIT 

(12) GPS RECEIVER 

(13) CONTROL UNIT 

(14) LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

(15) KEY BOARD, MOUSE 

(16) PUBLIC CIRCUIT 
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(17) SERVER FOR MAP DATABASE (COMPUTER) 

(18) IMAGE INPUT APPARATUS 

(19) FIG. 6 

(20) CD-ROM PLAYER 

(21) INTERNET 

(22) IMAGE INPUT APPARATUS 
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91~~~E;;rJ[t~v'J t~.zt~t~~o .:c-~±~i1, fJiJ.z 

Lf, .:r.--!f-iJI±lll~T'-~<'\-A;;r j1}1:~ 1±l#llJ¥ji~W 

~a-tl'FfiJE~]l:!l<~±Ill~~@jrnJ~;r.~1±, .:c-~@jrnLl:L'M 

~c~i11li¥iiJjji¥~±iliB~'7ry A 6 a L'~ I) ';/ ~ Gt~ t~ 

~o ~~t, ;tiJ1iE/l~ug2tj:, LO)A7JUf'~-jt,'l, 1),'iJc 

±tiJ}iii:T'-~<'\-AiJ'G, LO)±tiJ~L~±t!J}iii:tetif,t~~ 7 

FVAT'-~~~m~~o .:c-Gl, L~~m~tlt~7F 
VA T'-~ teJJ-jt, 'l, Ilfi~c:J~m.S'kf~T'-~<'\-AiJ' 

G, tilt~ ~ ~iR±tlJ}iii:O)~IRS'kf~~;r.~~iRS'kf~j1!£jjlj T' 

- ~ ~~m~ ~o .:c- G l, L ~~m~ tlte:~m.S'kf~~jjlj 

T'-51te~-jt,'l, r:p*l*'1j--t::Affl~~~~-~ lIte 

7 ~tA G l, fjfjr\cO):JJm.S'kf~~~llIJT'-~Uilt~~'Af 

iR±tiJl~ue~9:li~ttte: \:::'T'::tiJ 7Z 5&Lf'7 ~ ~ (fi-::>, M 

~c~iRS'kf~IDl£jjIJT- ~iJi:tif~7'JrPl~t,!f,fJE Gte: t,~c iii) 

~ t ~tj:, .:c-O)~fgx7'JrPlUifu~~7'JrPlte'&if'1~nt~ \:::' 

T'::tiJ;' 5&Lf'7 ~~) iJ'G~S'kf~T'-~&Lf1'§')$'T'-

5l~::t~5~~cl1'Xf)i6Iv~ T-{A:1V~7&Lf~~ 

-iJ8~d:f)1)7~~~b~m7J~~o LO)t~m7J~ 

tt~S'kf~&U1'§')$'tj:, fJi!Sif,¢,(O) I) 7 JJ;~ ~ bO)S'kf~&U 

1'§')$'tJ;~L', .:r.--!f-tj:J;)te:iJ'f,.:c-~m±~te~~~te v'~ 

d: -) tJ;!2'<1i: . ~jJJ~1~~ L tiJ\-r~ ~o ~tJ;Di?, fJE* 

iJ' G f" fJIJUfi,j1ll*itmj-'t~tJ; ~ O)iiIHl'~S'kf~~;icU G, .:c

ttG~;j:.-'7- FtJ;c:L'~mG lm7JL'~~ C 0- R 0 
MtJ; c:'tj:t¥tf G n ,~o .:c- G l, Ltp.:,~ CD - ROM 

te"cH~nt::S'kf~tj:, :1P~iJ 7Z 57~iJ\M!l\lT~BfO • 

Sif~lj (fJIJUf9~0)2' ttl, ,tJ;Sif~IJ) O)*~\lTO)jfjJl!tiJ' G~ 

G < :till!; Gt~f,~cJ;)~o LtltetiVC L~~Diliff31i~ 

L't,'titt~ n~S'kfgxtj:, ffi;R~ t ~ t,-3 I) 0) t ~ tJ;)~ 

G, aHljU~\lTO)}f(~iJ)~Gtl~8,f~IjL'tj:tJ;I,'iJ't, Gh 

(6) !f.'tfltH 1 0 - 6 6 0 5 8 

tJ;v'o GiJ'G, .:r.--if-tet-::>ltj:, i~L~SifB' L 

~~PH90)8;J(f~ C=JJittJ;v'S'kf~) L'iIi)~J tt,,-) L t 

iJ\ Dt-::>O) i~±~!2'<J l!2'<iJJJ ~1:<IJ'L ttetJ;~o -::> 

a: f), I-~, i,fjji¥iiJjji¥~i:ttl'9~;;rJ[t::v'J t.:r.--!f'

iJ\,\!l,-:d::±~Et, ~~O)~cil:llte~~';lJ:t,'~cl!R~ttt~ iiffli¥i 

iiuJf!0)9l1JilJ o)S'kfgxL'tj:;IJ: <, I ~L o)~r,n~iffi~j#lih! 

0)9~J O)S'kf~H~.GntJ;tthLf, .:r.--!f'-te t -::> l~j: 

*2' tJ;!2'<iJJ~j:t~ G htJ;v '0 L ~~DiliiB1i~tj: L ~ d: -) tJ;.:r. 

--!f'-~;ffit:;'Ue~;it~ L tiJ'L'~ ~t,~;IJ:~L'J;)~o 

(0012] tJ;.{5, LLL', 1-:J,LO)I'Sllte-~v'l~IlBflG 

t:1:;Diliff3lL~~m!1X:~lZd 2 ~~¥.?, G l t -) -tlt~IlBfl~ ~o 

L ~lZd 2 ~j:, ;xDiliff3!L~~,ftlj!1X:~~lmaq· ~z;aqte;r. Gte: 

f,O)L'J;)~o ~2~e.{5v'l, f,ff}3 2tj:, ~~~~-~ 

;:f,'Y ~'7-~ (~~~~-~Jl!jf1§*l) 3 OfeJtiMC~n, 

i"5-ttiJ~~iRll;J(f~t1'§')$'~I) 7JJ;51~ bfeA7J~~t:~O) 

c:'T'::tiJ 7Z 5&Lf'7 ~ ~iJ'G!1X:~'AfiRS'kf~A7JI\~L'J;) 

~o a:t:, M~2 4tj:, M~c±tiJ~T'-~<'\-A2 6t.:c

~fij1:7'P lj'5 b t .:c-~t~m7'p /}'5 b, M~c~iRS'kf~ 

T'-~<'\-A2 5 t.:c-0)~m7'plj'5L., &LfllfiJc'jfiR 

S'kf~~IJT'-~iJ'GJl!jf1§:t"y ~ '7-~~ftl" l~"§~~ 

~(RS'kf~~lf)( f) i6tl't::~~7'P 75 b;IJ: c:'iJ\~cl!R~ htc 

CD-ROML'J;)~o a:t::I'X]2te.{5v'l, 2lij:MilcC 

D-ROM2 4teacil:R~ht:rl(Jr;2tt!l~T'-~<'\-A2 6 

~~1:~~t:~O)ttlJ~T-~<'\-Afij1:gG, 2 2 ij:L~ 

±fil~T'-5l<'\-A~1:gG2 1 iJ'G~f1§~~~tH~;r.g~ 

2 7 &(jA ~-iJ 2 8 ;;rfljIJ1iE/l G lFJT)E~@H~&LfBJ1'f~ 

tl:\7J~~f!jrJ1iE/lj'f~L'J;)~o a:tc2 3tj:, Milcf!jlj1iE/lj'fj)2 2iJ' 

G~f1§~;;r~ttl, M~cttiJ~T'-~<'\-AiJ'fij1:~ rtte: 

i®TfriJ:: L' .:r. --!f'-majE ('7 ry ~ L' ~ I) 'y ,/) Gt::±tiJ,¢,( 

0)7 FVAT'-~ie~-jl,'l, ilIJ~c~iRS'kf~T'-?<'\

A 25 iJ'G, tifu~~~iRS'ki~~IDl£jjIJT'-~~~m~~ 

~mj'ff,L'J;)~o f!jrJ1iEDj'ff,2 2tj:, L~,f91mj'ff,2 3iJ'G~~ 

iRS'kf~O),iruJIJT'-~teJj!;-::>\ 'l, S'kf~lf)( f)i6d':f.,~f, (!JIJ.z 

~~~~-*~~~*-L.~-YOO~ffl'J7~ryJ.7L' 

iIi)~ /5 ry-if-~ilcil:ll G~fT~ ~~lli) 2 6 ~iM1iE/l G 

l, ~~~~-7;:f,~~7-~m~~~~30~ftGl 

S'kf~A7Jj'fG3 2 ie7~tA G, .:c-LiJ'G, ::t~5~~ 

L', 1)7JJ;5l~ b~~iRS'kf~&(j1'§')$'~lf)(I)i6tl'o f!jIJ1iE/l 

r'iG2 2 ij:, LO)::t~5~~L'f[)(f))z,a:ttt:XmS'kf~t M' 
fB~, ilfJ~c±ili~T'-~<'\-A2 6iJ'GO)~1:@jf~ (tt!l~ 

@jf~) tF>€l~~1±tJ;iJiG, M~c]IR;r.j'f~2 7&(jA~-iJ 

28 ted: I) I) 7JJ;~~ btem7J~1±~o 

(001 3] ~xte, rlij,;cO)I'XI 1 O)aiIJ1iE/l~U'l2ieffiIJ1iE/l2'h 

tJ;iJ'G, M~2T'-{ A7'v~ 7 ted: 1)]IR;r.~rt~@jlID;;r, 

rl:J J & (jjXJ 'I tc1.1li-jt, 'l~llBfl~ ~o rlfj~c C D - ROM 4 

(e,;ctf<~rLt:1}:1plj'5bted: ~), T'-{A:1V~ 7 Ie 

ij:, 1<\ :; fe;r.9 d: -) te, "CO)L'¥5H a te~iRS'kf~iJi~ 

;r.2'h, .:c-~-r,¥5J'7 b te±lll~iJi~;r.~tl~d: -) tetJ;-:> 

n'~o L~)~DiliiB!L~ 1 ~ilellJ~~t ~ij:, .:r.--!f'

tj:, a:i'l'SIl O)IJrj~c C D - ROM 4 H13:!IlJJ G l, llij~ctili 
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[iQ7"--$1-"Z- AiJ'GMil27"1' A 7'v-{ 7 0)~~5J' 7 b IC 

:j'fft:{19 Giili[iQ~;&7f,~ -It Go C 0 - ROM 41CJ2jb~~ n 

fe il!J[iQ 7"- -$1-"Z-AO)r:pO) t'O)l'l~n'O)il!J!EJ~~7f,~ -It G 

iJ'Ll:, f¥IJ;tIJ, iiliiJlJ;t'O):t--'7- FiJ'Giili[iQ7"--$1~ 

~~ l-r;&7f,~ -lttl1JJ; l' C C O)J; -51J;:j5{jif.jIJ1tE*J; IJ 

i:'3:r:JL'®G) 0 -'flT, *j~JJlliJBll~L'IJ, cO);&7f,~n 

fdili!EJUJ, f§IJ;;UJNI40)7, -(, », x, ;t, :/J, :t

tC7f,9 J; -5 tc, &il!lR,(~7f,9,~iJ\pfi!E0)-e Cf§lJ;ttJ7iT

~) te:~l9.~nT;&7f,~ttn'Go LttGo)~0)7, 

-{, ry, x, ;t, :/J, :t-c7f,9&,~0)r:pl:\ t'U40)7, 

-(, ry, &UxtJ, t'U I 0)\::'7";t:/Jj'71 2&U7-{!;I 

1 3 tc~tEt l n 'Go 9IJ;bt:;, C O)xJJlliJBillU ciJ, 

~ 1 0) \::' 7";t:/J j '7 1 2 iJ, -'f n ·;("nll l 'fe: ~lJ; G 7JrPJ 

~~f~9 G J; -51e:LKJ 10)7, -(, ry, &UXO)j:il.&lfCB\t: 

&l<!tlf:: 4 jlQ]O) l::7";th j '7fCJ; I) f~JJt<!tl n 'Go ,j: 

fe, IX] 1 0)7 -{!;I 1 :HJ, -'fn.:ftll LPkWlJ;G7JrPJ~ 

~t'i9 G J; -51e:il5l:&l~nfe 4 jlQ]0)7 -( !;IfCJ; I) f~JJt~n 

n'Go -:::>,j:I), \::7";thj'71 2tC-:::>l'-ri3l1.~Jl9G 

t, l::7";th j '71 2 ~fIlJJJt-gG 411li10)\::'7";th j '70) 

r:p-C, 1'<14 0)70)j:il.li'lcil5l:li'~nf:: l::T';th j '71J, [iQ 

O)jffi1Jr;'iJ Ch:7JrPJ) ICrPJ'tT~f~lTt51J, "1428 

A" O)~f~~~IJ7"- -$1 ~f:f9 G~rR.~f~~1:JJt9 Go ,j: 

fe, t'U 1 O)-{O)f:il.iElle:R5I:U'1~ttfe\::'T';th;( '71J, [iQ0) 

J¥j7JrPJ Cf7JrPJ) IcrPJ't-r~f~ l Tt5IJ, "1 4 2 8 

B" O)~f~~~IJ7"- -$1 ~f:f9 G~¥R.~f~~1:JJt9 Go ,j: 
fe, LKJIO)ryO)f:il.It'Hcw51:~<!tlfel::7";t:/Jj'7iJ, [iQ0) 

*7JrPJ Ctl7JrPJ) fCrPJ'tT~f~lTt5IJ, "1428 

c" O)~f~~~IJT'- -$1 ~f:f9 G~¥R.~f~~1:1JX:9 Go ,j: 

fe, 1RI 1 O)xO)f:il.Ii8'Ie:,;5I:1l"f~ nf:: l::T';t:/J;( '7iJ, [iQ0) 

;jt7JrPJ Ct7JrPJ) fcrPJUTtJ\'lf~l.,Tt5IJ, "1428 

0" O)~f~~~IJ7"- -$1 ~f:f9 G~iR.~~~1:1JX:9 Go ,j: 
te, ilUllcO)I'X]40)7, -{, ry, x,;t, h, :t-l'7f,9.g. 

,~O)r:pc\ 1'<1 4 O);t, :/J, &U:t-IJ, L::llO)\::'7";thj 

'7 1 2 a &U7 -(!;I 1 3 a fCttEt l n 'Go 9lJ;b-ts, 

C O)~JJlliJB!t~ 1 L'tJ, .t:1l 0) \::'7';t h j '7 1 2 a iJ, -'f 

n'ftllil ,tcWIJ;G7JrPJ~jjf1f~9 GJ; -51e:1''<11 O);t, 

:/J, &U:t-o)f:il.&llcil5l:&l~ttfe 3 f!l1lO) \::'7";th j '7tcJ; 

l)t~IJX:<!ttTl'Go ,j:fe, [!<J I 0)7-{!;I 1 3 a iJ, -'fn 

-ftl! Il 'lc J"llJ; G7JrPJ~!;fHj9 G J; -51C,;)i:iE1<! tlfe 3 flli] 

O)7{!;IiCJ;l)flIiJJt~tlTv'Go -:::>,j:I), \::'T';thj'7 

1 2 aiC-:::>l'-nll.~Jl9Gt, \::'7";th;('71 2 a~t~1JX: 
9 G 3 jlQ]O) \::7";th j '7 0) r:p 1.', :sJ 10);tO)f:il.&ltci351:li' 

<! ttfe \::'7";t:/J j '7 tJ, [iQO);jtrflJ7JrPJ Cli:J:7JrPJ) krPJ 

'tlt~f~lTt51), "I 429 A" O)~f~~~IJ7"--$1~ 

~9G~iR.~f~~1:JJt9Go ,j:fc., !XI:I O)hO)f:il.&lfC;W 

1,'1 <! nf:: \::'7";th;( '71J, [iQO)*I~j7JrPJ (:tJ~7JrPJ) fC 

rPJftltJ\'lf~L-r;j3IJ, "1 4 2 9 B" O)~f~~~Ij7"--$1 

~~9 G~iR.~f~~1:JJt9 Go ,j: fe, r11·~ O):t-O)j:il.&lfe: 

"lWi'"~nf::\::'7";thj'7iJ, [iQO)W7JrPJ C:tJ7JrPJ) fCrPJ 

'tTtI~f~l.,Tt5I), "1 4 2 9 C" o)~f~,;i~)3IJ7"-.jI~ 

(7) tifr.¥Pf 1 0 - 6 6 0 5 8 

~9 G~iR.~f~~1:.flX:9 Go L:UO)J; -5 fC, C O)!EJ 1 ~ 

~~.~ l T ,ill.~JJ9 G:tJJlliJBfL~cIJ, iili[iQJ:O).g.±l!l,~~,\~)3iJ 

9Gfc.(i)0)7 r'vA7"-.jI ( "1 4 2 8" -'? "1 4 2 

9" IJ; t) tJOl-~iR.±l!l,~cO).g.\::7";th j '70)~1~7J 

rPJ~7f,97"-.jI ("A" "B" "C'. "D" lJ;t') to) 

*1=!Ei'-lt t, .g.i~0)~iR.~f~{r~~?JIJ9 G fc.(i)O)jf¥R.~f~ 

ii~~lj7"-.jI ("1428A"-'?"1429A"IJ;E) t 

~, lll,'UtEt~-ltlil2jb~ln'Go J;lJm.ffllcJz!!-"ZG 
t, CO)I'xHO)jJlJctJ, ±l!J!EJJ:0)1-:::>0)7rVA'T'--$1 

" 1 4 2 8" (M 0)r:p9;!:0):)(~,~0)~Jjllit~~~lj9 G 7 

FVA7"--$1) tC-:::>v'-rtJ:, "1 4 2 8 A" "1 4 2 8 

B" "1 4 2 8 C" & U " 1 4 2 8 0" 0) 4 -:::>O)tMff¥!7J 

rPJ~-'fn-f'n;r;9 4 -:::>O)'.t¥R.~~,i~?JiJ7"-.jIiJ\ tiJ;t;~ 

-ltTil2jb~~tln'Go ,j:fc, ±l!l!EJJ:0) 1 -:::>0)7 FVA7" 

- -$1 "1 4 2 9 " ([K] 1 O)[iQ7f,h:f~IJO):)(~,~O)Wlllit~~ 
)jlj9G7 FVA'T':--$1) k:-:::>v'TiJ:, "1 -12 [) 1\" 

" 1 4 2 9 B" &U "1 4 2 9 C" 0) 3 -:::>O)~f~7JrPJ~ 

7f,-g 3 -:::>O)~tR.~f~~Ij7"- -$1 iJ\ ~tJ;t;~ -ltLil2~!R~;fl 

n 'Go lJ;t5, C O)]'X] 4 O)f§lJcli, ::ttR.~f!J<~ii£)jIj7"--$1 

Ci§IJ;ttJ "I 42 8A") ~, il!J[iQJ:O) 7 FI/A7"--$1 

Cj7IJ;ttJ "1 4 2 8" ) t7JrPJ7"--$1 Cf§lJ;ttJ "A" ) 

to)*.aEi'-lttcJ; IJt~flX:l., n 'GiJ\ *J€~Jl-CiJ, ,l,9'l 

't, :ttR.~ii£)jiJ7"-.jIO)r:pti:ltiJ[iQJ:0)7 F I/kf--$1~-'f 

0),j:,j:f~ffl9G£'~tJ:IJ;I,'o jJlj;ttJ, ±l!l[iQJ:0)7 FVA 

7"- -$1 tJ:±l!l!EJ~f*~l~~ti:"!1j IJ f1't-rt~JJt lfdl~:±ili7"

-$1 CxtJ'*t~X7"--$1) t l." 7.ltR.~f!J<~~~Ij7"--$1tJl::7" 

;th j '7iJ\~I~H<::!f'XI)f;fUT®Giili,~o)IDl~Ij::J- F (f§1J 

;ttJ, \::'7";th j '7O)~~li'JIWlO)~MC*i%) t7JrPl7"--$1 

to)*tli'l-ltIe:J; IJtillflX:9G, IJ; to)J; -51i:9G C t 't 1.' 

(0014] CO)['Rj40)jJlJciJ:, Mil2.g.l::7";thj'71 

2 &U7 -{!;I 1 3 iJ\.f:tl-f':tl~f~&Ut'ifloi~J...1J L -r1~ 

GnG:ttR.~ff¥! (C C cO) 1'~tR.~f~J tv'-5!tl~IHi, 

1*l'!lj t l-r, \::' 7";t:/J j '71.' J...1J l fc~f~7"- -$1 t 7 -( 

!;I-C'J...1J lret'ifloi7"--$1 to)jiljj~{r-a<l5~I!Hf~ffll T 

I,'G) O),i!&)3IJ7"--$1UJ, -'f0)±ili,~~7f,97"--$1 t.fO) 

\::7";thj'71 2iJ\~fBln'G7JrPJ (cniJ:7-{!;I 1 

3iJ\~cgl.,J;-5 t9G7JrPJt-3&ln'G) tiJ'G, till 

JJt~tln'Go -:::>,j: I), :XiR.~f~ti, .g.±ili,~t-'fO)tItlf~ 

hrPJ t clll 'ti:~jjIJ~ tt -rt5IJ, l~iR.~~~~IJT'-

;9 J tJ, ;'lj.±lli,~~7f,97"--$1 t~j;:sz.tJ:~t'iO)7JrPJ~;r; 

97"--$1 tiJ'G, tl&flX:Utn'Go f!.iJ'G, JOlUiliR,(L' 
't, tMiJ;9 G 7JrPJ (mrlljfyi:1 tlJ; t O)7JrPJ) iJ\ifl;t t; . .f)jljO) 

~jjlj7"--$1~f:f9G~IJO)~iR.~f~tlJ;Go co)c t~El 

i c~lI.~Jl9 G t, P(]:I 0) "7" c7f,97 F VA 7"--$1 

(1 12 H A) {r{l9GiiliR,(iJ, (1 42 H A) tl,'-5 

~f~~~IJ'f- -$1 :ttf:f9 G ~iR.f!9(f~ t ttJJG L -r ;j31), CO) 

(1 428 A) tv'-5IDl~IJ7"--$1.:ft7f,9~tR.~f~tJ, 8 
.::L 0) "7" O)±l!l,~iJ'G A O)7JrPJ C!EJrnHcrPJiJ'-:> Th:O)7J 

rPJ) H'i!);1;lrc~f~L'®Go ~fe, !>;j10) "1" l'7f,9 
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7 !-,'VAj"-)1 (1 428 B) iir~9Gtful~LtO)tfu}~ 

ti, (1 428 B) t~'-5,;~jjIJj"-)1iir~9G~tJtil9(f~ 

U;fJ;t;L:Z:-;f51) , cO) CI 428 B) t::v'-5IDl£jjIJj"-)1 

iir~9~iJtil9(f~ti, ['7130) "-{" O)tfu}i~7J''''BO)1J1ciJ 

(~l!fitelciJ7J''? "CfO)1JIciJ) Hl~~~ Lt~il9(f~"f&;)Go :3; 

t~, [;(140) "'7"l'~97FvAj'--)1 (1428Cl 

-I!:~9Gtfu}~ti, (1 428 C) tv'-5IDl£jjIJj"-)1iir~ 

9G~iJtil9(f~t;l';fJ;t;L,l;f5l), co) CI 428 C) t~, 

-5 ,\il£7lIJj"-)1 iir~9~iJtil9(f~ti, ['Xj ,I 0) "'7" O)tfui~7J' 

'" C O)7J1ciJ (~l!fitelciJ7J''? lbO)1JIciJ) iirti~ Lt:il9({~ 

l'dSG u *t~, (142 8D) tv'-37FvAj"-)1~ 
1f9GMO) "I" l'~9tfuBti, (1 428 D) t~, 

-5,;{jIJJ!Jj"-)1 iir--U9 G~iJtlJIJ(f~t l:ti 1 (e;l';fJ;tL ltJ 

V), CO) (1 4 2 8 D J tv' -5 ~1tjjIJT--)1 iir~9~iJtil9( 

f~ti, iZJ! 0) "I" O)tfuB7J' C) 0 0)1J1ciJ (~lIDtelciJ7J''? 

ll:O)1JIciJ) iir~J;l; Lt~il9(f~l'dSGo ~ C)te, [RJ!J te;f5 

~'l, 7 FVA7-)1 (I 429 A) ~~9G ":;1"" l' 

~9tfu,~tJ:, (1 429 A) t::v'-5IDl£jjIJj"-)1~~9G 

j~iJtil9(f~ t;l';frc:; L l;f5l) , CO) CI 4 2 9 A) tv' -5 ,iiJIi 

jjIJj"-)1iir~9~iJtil9({~tJ:, 1:<]40) ":;1"" O)tfu,~7J'C)A 

0)1J1ciJ (~lIDtelciJ7J''? lb:l:O)1JIciJ) iirti~ L,tcil9(f~l' 
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JP1998-l55040 (Nisshin Denki; Pub.Jun.9,1998) (JP-A-10-155040) 

[Title of the Invention] CALLING METHOD OF DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND SUPERVISORY CONTORL SYSTEM USING IT 

[Abstract] 

[Problem] To provide a calling method, which may surely call the communication equipment 

connected to the Internet network by dial-up and perform two-way communication securely in 

real time. 

[Means for Resolution] The communication equipment 2 calls the communication equipment 

3 through a telephone line 4 to transmit a connection request and its own public key to the 

communication equipment 3. On the other hand, the communication equipment 3 transmits 

its own public key to the communication equipment 2. After that, both of the 

communication equipment 2, 3 once disconnect the telephone line 4, and call neighboring 

providers 5, 6 to connect the same respectively to the Internet network 7. Both of the 

communication equipment 2, 3, encipher their own IP addresses in the current connection by 

the public key of the party to transmit it as an electronic mail to the electronic mail address of 

the party. Each of the communication equipment 2, 3 decodes the received electronic mail 

by its own privacy key to confirm the IP address of the party. After that, both of the 

communication equipment 2, 3 communicate through the Internet network 7 using the 

concerned IP address. 

[Claims] 

[Claim 1] A calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment, which is 

a method of calling dial-up connection communication equipment connected to a network by 

dial-up, comprising: a first process in which calling communication equipment transmits a 

connection request to dial-up connection communication equipment by a communication line 

provided separately from the network and capable of calling the dial-up connection 

communication equipment; a second process in which the dial-up connection communication 

equipment receiving the connection request is connected to the network by dial-up; and a third 

process in which the calling communication equipment and the dial-up connection 

communication equipment communicate with each other through the network. 

[Claim 2] The calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to claim 1, wherein the third process includes: an encipher process in which the 

transmitting communication equipment between the calling communication equipment and the 

dial-up connection communication equipment enciphers and transmits at least part of the data 

transmitted in the third process; and a decoding process in which the receiving communication 

equipment decodes the enciphered data. 

[Claim 3] The calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to claim 2, wherein the first process includes a process in which the calling 
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communication equipment or the dial-up connection communication equipment informs the 

party at the other end of a key of cryptograph used in encipher. 

[Claim 4] The calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the network is provided with a server for relaying the 

communication between the calling communication equipment and the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, and the third process includes: a process in which both of the 

above communication equipment inform the sever of their own identifications; a process in 

which both of the above communication equipment inform the server of the identification of 

the party at the other end to select the communication equipment of the party at the other end; 

and a process in which the server relays the communication between the selected 

communication equipment. 

[Claim 5] The calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to claim 1,2 or 3, wherein the network is a network which specifies a transmitting 

destination by an address in the network in transmitting data, and also assigns the dial-up 

connection communication equipment a temporary address in every connection, and the third 

process includes: a process in which the dial-up connection communication equipment obtains 

its own address in the current connection; a process in which the dial-up connection 

communication equipment informs the calling communication equipment of its own address 

by an electronic mail; and a process in which the calling communication equipment and the 

dial-up connection communication equipment specify the party at the other end by mutual 

addresses to communicate with each other. 

[Claim 6] The calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein after the third process, the calling method further 

includes a fourth process in which the calling communication equipment directly calls the 

dial-up connection communication equipment by the communication line to confirm whether 

or not the dial-up connection communication equipment normally disconnects the line from 

the communication line. 

[Claim 7] A supervisory control system, comprising: a child station having facility 

equipment; and a parent station for controlling the facility equipment by communication with 

the child station, wherein the parent station includes: parent station communication means for 

calling the child station through a ring enable communication line to transmit a connection 

request, and then communicating with the child station through a network provided separately 

from the communication line, and the child station includes: child station communication 

means connected to the network by dialing up it on receiving the connection request through 

the communication line to communicate with the parent station through the network. 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Technical Field to which the Invention Belongs] 

This invention relates to a calling method of dial-up connection communication 

equipment connected to a network at need such as communication equipment connected to the 
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II 

Internet network, for example, by dialing up it and a supervisory control system using it. 

[0002] 

[Prior Art] 

As one of communication means, public telephone line network has been widely used. 

In this public telephone line network, prior to the communication, the connection (logical 

channel) is secured between the calling end and the called end to call the called party. In this 

type of connection mode communication system, the longer the channel is, the more the 

establishment of connection becomes difficult. Therefore, the public telephone line network 

generally adopts the rate system according to the communication distance. 

[0003] 

On the other hand, as new communication means, the Internet network has been 

spread rapidly in recent years. In the case of the Internet network, the communication 

equipment at the transmitting end creates datagrams by separating a data raw by each 

predetermined size upon transmitting data and transmits the same to the adjacent 

communication equipment. An address (IP address) in the Internet network of the 

communication equipment at the receiving end is added to each datagram. In the case of 

receiving the datagram, the communication equipment transmits the data to the 

communication equipment closer to the receiving end among the adjacent communication 

equipment according to the IP address of the transmitting destination (the receiving end). 

Thus, the transmit data can be sent to the receiving end without establishing the connection. 

In this type of connectionless mode communication system, both of the communication 

equipment at the transmitting end and at the receiving end do not grasp the channel between 

them. Therefore, in the case of the Internet network, frequently the rate system according to 

the quantity of data (the communication time) is adopted, or a fixed rate system is adopted at 

intervals of a predetermined period such as every year. Since both of rate systems are not 

susceptible to the distance between the transmitting end and the receiving end, in the long 

distance communication, especially in the communication with the foreign countries or the 

like, there is high possibility of reducing the communication cost by communication using the 

Internet network. 

[0004] 

Although the Internet network has been used the electronic mail, etc., for data 

communication mainly composed of characters heretofore, in recent years, with the 

improvement in bandwidth of the line, it has been used for two-way communication in real 

time between the communication equipment as well such as a video conferencing system and 

the Internet telephone. 

[0005] 

The methods of connecting the respective communication equipment to the Internet 

network are classified roughly into the connecting using a leased line and the dial-up 

connection. In the connection method using the leased line, a dedicated communication line 

is provided between the communication equipment and an Internet connecting firm (a 
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provider) to thereby always connect each piece of communication equipment and the Internet 

network. In this case, since the communication equipment is always connected to the 

Internet network, an inherent IP address is assigned to the communication equipment. This 

method is adopted in the large companies and universities, and the users always pay fixed 

expenses as the maintenance costs for the communication line to the telephone company or the 

like. 

[0006] 

On the other hand, the dial-up connection IS a method of connecting the 

communication equipment and the Internet network to each other in the case of requiring the 

connection to the Internet network. The connection to the Internet network is performed by 

communicating with the provider using the telephone line and relaying this communication by 

the provider. The provider assigns a free IP address as an IP address of the communication 

equipment when the communication equipment is put in the connecting state. Thus, the IP 

address can be shared among a plurality of pieces of communication equipment. Further, 

this method may dispense with the dedicated communication line between the respective 

pieces of the communication equipment. As a result, when the amount of communication is 

small, the connection can be done more inexpensively as compared with the leased line circuit. 

Accordingly, the dial-up connecting method is adopted mostly in a small firm and a personal 

house, which have comparatively smaller amount of communication. In this case, the 

electronic mail is stored by the provider, so the user verifies the arrival of the electronic mail 

by confirming a predetermined storage area in the provider at every connection. 

[0007] 

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve] 

However, when the called communication equipment adopts the dial-up connection 

method, the calling communication equipment cannot determine whether or not the called end 

is connected to the Internet network beforehand. When the communication equipment at the 

called end is connected to the Internet network at the time of calling, the calling 

communication equipment can communicate with the called end, but if not so, both of the 

communication equipment cannot communicate with each other. Consequently, the 

connection cannot be made surely, resulting in the problem of insufficient quick 

responSIveness. This problem is critical in the case of speech communication similar to that 

on the ordinary telephone, in the case of a video conferencing system, and especially in the 

case of two-way communication in real time. 

[0008] 

Although this problem occurs when each communication equipment is connected not 

only to the Internet network but also to the network at need as in the case of personal 

computer communication, as described in the following, further problems are caused in the 

case of dial-up connection to the Internet network. 

[0009] 

To be concrete, the datagram IS transmitted according to the respective 
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communication equipment configuring the Internet network and the IP address of the 

transmitting destination included in the datagram. Consequently, in communication, the 

transmitting end has to grasp the IP address of the receiving end. In the dial-up connection 

method, however, the IP addresses of the respective pieces of communication equipment are 

not determined until they are connected to the provider. Consequently, the transmitting end 

cannot grasp the IP address of the receiving end beforehand as in the leased line connection 

method. 

[0010] 

In order to solve the above problem, a server having a fixed IP address has been 

installed heretofore for relaying the communication between the respective pieces of the 

communication equipment. In this case, the respective pieces of communication equipment 

start to communicate with the server after connection to the Internet network. When the 

respective pieces of communication equipment start to communication, the server relays the 

communication with the equipment at one end to that at the other end. In this case, the 

datagram transmitted to the IP address of the server is transferred to the communication 

equipment of the other party, so the respective pieces of communication equipment need not 

know the IP address of the other party. As a result, the communication can be performed 

without any obstacle even between the pieces of communication equipment connected to each 

other by dial-up. 

[0011 ] 

In the case of providing the server, however, it is necessary to maintain the server, 

resulting in newly causing the problem of requiring the maintenance cost. Further 

encountered is the problem that when the server is busy, even if the relevant communication 

equipment and the communication equipment of the other party are free, the communication 

cannot be performed. Further a method of searching for the other party of communication 

other in the server is not set up, so it is difficult to find a desired other party of communication. 

For example, at the moment, it is frequent to search for the other party by the following 

searching method. That is, the respective pieces of communication equipment register its 

own identifier in the server. The server displays a list of identifiers received, and the 

respective pieces of communication equipment select a desired other party from the list. 

According to this method, as the number of connectors increases, the more the time and 

trouble for searching increases. 

[0012] 

Further, even if the server is installed, the problem that when the communication 

equipment of the other party is not connected to the network, communication cannot be started 

remains unsolved. 

[0013] 

The invention has been made in the light of the above problems and it is an object of 

the invention to provide a calling method of communication equipment, which may improve 

the quick responsiveness of the communication equipment when the called communication 
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equipment is connected to a network by dial-up. 

[0014] 

[Means for Solving the Problems] 

According to the invention of claim 1, a calling method of dial-up connection 

communication equipment is a method of calling dial-up connection communication 

equipment connected to a network by dial-up, and it is characterized in that the method 

includes the following processes in order to solve the above problems. 

[0015] 

That is, the method includes: a first process in which calling communication 

equipment transmits a connection request to dial-up connection communication equipment by 

a communication line provided separately from the network and capable of calling the dial-up 

connection communication equipment; a second process in which the dial-up connection 

communication equipment receiving the connection request is connected to the network by 

dial-up; and a third process in which the calling communication equipment and the dial-up 

connection communication equipment communicate with each other through the network. 

[0016] 

As the above network, cited are connectionless mode network such as the Internet 

network and personal computer communication, and as the communication line, cited are a 

telephone line and a harbor radio. 

[0017] 

Generally the network, which cannot call the other party, is more easily achieved than 

the communication line, which can call the other party, such as the telephone line. Further, 

in the case where the communication equipment is connected to the network at need as in the 

dial-up connection, a channel between the network and the communication equipment and 

resources on the network such as an address can be shared by the other communication 

equipment and the other uses. Accordingly, the dialed-up connection communication 

equipment can be reduced in communication cost as compared with the case of directly 

communicating using the communication line and the case of connection to the network by a 

leased line. 

[0018] 

In the above constitution, before both of the calling communication equipment and 

the dial-up connection communication equipment communicate through the network, the 

calling communication equipment transmits a connection request to the dial-up connection 

communication equipment. Thus, even if the dial-up connection communication equipment 

is not connected to the network, in communication in the third process, it can be connected to 

the network. Accordingly, in the dial-up connection communication equipment, which can 

communicate at a low rate, communication can be surely started in a desired timing to enable 

real-time communication. 

[0019] 

According to the invention of claim 2, the calling method of dial-up connection 
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communication equipment is characterized in that in the constitution of the invention as 

claimed in claim 1, the third process includes: an encipher process in which the transmitting 

communication equipment between the calling communication equipment and the dial-up 

connection communication equipment enciphers and transmits at least part of the data 

transmitted in the third process; and a decoding process in which the receiving communication 

equipment decodes the enciphered data. 

[0020] 

As the method used in encipher, vanous methods such as a method of using a 

common key of cryptograph to encipher and decoding and a method of enciphering using a 

public key and encoding using a privacy key different from the public key may be applied. 

Both of communication equipment acquire key of cryptograph such as a common key of 

cryptograph and the public key of the other party by a predetermined method such as 

communication in the first process or mail prior to the third process. 

[0021] 

In the case of communication through the network, there IS the risk that the 

transmitted data is wiretapped or altered. Especially in the case of using the Internet network 

or the like as the network, the communication equipment at the calling end and the 

communication equipment at the receiving end cannot specify a data transmission channel, so 

that the degree of risk of communication jamming such as tapping is high. 

[0022] 

In the above constitution, however, among the communication contents, at least some 

contents are concealed from a third party other than the calling communication equipment and 

the dial-up connection communication equipment. As a result, the security to the 

communication jamming can be improved as compared with the case of transmitting a 

plaintext as it is without enciphering the communication contents. 

[0023] 

As the data to be enciphered, cited are the communication contents themselves, and 

the user names or addresses of both of communication equipment. However, as the amount 

of data to be enciphered increases, the load of both of the communication equipment increases, 

so that only part of the data may be enciphered in consideration of the signification of 

communication. Generally when the user name and address are heard by a third party, the 

significance of the communication contents is apt to be guessed. Accordingly, in the case of 

transmitting the user name and address prior to communication such as an image and voice, 

encryption of these is especially desired. Thus, the security to communication jamming can 

be improved without much increase in load of both of communication equipment. 

[0024] 

Further, according to the invention of claim 3, the calling method of dial-up 

connection communication equipment is characterized in that in the constitution of claim 2, 

the first process includes: a process in which the calling communication equipment or the 

dial-up connection communication equipment informs the party at the other end of a key of 
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cryptograph used in encipher. 

[0025] 

In the case of using the public key in encipher, the party at the other end is informed 

of the public key corresponding to its own privacy key. In the case of enciphering using 

common key of cryptograph, the key of cryptograph is informed to the party at the other end. 

[0026] 

In the above constitution, the key of cryptograph is informed at every connection 

request, whereby even when the key of cryptograph is changed from that of the preceding 

communication, both of communication equipment can transmit and receive the enciphered 

data smoothly. In addition, both notification of connection request and sending of key of 

cryptograph are performed in a batch using the communication line. Accordingly, the time 

and trouble for connecting the communication line can be reduced as compared with the case 

of individually performing both of the above. 

[0027] 

Further, in the case of setting the key of cryptograph by mail or the like, the 

respective pieces of communication equipment have to set the key of cryptograph before use. 

The key of cryptograph is provided for each of communication equipment, so that especially 

when the number of parties to communicate increases, the time and trouble for setting 

lllcreases. On the contrary, in the constitution as described in claim 3 of the invention, the 

key of cryptograph is informed in every connection, whereby it is not necessary to preset the 

respective keys of cryptograph, so that the time and trouble for setting can be reduced. 

[0028] 

The key of cryptograph is transmitted to the communication equipment of the party at 

the other end through the communication line, and the data enciphered by the key of 

cryptograph is transmitted through the network. Accordingly, when a third party attempts to 

interfere the communication, wire tapping of two-way communication is needed. 

the security to communication jamming can be improved as compared with 

transmitting the key of cryptograph and data by single communication means. 

[0029] 

As a result, 

the case of 

On the other hand, according to the invention of claim 4, the calling method of 

dial-up connection communication equipment is characterized in that in the constitution of the 

invention as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3, the network is provided with a server for relaying the 

communication between the calling communication equipment and the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, and the third process includes: a process in which both of the 

above communication equipment inform the sever of their own identifications; a process in 

which both of the above communication equipment inform the server of the identification of 

the party at the other end to select the communication equipment of the party at the other end; 

and a process in which the server relays the communication between the selected 

communication equipment. 

[0030] 
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As the network, cited is a connectionless mode network such as the Internet network. 

In this constitution, in enciphering in claim 2 or 3, the identifications of both of 

communication equipment are cited as especially suitable data. 

[0031] 

In the above constitution, similarly to claim 1, even when the dial-up connection 

communication equipment is not connected to the network, in communication in the third 

process, it can be connected to the network. Thus, both of communication equipment can 

surely start the communication in a desired timing through the server provided in the network. 

Even when the server makes public the identification, the user identification is enciphered and 

registered to thereby easily conceal the identifications of both of communication equipment 

from a third party. 

[0032] 

According to the invention of claim 5, the calling method of dial-up connection 

communication equipment is characterized in that in the constitution of the invention as 

described in claim 1, 2 or 3, the network is a network such as the Internet network, which 

specifies a transmitting destination by an address in the network in transmitting data, and also 

assigns the dial-up connection communication equipment a temporary address in every 

connection, and the third process includes: a process in which the dial-up connection 

communication equipment obtains its own address in the current connection; a process in 

which the dial-up connection communication equipment informs the calling communication 

equipment of its own address by an electronic mail; and a process in which the calling 

communication equipment and the dial-up connection communication equipment specify the 

party at the other end by mutual addresses to communicate with each other. 

[0033] 

In the case of the dial-up connection communication equipment, an address is 

undetermined until the connection to the network is made. Therefore, according to the 

conventional method, the calling communication equipment cannot grasp the address of the 

receiving end so that the dialed connections of communication equipment cannot 

communicate through the network. 

[0034] 

On the other hand, as in the constitution of the invention of claim 4, in the case of 

providing the network with the server for relaying the communication between both of 

communication equipment, even the dialed-up connections of communication equipment can 

communicate smoothly. In this case, however, the cost for separately providing the server 

and the maintenance cost are needed. Further, when the server is busy, there is the risk that 

both of communication equipment cannot communicate. 

[0035] 

On the contrary, in the constitution of the invention as described in claim 5, at the 

point of time the dial-up connection communication equipment determines its own address 

after connection to the network, it can inform the calling communication equipment of the 
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address. Thus, both of communication equipment can communicate through the network 

without providing the server as in the constitution of claim 4. Accordingly, the cost required 

for communication can be further reduced as compared with the constitution of the invention 

described in claim 4, and also both of communication equipment can surely communicate 

regardless of congestion in the server. 

[0036] 

At the end of communication through the network, the dial-up connection 

communication equipment disconnects the connection to the network. In this case, when the 

dial-up connection communication equipment fails in disconnection of the line from the 

network, the dial-up connection communication equipment continues the connection to the 

network, so that the communication cost is raised against our desire. Especially, when no 

user is present in the periphery of the dial-up connection communication equipment such as 

the case where the dial-up connection communication equipment is a child station of a 

monitoring control system, failure in line disconnection is hard to grasp. Accordingly, when 

failure in line disconnection occurs, the period of time the dial-up connection communication 

equipment is connected to the network against out desire is apt to get longer, resulting in the 

high risk of increasing wasteful communication cost. 

[0037] 

On the contrary, according to the invention of claim 6, the calling method of dial-up 

connection communication equipment is characterized in that in the constitution of the 

invention described in claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, after the third process, the calling method further 

includes a fourth process in which the calling communication equipment directly calls the 

dial-up connection communication equipment by the communication line to confirm whether 

or not the dial-up connection communication equipment normally disconnects the line 

connection to the communication line. 

[0038] 

In the above constitution, at the end of communicating with the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, the calling communication equipment confirms whether the line 

disconnection is successful or not by ring tone in direct calling. Thus, the calling 

communication equipment can surely recognize the line disconnection failure of the dial-up 

connection communication equipment. Accordingly, it is possible to take suitable measure 

such as the calling communication equipment's again designating the dial-up connection 

communication equipment to disconnect the line or the calling communication equipment's 

user leaving for the installation place of the dial-up connection communication equipment to 

disconnect the line. As a result, the occurrence of wasteful communication cost due to 

failure in line disconnection can be surely prevented. 

[0039] 

In the case of the communication line using ring tone different between the period the 

line is connected and the period the line is disconnected, the dial-up connection 

communication equipment is set so that call-in is not caused until a predetermined number of 
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times of ring tone, and in confonnation, the calling communication equipment discriminates 

the ring tone before it reaches the predetennined number of times, thereby confinning the 

disconnection of the line. In this case, when the calling communication equipment 

disconnects the line used for direct call before it reaches the predetennined number of times, 

the communication cost is not needed even when the dial-up connection communication 

equipment can nonnally disconnect the line from the network. 

[0040] 

When the calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment related to 

the invention of claim 1 is used, it is possible to construct a communication system, which 

may start the communication in a desired timing, and reduce the communication cost. 

[0041] 

In this case, in the supervisory control system, generally, a child station is installed in 

a place away from a parent station, and the parent station monitors and controls a number of 

child stations. Therefore, the cost for communication between the parent station and the 

child stations is liable to increase, and there is a strong demand toward reduction of 

communication cost. Especially, in the case where the data transmitted to the parent station 

by the child station is video data such as the case of monitoring the installation place, the 

amount of data is very large so that when the data is transmitted through a ring enable 

communication line, high communication cost is needed. On the other hand, in the 

supervisory control system, delay of designation is directly linked with escalation of an 

accident so that the child station has to instantaneously respond to designation of the parent 

station. Therefore, when the child station communicates with the parent station through the 

network only connected by dial-up connection, the child station cannot respond to the 

designation of the parent station and there is the risk of escalating the accident. As a result of 

these, in the monitor and control system, while the quick responsiveness of the child station to 

the designation of the parent station is kept, reduction of communication cost is strongly 

demanded. 

[0042] 

On the contrary, according to the invention of claim 7, in order to solve the above 

problem, a supervisory control system includes: a child station having facility equipment; and 

a parent station for controlling the facility equipment by communication with the child station, 

and the monitor and control system is characterized in that the parent station includes: parent 

station communication means for calling the child station through a ring enable 

communication line to transmit a connection request, and then communicating with the child 

station through a network provided separately from the communication line, and the child 

station includes: child station communication means connected to the network by dialing up it 

on receiving the connection request through the communication line to communicate with the 

parent station through the network. 

[0043] 

In the above constitution, the parent station communication means of the parent 
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station calls the child station through a communication line such as a telephone at an arbitrary 

point of time such as a point of time user's designation is given. On the other hand, the child 

station communication means of the child station receives a connection request from the 

parent station and then sets up the connection to the network such as the Internet by dial-up 

connection. After that, the parent station and the child station transmit and receive the data 

through the network. 

[0044] 

In the above constitution, the child station is connected to the network by dial-up 

connection, which enables communication at a low rate, whereby the communication cost can 

be remarkably reduced as compared with the case where the child station and the parent 

station communicate using the communication line only. On the other hand, after the 

parent station calls the child station using the ring enable communication line, the data is 

transmitted and received through the network, so that the parent station can start 

communication with the child station in a desired timing. As a result of these, it is possible 

to achieve the supervisory control system, which may remarkably reduce the communication 

cost between the child station and the parent station while the child station can instantaneously 

respond to the designation of the parent station. 

[0045] 

[Mode for Carrying Out the Invention] 

[First Embodiment] One embodiment of the invention will now be described 

according to Figs. 1 to 4. A calling method of dial-up connection communication equipment 

according to the present embodiment is a calling method applied to a communication system 

in which the calling end and the called end communicate through a telephone line and the 

Internet network and also at least the called communication equipment is connected to the 

Internet network by dial-up, and this is a preferable method especially for long-distance 

communication such as between Japan and the U.S.A. The dial-up connection is a method of 

connecting the communication equipment, which is not always connected to the network such 

as the Internet network, to the network when each of communication equipment determines to 

need connection. 

[0046] 

In the following, pnor to the description of the above calling method and 

communication equipment for implementing the method, a communication system using the 

communication equipment will be described. That is, as shown in Fig. 1, a communication 

system 1 according to the present embodiment includes the above calling method, and the 

system is provided with communication equipment 2 and 3 which are at the calling end or at 

the called end, respectively. In the present embodiment, which communication equipment 2, 

3 is at the calling end or at the called end is not especially determined, and both of 

communication equipment 2 and 3 have the functions of both the calling end and the called 

end as mentioned later. The communication equipment 2, 3 at the called end corresponds to 

the dial-up connection communication equipment described in the scope of the claims. 
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[0047] 

Both of the communication equipment 2, 3 are respectively connected to a telephone 

line (a communication line) 4. The telephone line 4 is a digital line such as ISDN (Integrated 

Services Digital Network) or an analog line, and the respective communication equipment 2, 3 

can inform a switchboard not shown of the telephone line 4 of the telephone number of the 

party at the other end by dialing. Thus, the respective communication equipment 2 and 3 can 

mutually call the party at the other end through the telephone line 4 to directly communicate 

with each other. 

[0048] 

The users of the respective communication equipment 2 and 3 join the Internet 

connection firms (provider) 5 or 6, and the communication equipment 2, 3 can respectively 

use the Internet network (network) 7 by dial-up connection. Since the communication 

equipment 2, 3 are respectively at the calling end in some case and at the called end in some 

case, both of providers 5, 6 are required to have the same function. In the following, 

although the provider 5 on the communication equipment 2 side will be described for the sake 

of convenience, the configuration of the provider 6 is the same. 

[0049] 

To be concrete, on receiving a connection request from the communication equipment 

2 through the telephone line 4, the provider 5 causes the communication equipment to input 

ID showing an account (use capability) and a password preset by each ID. At the end of 

checking the account with the password, the provider 5 assigns a free IP address among its 

possessed addresses (IP addresses) on the Internet network 7 as a temporary IP address of the 

communication equipment 2. Thus, the communication equipment 2 can recognize its own 

IP address in current connection. As a result, the communication equipment 2 can create a 

data row (datagram) divided by each predetermined size, transmit the same to the provider 5, 

and discriminate the datagram addressed thereto out of the datagram received from the 

provider 5. The provider 5 transfers the datagram from the communication equipment 2 to 

the Internet network 7, and transmits the datagram from the Internet network 7 to the 

communication equipment 2. Thus, the communication equipment 2 can be connected to the 

Internet network 7 without any inherent IP address. 

[0050] 

The provider 5 shares the IP address and the connection line with the Internet 

network 7 among subscribers of dial-up connection. Accordingly, in the provider 5, the 

connection rate of the dial-up connection is often set to a lower rate as compared with the case 

where the communication equipment 2 holds an inherent IP address, and is always connected 

to the Internet network 7 through a leased communication line, that is, the case of leased line 

connection. 

[0051] 

The provider 5 is provided with an access point for communicating with the 

communication equipment 2 through the telephone line 4. The access point is disposed near 
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to the communication equipment 2 such as the range of speech communication specified by 

local exchange code, and the communication equipment 2 can hold down the rate (telephone 

charge) of the telephone line 4 in communicating with the provider 5. 

[0052] 

Further, the provider 5 is a main server of the communication equipment 2 as well. 

To be concrete, the provider 5 previously assigns an electronic mail address to the 

communication equipment 2 and includes a storage area (a mail box) not shown 

corresponding thereto. The electronic mail addressed to the communication equipment 2 is 

delivered to the provider 5, and the provider 5 receives the electronic mail addressed to the 

communication equipment 2 and stores it in the corresponding mailbox. The provider 5 is 

always connected to the Internet network 7, and the IP address is always constant. 

Accordingly, the electronic mail is surely delivered whether the communication equipment 2 

is connected to the Internet network 7 or not and regardless of the IP address in connection. 

Each of communication equipment 2 can read out an electronic mail addressed to itself from 

the mailbox in connection by dial-up. 

[0053] 

At present the Internet network has been spread widely and a number of providers 

have started to provide service. Most of these providers support dial-up connection and have 

a function of a mail server. Accordingly, the communication system 1 of the present 

embodiment can be easily configured by providing the communication equipment 2 and 3. 

[0054] 

The following description mainly deals with the case of transmitting both a voice and 

an image as in a video conference as configuration examples of the communication equipment 

2 and 3. In the following, not only the case of transmitting both of a voice and an image but 

also the real-time transmission of data through the network such as the Internet network 7 by 

both communication equipment 2 and 3 are known generally as network conference. 

[0055] 

As to a method of achieving the respective pieces of communication equipment 2 and 

3, although various configurations are considered as mentioned later, the description will now 

deal with the configuration in which the communication equipment 2(3) includes: a connector 

2a (3a) controlling the connection between the telephone line 4 and the Internet network 7; 

and a computer 2b (3b) serving as an input/output device. In this configuration, the calling 

method of the present embodiment is implemented by the connector 2a. The communication 

equipment 2 and 3 are respectively provided with telephone sets 2c, 3c for ordinary speech 

communication except communication according to the above calling method. Since both of 

communication equipment 2 and 3 have the same configuration, in the following, for the sake 

of convenience, only the configuration of the communication equipment 2 will be described in 

detail. 

[0056] 

That is, the computer 2b includes an input device not shown such as a video camera 
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and a microphone, wherein the voice and image of the user side can be transmitted as a digital 

data row to the connector 2a. Further, the computer 2b includes an output device (not 

shown) such as a monitor and a speaker, wherein the data row received from the 

communication equipment 3 through the connector 2a can be informed as an image and a 

voice to the user. 

[0057] 

The computer 2b and the connector 2a are connected to each other by a previously 

selected communication method such as RS232C, RS422A, IrDA or LAN, whereby data can 

be transmitted and received in two-way. As to the communication method between both, it 

doesn't matter whether wired or wireless, or digital or analog, and also what the 

communication speed and the communication standard are like if only two-way 

communication is enabled in real time. 

[0058] 

On the other hand, the connector 2a of the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2, 

includes: a flash memory 11 for storing a program for implementing the calling method of the 

present embodiment and various settings; an interface part 12 communicating with the 

computer 2b in the above predetermined communication method; a communicating IC 

(Integrated Circuit) 13 connected to the telephone line 4 and the telephone set 2c; a CPU 

(Central Processing Unit) 14 for controlling the whole connector 2a; and a RAM (Random 

Access Memory) 15 serving as a working storage. Further, a status display liquid crystal 

panel 16 is provided to display the status of the connector 2a such as the electronic mail 

address of the communication equipment 3. The respective members 11 to 16 are 

respectively connected to a bus 17, and the data is transmitted between the respective 

members through the bus 17. 

[0059] 

The above flash memory 11 is an electrically reloadable non-volatile memory, which 

stores a program for performing the operation mentioned later and various set points used in 

the concerned program. To be concrete, as the set points concerning the communication 

equipment 3, cited is a telephone number in a direct call. Further, the memory stores a 

password for identifying the communication equipment 2 by the communication equipment 3 

in a direct call. The concerned password is previously transmitted to the communication 

equipment 3, and the communication equipment 3 can determine whether or not the password 

is a call from a regular user by checking. Further, as the set points concerning the provider 5, 

a telephone number of the provider 5, an account, a password and its own electronic main 

address are stored. Further, in the present embodiment, in communication through the 

Internet network 7, the communication equipment 2 and the communication equipment 3 

communicate by enciphering at least part of the communication contents using the public key 

cryptosystem such as RSA code. Accordingly, the flash memory 11 stores a privacy key 

used in encipher and decoding and a public key as well. Naturally instead of the flash 

memory 11, non-volatile record means such as ROM (Read-Only Memory), a battery back-up 
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RAM or a hard disk may be used. 

[0060] 

The interface part 12 is an interface such as RS232 C interface according to a method 

of communication between the computer 2b and the connector 2a, and the CPU 14 can 

communicate with the computer 2b through the interface part 12. 

[0061] 

Further, the communicating IC 13 is an IC for MODEM, which may control the line 

connection/disconnection of the telephone line 4, and convert a data row processed by the 

CPU 14 from and to an electric signal transmitted through the telephone line 4. Further, 

according to the designation of the CPU 14, the telephone line 4 and the telephone set 2c can 

be connected to each other to ring the bell of the telephone set 2c. 

[0062] 

On the other hand, the CPU 14 controls the interface part 12 and the communicating 

IC 13 according to the program of the flash memory 11. To be concrete, the connector 2a 

can be directly communicated with the communication equipment 3 through the telephone line 

4 by dialing a desired telephone number or connected to the Internet network 7 through the 

provider 5. Thus, the connector 2a can perform direct communication through the telephone 

line 4 and communication through the Internet network 7 in a predetermined order as 

mentioned later. 

[0063] 

The CPU 14 can control the computer 2b and the telephone set 2c through the 

interface part 12 or the communicating IC 13. Thus, the connector 2a can determine whether 

or not the computer 2b designates the connection through the Internet network 7 from the user 

by keying or the like, and a connecting destination. The connector 2a connects the telephone 

line 4 and the telephone set 2c to each other to perform ordinary speech communication. 

[0064] 

In the case of direct connection through the telephone line 4, the CPU 14 can transmit 

a predetermined message to the communication equipment 3 through the communicating IC 

13, and also identify the message received from the communication equipment 3. The 

communication method between the communication equipment 2 and 3 is serial 

communication according to the standards V32, V32bis, V34, V21 or V22, in which a 

message can be transmitted and received between them. 

[0065] 

On the other hand, in the case where the communication equipment 2 and the 

provider 5 are connected to each other by dial-up, the CPU 14 transmits and receives datagram 

to and from the provider 5 through the communicating IC 13. Thus, the connector 2a can 

recognize the IP address in current connection and also transmits an electronic mail in a 

predetermined format. Further, the connector 2a confirms its own mailbox provided in the 

provider 5 in a predetermined period to determine whether or not the electronic mail from the 

communication equipment 3 arrives. When the electronic mail has arrived, the contents of 
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the electronic mail are confirmed to recognize the IP address of the other party. 

[0066] 

In addition, in the case of connection through the Internet network 7, the CPU 14 

controls the interface part 12 and the communicating IC 13 to relay the communication 

between the computer 2b and the Internet network 7. In the case where data is transmitted in 

a format different from that of datagram transmitted through the Internet network 7 such as a 

voice data row and an image data row between the computer 2b and the connector 2a, the 

CPU 14 converts both of them mutually. On the other hand, in the case of transmitting the 

datagram to the computer 2b, the CPU 14 passes the datagram as it is. Thus, the connector 

can smoothly relay the communication between the computer 2b and the Internet network 7. 

[0067] 

Further, the CPU 14 can encipher the data transmitted to the communication 

equipment 3 using the public key of the communication equipment 3 or decode the data 

received from the communication equipment 3 using its previously stored own privacy key. 

[0068] 

Although the computer 2b is in charge of input/output in the communication 

equipment 2 in the above description, the input/output device is not limited to this. As 

described above, as to the communication method between the input/output device such as the 

computer 2b and the connector 2a, it doesn't matter whether wired or wireless, or digital or 

analog, and also what the communication speed and the communication standard are like. 

Accordingly, various input devices such as a telephone set and a video camera can be used. 

In this case, however, the connector 2a need to convert the datagram transmitted by the 

Internet network 7 and the data between the telephone set 2c and the connector 2a mutually. 

[0069] 

Especially as shown in Fig. 3, in the case of using a telephone set 22c as an input 

device of communicating equipment 22, the telephone set 22c can be used both in speech 

communication through the Internet network 7 and ordinary speech communication. Further, 

it will be sufficient to provide a connector 22a between the telephone set 22c having the same 

configuration as the conventional one and the telephone line 4, the installation can be more 

facilitated as compared with the case of providing another input device. 

[0070] 

In this case, since the input device is only the telephone set 22c, it is necessary to 

discriminate between speed communication through the Internet network 7 and ordinary speed 

communication. Although a switch or the like is provided on the connector 22a, thereby 

designating the speech communication through the Internet network 7, the following method 

may be adopted to allow the user to discriminate between them using the telephone set 22c 

only. That is, the user presses a button for a preset register number of the party at the other 

end after the operation not used in the ordinary speech communication such as pressing the 

"#" button three times on lifting a telephone receiver. The connector 22a recognizes the 

above button operation according to a voice signal sent from the telephone set 22c to identify 
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the occurrence of a connection request and the party at the other end. When speech 

communication with the other party is enabled through the Internet network 7, the user is 

notified by ringing a bell of the telephone set 22c or the like. On the other hand, when an 

ordinary telephone number is pressed, the connector 22a determines the ordinary speech 

communication according to a signal from the telephone set 22c, and passes the signal intact 

to the telephone line 4. Thus, the telephone set 22c can perform a direct call through the 

telephone line 4 similarly to the case without the connector 22a. Thus, as the operation for 

designating the communication through the Internet network 7, the operation not used 

ordinarily is assigned by the input device, whereby a connection request through the Internet 

network 7 and an ordinary communication connection request can be discriminated only by 

using the same input device as the conventional one. 

[0071] 

Although the above description deals with the case in which the computer 2b is in 

charge of input/output, and the connector 2a is in charge of controlling the connection order to 

the telephone line 4 or the Internet network 7 or encryption in the communication equipment 2, 

the role sharing between both members 2a, 2b is also not limited to this. For example, the 

processing of the connector 2a such as the above connection order control and the encryption 

may be mostly performed by the computer 2b. In this case, ordinary MODEM or a terminal 

adaptor of ISDN may be applied to the connector 2a. 

[0072] 

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, although the connector 2a (22a), the computer 2b and the 

telephone set 2c (22c) are respectively described as separate members for the sake of 

convenience of description, naturally they may be integrated. As an example of integration, 

cited are a domestic television set shown in Fig. 1, in which the connector 2a and the 

computer 2b are integrated and a telephone set shown in Fig. 3, in which the connector 22a 

and the telephone set 22c are integrated. Further, when a wireless telephone line is used as 

the telephone set 4, the above integrated telephone set may be constructed as a cellular phone. 

When a video camera is adopted as the input/output device and integrated with the connector 

2a, it is possible to achieve the video camera, which may transmit an image and a video 

through the Internet network 7. In this case, more preferably a wireless telephone line is 

used so that the video camera is made portable. The selective combination of 

integration/separation or input/output device, and further wireless or wired telephone line 4 

will achieve various configurations of communication equipment 2. 

[0073] 

The operation in the case where the communication equipment 2 calls the 

communication equipment 3 in the communication system 1 shown in Fig. 1 will now be 

described step by step according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 4. 

[0074] 

That is, when the user of the communication equipment 2 designates the 

communication equipment 2 to communicate with the communication equipment 3 by keying 
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of the computer 2b, in the step Sla, the communication equipment 2 dials the telephone 

number of the communication equipment 3. Thus, the communication equipment 3 is called 

through the telephone line 4. In the following, the step Sla is abbreviated as Sla simply. 

Further, the processing conducted by the communication equipment 2 is indicated by adding a 

final letter (a) such as Sla, and the processing conducted by the communication equipment 3 

is indicated by adding a final letter (b) such as SIb to discriminate between them. 

[0075] 

On the other hand, in the case of ready for communication, the user of the 

communication equipment 3 designates the communication equipment 3 to tum on "receive 

wait" by previously pressing a button or the like (S 1 b). When the "receive wait" is on state, 

the communication equipment 3 responds to a telephone call (S2b). As a result, the 

communication equipment 2 and the communication equipment 3 can start direct 

communication through the telephone line 4. 

[0076] 

On detecting the response of the communication equipment 3, the communication 

equipment 2 transmits a predetermined message such as " CALL CU-SEEME from user name 

of the communication equipment 2, PASSWORD: user's electronic mail address of the 

password communication equipment 2, public key of the communication equipment 2" to 

inform the communication equipment 3 of user name of the communication equipment 2, 

password, electronic mail address, and public key of the communication equipment 2 used in 

communication (S2a). The communication equipment 3 checks the combination of received 

user name and password with the previously stored combination to determine whether or not 

the party is a qualified communication party (S3b). When the party is not the qualified 

communication party, for example, when the user name or password is wrong, or the party at 

the other end speaks by a voice, the connector 3a of the communication equipment 3 rings the 

bell of the telephone set 3c to connect the telephone line 4 and the telephone set 3c (S4b). 

Thus, the user of the communication equipment 3 can talk with the party at the other end using 

the telephone set 3c. In this case, the following processing is not conducted. 

[0077] 

On the other hand, in the above S3b, when the qualified communication party is 

verified, the communication equipment 3 transmits a predetermined message such as "OK 

CU-SEEME from the user name of the communication equipment 3, user's electronic mail 

address of the communication equipment 3 and public key of the communication equipment 

3" (S5b), and the communication equipment 2 receives the message (S3a). Thus, the 

communication equipment 2 can obtain the receipt of its own connection request by the 

communication equipment 3, the user name of the communication equipment 3, electronic 

mail address and the public key of the communication equipment 3 used in communication. 

[0078] 

After that, the communication equipment 2 and 3 disconnect their connection to the 

telephone line 4 (S4a, S6b), and start dialing-up a predetermined provider 5 or 6 (S5a, S7b). 
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In the respective communication equipment 2 and 3, the connectors 2a, 3a designate the 

computer 2b to start network conferencing software previously provided on the computer 2b 

such as CU-SEEME developed by Corel University (S6a, S8b). 

[0079] 

In the above S5a and S7b, when dial-up connection is successful, the communication 

equipment 2 and 3 obtain IP address for the current connection only from the respective 

providers 5, 6 (S7a, S9b). As a result, the respective communication equipment 2 and 3 can 

transmit the datagram to the Internet network 7. 

[0080] 

At this point of time, however, the communication equipment 2 and the 

communication equipment 3 do not grasp the IP address of the party at the other end so that 

the datagram addressed to the party at the other end cannot be generated. Therefore, 

although the communication equipment 2 and 3 can communicate with the equipment having 

the predetermined IP address such as the providers 5, 6, the communication between both of 

the communication equipment 2 and 3 cannot be started. 

[0081] 

Subsequently, the respective communication equipment 2 and 3 encipher their own 

names and own IP addresses using the public key sent from the party at the other end in the 

above S2a or S5b. After that, the communication equipment 2 and 3 transmit the cryptogram 

as an electronic mail to the electronic mail address of the party at the other end (S8a, SlOb). 

Each electronic mail is enciphered by the public key of the party at the other end, so that it 

cannot be decoded without the privacy key held by the party at the other end. 

[0082] 

The communication equipment 2 and 3 monitor their own mailboxes provided on the 

providers 5, 6 at a predetermined period such as the intervals of five seconds. When the 

electronic mail arrives from the party at the other end, the communication equipment 2 and 3 

read the electronic mail from the mailbox and perform decoding using their own privacy keys. 

Thus, the communication equipment 2 and 3 can obtain the name and IP address of the party 

at the other end (S9a, S 11 b). 

[0083] 

Further, on receiving the IP address of the party at the other end, the communication 

equipment 2 and 3 inform the network conferencing software of the IP address to call the 

party at the other end. Thus, at the network conferencing software, the communication is 

started (SlOa, S12b). 

[0084] 

Each datagram includes the IP address of the transmitting end in addition to the IP 

address of the transmitting destination. Thus, when one communication equipment 2 (3) 

calls the communication equipment 3(2) of the party at the other end, the called network 

conferencing software can recognize the calling IP address based upon the received datagram. 

Accordingly, the communication can be started at the point of time one calls. To be concrete, 
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when the processing of the above S 1 Oa starts earlier than the processing of the S 12b, the 

communication equipment 3 need not to conduct the above processing Sllb. Similarly when 

the above S12b starts earlier, the communication equipment 2 may omit the processing of the 

S9a. The network conferencing software is created to communicate even when they mutually 

call at the same time, so that even when each processing S9a, S 11 b is not omitted, the 

communication can be started smoothly. 

[0085] 

Further, at the point of time one communication equipment 2(3) calls the 

communication equipment 3(2) of the party at the other end, the communication can be started, 

so that during dial-up connection of both communication equipment 2 and 3, even if one of 

them does not transmit an electronic mail, both communication equipment 2 and 3 can start 

communication. However, when both communication equipment 2 and 3 transmit electronic 

mails, the communication can be started the moment the electronic mail of one of them arrives, 

so that the probability of more early starting the communication can be made higher as 

compared with the case where only one transmits an electronic mail. 

[0086] 

During the conference, the voice and image from the computer 2b are transmitted to 

the computer 3b through the connector 2a, the provider 5, the Internet network 7, the provider 

6 and the connector 3a, and the voice and image from the computer 3b are transmitted in the 

opposite direction through the above path. Thus, the users of the communication equipment 2 

and the communication equipment 3 can communicate by the network conference software 

(S lOa, S 12b). At the end of conference, the communication equipment 2 and 3 respectively 

disconnect dialed connection (Sl1a, S13b) to end the communication between the 

communication equipment 2 and 3. 

[0087] 

When the user at the receiving end is absent, for example, or when communication 

through the Internet network 7 is not desired, the connector 3a is designated to tum off 

"communication wait" by pressing a predetermined button or the like. In this case, the 

connector 3a makes the connection to the telephone set 3c unconditionally without conducting 

the processing of the S2 and subsequent steps. 

[0088] 

In the case of communication through the Internet network 7, it is unknown at the 

time of sending what the path of datagram transmitted by the communication equipment 2 and 

3 is like to reach an address like, and the equipment constituting the Internet network 7 

determines the next equipment to pass the datagram on receiving the datagram. 

[0089] 

Consequently, in the equipment where each datagram passes, the datagram is easily 

altered and copied, so that communication jamming is easily caused as compared with the 

case of direct communication through the telephone line 4. Especially in the case of 

transmitting the user name and IP address still in a plaintext by an electronic mail, the 
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significance of communication can be judged from the user name so that the possibility that 

the subsequent communication is subjected to jamming as a priority becomes higher. On the 

other hand, arithmetic processing is essential to encryption and decoding, so that a higher 

throughput is demanded from the communication equipment 2 and 3 as compared with the 

case where encryption is not performed. 

[0090] 

Accordingly, in the present embodiment, in order to achieve compatibility between 

load in communication and security to jamming, only the contents of the electronic mail are 

enciphered. However, when further higher security to jamming is required, the 

communication contents are enciphered also during the communication period of the network 

communication software to thereby improve the security comparatively easily. 

[0091] 

Further, since the path for passing each datagram is not determined, it is difficult to 

assure the arrival time of the datagram. In a certain channel, when the amount of data 

exceeds the tolerance, there is the risk of losing datagram. In the communication system 1 of 

the present embodiment, however, in order to transmit the voice data and the image data, the 

communication equipment 2 and 3 are connected to the Internet network 7 through the 

communication line having enough communication capacity. When both providers 5, 6 are 

selected, a provider which connects both providers 5, 6 by a line having enough 

communication capacity is selected. Therefore, when the data amount is much smaller like 

an electronic mail as compared with the voice data and the image data, there is practically 

very low degree of risk of delay and loss. If an electronic mail does not arrive within a 

predetermined time, when the electronic mail is retransmitted, the possibility of delay and loss 

can be further reduced. 

[0092] 

Although both communication equipment 2 and 3 exchange electronic mail addresses 

between them through the telephone line 4 prior to the communication through the Internet 

network 7 in the present embodiment, this is not restrictive. For example, an electronic mail 

address of the party at the other end may be previously stored in the flash memory 11 shown 

in Fig. 2 or the like. The electronic mail address is, however, changed on the convenience of 

the user in some case. In that case, it takes the time and trouble for the user of the 

communication equipment 2, 3 to inform the party at the other end of a new electronic mail 

address every time they change the electronic mail address, and for the user of communication 

equipment 2, 3 at the other end to reset the received electronic mail address on the 

communication equipment 2, 3. On the contrary, in the present embodiment, the electronic 

mail addresses are mutually informed at every calling, whereby the time and trouble for 

changing the electronic mail address can be remarkably reduced. 

[0093] 

[Second Embodiment] 

According to the first embodiment, as separate communication means from the 
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telephone line 4, the Internet network 7 is used, and the communication equipment 2 and the 

communication equipment 3 directly communicate through the Internet network 7. On the 

contrary, as shown in Fig. 5, a communication system 31 of the present embodiment is the 

same as the first embodiment in that as a separate communication line from a telephone line 

34, the Internet network 37 is used. However, the difference is that communication 

equipment 32 and communication equipment 33 communicate through a server 38 provided 

on the Internet network 37. In the communication system 31, the respective members of 

from the communication equipment 32 to the Internet network 37 have the substantially 

similar functions to those of the communication equipment 2 to the Internet network 7. 

Therefore, only the different parts will be described, and the description of the similar parts 

will be omitted. 

[0094] 

A server 38 provided in the communication system 31 of the present embodiment is 

called reflector, which has an inherent IP address and may relay the communication between 

the communication equipment 32 and 33 communicating with the server 38. To be concrete, 

the server 38 is provided with an area for storing combination of an IP address and 

identification of the current communicating equipment. When each of equipment informs 

the server 38 of the identification, the server 38 stores the combination of the IP address and 

identification of the equipment in the above area. Further, the server 38 may transmit a list 

of identifications from the above area according to equipment's request. Thus, each of 

equipment can know the identification of the current communication enabled equipment 

through the server 38. Further, the equipment specifies the identification to the server 38 to 

select a desired party at the other end of communication. 

[0095] 

The server 38 stores the IP addresses and identifications of all of equipment on 

storing the identification of the equipment. Therefore, the server 38 may transmit datagram 

received from one end to the IP address of the other end when the equipment specifies the 

party at the end of communication. The server 38 may transfer the datagram received from 

some equipment to two or more pieces of equipment. In this case, two or more pieces of 

equipment can communicate with each other. 

[0096] 

At present, various servers 38 are provided on the Internet network 37, and among 

them, some server 38 makes public its IP address to be used by unspecified individuals. 

Thus, these servers 38 are selected to easily constitute the above communication system 31. 

[0097] 

In the present embodiment, the hardware configurations of the communication 

equipment 32 and 33 are the same as those of the communication equipment 2 and 3 as shown 

in Fig. 1, and the operation varies with a difference in loaded software. Accordingly, in the 

following, the operation when the communication equipment 32 calls the communication 

equipment 33 will be described, and the description of the hardware configuration is omitted. 
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[0098] 

As shown in the flowchart of Fig. 6, the calling method of the present embodiment 

includes steps (S21a to S31a and S21b to S33b) of conducting the same processing as those of 

step Sla to Slla and SIb to S13b shown in Fig. 4. 

[0099] 

However, although in specifying the party of communication at the other end, the 

communication equipment 32 and 33 mutually exchange IP addresses using electronic mails 

in the first embodiment, according to the present embodiment, the communication equipment 

32 and 33 register predetermined identifications in the server 38 and select the identification 

of the party at the other end to specify the party of communication at the other end. 

Therefore, instead of the steps of exchanging their own IP addresses as in the steps S8a, S9a 

and SlOb, S 11 b shown in Fig. 4, the following steps S28a, S29a and S30b, S31 b are provided. 

In the S22a and S25b, the communication equipment 32 and 33 omit notification of an 

electronic mail address. 

[0100] 

That is, at the end of processing in the S27a and S29b, the communication equipment 

32,33 may transmit datagram including its own IP address to the Internet network 37 through 

the providers 35, 36. At this point of time, in the S22a or S25b, the public key and user name 

transmitted by the party at the other end are obtained. 

[0101] 

The communication equipment 32 and 33 encipher their user names by the public key. 

Further, the communication equipment 32, 33 inform the server 38 of the enciphered user 

names as identifications. The server 38 registers the combination of the identifications and 

IP addresses of the communication equipment 32, 33 (S28a, S30b). The server 38 can obtain 

the respective IP addresses according to the datagram transmitted when the communication 

equipment 32,33 inform the identifications. 

[0102] 

In the present embodiment, the identifications of the communication equipment 32, 

33 are enciphered and registered in the server 38. Accordingly, although a third party 

communicating with the server 38 can look at a list of identifications, the user names are 

unknown. As a result, similarly to the case of enciphering the electronic mail in the first 

embodiment, also in the present embodiment, the user name can be concealed from a third 

party. 

[0103] 

Subsequently, the communication equipment 32 and 33 cause a request for a list of 

identifications to the server 38. Further, the communication equipment 32 and 33 decode the 

respective identifications in the list using its own privacy key to select the identification in 

which a match between a previously informed user name and the decoding result occurs. 

After that, the communication equipment 32 and 33 inform the server 38 of the identification 

as the party of communication at the other end (S29a, S31 b). The server 38 obtains one IP 
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address from datagram used in notification, and obtains the other IP address from the IP 

address corresponding to the identification. After that, on receiving datagram from one of 

both IP addresses, the server 38 transfers the datagram to the other IP address. Thus, the 

communication equipment 32 and 33 may perform two-way communication even if they do 

not know the IP addresses mutually. In the present embodiment, similarly to the above first 

embodiment, during communication using the network conferencing software, the 

communication equipment 32 and 33 do not encipher the contents of communication to reduce 

the load in communication. However, the contents of communication are enciphered by the 

public key of the party at the other end also during the period to further improve the security 

to communication jamming. 

[0104] 

After the S29a, S31 b, substantially similarly to the first embodiment, the 

communication equipment 32 and 33 perform two-way communication using the network 

conferencing software and then disconnect dialed connection at the end of a conference, 

thereby ending the communication. 

[0105] 

In the communication system 31 of the present embodiment, the server 38 relays the 

communication so that when the communication equipment 32 calls the communication 

equipment 33, mutually they do not require the IP address. It will be sufficient that both 

providers 35, 36 are not electronic mail servers of the communication equipment 32 and 33, 

and the communication equipment 32 and 33 cannot transmit and receive an electronic mail. 

Also in this case, the same effect as that of the present embodiment can be obtained. 

[0106] 

The communication equipment 32, 33 need to inform the identification to the IP 

address of the server 38 in the above S28a, S30b. This IP address may be previously stored 

in the flash memory 11 shown in Fig. 2, or make arrangements for it in the process of 

communication on the telephone line 34. Before registration in the above S28a, S30b, if a 

common server 38 is specified between the communication equipment 32 and 33, it does not 

matter how the server 38 is specified. 

[0107] 

[Third Embodiment] 

According to the first and second embodiments, as communication means separate 

from direct communication using the telephone lines 4, 34, the Internet networks 7 and 37 are 

used. On the contrary, in the present embodiment, as separate communication means, the 

case of using personal computer communications will be described. 

[OlO8] 

As shown in Fig. 7, in a communication system 41 of the present embodiment, the 

users of communication equipment 42 and 43 enter the personal computer communications, 

and the communication equipments 42 and 43 telephone neighboring access points 45, 46 to 

be connected to a personal computer communication server 47 by dial-up. 
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[0109] 

The personal computer communication server 47 communicates with the 

communication equipment 42 and 43 to provide predetermined services such as database 

retrieval. Further the personal computer communication server 47 of the present 

embodiment may relay the communication between both communication equipment 42 and 43 

similarly to the server 38 shown in Fig. 5. Thus, two-way communication can be performed 

between both communication equipment 42 and 43 through the personal computer 

communication server 47. 

[0110] 

The personal computer communication server 47 administers the subscribers by ID or 

the like, and checks ID and password when the communication equipment 42 and 43 are 

connected through a telephone line 44 to identify the communication equipment 42 and 43, 

respectively, similarly to the provides 5 and 6 as shown in Fig. 11. However, differently 

from the case of communication through the Internet network 7 as in the communication 

system 1 shown in Fig. 1, in the communication system 41 shown in Fig. 7, the IDs of both 

communication equipments 42 and 43 are managed by the personal computer communication 

server 47. Accordingly, in the communication system 41, the communication party at the 

other end is specified by the respective IDs. The respective access points 45, 46 and the 

personal computer communication server 47 are connected to each other by leased lines 48, 

48. 

[0111] 

Currently many the personal computer communication servers 47 are provided. 

Therefore, one of them is selected and the communication equipment 42, 43 are provided to 

comparatively easily constitute the communication system 41. 

[0112] 

The communication equipment 42 and 43 of the present embodiment are the 

substantially same hardware components as the communication equipment 2, 3 (22) shown in 

the first embodiment. However, the communication equipment 42 and 43 of the present 

embodiment transmit and receive data of a format corresponding to the communication mode 

with the personal computer communication server 47 when they are connected to the personal 

computer communication server 47. The transmission and receiving of the data of the format 

may be easily achieved by partially altering the hardware or software of the communication 

equipment 2 and 3. 

[0113] 

In the above configuration, when the communication equipment 42 calls the 

communication equipment 43, the communication system 41 is operated as shown in Fig. 8. 

That is, in the steps from S41a to S44a and from S41b to S46b, the communication equipment 

42 conducts the same processing as that of Fig. 6 before communication through the personal 

computer communication server 47, thereby calling the communication equipment 43 through 

the telephone line 44 to transmit a connection request. At this time, both communication 
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equipment 42 and 43 exchange public keys with each other. 

[0114] 

Subsequently, in the steps from S45a to S48a and from S47b to S50b, similarly to Fig. 

6, both communication equipment 42 and 43 are respectively connected to the personal 

computer communication server 47 by dial-up to communicate through network conferencing 

software. 

[0115] 

In the present embodiment, however, the communication party at the other end is 

specified by using ID inherent to the communication equipment 42 and 43. Accordingly, the 

processing in the steps from S27a to S29a and from S29b to S31 b is omitted. According to 

the present embodiment, in the S47a and S49b, in communication using the network 

conferencing software, both communication equipment 42 and 43 encipher and transmit the 

contents of communication using the public key of the party at the other end, which is 

exchanged with each other through the telephone line 44. The enciphered communication 

contents are decoded by its own previously held privacy key. Thus, the communication 

contents can be concealed from a third party. 

[0116] 

[Fourth embodiment] 

The description of the above first to third embodiments deals with the configuration 

using the calling method of the dial-up connection communication equipment according to the 

invention even when communication equipment 2 (32, 42) calls the communication equipment 

3 (33, 43), and on the contrary, even when the communication equipment 3 (33, 43) calls the 

communication equipment 2 (32, 42). However, the calling method of the dial-up 

connection communication equipment may be used only when the communication equipment 

at one end calls the other communication equipment. 

[0117] 

The case of using the calling method of dial-up connection communication 

equipment according to the invention only when the parent station calls the child station will 

now be described in detail by taking a monitor camera system (a supervisory control system) 

as an example. Although the Internet network or personal computer communications may be 

used as a network as shown in the first to third embodiments, the following description deals 

with the case of using the Internet network similarly to the first embodiment. 

[0118] 

That is, according to the present embodiment, a monitor camera system 51 is used for 

monitoring an unmanned parking garage, for example, and as shown in Fig. 9, the system 

includes: a parent station (calling communication equipment) 52 disposed in a head office and 

a child station (dial-up connection communication equipment) 53 disposed in each parking 

garage. The child station 53 is provided with a transmitter (child station communicating 

means) 53a for transmitting a video obtained by a monitor camera 53b ... to the parent station 

52, and the video obtained by each monitor camera 53b is sent to a receiver (parent station 
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communicating means) 52a of the parent station 52 through the transmitter 53a of the child 

station 53. At the parent station 52, according to the video, whether the presence/absence of 

parking without permission is confirmed. Thus, all unmanned parking garages over the 

country can be monitored by only one head office. Accordingly, it is not necessary to 

dispatch monitoring staff members to the respective parking garages, so that the labor costs 

can be reduced. The charge of parking is collected once in a week, for example, by a local 

contracting staff member. 

[0119] 

To be more precise, the transmitter 53a of the child station 53 has the substantially 

same configuration as the connector 3a shown in Fig. 1. However, the difference is that in 

order to control a plurality of monitor cameras 53b, interfaces of the number corresponding to 

the number of monitor cameras 53b are provided. With this point, a function of recognizing 

a designation from the parent station 52 to select the monitor camera 53b designated to obtain 

a video, and designating the monitor camera 53b to obtain a video is assigned to the 

transmitter. Since the function can be achieved when the CPU 14 shown in Fig. 2 executes a 

predetermined program, the transmitter 53a can be achieved by the same hardware as that of 

the connector 3a. 

[0120] 

Further, each monitor camera 53b is disposed in a position to photograph a number 

plate of a vehicle parked in each parking space of the parking garage. The resolution of a 

video obtained by each monitor camera 53b is set to read the characters of the number plate. 

Each monitor camera 53b and the transmitter 53a are connected by a predetermined 

communication method as the computer 2b and the connector 2a shown in Fig. 1, whereby the 

monitor camera 53b can obtain a video according to the designation of the transmitter 53a, and 

the video data showing the obtained video can be transmitted to the transmitter 53a. 

[0121] 

Further, in the present embodiment, a wireless telephone system is used in part of the 

telephone line 54, and the transmitter 53a is connected to the parent station 52 or the provider 

56 through a cellular phone set 53c. The wireless telephone system may utilize various 

systems such as a personal handy phone system (hereinafter referred to as PHS) and an 

automobile telephone system, and the child station 53 is provided with the cellular phone set 

53c according to each system. Similarly to the connector 3a shown in Fig. 1, the transmitter 

53a and the telephone line 54 may be directly connected to each other without utilizing the 

wireless telephone system. 

[0122] 

Thus, the child station 53 may directly communicate with the parent station 52 

through the telephone line 54 similarly to the communication equipment 33 shown in Fig. 1, 

and it can be connected to the Internet network 57 through the telephone line 54 and the 

provider 56 by dial-up. 

[0123] 
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On the other hand, the parent station 52 may communicate with the child station 53 

by both the direct connection through the telephone line 54 and the connection through the 

Internet network 57 similarly to the communication equipment 2 shown in Fig. 1. The parent 

station 52 of the present embodiment is directly connected to the Internet network 57 by a 

leased line 58 differently from the communication equipment 2. Thus, the parent station 52 

may call the child station 53 to communicate therewith using the calling method of the dial-up 

connection communication equipment according to the invention. Since the parent station 52 

of the present embodiment is always connected to the Internet network 57 by the leased line 

58, an inherent IP address is assigned to the parent station 52. 

[0124] 

To be concrete, the parent station 52 of the present embodiment is provided with a 

receiver 52a instead of the connector 2a shown in Fig. 1, and provided with a terminal 52b 

instead of the computer 2b and the telephone set 2c, which informs a video from the monitor 

camera 53b to a user and receives user's designation. The receiver 52a and the terminal 52b 

are connected by a predetermined communication method such as LAN similarly to the 

connector 2a and the computer 2b to perform bi-directional transmission and receiving of the 

data. 

[0125] 

The receIver 52a of the present embodiment includes a terminal adapter (TA) 

function, and it can be connected to an ISDN line through a digital line terminal device (DSU) 

not shown. The ISDN line is a digital line by which two lines (B channel) are 

simultaneously used by single subscriber contract. One line is monopolized to be connected 

to the Internet as a leased line 58, and the other line is used as the telephone line 54. The 

leased line 58 is not limited to this, but various lines such as a cable television line and an 

optical fiber can be used. When the ISDN line is used, however, both the leased line 58 and 

the telephone set 54 can be achieved by single subscriber contract, so that the parent station 52 

may be achieved comparatively inexpensively. 

[0126] 

To be concrete, although the receiver 52a has the similar configuration to that of the 

connector 2a shown in Fig. 2 as shown in Fig. 10, SIT point interface (referred to SIT point IIF 

for short) 18 connected to the DSU is provided instead of the communicating IC 13. The SIT 

point IIF 18 can control settingldisconnection (line connection/disconnection) of a call 

according to the designation of the CPU 14, or convert a data row processed by the CPU 14 

and an electric signal transmitted on the ISDN line to and from each other. Further the SIT 

point IIF 18 also may modulate the data row to be processed by the CPU 14 to a voice signal, 

and then transmit the voice signal on the ISDN line, demodulate the voice signal transmitted 

from the ISDN line, and convert it to the data row to be processed by the CPU 14. Thus, the 

receiver 52a can directly communicate with the transmitter 53a of the child station 53 through 

the telephone line 54. The communication method between the receiver 52a and the 

transmitter 53a is serial communication according to predetermined standards such as V32, 
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V32bis, V34, V21 or V22, which may transmit and receive a message between them. 

[0127] 

Thus, the receiver 52a may directly call the child station 53 through the telephone 

line 54 and also communicate with the child station 53 through the leased line 58 and the 

Internet network 57. 

[0128] 

If the function as the whole of the parent station 52 is the same, it is possible to freely 

set the role sharing of the receiver 52a and the terminal 52b and whether or not both of them 

are integrally formed according to use, but the case where the receiver 52a acts as a server 

receiving a video from the monitor camera 53b will now be taken as an example and described. 

In this case, the video from each monitor camera 53b is stored in the receiver 52a, and the 

terminal 52b designates the receiver 52a to receive the video and display the video. On the 

other hand, when the user decides to obtain a video of a place where a certain monitor camera 

53b is disposed, the terminal 52b discriminates the designation of the user by keying or the 

like, and informs the receiver 52a of an obtain request for a video to the monitor camera 53b. 

The receiver 52a discriminates the child station 53 corresponding to the monitor camera 53b 

according to the information from the terminal 52b, and calls the child station 53 by the 

calling method of the dial-up connection communication equipment according to the 

invention. 

[0129] 

The operation of the parent station 52 and the child station 53 in calling the child 

station 53 will now be described according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 11. Similarly to 

the flowcharts of the first to third embodiments, the step showing the operation of the calling, 

that is, parent station 52 is referred by a reference numeral to which a final letter (a) is added 

such as S61 a, and the step showing the operation of the called, that is, child station 53 IS 

referred by a reference numeral to which a final letter (b) is added. 

[0130] 

That is, at the parent station 52, the terminal 52b generates a receive request for 

obtaining a video from the monitor camera 53b according to the designation of the user and 

informs it to the receiver 52a (S61a). The receiver 52a retrieves the child station 53 

corresponding to the monitor camera 53b according to the receive request to obtain the 

information for calling the child station 53 such as a telephone number and a password. 

Further, the receiver 52a telephones to the telephone number using a free line out of two ISDN 

lines to make a phone call to the transmitter 53a of the child station 53 (S62a). When the 

transmitter 53a responds to a telephone call (S61 b), direction communication is enabled 

between the receiver 52a and the transmitter 53a by the telephone line 54. 

[0131] 

Further, in the S63a, when the receiver 52a informs the transmitter 53a of a 

predetermined password, the transmitter 53a verifies whether or not the received password is a 

predetermined notified password in the S62b, and if it is the notified password, a response 
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message is transmitted to the receiver 52a. 

[0132] 

On receiving the response message, the receiver 52a gives a communication 

parameter (access information) used in connection through the Internet network 57 to the 

transmitter 53a in the S64a, and after receiving the communication parameter, the transmitter 

53a disconnects the line connection with the telephone line 54 (S63b). Thus, the direction 

connection between the receiver 52a and the transmitter 53a is disconnected. 

[0133] 

The communication parameter transmitted in the above S64a includes dial-up 

information used for dial-up connection of the transmitter 53a such as a telephone number of 

the nearest provider 56 of the transmitter 53a, an account of the provider 56 and a password. 

The receiver 52a may inform each transmitter 53a of previously associated dial-up 

information, and for example, the receiver 52a may confirm the position of the transmitter 53a 

and inform the dial-up information corresponding to the transmitter 53a using the service of 

the radio communication system for informing both of the calling end and called end of the 

current position of the terminal. 

[0134] 

Further, the communication parameter includes the information used in transmitting 

video data through the Internet network 57 such as a key of cryptograph, the IP address of the 

receiver 52a, log-in name for ftp (File Transfer Protocol), and a communication start condition. 

To be more precise, the above key of cryptograph is a key of cryptograph used in enciphering 

the video data by the transmitter 53a, which is a throwaway type varying with every 

connection. The communication start condition shows a condition in connecting the 

transmitter 53a to the receiver 52a through the Internet network 57, and the following 

conditions are cited. When a first condition is selected, the receiver 52a calls the transmitter 

53a on the telephone line 54, and the moment the communication is disconnected, the child 

station 53 starts the communication. When a second condition is selected, the transmitter 

53a automatically starts the communication at fixed time intervals or at a specified time. 

Further, when a third condition is selected, in the case where some abnormality is sensed by a 

sensor (not shown) connected to the transmitter 53a, the transmitter 53a automatically starts 

the communication. In addition, when a fourth condition is selected, the transmitter 53a 

always performs the image processing for the video from each monitor camera 53b, and in the 

case where a predetermined change appears in the video, it automatically starts the 

communication. When a fifth condition is selected, in the case where a call is received from 

an ordinary telephone set (not shown) through the telephone line 54, the transmitter 53a 

automatically starts the communication after the connection with the telephone set is 

disconnected. 

[0135] 

When direct communication between the receiver 52a and the transmitter 53a is 

disconnected in the above S63b, the transmitter 53a is on standby until the communication 
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start conditions informed in the above S64a are satisfied (S64b). 

[0136] 

When the communication conditions are satisfied, the transmitter 53a designates the 

monitor camera 53b to take a photograph or selects the latest video from the videos 

transmitted from the monitor camera 53b to obtain the video data from the monitor camera 

53b, and enciphers the same using the key of cryptograph informed in the above S64a. 

Further, the transmitter 53a is dialed up and connected to the Internet network 57 through the 

provider 56 specified in the S64a (S65b). Thus, an IP address is assigned and the transmitter 

53a is connected to the Internet network 57. The receiver 52a is always connected to the 

Internet network 57 through the leased line 58. 

[0137] 

Subsequently, in the S66b, the transmitter 53a causes a request for ftp connection to 

the receiver 52a through the Internet network 57 (S66b). The ftp connection request is 

caused by transmitting a predetermined command to the IP address of the receiver 52a 

informed in the above S64a. 

[0138] 

Further, on receiving the ftp connection request, the receiver 52a transmits a random 

number to the transmitter 53a on a login name input screen (S65a). Since the IP address of 

the transmitter 53a is not determined until it is assigned in the above S65b, the receiver 52a 

cannot estimate the IP address of the transmitter 53a. However, the datagram, which is 

transmitted to the receiver 52a when the transmitter 53a causes a request for ftp connection in 

the above S66b, includes the IP address of the transmitter 53a as an IP address at the 

transmitting end. Accordingly, the receiver 52a may transmit arbitrary data to the transmitter 

53a through the Internet network 57 without any hindrance by transmitting the datagram to the 

IP address. 

[0139] 

Further, the transmitter 53a enciphers the received random number using the key of 

cryptograph informed in the above S64a to generate a password, and transmits the password to 

the receiver 52a (S67b). On the other hand, the receivers 52a determines whether or not the 

received password is a password, which corresponds to the login name and is enciphered 

using the password informed in the above S64a. When it is the password, which corresponds 

to the login name and is correctly enciphered, the transmitter 53a is acknowledged to be a 

regular party at the other end (S66a). 

[0140] 

The acknowledged transmitter 53a transmits the video data enciphered in the above 

S65b to the receiver 52a by an ftp protocol (S68b). The video data reaches the receiver 52a 

through the Internet network 57, and the receiver 52a receives the enciphered video data 

(S67a). Further, at the completion of transmission, the transmitter 53a disconnects the line 

connection with the provider 56 (S69b). Thus, the communication between the receiver 52a 

and the transmitter 53a through the Internet network 57 is completed. 
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[0141] 

Further, the receiver 52a telephones the transmitter 53a to confirm whether or not the 

line connection between the transmitter 53a and the provider 56 is normally disconnected 

according to a ring tone. To be concrete, the transmitter 53a is set so that when a telephone 

call is received, call-in does not occur until ring tone is sounded predetermined number of 

times such as once or twice. As a result, when the receiver 52a calls up the transmitter 53a, 

ring tone is sounded a predetermined number of times. In the ordinary telephone line 54, the 

ring tone varies with whether or not the called transmitter 53a is connected to the line. 

Accordingly, the receiver 52a may confirm whether or not the line connection between the 

transmitter 53a and the provider 56 is disconnected according to the ring tone. 

[0142] 

For example, when an ordinary ring tone indicating that the line is not busy is 

sounded, the receiver 52a determines that the transmitter 53a is correctly disconnected from 

the Internet network 57. On the other hand, when a tone "a dah dah" indicating that the line 

is busy rings, the receiver 52a determines that the transmitter 53a is now connected to the 

Internet network 57. In this case, the receiver 52a transmits a disconnection command or the 

like to the IP address of the transmitter 53a, which communicated through the Internet 

network 57 a little while ago, thereby designating line disconnection to the transmitter 53a. In 

response to the information of the receiver 52a, the user of the terminal 52b may leave for the 

installation place of the monitor camera 53b to disconnect the line. 

[0143] 

In either case, the parent station 52 may grasp the failure in disconnection at the child 

station 53 to take suitable measures. As a result, the generation of wasteful communication 

cost due to failure in line disconnection can be surely prevented. When the receiver 52a 

stops a telephone call before the predetermined number of times, the telephone charges is free. 

[0144] 

In the S69a, the receiver 52a decodes the received video data and transmits the 

decoded video data to second equipment such as a terminal 52b shown in Fig. 9 by ftp 

protocol. Thus, the video data is displayed on the terminal 52b, and the user of the terminal 

52b may confirm the video of the installation place of the monitor camera 53b. 

[0145] 

As a result, even when the child station 53 is dialed up and connected, the parent 

station 52 may confirm the video from the monitor camera 53b at an arbitrary point of time, 

and when any abnormality is found, such as when parking without permission is found, a 

specified monitor camera 53b may be monitored as a priority. Accordingly, the parking 

space where parking without permission is found is surrounded by a fence or information to 

that effect is given to a security company to take measures corresponding to the abnormality. 

[0146] 

As described above, the communication equipment constituting the Internet network 

57 receives datagram from the neighboring communication equipment regardless of the IP 
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address of the transmitting communication equipment. Accordingly, the receiver 52a may 

receive the video data from a plurality of transmitters 53a through the Internet network 57 

when the throughput of the receiver 52a and the communication capacity of the leased line 58 

are within the limits. Further, the receiver 52a may maintain the connection through the 

Internet network 57 and the direct connection through the telephone line 54 at the same time. 

Accordingly, the receiver 52a may dial up to a second transmitter 53a to designate acquisition 

of a video even while the video data is received through the Internet network 57. 

[0147] 

The description of the respective steps deals with the case where the video obtained 

by the monitor camera 53b is transmitted to the receiver 52a through the Internet network 57. 

When it is difficult to transmit data through the Internet network 57, such as when the 

provider 56 is congested, the transmitter 53a may dial up the receiver 52a to transmit a video 

by the direct communication through the telephone line 54. In this case, access to the 

Internet network 57 and encryption are not needed, so that the transmitter 53a can transmit a 

video to the receiver 52a at an earlier time. 

[0148] 

Although the receiver 52a and the transmitter 53a transmit the video data using the 

ftp protocol in the above respective steps, this is not restrictive. If it is a method of 

transmitting the data through the Internet network 57, the video data may be transmitted using 

the other mcthods such as an electronic mail. According to the ftp protocol, however, it is 

possible to surely confirm whether or not the data is transmitted by both of the receiver 52a 

and the transmitter 53a. Therefore, when data transmission fails, it is possible to take 

suitable measures, such as retransmission of data. 

[0149] 

Further, although the receiver 52a confirms whether or not the line connection of the 

transmitter 53a is disconnected according to a ring tone in the above S68a, this is not 

restrictive. For example, the receiver 52a may dial up to the transmitter 53a to directly 

communicate with each other, thereby confirming whether or not the line connection is 

disconnected. In the case of confirming the disconnection of the line according to a ring tone, 

however, the communication cost is free so that the communication cost can be further 

reduced as compared with the case of direct communication. 

[0150] 

An example of cost in managing the monitor camera system 51 will be simply 

described. In the above monitor camera system 51, since the number plate is confirmed 

according to the video obtained from the monitor camera 53b, after being compressed, a video 

with high precision as much as about 500 kilo-byte per sheet is needed. Accordingly, in the 

case of performing direct communication for the video using ISDN line whose data 

transmission speed is 64 k bps, it takes about 62 sec to transmit one sheet of video. In this 

case, when the parent station 52 and the child station 53 are located in Tokyo and Nagoya, 

respectively, the communication cost is about 40 yen. As a result, supposing that the 
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frequency of obtaining a video is one time per hour, about 350,400 yen is needed for one year. 

On calculating the cost in the case of performing direct communication by analog line whose 

transmission speed is 33.6 kbps under the same conditions, as about 120 sec is needed for one 

time transmission, the communication cost is about 120 yen per time and about 700,800 yen is 

needed for one year. In the case of connecting the child station 53 to the Internet network 57 

by a leased line, in recent years, about 400,000 yen is needed for using the leased line for one 

year. 

[0151] 

On the contrary, in the case of communication through the Internet network 7, when 

the provider 6 is within the range of speech communication with the child station 53 at the 

local telephone charge, the time required for one time transmission is within 180 sec, so the 

communication cost per time is 10 yen and it is about 87,600 yen for one year. Further, when 

the charge for the provider 6 is about 60,000 yen for one year, the communication cost per 

year is about 147,600 yen. As a result, in the above monitor camera system 51, the 

communication cost per child station 53 can be remarkably reduced by about 560,000 yen 

(about 79%) as compared with that in the case of direct communication using an ordinary line, 

and by about 200,000 yen (about 57%) as compared with that in the case ofISDN. Further, 

as the precision and number of sheets of video required by the parent station 52 or the 

communication frequency increases, the communication cost becomes relatively lower in the 

monitor camera system 51. On the other hand, as compared with the case where the child 

station 53 is connected by the leased line, the communication cost per child station 53 can be 

reduced by about 250,000 yen (about 63%) per year in the monitor camera system 51. 

[0152] 

The above communication cost is a merely example, so it largely varies with the rate 

system of the communication line used, and the rate system of the provider 6. As described 

above, in the respect of equipment required for communication, the communication cost can 

be easily reduced in the network more than in the communication line. Further, even in the 

case of communication using the network, the communication cost can be easily reduced in 

the dial-up connection more than in the connection using the leased line. Thus, the 

communication cost of the above monitor camera system 51 is often remarkably low as 

compared with both the case where the child station 53 is connected by the leased line and the 

case where the parent station 52 and the child station 53 are directly communicated. 

[0153] 

[Fifth Embodiment] 

The description of the fourth embodiment deals with the case where the parent station 

52 is always connected to the Internet network 57 by the leased line 58. On the contrary, as 

shown in Fig. 12, the description of the present embodiment will deal with the case where a 

parent station 52 is, similarly to the communication equipment 2 shown in Fig. 1, dialed up 

and connected to the Internet network 57 through a provider 55. 

[0154] 
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The receiver 52a of the present embodiment has the same hardware configuration as 

that of the fourth embodiment, so that in communicating with a child station 53, one of two 

ISDN lines is used to achieve dial-up connection to the provider 55. The other components of 

the monitor camera system 51 such as the child station 53 have the same construction as that 

of the fourth embodiment. Therefore, the members having the same functions as those of the 

fourth embodiment are designated by the same reference numerals to omit the description. 

The operation of the parent station 52 and the child station 53 will now be described in detail 

according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 13. 

[0155] 

In the present embodiment, in addition to the steps shown in Fig. 11, both steps S71a 

and S72a are provided. In the S71a provided after the S61a, the receiver 52a is dialed up and 

connected to the Internet network 57 through the provider 55 when it is not connected to the 

Internet network 57. Thus, the receiver 52a can obtain its own IP address informed in the 

subsequent S64a. 

[0156] 

The receiver 52a is connected to the ISDN line. Accordingly, in the above S62a, 

while the receiver 52a is still connected to the Internet network 57, it may call a transmitter 

53a using the other line. As a result, the IP address assigned to the receiver 52a in the above 

S71a is assigned to the receiver 52a after the S64b as well. 

[0157] 

On the other hand, in the S72a provided after S67a, the receiver 52a disconnects the 

line connection from the provider 55. Thus, the receiver 52a is disengaged from the Internet 

network 57. 

[0158] 

In the above configuration, the receiver 52a is dialed up and connected to the Internet 

network 57. Accordingly, as compared with the fourth embodiment in which the receiver 

52a is connected by the leased line 58, the communication cost can be further reduced. 

[0159] 

In the above configuration, when the second to fifth conditions that the receiver 52a 

cannot manage the communication start point are selected among the communication start 

conditions informed in the above S64a, sometimes the receiver 52a is not connected to the 

Internet network 57 in transmitting a video by the transmitter 53a. Accordingly, in the case 

of selecting these conditions, the transmitter 53a has to call the receiver 52a using the calling 

method of dial-up connection communication equipment according to the invention. In this 

case, the receiver 52a and the transmitter 53a inform the party at the other end of its own IP 

address using an electronic mail or through a server as shown in the first and second 

embodiments. 

[0160] 

Although the description of the fourth and fifth embodiments deals with the case 

where photographing is designated to the monitor camera of the unmanned parking garage to 
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obtain a photographed video as an application example of a monitor camera system, the 

monitor camera system of the invention is not limited to this, but it may be used in various 

purposes. For example, when the monitor camera is disposed in buildings and warehouses 

possessed in various places all over the country, the management firms may monitor the 

buildings and warehouses from one office as the parent station. Similarly, it may be applied 

to the purpose for monitoring unmanned shops and unmanned convenience store in a drive-in 

from a head office. Further, it may be used when a banking agency manages unmanned shop 

or an electric company manages an unmanned transformer substation or dam at remote places 

from a head office. Further, when the monitor camera is disposed in a delivery place, the 

condition of the delivery place can be known at the head office of a device maker, so that the 

monitor camera can be made useful for remote maintenance for delivered devices. When the 

unmanned cameras are disposed in volcanoes of various places, the volcanic activities of these 

may be monitored from the Research Laboratories of the Universities. The monitor cameras 

are disposed in the first-food shops, restaurants and convenience chain stores and the data 

obtained by photographing the respective interiors of the stores are transmitted to the head 

office, whereby various market information pieces such as customer attendance, the number of 

customers, constitution, age group or seated places by each time zone, can be acquired at the 

head office. 

[0161] 

In either case, it is not necessary to dispatch a monitoring staff member, so that the 

labor costs can be reduced. In addition, the monitor data can be transmitted through a 

network such as the Internet so that the communication cost can be remarkably reduced as 

compared with the case of using the communication line such as a telephone line. Further, 

since the monitor camera is called by the communication line, the parent station may 

designate the monitor camera to acquire a video at a desired point of time. As a result of 

these, it is possible to achieve the monitor camera system, which may acquire a video at an 

arbitrary point of time at a little budget. 

[0162] 

Although the description of the fourth and fifth embodiments deals with the case 

where a controlled system of the child station 53 is the monitor camera 53b, this is not 

restrictive. The invention may be applied to the monitor control system in which various 

pieces of equipment are controlled systems such as the case where the child station 53 

transmits the data acquired using various sensors to the parent station 52, or the case where the 

child station 53 controls a motor and a pump according to the designation of the parent station 

52. However, when the amount of data transmitted is large as in the case where the monitor 

camera 53b transmits the acquired video, the time required for communication is long so that 

when the data is transmitted by direct communication using the communication line, the 

communication cost rises sharply. Therefore, the effect in applying the invention to the 

monitor camera system 51 especially becomes larger. 

[0163] 
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As shown in the first to fifth embodiments, respectively, the calling method of dial-up 

connection communication equipment is the calling method applied to the communication 

system in which the calling communication equipment and called communication equipment 

are respectively connected to the telephone line, and at least the called communication 

equipment is dialed up and connected to the network such as the Internet network and 

personal computer communications through the telephone line, and it is characterized in that 

before communication through the network, the calling communication equipment transmits a 

connection request to the called communication equipment using the telephone line. 

[0164] 

Thus, even when the called communication equipment is not connected to the 

network, in communication through the network, the called communication equipment can be 

connected to the network. Accordingly, both of communication equipment may surely start 

the communication in a desired timing. Thus, as compared with the prior art, the quick 

responsiveness of the called communication equipment can be improved to achieve real-time 

communication. 

[0165] 

Further, at least the called communication equipment is dialed up and connected to 

the network. Therefore, the cost in communication through the network can be remarkably 

reduced as compared with the case of connection to the network through the leased line and 

the case of direct communication through the telephone line. Especially, in the case where 

there is a long way between the places for installing both of communication equipment as in 

the foreign countries or the like, the cost in the case of direct communication through the 

telephone line is very high, so the effect of the invention is great. 

[0166] 

Although the description of the respective embodiments deals with the case where 

both of communication equipment are dialed up and connected, this is not restrictive. As in 

the fourth embodiment, for example, when at least the called communication equipment is the 

dial-up connected communication system, the same effect as those of the first to fifth 

embodiments can be obtained. 

[0167] 

Although the calling communication equipment informs a connection request by the 

telephone line in the above respective embodiments, this is not restrictive. The other 

communication lines such as a harbor radio may be used. When the equipment can inform a 

connection request to the called end, the same effect as those of the respective embodiments 

can be obtained. 

[0168] 

Although the description of the respective embodiments deals with the case where the 

calling communication equipment calls one piece of communication equipment, this is not 

restrictive, but two or more pieces of communication equipment may be called. Similarly to 

the case of calling one piece of communication equipment, two or more pieces of 
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communication equipment are called in order by the telephone line, whereby a number of 

pieces of communication equipment can communicate at the same time on the network. In 

this case, the user of the calling communication equipment is a convener of a conference. In 

this case, network conferencing software enabling two or more pieces of communication 

equipment to communicate at the same time is needed, but generally this type of product has 

been already used. 

[0169] 

Although the communication equipment of each embodiment enciphers at least part 

of data transmitted by the network such as the user name and the communication contents, this 

is not restrictive. In communication through the network, the data may be transmitted still in 

the plaintext without enciphering. 

[0170] 

In the case of transmitting the data still in the plaintext, however, there is the risk that 

the data transmitted through the network is tapped or altered. Especially, in the case of using 

the Internet network as the network, the transmitting communication equipment and the 

receiving communication equipment cannot specify a data transmission channel. 

Consequently, wiretapping is easy so that the risk of communication jamming is high. 

[0171] 

On the contrary, in the above respective embodiments, in transmitting the data 

through the network, at least part of data is enciphered by various keys of cryptograph such as 

a public key of the party at the other end and a common key of cryptograph. Thus, at least 

part of the data can be concealed from a third party, which is not a regular communication 

party, so that the security to communication jamming can be improved. 

[0172] 

As the data to be enciphered, cited are the communication content itself, and user 

names and addresses of both communication equipment. As the amount of data to be 

enciphered increase, the load of both communication equipment increase, so only part of data 

may be enciphered in consideration of significance of communication. Generally, when the 

user name and address are heard by a third party, the significance of the communication 

content is easily estimated. Accordingly, as shown in the first and second embodiments, in 

the case of transmitting the user name and address prior to the communication of an image and 

a voice, especially preferably these are enciphered. Thus, the security to communication 

Jammmg can be improved without much increase in load of both of communication 

equipment. 

[0173] 

As a method in which each communication equipment obtains a key of cryptograph, 

various methods are considered. The key of cryptograph may be previously informed to the 

party at the other end by the other communication means such as by mail, and stored in 

storage means of each communication equipment such as the flash memory 11 shown in Fig. 2. 

In this case, however, the user of each of communication equipment has to set the key of 
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cryptograph informed from the party at the other end to each of communication equipment 

prior to communication. Since the key of cryptograph is provided for every communication 

equipment, as the communication party at the other end is increased in number, the time and 

trouble for setting is increased. Further, the key of cryptograph should be changed at need to 

improve the security to communication jamming. Accordingly, the user of each of 

communication equipment has to inform a new key of cryptograph to all of the parties at the 

other end every time its own key of cryptograph is changed. 

[0174] 

On the contrary, according to the above respective embodiments, the key of 

cryptograph is informed through the communication line at the time of causing a connection 

request. When the key of cryptograph includes a public key and a privacy key, the public 

keys are exchanged through the communication line. On the other hand, in the case of using 

the common public key, it will be sufficient that the communication equipment at one end 

informs it to the other communication equipment. In this configuration, the key of 

cryptograph is informed at every connection request, so that even when the key of cryptograph 

is changed from that in the preceding communication, correction is easy. Accordingly, the 

key of cryptograph can be easily changed at every connection request, so that the security to 

communication jamming can be further improved. In addition, both notification of a 

connection request and sending of a key of cryptograph are performed in a batch using the 

telephone line. Thus, as compared with the case of individually performing both of them, the 

time and trouble for connecting the telephone line can be reduced. 

[0175] 

Further, the key of cryptograph and the enciphered data are transmitted by separate 

communication means. Accordingly, when a third party attempts to cause communication 

jamming, it is necessary to tap both of communications, so that the security to communication 

jamming can be more improved as compared with the case of transmitting the key of 

cryptograph and the data by single communication means. As the communication line, it is 

preferable to use the communication line comparatively hard to hear such as the telephone line 

for preventing wiretapping of the key of cryptograph. 

[0176] 

In the case where both of communication equipment communicate with each other 

through a server provided on the network as in the second embodiment, in addition to the 

above, it is necessary that both of communication equipment register the identifications in the 

server, and both of communication equipment inform the identification of the party at the 

other end to the server to select the communication party at the other end. 

[0177] 

In this case, the identification registered in the server is open to the public, so that 

when the user name is registered intact, there is the risk of lowering the security to 

communication jamming. Further, it takes time and trouble to select a desired identification 

among the identifications registered in the server. In this case, it will be sufficient that the 
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above public key is used to encipher the user name and register it in the server. Thus, the 

user name can be concealed from a third party. 

[0178] 

In the configuration where the server is provided as in the second embodiment, the 

cost for separately providing the server and maintenance cost are needed. Further, when the 

server is congested, there is the risk of disabling both of communication equipment from 

communicating. 

[0179] 

On the contrary, the first embodiment provides a method in which both of 

communication equipment can directly communicate with each other through the network 

differently from the second embodiment. To be concrete, the method includes a process in 

which in dial-up connection, the called communication equipment acquires its own address, 

and transmits it to the calling communication equipment by an electronic mail. Thus, 

differently from the second embodiment, both of communication equipment can communicate 

through the network without especially providing a server. As a result, the cost required for 

communication can be further reduced. Further, both of communication equipment can 

surely communicate regardless of congestion of the server. 

[0180] 

When the communication through the network is ended, the dial-up connection 

communication equipment is disconnected from the network. In this case, when the dial-up 

connection communication equipment fails in line disconnection from the network, the dial-up 

connection communication equipment is continuously connected to the network, so that the 

communication cost rises sharply as undesired. Especially, when a user is absent in the 

periphery of the dial-up connection communication equipment, for example, when the dial-up 

connection communication equipment is the child station of the monitor control system, 

failure in line disconnection is hardly grasped. Consequently, when failure in line 

disconnection occurs, the period of time the dial-up connection communication equipment is 

connected to the network as undesired is apt to be long so that there is a large risk of 

increasing the wasteful communication cost. 

[0181 ] 

On the contrary, as in the fourth and fifth embodiments, the calling communication 

equipment calls the dial-up connection communication equipment through the communication 

line after the end of communication through the network to confirm whether or not the dial-up 

connection is normally disconnected. As a result, the wasteful communication cost due to 

failure in line disconnection can be reduced. 

[0182] 

As one example of a communication system to which the calling method of dial-up 

connection communication equipment according to the invention is applied, the description of 

the first to third embodiments deal with the Internet telephone system in which a video and a 

voice are transmitted, and the description of the fourth and fifth embodiments deals with the 
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supervisory control system such as the monitor camera system. This is, however, not 

restrictive. The Internet VPN (Virtual Private Network) is constructed and widely applied in 

the case of transmitting and receiving arbitrary data. 

[0183] 

By using the calling method of the dial-up connection communication equipment, the 

communication can be started in a desired timing, and also the communication system, which 

may reduce the communication cost can be constructed, so that when the quick responsiveness 

is strongly demanded as in the Internet telephone system and the supervisory control system, 

especially it is preferable. 

[0184] 

To be concrete, in the supervisory control system, generally the child station is 

installed in a place remote from the parent station, and the parent station supervises and 

control a number of child stations. Consequently, the cost in communication between the 

parent station and the child stations is apt to increase, so the reduction of the communication 

cost is strongly demanded. On the other hand, in the supervisory control system, a delay of 

designation is directly connected with escalation of an accident, so that the child station has to 

immediately respond to designation of the parent station. Consequently, when the child 

station communicates with the parent station only through the dialed-up and connected 

network, the child station cannot respond to the designation of the parent station, resulting in 

the risk of escalating an accident. As a result of these, in the supervisory control system, it is 

strongly requested to reduce the communication cost while maintaining the quick 

responsiveness of the child station to the designation of the parent station. Therefore, when 

the parent station calls the child station, the application of the calling method of the dial-up 

connection communication equipment according to the invention is especially effective. 

[0185] 

[Advantage of the Invention] 

According to the invention of claim 1, the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, as described above, includes: a first process in which the calling 

communication equipment transmits a connection request to the dial-up connection 

communication equipment by the communication line provided separately from the network 

and capable of calling the dial-up connection communication equipment; a second process in 

which the dial-up connection communication equipment receiving the connection request is 

connected to the network by dial-up; and a third process in which the calling communication 

equipment and the dial-up connection communication equipment communicate with each 

other through the network. 

[0186] 

In the above constitution, even when the dial-up connection communication 

equipment is not connected to the network, in communication in the third process, the dial-up 

connection communication equipment can be connected to the network. Therefore, the 

invention produces the effect of surely starting the communication in a desired timing and 
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achieving real-time communication in the dial-up connection communication equipment, 

which may communicate at a low rate. 

[0187] 

According to the invention of claim 2, in the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, as described above, in the constitution of the invention described 

in claim 1, the third process includes: an encipher process in which the transmitting 

communication equipment between the calling communication equipment and the dial-up 

connection communication equipment enciphers and transmits at least part of the data 

transmitted in the third process; and a decoding process in which the receiving communication 

equipment decodes the enciphered data. 

[0188] 

In the above constitution, at least part of the communication content is concealed 

from a third party other than the calling communication equipment and the dial-up connection 

communication equipment by encryption. As a result, the invention produces the effect of 

improving the security to communication jamming as compared with the case of transmitting 

the communication content still in a plaintext without enciphering. 

[0189] 

According to the invention of claim 3, in the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, in the constitution of the invention described in claim 2, the first 

process includes: a process in which the calling communication equipment or the dial-up 

connection communication equipment informs the party at the other end of a key of 

cryptograph used in encipher. 

[0190] 

In the above constitution, both notification of a connection request and sending of a 

key of cryptograph are performed in a batch. Thus, the invention produces the effect of 

transmitting the key of cryptograph at every connection without any increase in time and 

trouble for connecting the communication line, and reducing the time and trouble when the 

key of cryptograph is changed. 

[0191] 

Further, the key of cryptograph and the enciphered data are transmitted by separate 

communication means. As a result, the effect of further improving the security to 

communication jamming such as wiretapping and alteration of data is also produced. 

[0192] 

According to the invention of claim 4, in the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, as described above, in the constitution of the invention described 

in claim 1, 2 or 3, the third process includes: a process in which both of the above 

communication equipment inform the sever of their own identifications; a process in which 

both of the above communication equipment inform the server of the identification of the 

party at the other end to select the communication equipment of the party at the other end; and 

a process in which the server relays the communication between the selected communication 
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equipment. 

[0193] 

Therefore, the invention produces the effect that both of communication equipment 

may surely start the communication in a desired timing through the server provided on the 

network to achieve real-time communication. 

[0194] 

According to the invention of claim 5, in the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment, as described above, in the constitution of the invention described 

in claim 1, 2 or 3, the third process includes: a process in which the dial-up connection 

communication equipment obtains its own address in the current connection; a process in 

which the dial-up connection communication equipment informs the calling communication 

equipment of its own address by an electronic mail; and a process in which the calling 

communication equipment and the dial-up connection communication equipment specify the 

party at the other end by mutual addresses to communicate with each other. 

[0195] 

Therefore, both of communication equipment may communicate through the network 

without especially providing the server as in the constitution of claim 4. As a result, in 

addition to the effect of the invention described in claim 4, the invention produces the effect of 

further reducing the cost required for communication and surely performing communication 

regardless of congestion of the server. 

[0196] 

According to the invention of claim 6, as described above, in the constitution of the 

invention described in claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, the calling method of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment further includes: a fourth process in which the calling 

communication equipment directly calls the dial-up connection communication equipment by 

the communication line to confirm whether or not the dial-up connection communication 

equipment normally disconnects the line from the communication line, after the third process. 

[0197] 

Therefore, the invention produces the effect that the calling communication 

equipment can surely recognize failure in line disconnection of the dial-up connection 

communication equipment to surely prevent the generation of wasteful communication cost 

due to failure in line disconnection. 

[0198] 

According to the invention of claim 7, the supervisory control system is, as described 

above, configured so that the parent station includes: the parent station communication means 

for calling the child station through a ring enable communication line to transmit a connection 

request, and then communicating with the child station through a network provided separately 

from the communication line, and the child station includes: the child station communication 

means connected to the network by dialing up it on receiving the connection request through 

the communication line to communicate with the parent station through the network. 
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[0199] 

In the above constitution, after the parent station communication means calls the 

child station using a ring enable communication line, the child station communication means 

is connected to the network by dial-up connection which enables communication at a low rate 

to transmit and receive the data through the network. As a result, the invention produces the 

effect of achieving the supervisory control system, which may remarkably reduce the 

communication cost between the child station and the parent station, while the child station 

can immediately respond to the designation of the parent station. 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of the whole 

communication system according to one embodiment of the invention. 

[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of a 

connector provided on the calling and called communication equipment of the above 

communication system. 

[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the connecting relationship of communication 

equipment according to one embodiment of the invention. 

[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the operation of both of calling and called 

communication equipment in calling in the above communication system. 

[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing the configuration of principal part of the whole 

communication system according to another embodiment of the invention. 

[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the operation of both the calling end and the called end 

in calling in the above communication system. 

[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of the whole 

communication system according to still another embodiment of the invention. 

[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing the operation of both the calling end and the called end 

in calling in the communication system. 

[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of a 

supervisory control system according to still another embodiment of the invention. 

[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of 

a receiver in the above supervisory control system. 

[Fig. 11 ]Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing the operation when the parent station calls the child 

station in the above supervisory control system. 

[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the principal part of 

a supervisory control system according to still another embodiment. 

[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a flowchart showing the operation when the parent station calls the 

child station in the supervisory control system. 

[Description of the Reference Numerals and Signs] 

2, 22, 32, 42: communication equipment 

3,33,43: communication equipment (dial-up connection communication equipment) 

4,34,44,54: telephone line (communication line) 
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7,37, 57: Internet network (network) 

38: server 

48, 58: line (network) 

52: parent station (communication equipment) 

52a: receiver (parent station communication means) 

53: child station (dial-up connection communication equipment) 

53 a: transmitter (child station communication means) 
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· . 
FIG. 1: 

U.S.A 

JAPAN 

2a: CONNECTOR 

3a: CONNECTOR 

4: TELEPHONE LINE 

5, 6: PROVIDER 

7: INTERNET NETWORK 

FIG. 2: 

TO TELEPHONE SET 

TO COMPUTER 

4: TELEPHONE LINE 

11: FLASH MEMORY 

12: INTERFACE PART 

13: COMMUNICATING IC 

16: STATUS DISPLAY LIQUID CRYSTAL PANEL 

FIG. 3: 

4: TELEPHONE LINE 

22a: CONNECTOR 

FIG. 4: 

- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 2 

START 

Sla: CALL THE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 3 ON THE PHONE. 

S2a: TRANSMIT PASSWORD, ELECTRONIC MAIL ADDRESS AND PUBLIC KEY OF 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 2. 

S3a: RECEIVE MESSAGE OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S4a: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S5a: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S6a: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S7a: ACQUIRE ITS OWN IP ADDRESS. 

S8a: TRANSMIT ELECTRONIC MAIL IN WHICH ITS OWN IP ADDRESS IS 

ENCIPHERED. 

S9a: DECODE IP ADDRESS OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S10a: NETWORK CONFERENCE 

SUa: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

END 
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- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 3 

SIb: RECEIVE WAIT, ON 

S2b: RESPONSE ON THE PHONE. 

S3b: THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END IS VERIFIED? 

S4b: CONNECT THE TELEPHONE SET. 

S5b: TRANSMIT A CONNECT ENABLE MESSAGE, AND PUBLIC KEY AND 

ELECTRONIC MAIL ADDRESS OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 3. 

S6b: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S7b: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S8b: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S9b: 

ACQUIRE ITS OWN IP ADDRESS. 

S 1Ob: TRANSMIT ELECTRONIC MAIL IN WHICH ITS OWN IP ADDRESS IS 

ENCIPHERED. 

S 11 b: DECODE IP ADDRESS OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

SI2b: NETWORK CONFERENCE 

S13b: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

FIG. 5: 

U.S.A. 

JAPAN 

32a: CONNECTOR 

33a: CONNECTOR 

34: TELEPHONE LINE 

35, 36: PROVIDER 

37: INTERNET NETWORK 

38: SERVER 

FIG. 6: 

- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 32 

START 

S2Ia: CALL THE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 33 ON THE PHONE. 

S22a: TRANSMIT PASSWORD AND PUBLIC KEY OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

32. 

S23a: RECEIVE MESSAGE OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S24a: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S25a: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S26a: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S27a: ACQUIRE ITS OWN IP ADDRESS. 

S28a: ENCIPHER ITS OWN IDENTIFICATION AND REGISTER IT IN SERVER. 
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S29a: SELECT THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S30a: NETWORK CONFERENCE 

S31a: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

END 

- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 33 

S21b: RECEIVE WAIT, ON 

S22b: RESPONSE ON THE PHONE. 

S23b: THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END IS VERIFIED? 

S24b: CONNECT THE TELEPHONE SET. 

S25b: TRANSMIT A CONNECT ENABLE MESSAGE, AND PUBLIC KEY OF 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 33. 

S26b: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S27b: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S28b: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S29b: ACQUIRE ITS OWN IP ADDRESS. 

S30b: ENCIPHER ITS OWN IDENTIFICATION AND REGISTER IT IN SERVER. 

S31 b: SELECT THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S32b: NETWORK CONFERENCE 

S33b: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

FIG. 7: 

U.S.A 

JAPAN 

42a, 43a: CONNECTOR 

44: TELEPHONE LINE 

45, 46: ACCESS POINT 

47: PERSONAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SERVER 

FIG. 8: 

- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 42 

START 

S41a: CALL THE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 43 ON THE PHONE. 

S22a: TRANSMIT PASSWORD AND PUBLIC KEY OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

42. 

S43a: RECEIVE MESSAGE OF THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END. 

S44a: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S45a: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S46a: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S47a: ENCIPHER THE COMMUNICATION CONTENT BY NETWORK 
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CONFERENCING SOFTWARE AND COMMUNICATE. 

S48a: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

END 

- PROCESSING OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 43 

S41b: RECEIVE WAIT, ON 

S42b: RESPONSE ON THE PHONE. 

S43b: THE PARTY AT THE OTHER END IS VERIFIED? 

S44b: CONNECT THE TELEPHONE SET. 

S45b: TRANSMIT A CONNECT ENABLE MESSAGE, AND PUBLIC KEY OF 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 43. 

S46b: DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S47b: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S48b: START NETWORK CONFERENCING SOFTWARE. 

S49b: ENCIPHER THE COMMUNICATION CONTENT BY NETWORK 

CONFERENCING SOFTWARE AND COMMUNICATE. 

S50b: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

FIG. 9: 

52a: RECEIVER 

53 a: TRANSMITTER 

54: TELEPHONE LINE 

56: PROVIDER 

57: INTERNET NETWORK 

FIG. 10: 

TO ISDN LINE THROUGH DSU. 

TO COMPUTER. 

11: FLASH MEMORY 

12: INTERFACE PART 

13: SIT POINT IIF 

16: STATUS DISPLAY LIQUID CRYSTAL PANEL 

FIG. 11: 

- PROCESSING OF PARENT STATION 

START 

S61a: CAUSE A RECEIVE REQUEST. 

S62a: CALL TRANSMITTER ON THE PHONE. 

S63a: INFORM PASSWORD. 

S64a: INFORM COMMUNICATION PARAMETER. 
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S65a: TRANSMIT RANDOM NUMBER TO TRANSMITTER ON LOGIN NAME INPUT 

SCREEN. 

S66a: ACKNOWLEDGE TRANSMITTER BY PASSWORD. 

S67a: RECEIVE ENCIPHERED VIDEO DATA. 

S68a: CALL TRANSMITTER ON THE PHONE, AND CONFIRM LINE 

DISCONNECTION ACCORDING TO RING TONE. 

S69a: DECODE VIDEO DATA. 

END 

-PROCESSING OF CHILD STATION 

S61 b: RESPONSE ON THE PHONE. 

S62b: VERIFY PASSWORD, AND TRANSMIT RESPONSE MESSAGE. 

S63b: RECEIVE COMMUNICATION PARAMETER AND DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S64b: WAIT FOR COMMUNICATION START CONDITION. 

S65b: ACQUIRE A VIDEO, ENCIPHER AND DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

S66b: ftp CONNECTION REQUEST TO RECEIVER. 

S67b: TRANSMIT PASSWORD CREATED BY ENCIPHERING RANDOM NUMBER TO 

RECEIVER. 

S68b: TRANSMIT ENCIPHERED VIDEO DATA. 

S69b: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

END 

FIG. 12: 

52a: RECEIVER 

53, 53a: TRANSMITTER 

54: TELEPHONE LINE 

55, 56: PROVIDER 

57: INTERNET NETWORK 

FIG. 13: 

- PROCESSING OF PARENT STATION 

START 

S61a: CAUSE A RECEIVE REQUEST. 

S71a: DIAL-UP CONNECTION 

S62a: CALL TRANSMITTER ON THE PHONE. 

S63a: INFORM PASSWORD. 

S64a: INFORM COMMUNICATION PARAMETER. 

S65a: TRANSMIT RANDOM NUMBER TO TRANSMITTER ON LOGIN NAME INPUT 

SCREEN. 

S66a: ACKNOWLEDGE TRANSMITTER BY PASSWORD. 
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S67a: RECEIVE ENCIPHERED VIDEO DATA. 

72a: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

S68a: CALL TRANSMITTER ON THE PHONE, AND CONFIRM LINE 

DISCONNECTION ACCORDING TO RING TONE. 

S69a: DECODE VIDEO DATA. 

END 

-PROCESSING OF CHILD STATION 

S61b: RESPONSE ON THE PHONE. 

S62b: VERIFY PASSWORD, AND TRANSMIT RESPONSE MESSAGE. 

S63b: RECEIVE COMMUNICATION PARAMETER AND DISCONNECT THE PHONE. 

S64b: WAIT FOR COMMUNICATION START CONDITION. 

S65b: ACQUIRE A VIDEO, ENCIPHER AND DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

S66b: ftp CONNECTION REQUEST TO RECEIVER. 

S67b: TRANSMIT PASSWORD CREATED BY ENCIPHERING RANDOM NUMBER TO 

RECEIVER. 

S68b: TRANSMIT ENCIPHERED VIDEO DATA. 

S69b: DISCONNECT DIAL-UP CONNECTION. 

END 
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~U:iJ'~v'o CO)J;\)}i't, ~rj-Jv(J:, /t1J\1 ,:j'iJ' 

I;'ffi! L, c:t5 fJ, fr,em~tJ:, mM'C4!Jtc 7°[]/ \~ ;i'i*JO)rJriE 

0),;ct1iliJli1lt~li1!i~2~ ~ Id:: t L c, 'JH j - JvO)¥IJli ~lii\; 

~2~~o 

[0007] 

[J£WjiJ;flfq1i~L~,) i::~~,~:ill] LiJ'LfJ:iJ'0, flZllffl\IJ 

o)il!i{i§~~iJ' )i'17 J V 7 ''J 7"mM'Chit~t*m L n 'f::i~ 

E;-, }£llffWJO)il!i{~~tJ:, flZllffJ!IW1Y~-1"''J Hi1Itc 

t~M'C~tln'~iJ'6iJ'~$llfjtc,¥IJiEl.'~fJ:~'o t L, }£ 

IlfMHc;t5~ 'c, flZllffJ!ljo)i£!jf;:;~~~iJ'1 Y ~ - t, ''J H1tJtc 

mM'C ~ tl c ~ 'tHi', }£1lf{J!IJO)il!if1§HtJ:, tlZllffJ!1) i:: il!ifi§ 

l.' ~ ~iJ" .:H l.'ld::v ,t~€ltcti, iJljjil!if1§~~iJ:, il!if1§c 

~Id::~'o Lr.:iJ'-yc, li'{j!:,ttcmt'[~n~i::iJ:BN0~\ I!P 

;;G'11t=7.:tt ~ i:: ~,') r,,'~,¢,(~~L n'~o cO)r,,'~tJ:, 

il!i-mO)~1.ii5i::f'lJfjf<tcil!i1.ii5L,~ ') i:: L n '~J;\)}€lJ?, \::'T' 

:ti'l:~~ATL.O)~i'tId::C:, ~~, ~7~~~L,1.'~h 

rPJilJjf,~ L~ ') i:: L n 'MI;)€ltctJ:J&frJS"J i::~~o 

(3) ¥-fmPf 1 0-1 5 5 0 4 0 

[0008]1d::~, CO)~~~, ~/~-*~~.~~ 

o g-', /\,/::J yJ!!j{;;O)tJ;liJld:: (::', tti£!jf2i~**iJ"t::''l.l!t<::;;G 

\.:;ct, ''J ~ '7-7tcmM'C~~J;\)}i'tTj;)n(;f':f£ct~~iJ\ 

t,cHc~~ ~ ')tc, 1/~-::j',,'J ~~A,:$i'17lv7'1/ 

mM'C9~t~E;-(ctJ:, ~ GId::~F"~~BiJ'}£ct~ ~o 

[0009] .1-H*El\jtCiJ:, ~/~-1"''J H"1j~tjlJpt~~ 

;>til!i{i§~~, T'-~7'5L,tc;'Htln'~~f1§)t0) I P 

7 FVA(<::~-::5l'c, ':lj~T'-~7'5L,~fi~~~o L 

~~~c,~§~~~j;)~~c,~~~~,~~~o)l 

P 7 F vAJ,rtElmL n'~.Q;,~iJ'j;)~o i:: C 0iJ\ )i'1 

7Jv7''17°mM'Chitl:tJ:, ttil!if1§~~O) I P7 FVA 

ti, .:en;fn0)7"[]/\~ ~"i::mt'c~~ *l.'i~JE~tl;lJ; 

~ '0 LfciJ'-Y C, ~fjf&l)tJ:, wJtJ~Ji!m~tGhito)~ ') tc, 

':?tf1§iP.ljO) I P 7 F VA ft'Y<I6tElm L c:t5 < C i:: iJ'l.' ~ fJ: 

Po 

[0 () 1 0] .:eCl.', 1tt*tJ:, cO)rn1!m~Wn~~~f::<16 

tc, ;>til!i{1§~~r,,'O)il!i{1§~rp*tt~Gtc<l6tc, i1'fliEO) I P 

7 F VA~t¥-::>+j--/\~1.ilt:tl1I L n '~o cO)t~€l, ;>til!i 

f';~imiJ:, 1y~-t,''J ~*It!tct~*,tLfd&, 1:"c+j--/\ 

i:: ii!lf1§~~'~il~ ~o ;>til!i{1§~~iJ')]!jf1§~f#llzil~ ~ i::, +j

-/\tJ:, -h i::O)il!if1§~fi!!.hA,rpm~~o CO)J;\)}i't, +j-

-/\0) I P 7 r VAA,~t±l LfCT'-~ 7'5 L,iJ't§'fO))]!j 

C~~A,~r;~~tl~O)l.', ;>ti£!jf;j~ifgtj:, tll'fO) I P7 

FVAHD~.Q;'WiJ\Id::~'o CO)*i'i~!iIL :$i'17Jv7'Y7"m 

ffif'iL n'~il!i{i§~~r,,~l.';1;)-y ct, {5J03ZJI([1d:: < il!i{i§l.' 

~~o 

[0011] tC0iJ\ +j--/\~1\lt:(trd~i'tt=tJ:, +j-

/ \~*t¥~ ~.Q;'~iJ\j;) fJ, *t¥.ffliJ'iJ'iJ'~ i:: v' ') r,,'~ 

iJ;lfJit.:tcj£'t~~o *t::, +j--/\J:JliRIv l.'~,t::J#]i'ttc 

iJ:, Elil!ifi§~~i::t§'fO))]!jf1§~~i::iJ\~v'n'ctil!if1§ 

T~fd;v'i::l'')r,,~~ti*'t~~o ~ 0tC, +j--/\i*J1.'il!i 

f;§t§'f~~~hiM'lii:v:~ tl c:t5 0 9\ r!T~O)il!i{1§t§'f 

~};!.-::>U~ C i::iJ'BSIiml.'j;)~o f9'lj;z(;f, fJ~Sif,¢,(l:iJ:, 1-). 

TO)~ -j fd;~1f:hittc~ ~ c, t§"F~~~ C i::iJ'~v'o 

~;IJ;biS, ttii!lf§~~tJ:, +j--/hEl00)1SfiJ;H!~~ 

~o +j--/\tJ:, ':?t(tJf:bf::1SfiJ;O)1) A ~~~~L, ttilli 

f1§~~ti, .:eO) 1) A ~ i*JiJ' 0rJr~O)t§"F~~tR~ ~o C 

O)hitl.' tJ:, mM'C~tW±(!i;z ~(C1tt~ C, ~1f:Ili'tO)"FFB~ 

M\'i:*:~~o 

[0 0 1 2] *~, +j--/\~[;I:tl1ILfc i:: L c 'b, t§'fO) 

il!if~~iJ\*'y ~'7-7(CmM'C~tln';IJ;Utltf, )]!jf1'l 

~~'lzil-C2'fJ:~'i::~'')r,,~~,¢,((J:, fR~i:: L, cmi~~tlc 

[00 1 3] *}£8JltJ:, 1:1.icO)F,,'~Bft~J:i."[Id::~ttt:: 

to)l.';1;)fJ, .:eO)ElS"JtJ:, flZllfiP.I)O)il!ifi§~~iJ'::j"';J ~'7 

-7 t= ~'~7 Jv7 ''J 7Ct~t'c~n n ,~tJ;li'tt=, ~,1Y<illl{;; 

~~0)!!P;;G'11~rPJ1: l:~ ~il!ifi§~~o)llflft±l L hit~tJl! 

{J:l<~~Ci::(cj;)~o 

[0014] 

['2Riill~f1¥i~~~fc<l6O)'f.fQ] ~1'i:sMi 1 O))CS}jt={*~)i' 
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~ 7 Iv 7 'Y7om~Jl!i{§~~O)ll'flfl±l L 7JitiJ:, :t, '1 l- '7 

-7A.,1j'~7Iv7 "/ 7°t~~1:~ n0 /j'~7Iv7 '1 7t~~iHi 

f§UO)ll'flfl±l L7JitcJi)--:JL, H2~*~~mi*T0te 

&l:>le, l-),-rO)flIf'i1~i3A':-CV'0C .t~¥.H::&.t Ln' 

00 

[0015] TiJ:b is , ~,;2;:j"'1l-'7-7.tW]IJf<::~51'lt 

G;j-l, H2;:l~7Iv7'17°m~J1lif§U~ll'flfI±lUiJ~§ 

iJ:Jl!i{l§@l*)jHe J: --:J L, J{p;f-fJ!UO)Jl!i{l§~~ii )1"~ 71 V 7 '1 

70t~*lti1!l1a~:;RA.,mMt~*~fi;t 0 ~ 1 If'l1.t, t~*,\:~ 

*~~~nd(1'7Iv7'Y7°m®'ill!l{l§UfJ\ ~i.l2;:j"'1 l

'7-7A.,)i'1'7Iv7'Y7-m~T0~ 2 If'i1.t, H2:t, '1 

l- '7-7~frL L, J£Il'fff!IJO)Jijj{';~:;R.t )i'~7Iv7'17 

~*'7Ci1!l{~;~i*.t:iJ\ll!H;='T0j';fJ 3 Ifi[.t~j"flu n'0o 

[0016]iJ:a~~*~l-'7-7.tLL~, ~;t 

~ ~Y)1-*~l-aiJ:f, ~~7V3Y~~~0)~~ 

l- '7-7J?, !\'J~ /i1!l{~c;iJ: f:iJIo}jHfGn, _t;j2i1!l{~§] 

*ll!.t L L iJ:, fJU;t ii', 'm1l5@l~.Jl!J?Ji!Bro8~~.Jl!iJ: f :iJI:lHf G 
;j-100 

[00 17] -~ie, tB¥~ll'flfl±l-1iiJ:v';:j"'1l-'7-7 

IJ:, ~5@l~.Jl!iJ: f, Hl¥~ll'flfl±l LPJ~§iJ:Jl!i{§@lif.Jl!iJ:.t 

lett.r-(L~IJE:iJ''@$jJcJi)00 ~te, )i'~7Iv7'17°~~ 

0) J: -3 Ie:, Jl!i{§~~:iJII1??~le It t.:: L;:j', 'Y l- '7 -71e: mm 

T0i#liJldJ:, ;:j', '1 l- '7-7 .ti1!lf;~/}~.tO)illl{aJI!li.t, 

fJU;tii', 7FI./AiJ:f, :7'''1 l-'7-7l:0)j:''ti~.tH:il0) 

Jl!i{l§~~J?{1ll0)fflizlS.t:J::J<fflc~00 Lte:iJ'--:JL, /j'~7 

Iv7 '1 7m~~ t1tei1!l{;c\ji~iJ:, l:J2illl{dri1I*Jll~fflv 'L 

jj'[~Jl!i{§T0tJJ}&, 45J:'(f, ;:j','1 l- '7-7 .tW:ffl~.Jl!leL 

t~~~ n0tJJ} &Ie tt.r-(L , Jl!i{§.fflO){jfi~:iJIPJ~gl: Ji) 

0 0 

[0 0 1 8] H2tli'lnZc rJ:, f€1l'fff!IJO)Jl!i{§~~.t )i'~ 7 

IV7'17°~mJl!i{§~~.tO)jlIjjJl!i{§~~:iJ\ ;:j"'1 l-'7-7 

~fr L Li!!i{§T 0 llfile, J£ll'ffJ!IJO)Jl!i{l§~~iJ:, )t~ 7 Iv 

7 '1 7°~mi!lH~~:;~A.,~*,'cf~*~{i;t 00 C We: J: I) , 

)i'1'7Iv7'Y7-~mJl!i{l§U:iJI;:j"'1 l- '7-7ie~m~n 

n 'iJ:(' ,tJJ}iJcJi)--:J -C t, ~il2~ 3 If'i1le;Blt o Jl!i{l§!li't 

~~, ~~l-'7-7A.,~~~-1i0C.t~C~00 ~n~ 

;t, 'Rv 'f+-ili:l:ll!i{§PJ~§iJ:)i'~7Iv7 '1 7~mJl!i{§~~ 

IUSv'-C, rfi~O))1 ~ ~ Y':7'l:lit~lel!lH§~OOizflc ~, 

I) 71v)11' L,iJ1j{;j:iJ1PJlmleiJ: 00 

[001 9) ~te, ~j'j*lJj2o)f€ajjle{*0)i'~7Iv7'1 

7mmJl!i{l§~~0)Il'flfl±l L 7Jit IJ: , il~*J]j 1 il2!l&0)J£ajj 

O)fli'lnZle:;Bv '-C, ~i.l2~ 3 If'i1iJ:, H2J£ll'ffJ!UO)Jl!i{l§~ 

:;~;BJ:lf)1"~7Iv7 '1 7-~~M{':;~:;~0)-? tj c*CfJ!lJO) 

Jl!i{l§~~:iJ\ ~~~ 3 If§lle -C*I±lT 0 "j.'-)i O)j?iJ: < 
.t t -llr,~sg~{t. L -CiEI±lT 0Sg~ If'i1.t, ~{l§fJ!IJO)Jl!i 

{, ;~:;~:iJ\ S,'t ~ J{t.~ ;j-1t6'-)1 ~lW)T 01id ,j If','.t ~ 

i31u CV'0 C .tHif1'l&.t L n'00 

(0020) fJ:;B, sg~{t.T0~~He{9:!fflT07JitiJ:, Sj'f 

l J{t..tl~~J·.t c+ti1!lO)SitF;m~{9:!JTJT 07JitJ?, ~lJflm 

~I!i(, '-CMf}{t. L, i;lmm.t iJ:):lIJO)~I2\'Em~mv '-Cltlfj 

f.l'OOIJZ 10-1 55040 

T 07JttiJ: .t, 1'1 I< O)7Jjt~~ffll: ~ 0 0 ~ te, jlIjji!!i{i§ 

~~~iJ:, % 3 Ir'jHe5t}1:--:J L, f?'IJUf'. l:fi2m 1 I;f'ic 

O)jgj{l§, Ji)0~'tJ:, !Ii~J2SiJ:.t', rfiJEO)7Jit!eJ: I), +tjgj 

O)Bg~m.lNEl'f.O)i;rmmid: t 0)Sj'f ~m~If;(1;'} L n '00 

[0021]*~l-'7-~~frLLjgj~T0~~~* 

~:h0T'-)iiJ:, li:tl{ttJi)0HJ:cx~"Iu~n01;,!i:h:iJ\ilS 

00 'f-ftc, :::r,'1l-'7-7tL-C, 1'/)i-;:j','1)--atd::t 

~{9:!fflT 0 tffi} El-Ie IJ:, J{{§fJ!IJ;B J: lf3't{l§ff!~O)jgj{l§~~:iJ1 

T'-)iO){~j!§~mJEc~iJ:(,'te66, ~l{~iJ:t', Jfll{aO) 

WJj!j:O)fI2:~~tHJ:*~ v '0 
(0022) .tC6:iJ\ H2tli'lnZciJ:, jgjfl§[7;J'@O)-3 

is, -:J>iJ:< .tt-{if>tJ:, SfPJ-ft.leJ:--:J-C, Jcll'ffJ!lJO)i1!l{cl 

~Wii;BJ: If)i'l' 71v7 '1 7m®'tilll{B~:;~1-),1I-O)~~fj:iJ' 

G~~~;j-ln'00 CO)*aJil!, jgj{§[7;J'@~Bg~{t.-1i'9', 

IJZ:X:O)~ ~{~T0~iJtett.r-(L, jgj{l§WJj!j:Ie tiJ'T 0Y.: 

iE:tt~lo1~c~ 00 
[0023] iJ:;B, sg~ft.T0T'-)iiJ:, jJU;tiJ', jgj{l§ 

[7;J'§:~ 0) to), jlIjjjgj{l§~~O){9:!ffl~l', Ji) 0 v 'iJ: 7 F ~ .A 

iJ:t:iJ1>¥'ff'Gn00 td!.L, B''f~·{t.T0T'-)ig:iJlt~* 

'90 Ie lff:-:> L, jlIjjjgj{§~~O)jljjE!iJ\tl'l*T 00) C, jgj{i§ 

O)~~IJt~-l§'Ei L -c, -1lr,0)"j'-)1 0)JJ.~Sj'f~{t. L -C t 

J:~'o -Iil'i:le:, {9:!ffl~1',J?7 F~.AiJ:t:iJI~~~le{*J{,!! 

<!n0.t, )jJj{;C\[7;J,@O)lFt~'I1~mil!IJ~;j-lJ?T~'o Lte:iJ1 

--:J -C, @{~J?'§ffll'iJ: fO)jgj{§Ut:s'b -C, f9:!ffl~1',J?7 

F ~~iJ: .t~*{]§T0tJJ}iJletJ:, UlG~sg~ft.T 0 C 

.tM"tle:t:iZ~n00 UlleJ: I), jlIjjilll{d~~O)fl.tg~~ 

'J tl'lbo~ -1i 0 C .t iJ: <, ii!H§WJj!j:fetiJ'T 0'f;Z;iE:'11~101~ 

L~00 

[002 4] ~ Gie, ;il'j*rH30)JCa.me{*0)1"~7Iv7 

"/ /~mjgjf§~~o)ll'flfl±l L7JittJ:, ~j'j*J]j 2 1l2iXO)J£ 

SjjO)tli'lnZte;Bv '-C, l:i.l2~ 1 If!jHj:, f€ll'ffIUJO)jgj{]§~~ 

Ji)0 ~ 'iH"~ 71v 7 '1 7~fW[jgj{§~~:iJ\ sg~{t.o)~le 

{9:!JIJ~n06l'f§}mp'tt§¥t,::i!Jj~DT 0If'£~rilu c~ '0 C. 

.t ~~if1'l&.t L LV '00 
[0 0 2 5) fJ:;B, Bg~{t.O)~te i;OOm~{9:!fflT 0 tJJ} 

E1, m¥te tl, IJ GO)~I2\'EmtetiJ'1t Ltei;IJlJm:iJ\lID~D~ 

:f100 ~t::., +tjgjO)sg~m~fflv'-csg~ft.T0tJJ}E1, ~ 

~sg~mm§¥tcjgj~D~ ;j-100 

[0 0 2 6] l:~2f~nZl:iJ:, ~~'L~*iijleSE'f~·m~i1!l9;D 

T 00)C, llfi@ljgj{l§Lt::..t ~ .tsg~m~:l£\!'!Lt::.t~&c 

Ji) --:J -C t, {OJ G xf,l-d: <, fi!ijjgj{l§~~'J:, si'f{5-{t. Lt6' 

-)1~iE~-C~00 bo;t L, jgj{§@lK:Jll~m~'L, t~m~ 

*O)lID~D.t6iFJmO)J2SN .to))lX7J~-t!iL -Cfh n' 

00 Lte:iJ'--:J-C, fi!ij~~{[ljjjJIHell'-?tJJ}&lett.r-(-C, jgj{l§ 

@]*Jl!~-t~mT 0'f.Fs9~l'lIJiJPtc ~ 0 0 
[() () 2 7) ~ Gle, fJIJ;tiJ', !Ii~iEiJ: t'leJ: --:J -C, Sft~} 

m~~JET o tffi} &, Jl5.jgj{§~~iJ:, {9:!fflllfilesgl%m~ltt: 

JET 0£,~iJ\Ji)00 sg~m'J:, ~;j-l-'f'nO)jgj{§~~4j:He 

)IL~~n00)C, ~,He:, l!IHc;t[j¥0)~~:iJI±f'lboT0.t, ,jit: 
jLS;,}O)¥rmtttl*'900 ctHetiJ'L -C, ,,,1*rfl3 ,;2~&0) 
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• 

~AjjO)-mmckl:, mm'iijtclljifi%m~l!!imL l;fcil) , :&al'f 

: Jit~'fI;6Ji,!J'E"9 G,~'~iJ'i;J::~ 'O)C, ~i,!Ji::Jf;fO)'foF>B~fjlj 

~C'~Go 

(0028] 1k, lljifi%m~,l!!i~~.~~Ll,m'fo 

O)l!!if§tt~"'fi~nl, ':'3~al'fi%mtcllljifi%ft~tltC"?' 

-:';q;t, ::{"Y r- '7-7~~L lfi~~tlGo LtciJ'-Y 

l, ~.=':~iJ)l!!if§O)f;QJ~~~JXd':I-Gi$}Ei', lZ1JO)l!!if§~f~ 

~"9 M::,~iJi.i& Go C 0)*-5~, 1jl. ~O)l!!if§'fofi,!tc l, Iljif 

UiJ1U::"?'-)< t~~fg"9G~i'ltCtt«-l, MGf;QJ'&tc"tiJ" 

"9 G $:~t1~rpJJ:. c~ Go 

(0029]~~ M*~40)~~~~G~~7~7~ 

7'm~\5ffifQ~lffiO)PiJi-lft±l L1Jii;t;t, ~i'i*r~ 1, 21tct;t 

3 "2iQo)-f£BJJO)tr~mtc:t5v ,·C 1:"2::{, 'Y r- '7-7 teLl:, 

~PiJi-fJ!ljO)l!!if§~~ t /j'~ 7 Jv 7 'Y 7°mml!!if§~~ t O)rB~ 

O)l!!if§~r:pm"9 G"7-/~iJllli,!It t:All:t5l), 1:1\2~ 3 I 

rnL 1:"2jj1iji!Jjfii~;l~iJ\ FJ G~~"9'\}Ui1~1:..;2"7-
1\",.:ctl;nll!!i~0"9GI1''Et, 1:1l2jj1ijl!!if§m~iJ\ t§'fo 

0)~~i1~ 1:1\2"7-I \"'l!!i~O L l, m'foO)l!!if§~~~~ 

tR"9 GI1''11 t, 1:.12"7-I ~iJ'i1l1jR ~ tltcJI!jfa~;lgrH90)JJJj 

f§~r:pm"9GIf.'i1t~alu CV'G C t~*ff,&t G n' 

Go 

(0030]i;J::a1:~*~r'7-7tLl~,m~ 

t;f, ~/)<-t"j Hllli;J::t', ::1::{,7/3 /vA}~lO)::{,'Y 

r '7-7iJ\$I:fGtlGo 1tc:, cO)tlllmC'IJ:, 1:~2~~)j( 

~ 2 .i& G ~ ,tJ: 3 c'al'f~ft"9 G~, *flC JOO L tCT-)< t L 

l, jj!iji!Jjf;;m~0)~1~i'tiJ';>lH:f'GhGo 

(003 1] 1:1\2tlllmC'tJ:, ~~)j(~ 1 tl'flt!IHc, /f~7 

Jv7 'j 7°f,;iml!!if§~~iJ't, 'Y r '7-7 ICf~~ifE~h lV 'i;J:: 

~ 'iEli'lc.i&-y l t, 1:J2;;f'l3 If',Hc;J'51t Gitlifall;'tlctJ:, 

::{"Y r'7-7",mm~1tGCtiJ\T~Go ChiC.):'), 

jj!ijl!!if§m~tJ:, t"y r '7-71clli,!ItGhtc"7-!\~~L 

l,M~0)~~~/7C~~~l!!i~~OO~C~Goi;J:: 

to, V-I \iJI'\~~i't~0nfl"9 Gt&lEi'C'.i&-y l t, fleHlf'i 

i1~al'f~ft L l~~"9 G C tiC.): -y l, jjlijl!!if§m~O)fle 

ffl~i1~~-=:113'iJ' G<g:~Icll!,¥Ull~c~ Go 

(0032] 1k, ~*~50)~~~~G~~7~7~ 

7°mml!!if§~~o)PiJi-lft±l LfJii;IJ:, §iII*~ 1, 2 ;Uct;t 

31l2~0)~BjjO)tllimlc;J'5v'l, 1:1\2::{,'y r- '7-7tJ:, WIJ 

~\.:f, ~/~-:j'"y Hr~i;J::t', ,,?'-)<~E~"9G~, ':'3 

~::{<I r'7-71c;J'5UG7 FVAle:'):-Yl~f§ftHifAE 

"9Gt;J::tlc, )<"-17Jv7'Y7°mml!!if§~~lc1;fLl, m 

m'iij~.~0)7FvA~~I)':'3lG~~r'7-7c.i& 

f), 1:.,~22fj 3 I1'~tJ:, )(-17 Jv7 'Y 7°m~\:J[fjfam~~iJ\ 

mmtfttcMtG El G0)7 F VA «If:zf1J\"9GIf.'il t, ~'f
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f), il!l{gll~ 2 iJ:, 7'W \~ 1,i' 5 t il!l{g'9 011~t ~~5@] 

*iJl 1 c')ilellln (Jt!l,;5f'l) l;f:'t( < :jllJ;t 0 ~ t we ~ 0 0 

[005 2] ~GfC, 7,w\1')i'5fJ:, illi{gll~20)j 

-l[;-lj'-!\l'tJ;)00 ~i*B"ltCfJ:, /w\~ I)' 5 tJ:, il!l 

f,;11~~ 2 tc, ',liT j -l[; 7 F v7l;f:T&'J}~jf) '"3--c--cto 

f), UlfcxiJ;t;U:~~l.,/J;Hj2t~~~ (j-l[;#'Y7 

7) Hill;t TV'0o il!ligll~2mO)~-=fj-MJ:, 7'P 

1\~)1'5A.,1\2i!~tl, 7cW\~)i'5iJ:, Jt!l{i;1I~~291i0) 

','G:-=f j-l[;l;f:~'tlf'h --C, X,tJ;t;'90j-l[;#'Y 77IC,¥; 

¥.fr.IJ"f 1 0 - 1 5 5 0 4 0 

fff'90 0 7'W\~)i'51J:, ~Y:$I-;j"'1 H~ncm-~m 

$7'C~h--Ctol). ~o)IP7Fv7~,m-~-~l'J;)00 

Gt:iJ1"J--C, il!lfgll~2 iJ'~Y:$I-;j"'1 H\~ 7 Icm$7'C~ 

n TV '0 iJ''2:fiJ\ tJJ:lf, m$7'C~O) I P 7 F v71cIMlb 

G9\ ~-=fj-l[;iJ:!it~fcI'!2i!~tl00 il?J.il!l{i§1I~2 

tj:, :$I"1'7l[;7'Y7'mMCU:::~tc, [i5J'9'[(O)'~=fj-l[; 

l;f:H2j-)[;#'Y 7 7iJ'G~fCdJ.tb'9~ tiJ\c~ 00 

[0053] mtE, ~Y:$I-:?,'Y HI~HJ:, 11:< '11f&1.,-:::J 

-:::JJ;) I), ~ (O)/tJl\~ )i'iJI-lj'- ~7l;f:lifl9a l., TV '00 

~nGO)7'tJl\~ )i'0)~< fJ:, :$I"1'71v7'O'mMCl;f:+)

;j;-rl.,--C;t;:;V), j-l[;+)--1\0)1IIiEl;f:{Jill;tTV'0 o l., 

tciJ1-; --c, illl{jll~ 2 toJ: If 3l;f:,ili:lt 0 L t fC J: "J --c, 

*1fIiiliTf5l1grc{*{;,)ffi{;;:/A T b 1l;f:'l'¥WctI4i1Xc~ 0 0 

[0 0 5 4] f.ftv '--C, il?J.illi{§lI~ 2 • 3 O)tliJi1Xi;lj t l., 

--c, f;lj;tfJ, ~''1':ti'i;~l'i/J; t'0)J: ~ fCf'i?i tj!ljj{~tO)JX 

hl;f:{iillS'9 0t&l1S'l;f:r:p)L.\lc,;~~Jl'9 00 /J;tJ, w.-rl'tJ:, 

f'i?i t j!Ijj{~tO)fRhl;f:{ii!'9 0±~ilfcBNG f. jj!jjil!lfgll 

H2·3~, ~Y~-~~r.7/J;t'0)~~r'7-7l;f: 

if' l., --C, I) 7 l[;:$I1' btc'1'-:$Il;f:{ii!'9 0 ~ tl;f:;j', 'Y r 

'7-7i'i;~l'itt,f,f!J;'900 

[0055] "U:, ;;il!l{gll~2· 30)~mhittl.,--C 

tJ:, f&Jzt'90J: ~ fDfiqO)tliJi1XiJI~;tGt'c0iJ\ ~ ~ c 

tj:, illlijll~2 (3) iJ\ cct1"i'i[il]*)]l4tJJ;lf1'Y:$I-;j', 

'Y r~~7 to)m$7'Cl;f:flilj1D1J'90m$7'C~2 a (3 a) t, A 

tbtJ~lIt/J;0::JYt::l-~2 b (3 b) tl;f:iJill;tn, 

0tllli1Xtc-:Jv '--C ,;~~Ji'9 00 ~ O)t~i1XciJ:, *1fIiiliTf5®tc 

i*0iJiflftbGhitfJ:, m$7'C~2 aiJ'~liilil.,TV'00 ~ 

tc, 1?r)lliigll~2 • 3fCtJ:, J::il2IJiflftbG1JitlcJ;0il!l 

{,;1:).7tO)iillhiilll"5HHC, ~B:;j5~lf 2 c • 3 c iJ1-'ftl;e"ttwli: 

ftGhTV'00 /J;;t;:;, jjIi])j{gll~2 • 3tj:, Iffl:mO)tliJi1X 

l;f:f'r G TV '00)C. l-:).-rl'fJ:, il~aflO){l!!1'i:J::, il!l{i§lIH 

2 O)mi1XfC-:::Jv '--CO)dJ.~tlJlHc~~fl'9 00 

[0056] '9/J;biS, ::JYt::l-:$I2 bij:, i71j;ttf'. 

~'1':til j '7-,?>" ~ 7 /J; (:, ~~ G/J;v'AtJ~lIl;f:fJill;t 

--CtJ I), fleffl~fJ1IJO)f'i?i,,?j!ljji~/J; t'l;f:'1':::/:$I l[;O)7"-:$I 

?IJtl.,--Cm*/t~~2 aA.,iii!l'~00 ~tc, ::JYt::l-:$I 

2b~, ~=:$I-'?>At:-il-/J;t'O)tbtJ~II@~-tt 

f) l;f:iJill;t--CtJl), m$7'C~2 al;f:f)-l." il!lii§lIH3iJ\G 

~ltlf:btc'1'-:$I}Ijl;f:@if~-'?>mB t l., --C{leJHi"ftc)ffi*Ol' 

~0o 

[0057] ::JYt::l-:$I2btm$7'C~2atO)rs~rJ:, 

i;lj;tfJ, RS232C-'?>RS422A, I fDA, &;,0 

v'tJ:, LAN /J; (:, T&'Ji:il1tR~nt:illlijhittcJ: "J--cm 

$7'C~tl--C:t31), fR1Jri>Jfc'1'-:$Il;f:i!~c~00 /J;to, jj!jj 

~r8~0)il!l{i§httfJ:, I) 7 l[;:$1 ~ bfCJX1Jri>Jil!l{giJ'I1JIiEl' 

J;)ntJ, iiifJ)vAAt'll, J;)0v'tJ:, 7':::/)1ll-/7707', 

illi{g~Jt-'?>Jllif*mml;f:Fo~b/J;1, '0 

[0058] -h, *WliilifB!L~fcf*0m*1C~2 aiJ:. 1::1 
1JC~'9 J: ~ fC, *jDnIit0!L~fcfX;0IJiflft±l G1Ji:tl;f::J:l1iili 

'90/07''7b-'?>1'tflJj~li:}E/J;(:l;f:~2t8'90F I as hj 
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• 

-f:-I) lIt, H2fifiiEO)illifl§7Jii;l':::I:/1::.2-)l2 b t 

i!JjfC;-g0~:/jI-7 I-7,il~ 1 2 t, 'iltj:5l"J~4;f5J::U 
~;li~2 c tJt*ft~:jTLI,'0illifl§ffl I C ( Integrated 

C i rcu it) I 3 t, JtMC~ 2 a 3'o:f$;ftiliIJiiE/l'90 CPU 

(Central Processing Unit) 1 4 t, f'F*fflO)~2t~llft~ 
t t:J. 0 RAM ( Random Access Memory) 1 5 t ftili»;t 

n'00 ~ G~C:, i§lj;tt,f, illi@m:~3 0)'11['f )-)v7 F 

v7,id:t', JtMC~2 aO)~*!L~ft1Z.if.-g0t~6I:>~c:, tk!L~1Z 

.if.ifli,'lIl
l} \;Y,)v I (i iJ\~jil:t Grlll, '00 1'ti\~;j:.t I I t:J.1, 'G 

I 61J:, "tn .::c'tlJ \7, 1 nc:JtMC~ tll ;f51), 1'tj'f~;j;j'FB~ 

O)j"-)l ~J:, } \7, I 7 ftfr G l fZillS~ rl0 0 

(0 0 5 9] J::~2 F I ash) -f:-i) 1 1 IJ:, 't8:5Ki31~e ~ 

m;t PJI1§t:J.::ffoJi'Jctto)) -f:-I) TdS-=> l, j~Jzt;'9 0!Jl,lJf'Fft 

fT7 7°0 Jf'7 bt, '"3~/0 Jf'7 Ueli~ffl-g 01'tfl~ji 

iEfrnl t iJ\;j:grfJ~ tl n '00 ¥!Of*i31~elJ:, illiil§m:~ 3 ~elJ,!l 

-g0d!i:;.Ei[i'lt G llJ:, It'l:JtPiJ'Utl:l-g~cj(O)~il:5-/E:Uid:t:iJ\ 

*ffGtl00 ~G~e, @:JtPiJ'Utl:l'9~jjHe, illifl§~~3iJ' 

illif§m:~ 2 ftilllUllj-g 0t~&lJo)}\7, '7- F t;j:gj'fJ~tl n' 

00 '"3~}\7,'7-FIJ:, T6I:>iflji;;m:tl~3Ietir;;tGnl 

;f5 I), illii§~~ 3 IJ:, L. 0)}\7, '7- Fft¥.~&-g 0 L. tic 

J:: -=> l, lEj;Jl,O)i~ffl~iJ' G O)PiJ'Utl:l G tJ,~tJ,ft,¥IJiEl' ~ 

00 :H~, /D/\~!l5~elJ,!l-g0~jiiEirnitGl, 7'D/\ 

~ jI' 5 O)'!hri:5* ~, 77J r;:/ i', } \7, '7 - F, ;f5 J::lftj 

7:t0)'11['f)-)!J7 F v7,iJ\;j:gKfJ~tlll,'0o ~ Gle, * 
~1ft!jT8!L~l'IJ:, ~:/)l-;Y,,/, i'~7 ftfrG lillii§-g0 

~, iflH;;m:tl~2 tiflji,:jm:i*3 tlJ:, f§lj;tl;f, R S Ai'f'5 

t:J. t O)~ml!ilSlif'57Ji\ftffll, 'l, illiil§I*J-gO)Ij,'t:J. « t t 

I j'f~ftSlif'5itGlilliil§'900 U~iJ\-:>l, F I a s h) 

-f:-i) 1 I IJ:, S11~Jit;f5J::Uj~'5itO)~~~ei~ffl-g0~l-Wm 

;f5J::U~ml!ilt~2t@G n '00 t:J.;f5, '"3?!\t:J.iJ\G, F I 

ash )< -f:- I) 1 1 ~e i \;t l, ROM ( Read-Only Memor 

y) -'?}\'/'TI)}\'/'77'/'7'~tlt:RAM, S0l\(j:, 

}\- Fj".-( 7,7id:t, /ffif1)Ettft~'90;j2U'f:W:ft!tll\ 

ltJ::I,'o 

(006 0] ~t~, ~:/jI-7 I-7,~ 1 21J:, f§u;t 

l;f, R S 2 :'12 C~:/)l-7I-7,id:t', :::I:/1::.2-)l 

2 b t JtMC~ 2 a t o)illiil§7Jii;~eJZ; ct~ ~:/ 9-7 I-

7,l'dS I) , CPU 1 41J:, '"3~~:/)l-7I-7,j'f~12 

ftfrLl, :::I:/1::.2-)l2bt~~l'~00 

(006 1] ~ G~e, H2im@tl I C 1 31J:, {Jlj;tl;f, 

-f:-j"bfflO) I Cid:t-CdS-=>l, ~@j*~40)@H~JtMC/ 

t,TJitlTftiliIJiiE/l U: I), CPU I 4 iJ\'Z!1f'l!-g 0 j"- 9J'iJ t'11[ 

.,:5r'l*"'j{!J ftfr;*~n0"t~i':;~JtftiW ife%!2m U:: I) T 

~00 :H::, CPU 140)fii~leJZ;Gl, '11[~:5@jK;)j!4t 

'11[~:5~2 c tftJt*fCGl, '11[~:5~2 cO)"")vft~~G'9L. 

ttl'~00 

(0062]-1], CPU14(J:, Flash)-f:-I)l 

10)/oij'7b~~-:>l, ~:/)l-7I-7,~12;f5J:: 

U)iliir;HJ I C 1 3 fti!iIJ1fFIJ-g 0 0 lH*a"1~elj:, Jt®'i?Hf 2 a 

Ii, fifit:i20)';Il,;:5'*~ftjl"~7)v L l, ',1;;:~:5I"I*"'j{ 4 ftfr L 

(8) ~ifml-¥ 1 0-1 5 5 0 4 0 

l, mifl§m:~ 3 t@:Jtilliil§Lt:: I), 7°D/ \~ )l' 5 ftfr G 

l, ~:/)l-i'-'/' l-%Iil7(eJt®HJ-:i)l'!00 alteJ:: 

I), Jt*YC~ 2 a (J:, 1~Jzt;-g 0 J:: 7 Ii.:, ~:5@j*Jl! 4 ftfr L 

~&m@~t, ~Y9-i'-~i'~7~frG~mi~tft~ 

iEO)illft~l'j'T7 L. tiJ\l' ~ 00 

(0063] '1t::, CPU I 4(J:, ~:/9-7I-7,ii~ 

1 2dS0l'lJ:miil§ffl I C 1 3ftfiGl, :::I:/1::.2-)l2 

b-,?~:5~2 c ftlliljfiElJC~00 a11eJ:: I), :t~*YC~2 a 

IJ:, :::1:/1::.2-:9 2 biJ\ Wlj;tl;f, ;j:.-Ant:J.C'(eJ::-:> 

l, i~ffl~iJ\G~:/9-;Y"1 i'~7 ftfrGt:Jt*YCftfiiJ'G 

~ nt:iJ\~iJ\, ;f5J:: U, Jt*ft5tid: t ft'f1jiEl'! 00 :1: 

tc, t~*,c?Hf2 atJ:, 'itl:~%IiJ]*lil4 t'ig~:5~~2 c tftt~IM:G 

l, iill'i;rilli,l:5HT7 L. tiJ1l'!00 

(006 4] ~:5@j*~4ftfrGl@:JtJt*YC~tln'0t~ 

El, CPU I 41J:, illiil§ffl leI 3 ftfr L l, illiil§m:~ 

3 ",-fifi'iEO)) ,/'t-:Jft3Etl:l-g0 t#le, illii;Jm:~ 3 iJ\ 

G~il§Lt::)'/'t-:JftffilXjjIJl'!00 miil§m:~2 . 3F,,~ 

OJilliil§1]$tJ:, f§l];tti', V 3 2, V 3 2 b is, V 3 

4, V 2 I, dS0~\IJ:V 2 2 t:J.t'O)j;Ji!;j:gteJZ;Gt:::/I) 7 

)vimfl§l'dS I), jiIjj~FB~l') '/'t-:Jft*~l'~ 00 

(0065] -1], illiil§m:~2 t/D/\~)l"5 tiJ\lf~ 

7)v7'/'7"t~*YC~nll\0t~it, CPU I 41J:, illiil§ffl 

I C 1 3ftfrLl, /D/\~9"5 tT.'-97'7bft*~ 

'900 L nIL J: I), m*YC~ 2 a iJ:, mm*YCIF,fO) I P 7 F 

v7,ftll!C:~'9 0 t+!;1e, fifiiEOJT8i\O)'11['f)-)vft*tl:l 

l'~ 00 ~ Gle, t~*,JC{m 2 a IJ:, 7'D/H jI" 5 Ie "jilt G 

nt::§7:t0))-)v;t;'1 7 7,ft~iEO)JEJWll'!it§!c;L l, illi 

il§m:~ 3 iJ' G OJ~'f) - )vtJ\ilJ~ G ll' 0iJ'~iJ'ft,¥IJiE 

'900 '~"f)-)viJ\iIJ*,'L n\t::ttlflti, 'iit'f)<-)VO) 

l*J-gft!itll!c:L l, t§'f:O) I P 7 F v7,ft~~~l'! 00 

(0066]~;tl, ~:/)l-*~l-~7ftfrLlm*ft 

Lll'0t~El, CPU I 41j:, ~:/:9-7I-A%Bl 2 

;f5J::Uilliiclrtl I C I 3ft;Wj1fFlJL l, :::1:/1::.2-92 b t 
~:/:9-;Y"1 i'~7 to)FB~O)imil§ftr:pm-g00 t:J.;f5, :::I 

:/1::.2-:9 2 b t:t~*ft~2 a to)FB~te;f5~\l, j§1];t(i', 

dilrij"-9J'1J-'?1!ljj{~T'-)lJ'iJ"tO)tO)id: C', ~:/ jI-;y, 

"J i'*Iti 7 telir;*~n0j"-97''7bt~t:J.0T8i\-C'j'' 

-)liJ\iZillS~tl n '0t~El, CPU I 4 iJ'jiIjj~ftm1i'3£ 

J'P1-g 00 -1], :::1:/1:: .2-)l2 b to)t/;9CT'-)l 7'7 b 

tJ\ir;*~tl0t$}ElIJ:, CPU 1 41J:, '"3~T'-jl7''7b 

ft"t0)~~illiJJ,jl~1±00 Ulli.:J:: I), JtMC~2 a IJ:, :::I 

:/1::.2-jl2bt~:/)l-*~l-*lti7tO)OOl',WG~ 

B'~\id: < lillCftr:pml'~ 00 

(006 7] ~t::, CPU 1 41J:, illifl§~~30)~ml!il 

ftffll'l, imi§m:~3"'-*tl:l'90j"-9ftSlif'5itU:: 

I), T6I:>,i2t[t~nn\0f':IGO)~i)Wmftml\l, il!li,im: 

~3 iJ'G~,tJfl(-:,rc:j"-9ft1~'5 Ltc I) l'~ 0 0 

(0 0 6 8] id:;f5, HcO)~~aJll:IJ:, miil§m:~ 2 le;f5I,' 

l, :::1:/1::.2-92 biJ'Atl:lnftjTl'"3L n'0iJ\ Atl:l 

n~ia:tJ:, aUellN0 to) Tlit:J. l '0 J::Jzt; UcJ: 7 ~e, 
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~/~~-72b~~~Allih~~tm~~2at~M 

~T'-7~{~)]it;ri, I!Mlj(/~~, 7-to'f/T';)7 

Jk ®GHiim{1§~rt-'?im{1§mtl?r0; !::'H.,9b0;'v\o Ltc 

fJ'"'Jl, ~10~-'?t:T':tiJj70;~, flq~Ah~~~ 

{leffl-e~Go r::r!.L, L~t~i'l're:ri, m~~2 ari, ~ 
/7-:7'''1 r*l~7-e{~~nGT'-77'7bt, 'it,j5?ffi 
2 c.B~Lfm~~2 ar,,9~T'-7t~, t§1ire:'l£~'9G 

,i:,~fJ'® Go 
[0 0 G 9 J t;'t!e:, :,<1) !e:~'9 ~.:;, ie:, it'I1{Ei~~ 2 2 ~ 

Ah~~ t L l, ~5~ 2 2 c ~1leffl'9 G±~i'Jie: Ii, l' 
/7-:'/', "I r *Ii'J 7 ~fr Lr::im~5 tim'ffi'O)im10 t ~lX)]-e 

Aj:,i5?ffi22 c ~{leJjJ-e~Go :Hc, f/t*tlriJt*~tI~'*~ 
'cli'i5~2 2 c t, '8,j5~lj*)j!4 t~tmie:, m*,,1:*¥2 2 a~ 
m~'9Grw--e~v\~-e, ft!l~Ah~Thf[~1ll1:ltMJJli'Jre: 

tt«l~~~fJ,g~Ie:0;Go 

[0 0 7 0 J L ~~i'Jli, Ah~lii3W~~5~ 2 2 c O)df 

0;~-e, l'Y7-:'/','1 r*Ii'J7 ~frLtc)m~5t, im'ffi'~im 

~5t~[Rjjlj'9G&:,~fJ\ji)Go Udi, m~~2 2 a re:A 

l' 'Y7-0; !::~~~r:rl, ~ Y7-:7,'Y r~ 7 ~frLtci!fjfilli 
H~~L lt~V\fJ\ j71j?t.li, J.:,zrre:~'9)]it;~fflv'G 

L tre:~"'Jl, {leffl~ij:, ~~5~2 2 c ~df~fflv\ljjljj 
~~[Rjjlj-e~ Go '9 0;b t), {leffl~li, )'t~5~~lfj("'J tc 
W:, " #" ~~/~3PIjf!jl'90;~, i!l1'ffi'~it'I1rli5-eli1leffl 

L~v '1*{'F~ Ltd~, T6D~~JE~ tlrct§cf-~~ifu'R*{5~ 

~7/~f!jl'9o m~~2 2 aij:, ~~5~2 2 c7J'GnsG 
nl< Gft",{§~re:~"'Jl, UlG~~7/JWtf'F~F"t;JflIi 

L, m~~*~~'tt, t§'Fjlct~liflIillIJ'9Go .:c L l, 
~ Y7-:'/', '1 r*Ii'J 7fi.-fr L l, t§cf-tim~M'PJllgle:0;G 
t, j1Ij?t.!i, ',1i:;j5~2 2 c ~«Jv~~~G'90;!::' L l, {le 

ffl~le:im9;IJ'9Go -)], im'ffi'0)~5*{5fJ\f!jl~tlGt, 
m~~2 2 a 1j:, ~~5~2 2 c7J\G~{1§{51e:~"'Jl, im 

'ffi'~im~5t'fIjJEL, ~~5@]~4 "~llP<{1§{5~.:c~::I::::I::im 

~~1±Go Ulie:~I), m~5;;g2 2 cii, mM::ffi2 2 a 

fJ'0;V \tJJli'J t [li]f*ie:, ~~5@]~JJt 4 ~fr L lTI!i:mim10-e ~ 
Go L~-t:SIe:, ~Y7-:'/','Y r*Ii'J7~frLt::im{1§fi.-m 

~'9 G}-¥1{'F t L l, Ah~iElc\ it'I1'!¥\'{leffl L0;v 'f-¥11'F~ 

~~~lGLt~-t"'Jl,~*t[li]f*~Ah~~~df~ 

fflV\l, ~/~-:'/"'1 rf¥J7~frLt::m~~*t, im'ffi' 
OJiJ.IH.:;m*,,'c'Jl!* t [RlJlj-e ~ Go 
[0 0 7 1) ::I:: re, J:.82~~~Sjjl:li, im{1§~~ 2 re:.Bv \ 

l, ~ Y~~-7 2 bfJ'Allih~tE!~ L, {§Ij?t.ri, ~10 
@]~4Ji,Gv'Ij:~/7-:'/"'Y Hi~7 tm~'9Glllfj*~%lj 

1i!Il-'?, 8iWJft0;!::'~m*,;c~~2 afJ'tK~Ln'GfJ\ jjljji1~ 

tt2 a . 2 b~f5t:1ii1j5:l't§t, Ulre:~NGto)l:Ij:0;v'o 

j1ljUf, H2m~~II[fj*;jjlj1i!ll-,?81'1{5{t0;!::', m~~2 a 

O)?!1fljl~m!::~, ~Y~~-7 2 bfJ'fl'-:Jlt~v'o L 
O)±JJli'l'rj:, Jt~~ 2 a Ij:, im'ffi'o)-f:-T'b-'? I S D N ~~ 

-~ TJv77"7°7~!::'~imffl-e~Go 

[0 0 7 2) ~.B, .!'c:1L.B~ LfI'<l ~5 -eli, ,;~S}lOJf'1''[:[ 

L Jt*,J\:lI~2 a (22 a) , ~/~~-~ 2 b, .B-tLf 

(9) ~ifml'¥ 1 0-1 5 5 0 4 0 

~~5~ 2 c (2 2 c) ~.:c tl ;fnjjIjO)~~tt t L l821{ L 

n'GfJ\ ~~0;fJ\G-{;$:ftL lt~v'o -{;$:ftOJ{7ljt 

Llli, 011 re:~'9Jt~~2 a t~Y~~-~ 2 b tfJ' 

-{;$:t~"'Jre*MfflTvt:, ®Gv'ij:, ['Z[3re:~'9Jt~ 

~2 2 a t~~5~2 2 c t~-{;$:Ie:JBJJ!<:Lte~~5~0;~ 
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v A t mJRiS t 0)~ll.J; fib1i /tti5~'9 G Wj~iJI~9:( t G:tt 

l~'Go ~mti*iJ'-tT-I\3 8"-llio~iS/tirn~Q'9Gt, -tT 
-1\38[;1:, ~~~~O) I P 7 I-" VA t!l:i'RiStO)*ll.J; 

iIb1i~H2Wj~(Cmrfl'9Go g:;t::., -tT-l\ 38 (j:, ~ 

~~O)~*[cJ;t tT, H2Wj~iJ' G!l:iolliSO) 1) A !-- /t~ 

1±lC'~ Go C:tt[cJ: I), ~mt~~(;I:, -tT-I\ 3 8 /til' L 

l, mtEillif§l5J~glJ:~~O)!f~JRiSHQG c t iJ'C' ~ Go 

~G[C, ~~f,L -tT-I\3 8 "-!fi'RiS/tt'ilJE:LT, PJT~ 

O)imf;.jt§-t:/t~tRC'~ Go 

(0095] -tT-I\3 8(j:, ~~O)!l:i'RiS/tm~Lt::.iF.l' 

,Be, ~mt~O) I P7 I-"vAtmJRiSt~2t~L TV'Go 
Lt::.iJ\~T, -tT-I\3 8 [;I:, ~~giJliJlj{Ci:fII-¥/ttt'lJELt::. 

rj)jfi, -'hiJ'G~ftI1';bt::.-T'-97'7bH±!'h0) I P7 

I-"vA"-~I±lC'~Go 7d:;B, -tT-l\3 8[;1:, 0G~~iJ' 

G~(ttf~-:> t::.-T'- 777 b/trnl,(O)U,,- t!\!iJ'iSC'~ 

Go c O)j:~l fi(j:, r~~O)~:+lirEl1eO)imf;;iJ'l5Jfjg[cIJ:Go 

(0096] IJ?tE, '{/9--;j',,~ !--*i¥l3 7 L(C(;I:, 1'11< 
O)-tT-I\3 8 iJ'ij9:(tGtlT;B1) , i-O)$lc(;I:, Cf!f,ffE~ 

~~O)~~gC'{~!tlC'~GJ: -5 (c, I P 7 I-" vA/ti;I'IflL l 

(,'G-tT-I\3 8 ttr:tEL T~'Go Ltc.iJ'-:>T, ;:;flGO) 

-tT-I\3 8 /ti1!JR'9G C t[cJ:-:> T, L1l2illif§VA 7 b 

3 1 /t'g$j)lct~litC'~ Go 

(0 0 9 7] *~lftrjff;UC'(;I:, ~im{§~il;\l3 2 • 3 30) 

1 \- I-" '7 I. 7 tlIilit [;I: , B'lllc7f,'9illi{§~~ 2 . 3 t ~t* 
TS IJ, titjl{~;fl TV 'G '/7 l- '7 I. 70)t§JlfCJ: -:> T, 

:lifJf'PiJ'J"llJ:~TV'Go Lte:iJ'-:>T, J..)J;~e(;I:, iflj{ij~~ 

3 2 iJ'illif§~~ 3 3 ~Piflfl±l'9~f?-o)jfJf'P[C-:J(, 'T~Jl.S}j 

L, 1\- 1-"'7 I. 7t~illt(C-:J~'T[j:~JI.~}j/tE'~'9Go 
(0098] p;i]!,0)7P-T-\'-Hc7f,'9J:-5[C, *~ 

Iftrji0Ulcf*GPiflfI±lL'hi:t(;I:, l:1:!..[C7f,'9A7,y'fS 1 

a7d:l,'LS 1 1 a;fSJ:U:S 1 blJ:~'LS 1 3 b t~.mO) 

mflJl/t:f'T-5A7'Y7° (S 2 1 alJ;~'LS 31 a, ;fsJ:lf 

S 2 1 blJ:~'LS 33 b) /tlliii;tTV'G o 
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• 

(0099) td!..l..-, ~ 1 O)~Ii'tii*~lHe::tov'li§.imil§~ 

~~3 2 • 3 3iJ\Jillf;C;;fEl'F~~,JJ£'9G~fe:, 'ct':'fj-lv~ 

fflV'l, liv'O) I P7 FVA~3<:~l..-lV't::o)fe:ltl..

l, *~Ii'tii*lt~l'fJ:, i§.imil§~~ 3 2 . 3 3 fJ:, -tT-I\ 

3 8 ",-pJ!)EO)WiSHH.lR 1..-, ;f§'FO)~~i'l~~jR I..

l, ;mi'=;fl:l'F~~#J£ I..-lV 'Go U::iJ
'
-:; L, :,,14 fe:~'9 

S8a· S9a, :toJ;lfS 1 Ob· S 11 bO)J;~fe:, 

§ GO) I P 7 F V Ai;~: li v' fe: 3<:~'9 GAT ':17°fe: f-\:;t 

l, L:rffe:~'9'2'tAT';17°, S 2 8 a • S 2 D a, :toJ; 

lfS 3 0 b . S 3 1 biJI~fJGtllV'Go iU::, S 2 2 

a:toJ;lfS 2 5 bU'Sv'l, i§.imil§~~3 2 • 33fJ:, 

',1l'fj-lv7 FVAO)Ji1j~Q~n'lIIill..- lV'G o 

(0100) '9lJ:biS, S 2 7 a:toJ;lfS 2 9 bO)izl],J''ll 

~*UU:Ili¥}~fe::tov'l, i§.imil§~~3 2·3 3fJ:, :e 

~1.:f'~10)ftJl\-1';l3 5 . 3 6~fJ'l..-l, -1'Y9-::[,'/' 

1--*i¥J 3 7 "'-, tJ GO) I P 7 F vA~~U'T'-9 :Fj Lk 

~tl:\l'~Go ;U::, Lo)Ili¥}~l'fJ:, S 2 2 aJSGv'fJ:S 

2 5 b l'f§'FiJ;~tl:\ Ud.~mJli!t:toJ; lff<effH!:IiS~Jf)(f~ I..

LV'Qo 

(010 1) '2'timil§~~3 2·3 %):, :en-'f'nO)ileffl 

~iS~J:.1l2~mJmfe:J; -:;l~,%ft'9 Go ~ Gfe:, i§.imil§ 

iI~3 2·3 3fJ:, aff,%ft~tltdleffl~i'lH~~i'ltl..

l, -tT-I\3 8",-;m~Q'9Go -tT-I\3 8fJ:, '2'timf'=;~~~ 

32· 3 30)~~'Ri"tt I P7 FVAtO)*J-l.#ftb1i"~~ 

~'R'9 Q (S 2 8 a . S 3 0 b) 0 -tT-I \ 3 8 fJ:, 15-imil§ 

ilit~:3 2 . 3 3iJ''(nRi'l0))Hj~Qa,'rle:~tl:\U::T-97'5 

LlJ:tfe:~-:Jv'l, :etl-'f'tlO) I P7 FVA~If)(f~l'~ 

Go 

(0 1 0 2) *:;tli'tii*iL~l' IJ:, 15-illif2j~~?i 3 2 . 3 30) 

~~'R::g;IJ:, aff,%ft~nl-tT-I\:3 8 fe:~~~nlV'Go 

UC.iJ1-:;l, -tT-l\3 8 timil§l..-lV'G~~~IJ:, ~~ 

i'l0) I) A I-- ~5'!G L tiJ'l'~ Gft;tlt', ileffl~iSHQG 

L tiJIl'~lJ:v'o LO)*65fL ;f, 1 o)'J':IIi'tii*~fe:l',t:'fj 

- Jv~aff,%ft Uc.tJ)l€I t l'fJ;f!Rfe:, *~Ii'tii*~~fe::tov 'l 

{:" fleffl~i"t~~r=:~iJ'G~~T: ~ Go 

(() 1 () :1) :j(fe:, '2't;mi;1~~ 3 2 . 3 :W:, -tT-I\:3 

8"'-1f~i"t0)1) A 1--~~*'9Go ~ Gfe:, '2'timil§~~3 

2 . 3 31J:, I) A I-- r:p0)i§.~~i'l~, §5J'O)~£'Wli!t~ffl 

v 'll~j)~·l..-l, .:y&IJ)ffi~Q~n lV 'GfleJIJJii"t tfW.H','L~ 

t iJI-l&'9 GWiS~~tR'9 Go :eO)f~, '2'timil§~~ 3 

2 . :3 :3 IJ:, imfl§t§'Ft I..- ~(, ~ilP<~~'RiS~-tT-I\ 38 

"'-il1i~Q'9 G (S 2 9 a . S 3 1 b) 0 -tT-I \:3 8 IJ:, im 

~QO)~Ie:ilellj~tlGT'-97'5LlJ:t'iJ";-1J0) I P7 

FVA~If)(1~1..-, ~~'Ri"tfe:ttr,t'9G I P7 FVAiJ'Gfili 

1J0) I P7 FVA~If)(1lj\'9Go :e0)1&, -tT-I\3 81J:, 

..l,,2ji1ij I P 7 F vAO)-1JiJ'G'T'-97'5 L~3¥:ftIf)(G 

t, fth1JO) I P7 FVA"'-'T'-97'5LHr;~'9Go L 

tHe: J; IJ, i§.imil§~~ 3 2 . 3 3 fJ:, liv'O) I P 7 F v 

.::zHQGIJ:< It, n:He:Jx1JrOJfe:Jl.!jf':\l'~Go *~Ii'tii 

*iL~,,[lJ:, ..lJ&0)2.J'1 1 Oy)~Ii'tii*fL~trpmHe:, :7, '/' I-- ']-

(12) 

-7§;~l'£'./7 He:J;G;mil§r:p, i§.imfl§~~3 2 . 33 IJ:, 

imf;Jpg,&~aif,%ft1i"'9\ ;m{.;a.fO)fHr1~iff~ii\\ I..-lV 'Go 

l-iJ' I..-lJ:iJ'G, f§'Fo)~mJm~fflv 'l, ~ilP<WlF,,~r:p{:,im 

fl§pg,&~8ff,%ft'9 G L t fe: J; -:;l, imil§f$j§:fe: tt'9 G R 
:E'I1~ <! Gfe:rOJ..ll'~ Go 

(0 1 0 4) S 2 9 a . S 3 1 b lY,~IJ:, m 1 O)'jfli'tii* 

lt~tmdl'fJt!JHe:, iilii;mfl§~~3 2 . 3 3fJ:, :7"/' 1--'7--7 

§;~l'£'./7 l--~fflv'Dx1JrOJimil§U::1&, §;~l'£O)*'H t~ 

Ie: )i'-1' 7 Jv 7 '/' :1t~lm~tnfJEJi I..- l, iflWjiJ\*U'9 Go 

(010 5) *$t:Ii'tii*lt~fe:f*Gimil§'/ATL3 1l'1J:, 

-tT-I\3 8iJ;;mij§~r:pml..-lV'Go)l', imil§~~3 2iJ
' 

illiicj~i*3 3~ll¥lftl:\'9~, !iv'O) I P7 FVA~'i'~ 

t I..-lJ:v'o I..-tC.iJ1-:;l, jilij7°P/\-1' )i'3 5 . 36 IJ:, :e 

n-'fnO)iffifl§~~3 2 . 3 30)~'fj-Jv-tT-l\l'fJ:< 

ltJ;<, imil§~~3 2·3 31J:, ~'fj-Jv~~3¥:l' 

~IJ:< ltJ;v'o LO)t}"}ftl't, *'~Ii'tii*it~tIHJtlO)\iJJ 

~iJ'1lj\GtlGo 

(0 1 0 6) i§.imil§H 3 2 . 3 3 tJ:, H2 S 2 8 a . 

S 3 0 b te::tov 'l, -tT-I\ 3 80) I P 7 F vA"'-,(f~iS 

~iffi~Q'9Gi"~iJIJSGo LO) I P7 FVAIJ:, f7Ij;tlf', 

1'):12 1e:~'9 F I ash j 'E: I) 1 1 fJ: t' fe: .:y&IJ1l2t~ I..- lV' 

l{:'J;v'l..-, ~5@]~3 4l'O)imi1§r:pfe:Hft1i"ltJ; 

v '0 ..l~2 S 2 8 a . S 3 0 b -cO)*'J'~~(He:, li!H';~~ii 3 

2 . 3 3FB~l', ~imO)-tT-I\3 8iJ'm)E~tlLV'nlf', 

-tT-I\ 3 8 O)m)E1Jt*fU~~blJ:v '0 
(0 1 () 7) [;8 3 O)~Ii'tii*lt~J ..l~2m 1 :to J: LJ7;fj 2 0) 

'%1i'tii*~~~fJ:, ~5@]*Jl! 4 . 3 4 te: J; G ITfj~imfl§ t WjlJO) 

@fl§'F~t I..-l, -1' Y 9-::[, '/' I--~ 7 . 3 7 ~ileffll..-l 

\, 'Go L tlie::rt I..- L, *)~Ii'tii*@l'IJ:, JJIjO)iflji;;'FI'9: t 

I..- L, I\,/::J y;mf1§~;fljffl'9 G±J)lftle:--:Jv 'l~ltajj'9 Go 

(0108) !Zl7te:5f;'9J;~te:, *~Ii'tii*!L~fe:f*Gimil§ 

'/ A T L 4 1 te::tov 'l, '2'tiffifl§tri~ 4 2 . 4 3 O){leffl~ 

IJ:, 1\'/::J:/illii)3(e:boAl..-l:tolJ, Jflji,i~iljj4 2·43 

tJ:, i1I~0)7-71zA;j;'{YI-- 45· 4 6*l'~51..-, 1\ 

'./::J Yiffii1§-tT-I\ 4 7 Ie: 9"-1'7 Jv7 '/' 7°~~l'-2' Go 

(0 1 (9) 1\,/::JYiiliifi-tT-/\4 Hi, iilli;:;~~~1 2 

. 43tiffiil§l..-l, !7IJ;tCf, -f'-9""'-Ai'gt;<i';lJ:t', PiT 

JEO)-tT-t::'A~jjjH!J;I..-LV'Go ~Gfe:, *~Ii'tii*~~~fe:f* 

G/\'/::JYiJ.!l@+j--l\4 7tJ:, t<Fjle:~'9-tT-1\3 8 t 

iPli'iJHe:, jjljj@fl§~~ 4 2 • 4 3 FB~O)imfl§~r:pf-l*T: ~ Go 

Lnle:J;I), jilijimil§H4 2· 4 3rB~IJ:, 1\'./::JYim1l§ 

-tT-/\4 7 ~frl..-l, ~x1JrOJfe:imil§l'~Go 

(() 1 1 0) 1\,/::JYiilifd-tT-l\4 7 Ii, f!] 11e:~9f 

P/\-1')i5 . 6 tl'fJ;f!RIe:, bOA.~~ I OfJ:tfe:J;-:;lg 

~l..-l:tolJ, '2'tim~.~42·43~.~@]~44~fJ' 

L LtnJcUdJil€Ile:, I D:toJ;lf/\A '7- F~¥.~ftl..

L, :en ;nlO)imi1§iI~ 4 2 . 4 3 ~~jjlj'9 Go tete. 
1..-, l'::l_lJe:~'9imil§;/' AT L 1 O)J;? fe:, -1' Y 9-::[, '/' 

r ~~ 7 ~fJ' I..- liilif;;'9 G±},,}ft t IJ:J'ilfJ: IJ, Ll..ve:~'9)]lj 

fci;/'ATL4 1 -CIJ:, jjljjJfljUtri**4 2 . 430) I OiJ\ 
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v\-gnt/\'/:::I /'illHi§+r-/\4 71cJ; f) :gf!~tl n \ 

Go U:.tJ'-:)l, ':3~~)ffi{§YA 7 b 4 1 L'I;:I:, .:c-tVE'tl 

0) I DlcJ;-:)liljHi§tEFF~!f;fJE'9Go IJ:.B, §-77-tA 

;t;-{ /' r 4 5 . 4 6 tl\'/:::I /,)gj{i§+r-/\4 7 to)F,,' 

[;:I:, WfflO)@]X'*4 8 • 4 8 L'liv \[C~*ft~ tl n \Go 

[0 1 1 1] IYlfr, L~2/\'/:::I/'illl{;:j+]--!\4 71;:1:, ~~ 

g;. q't:lt Gn n 'Go U:.tJI--:J l, .:c-O)$O)~J~~tR 

L, )gj{i§~~ 4 2 . 4 3 ~f,1:W:;,;: tiC J; -:J l, tt~S"J 

@$!ll=)ffi{';YA T b 4 1 ~tflj~c"~' Go 

[01 1 2] *~Ii'tIiJB!ml={i(;G)gjli§H4 2 • 431;:1:, 

~ 1 O)~Ii'tIiJBfL~lc7f,'9)gjli§~~ 2 . 3 (2 2) t III&lPlf* 

0)1\- Fry I 7tl~~L'ji)Go td!.L, *~Ii'tIiJB!t~IC{*G 

iffil,'ijifm42 . 431;:1:, 1\'/:::I/'iill{ci+r-!\4 71cftii~t 

~tl n \Gt$jJ~, ':3ilP<!\,/:::I /')gj{i§+r-!\4 7 t O))gj{i§ 

1Jx\:f=rc.;t:t:.JBi\:0)-r'-5~)!¥t'9Go IJ:.B, ':3ilP<JBi\: 

0)-r'-50))!¥tI;:l:, iffi{~~~2 • 30)1\- Fry I 7SG 

V \1;:1:'/7 r ''7 I 7~~15~'l£~'9GtdtL'@$!llc~mL' ~ 

Go 

[0 1 1 3] L~2tflj~Ic.Bv \l, illi{;;~~ 4 2 tJIll!i{G~ 

~ 4 3 ~i1'fUI±\'9~, )gj{i§YA T b 4 1 [;:I:, 1"<18Ic7f,'9 

J; -j 1=iJ]{'F'9 Go '91J:t>t;" S 4 1 a IJ:v \ L S 4 4 a, 

.BJ;L}, S 4 1 b IJ:v \ L S 4 6 b IC.Bv \l, )gj{i§~~ 4 

2 [;:I:, I\'/:::I /,iJ1){i;+r-!\4 7 ~frL lilll{,j'9Gll~[C, 

~ (-) t IPlf*O)mfl!~fl'v', ~3@]*1ll4 4 ~fr L l)gj{i§~ 

~ 4 3 ~i1'fUI±\ L l:j~*ft~*Hl~?t Go ;: O)~, jlIjj)gj{i§ 

~~~ 4 2 • 'I :3 [i, lil \0)~1Jl.lm~3'<:~9 Go 

[0 1 1 4] ~ftl \ l, S 4 5 a IJ: v ' L S 4 8 a, tei J; U 

S 4 7 btJ:l\L S 50 blc;J0V\l, 00 tlPlf*IC, iiUiilli 
C~:¥.54 2 . 4 3[;l:, .:c-n;au\'/:::I/'illl1d+j-/\4 7 

"-5"-{7 JJ.;7'1 7~*ftL l, ;j'·'1 r '7-7i52al\l'/7 r~ 

fr L l)gj{i§'9 Go 

[01 1 5] td!.L, *~Ii'tIiJB1mL'I;:I:, §-)gj{i§~~4 2 

. 4 3 [Cf,~11~0) I D~fflv \liffi{~trFF~llift9Go U:. 

tJI--:Jl, i'!IGlc7f,9S 2 7 a~S 2 9 a, .BJ;U, S 2 

9 b~S 31 bO)mf![J:, 1!JtJ\tln\Go ;J;t:., *~1i'tIi 

JBiL~L'I;:I:, S 'I 7 ateiJ;US 4 D blc.BV\l, ;j','1 r'7 

-7 i52~l\l '/ 7 r L')gj{i§'9 G ~~, jlIjj)gj{i§U 4 2 • 4 3 

[J:, 'i:~3@]tJll4 4 ~fr L l, T663'<:~ Lt:.t§*0)~~9m 

~HJV\l, iill{,;i*J@~.:c-tl"ftla;;;l%{I~L lJZl±\9Go * 
t:., 8l'ii%{t~ tltc)gj{§i*J@[i, :Y66{!iRM' L n \G § GO) 

,f.ll\,£jt~fflv 'lf~i%9 Go LtlfCJ; f), )gj{§i*J@~~E: 

~tJ\ G l~lI&L' ~ Go 

[0 1 1 ()] [~'I O)'j.{Ii'tIiJB!L~l L,;2[,j11 IJ:l \ L~:i 0) 

~Ii'tIiJBfL~L'IJ:, )gj{§~~ 2 C 3 2 . 4 2) tJ\)gj{§~~ 3 

(33' 4 3) ~i1'fUI±\9t~L'ji)-:Jlt, Ltltr;l:~ 

Ic, iIJj{;;~il~:3 (:i 3 . 1\ :)) tJliffi{,,~:4g 2 C 3 2 . 4 

2)~i1'fUI±\9t~L'S-:Jlt, *~~~~G~-{7~ 

7 '1 7°~*ftll!i{§~~0)i1'fUI±\ L1Jii;fJ\1'.effl2:' tlGtflj~[C 

JV\l,;I1BJlL n\Go LtJ\LlJ:tJ'G, *JcB}llc{*GY-{ 

7 JJ.; 7 '1 7'~*/&illC~?m0)i1'fUI±\ L1Jii;I;l:, ~7Jo)illl{,j 

(J3) 

[0 1 1 7] l:lTL'[;:I:, iiitJb'J J. '7 / A T b ClliimilllJfiEIJ 

/ A T b) ~f7IHc L l, 'flilfrll{P,IJtJI.::rmJ!l!IJ~i1'fUI±\9~0) 

dj.[C, *~BfHc{*G5"-{7JJ.;7'17'~~{§~~0)i1'fU 

I±\ L1Jti;~{<.em9 GtJil~[cJV \l n$*illlc"I1BJJ9 Go tJ: 

ts, ;j', 'Y r '7-7 t L ll;l:, ~ llJ:~ \ L~ 3 O)~iJl!jJBl!~~ 

rc7f,'9 J; -j [C, -{ /'5-:;j'· '1 HfJ",?I\'/:::I /,ll!i{i§1J: t'~ 

:f1J1tlC'~ GtJ\ tffL'[J:, ~ 1 O)'xIi'tliJB!t~t 1'1Jt'lHc, -{ 

/'5-;j'· '1 HfJ~ffll\td!iJlE;-~1JIHc L lBl1UJJ9Go 

[01 18] 9fJ::t>t;" *~ffIiiJB~[c{i(;GiiitJ?bj"7Y 

A7b5 1 r;:l:, 1¥IJ?t[;f, mtAn$tgO)~~tJl.fJ::DcJfJv\G 

nG to)TS-:> l, j~J2JC7f,9 J; -j [C, *t±Ic~c<! ttf:. 

fllfrll (~i1'f{P'1J0)i1!i{§~~) 5 2 t, §-,Ifi:ijit$jJrclIc~nt:. 

.::rfrll ()t'-{7JJ.;7'Y7'~*fti1!i{§~~ID 53 tHi1l?t n\ 

Go ':3a~.::rm 5 3 [C[;l:, l".iimb J. '7 5 3 b "tJ'J.f)(fWl Ltc: 

~{~~'flilfrll5 2 ,,-)!I±\'9 G)!{§~~ C.::rfrlli1!i{§~f~) 5 

3 a tJ\f,1:ltGtlltSf) , §-iiitYl.bJ."75 3 btJiJ.f)(f~Lt:. 

~{~[;l:, .::rm 5 3 O))!{~~tEi 5 3 a ~fr L l, *Jl!m 5 2 

O)¥t{i§~~ CilJlfrlli1!i{i§*!,~) 5 2 a ,,-)!GnGo 'flilfrll5 

2 C'[;:I:, ':3ilP<~{~[C~-:5l \l, mtli\lT~l:ijiO)1:imttJ'llt1t'2~ 

tlGo <=n[cJ; f), *t± 1 MiJiO)dj.L', ~§8O)mtAn:iji 

±M~lliimL'~ Go Lt:.tJ1-:> l, §-,!l:t$tgU~tJIO)t:.66O) 

A;ft~i*i!'9 G,i:\~tJ'lJ: <. A{H~~l'llJiJiliL'~ Go IJ: 

;J0, *l&[[jJ~l([J:, 1¥1J?t[i', ~ 1 @], tf:ll:TCO)'Jg*st±~1J: t' 
[CJ;-:>l[li]ljl(~nGo 

[0 1 1 9] J; f) lj$*ill[C [;l:, L~2.::rfrll5 3 O)~{§~~ 5 

3 a [J:, 1m 1 [C7f,'9~*ft:n3 a tlll&lPlt~O)tJ\~T:ji)Go 

td:L, f~~O)\'liit}/'bJ.'7 5 3 b~;t;IJfiElJ9Gt:.66[=, ~ 

tJ?bJ."75 3 bO)t~[cr,tt.::tc:~'<0)-{/'5-7 I-/Z~{!i1l 
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(0138) stc, '5tl§~IT[5 2 alj:, f t pJ?:i'MC~* 

i';£-:\,¥:In t, t:J 7-{ /';l'JJ",7JjlIjjjijte l, 5LFixt&-J:i51§~IT[ 

5 3 a te~{j'9 {'S (S 6 5 a) 0 fJ:.:/3, J:i51;;~9 5 3 a 

0) I P 7' ~ v ~ii, J::~2 S 6 5 b Ie ljijlj IJ '3l Gtt{'S s 

Tij(JE L n 'tJ:l '0)1'\ :\,¥:{§~IT[ 5 2 a Ij:, J:i5{§~IT[ 5 

3 a 0) I P 7' ~ v ~t&-'Y&)TmIj9 {'S c. t iJIT1f: id:l '0 L 

iJ'l.,tJ:iJ'G, 1:,;2S (i G btel, ~{~~i!'I5 3 aiJI f t 

P tfl'~fti';£-~*'9 {'S~JiHe'5t{§~IT[ 5 2 a "'~t±l U::7"-)z 

7'7 Ueij:, J:i5{§71:0) I P 7' ~ v~ t l., l, J:i51§~~ 5 

;) aO) I l'7'~v~iJ\;\Shll'{'So l.,k_iJ1")l, '3';~ 

I P 7' F v~"'7"-)Z7'7b~JE{§9{'SC. tleJ::-::>l, 

~{§~IT[ 5 2 a tj:, foJ G 3'UltJ: C -{ Y)z-i', '1 r~ 5 

7 t&-ir L l~tj~ia: 5 3 a ",ff,\JO)'T-)Z 12J:i513l' ~ 

{'So 
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[013 9) ~c:,re, TiSfl§~1ll5 3 atJ:, Lil2S 6 4 a 

reLJill~[]~ ;tlt:afP'jmltltJ~ 'L, Jtrtl1~-::J t:liL~~ltaftl j 

ftL L, /\A '7-1~'It't~L, ,3'tfl§~1ll5 2 a "'3i£:</\ 
A'7-FItTiSt±l'9G (S 6 7 b) 0 -11, ~fl§~1ll5 2 

a tJ:, itttl1b t:::J\A '7- FiJI, 0 7'~ (":l;te~;jJG L, 

iJ'''J, L~2S 6 4 areLiITl~DLt:/\A'7-FItFfl~'L8ft 

{5ft~ntcJ\A '7- FL'ilSGiJ'~iJ'It,¥lj!E'9Go 1: L 

L, 07~ /:l;re~ir,t;L L.i.EL (Bj'f{5ft~tltcJ\A '7-

FL'ilS-::J t:tMi!, J2Sf~;~iD' 5 3 a iJl.i.EmO)f~I'f:L'ilSG i::: 
jJ~~'9 G (S 6 6 a) 0 

[0 1 40) ~~~~ntci!!Sfl§~1ll5 3 a tJ:, H2 S 6 5 
b te L8ft~}ft Lt:il'!(f0<-r-)11t f t P /0 t- ::::I;HeL'3't 

li;~~52a"'TiSf~'9G (S68b) 0 3;~il'!(f~T'-)1 

tJ:, ~ Y)1- t, '1 H'~ 5 7 ~fr L L, '¥tf~~1ll5 2 a'" 
:]iljii L, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a IJ:, Bj'f{5ft ~ ;tltcil'!(f~T'-)1 ~ 

'itrtl1:ZG (S () 7 a) 0 ~c:,te, TiSf~iJl1G7'9Gi:::, TiS 

1~~1ll5 3 a tJ:, 7°tJ/\~)1" 5 6 i:::O)@]*~:fflM'C~WIi\fi'9 

G (S 6 9 b) 0 UlteJ; f), '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a i:::TiSfl§~ 

~53ai:::0)~0)~y)1-*~t-.57~H~L~~~ 

tJ:7'G7'9Go 
[0 1 4 1) ~ c:,re, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a IJ:, TiSfl§~1ll5 3 

a "'~illi~iJ'rtL, Il¥t±l Lt'rte¥-::5\ 'L, TiSf~~1ll5 3 
a i:::7"0/\~)1"5 6 i:::O)llllO)luj*$!:fflM'CiJ\ .i.E'iinet}]li\fi~ 

;tlL~'GiJ'~iJ;;I£:!if~~'9G (S 68 a) 0 ~f*S'JretJ:, 

J2Sf~~1ll5 3 a IJ:, ~illill¥t±l L~'¥trttct~i!, lJIJ;tt,f, 
1 ~ 21Cljtj: 1:::, pJTjEO)Ii1]~O)Il¥t±l L B-iJ1tj:G:t c\ ,fill¥ 

Ltj:v'J;-Jre~!E~nn'Go CO)*,a1if!:, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 

a iJiJ2Sf~~1ll5 3 a "'~illi~iJ'rttct~,g., PJT!E;~@]O)Il¥ 

t±lLftiJ~c:,~nGo~mO)~~~~54L'~,.Il¥~ 

i::: tj:GTiSfl§~1ll5 3 a iJ'@]*~flHifC L n 'GiJ''i§iJ're J; 'Y 

LIl¥t±l Lt'riJI~fJ:Go Lt:iJI-::J L, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a tJ:, 

Il¥t±l L t'rte J; --:> L, J2Sfl§~1ll5 3 a i::: 7"tJ/ \~ :1' 5 6 i::: 

0)[ClJ*99:ffl*,JCiJ1Wli\finl n 'GiJ'~iJ,~!it~~c '2" Go 
[01 42) jJIJUf', illiLr:pctJ:tj:v'C i:::~~'9immO) 

1l¥H:I Lt'riJi~!h t::t~i!, '¥tf§~1ll5 2 a tJ:, TiSf§~1ll5 

3a~~/)1-*~t-.57"'0):ffl~~.i.EL<t}]Ii\fiL''2" 

t: i:::,¥iJli\fi'9 Go -11, ~i5 Lr:p~~'9'Y-'Y- i::: v '-J t'riJl 
P'!h tct~,g., '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a tJ:, i!!Sfl§~1ll5 3 a iJI~ Y 

7-:j', 'Y Hff~ 5 7 "'t~&'Cr:pL'J;)G UiJli\fi'9 Go C O)tt,) 

,g., '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 atJ:, fJlj;tt.C 5tf31:tL'imfl§Ln't:: 

TiS~~1ll53ao)IP7F~A~ ~y)1-*~t-.5 

7H~L't}]1i\fi::::I7/F~i!!St±l'9Gtj:~LL,TiS~~1ll5 

3 il "'11l1*99t}]Ii\fi~m~L''2" Go a; t::, '¥tf,1~ltf 5 2 a 0) 

imm~r,t;;tL,~*52bO)~m~~~m~~553 

b O)~lllt~pJT"'iIT~ 'l@]*~:fflM'C~t}]Ii\fi'9 Gtj: I::: L L t J; 

[014 3) v''9tlo)±~i!cilS-::Jlt, ~Jm5 2f~lJtJ:, 

-fJffi 5 3 tetort G@]~t}]Ii\fiO)~l&~tElW L l, @f;JJtd!1 

iI'J'~"l4LGC i::: iJ'L''2" Go CO)f<';'*, ~lj*Rf;JJIi\fiO)~H~re 

~tz;]'9 GJm~tfJ:lfljfcj'{UlljO)fE't~fil\;)ne~jJJtL''2" Go tj: 

(16) 'f\'OOIfL 1 0 - 1 5 5 0 4 0 

;to, Lil2pJT!E0)@]~* 'ne, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a iJI~~lill¥t±l 

Lltr:p Jt'9nti', illl~lin~tJ:Jmf~L'ilSGo 

(0144) :tt::, S 6 9 ate;jo~'L, '¥tf~~1ll5 2 a 

tJ:, 'ltttl1b t::il'!(f~T'- :9ltfS'i:l'% L, f t P 7°0 t- ::::Il]; 

teL, fJlj;tLf, iXl9re~'9ftffij*5 2 btj:I:::'O)flllO)~~ 

"', fWJ~;tlt::il'!(f1£6"-:9~TiSt±l'9Go chteJ;f), il'!( 

f~T'-:9 tJ:, ftffij* 5 2 b Ie 1R~Hl, ftffij* 5 2 b O)flem 

~tJ:, ~tl'l.~ ~ 55 3 b O)Il~Ill±~pJTO)il'!(f~~lit~;2L''2" 

Go 
(0145) LO)*a1if!:, 'fJm5 3iJ':9"~7l];7'o°:fflMC 

~hn'G±~i!L'J;)-::Jlt, ~Jm5 2tJ:, ff~O)Bifg 

c\ ~~tf.!:fJ j 553 b iJ'c:,O)B9(f~~litrt~l''2" G i:::f:l<te, 

f71J;ttf, Jm[j)ITltHliltfElii Ltc i::: '2" fJ: 1:::', filT c:,iJ'O)'j'i,mi.J' 

ilS-::Jtci:::'2", ~if!E0)~m~j55 3 b~~,~i'f;Jte~tl'l.l' 

~Go Lt::iJ'-::JL, mtli\fi~l$~;tln'G,~l$/V"-A;(f: 

*iHf!J:I:::'l'ittht::f), :'~fJifl~mei1!*;\}'9Gtj:~, j'tif;rer,t; 

Lt::mEl1H'~ LG C i:::iJ'L''2" Go 
(0146) i:::C~L',L~L~J;~~, ~Y:9-~~ 

H"t] 5 7 Hljll\t'9 GiillfB~ffiHJ:, J2Sfi1lcO))i!H;::j~~~O) I 

P 7 F VA letpjb G '9, J5:~O)lffifl§~~iJ' c:, T'-)1 ~'5 

L~'¥t~tl1:Z--:>lV'Go LtCiJ'-::Jl, '¥tfl§~1ll5 2 a1J:, 

'3'tfl§~1ll5 2 aO)mIfJllm:tJ;joJ;lfWm~5 80)lffif§~iI: 
O)frj[Jfli*Jc ilSner, f!i;!{o)TiSfi'i~i!'! 5 3 a iJ' c:,O)il'!(f~T' 

-:9It-{/)1-;'('Y t-.5 7H~L''¥t1tI&GU::iJIL'~ 

Go ~c:,le, 'ltfl§~1ll5 2 alJ:, ~Y:9-t,'Y t-*~5 7 

*lEl3 O)~&IC i:::, 'dl:;jli[cJI*~ 5 1 ~fr Lt:: 1i'l:~~&'G i::: ~i'il~ 

temml' '2" Go Lt:iJ1'Jl, 'ltfl§~1ll5 2 atJ:, -{Y:9 

-~'1 HI~5 7HEl3cil'!(f~T'-:9~'¥trtl1Jhn'GF.llL' 

J;)--:> L t, flllO)TiSfa~~ 5 3 a ~>B:r.I5ll¥t±l L L L, il'!(ffJI 

o)!f:z1~~t'§:if,L''2' Go 

[0 1 4 7) tj:;jo, Lil2:e A'r '0'1' tJ: , lliitJ1.~ j 5 5 

3 b iJ\11)(1~ Lt::il'!(f~~~Y:9-:j'"y t-. 5 7 H~L''¥tf§ 

~iH: 5 2 a "'i!!St±l'9 Gt\;liJ'e"J~ 'lAilBR L n 'Go t::t!. 

L, fJIJ;ttJ, 7'tJ/\-{)t5 6 iJii£3Jlf£Ln'G±$J}i!fJ: I::: , 

~ Y 7- *' 'Y H~ 5 7 H~O)T'- :9fMSMlfH ... ~ '±~i!, 
TiSf;;~i"i 5 3 il tJ:, '¥tf3~tI'l5 2 il ~';rr;\lill¥t±l L L l, 

~li@]~:,'Jl5 4 ~frLtc@~imfl§reJ;-::J lil'!(f~~fiTiS'9G 

Ci:::tL''2"Go CO)t~,g.tJ:, ~/:9-:j"'1 t-.5 7"'0) 

7-7{:A-,?8ffIJft~,t:;\~i::: Ltj:~'t::li6, TiSfj~tii'!5 3 a 

tJ:, J; f) ~~ 'Bif,~L', 'ltfl§~1ll5 2 a teil'!(f~~fiTiSL''2" 

Go 
[0 1 48) :tt:, LIl2:eAT'Yfte;jo~'L, ~f~~@ 

5 2 il ;toJ;lfTiSf;1~~ 5:3 il tJ:, f t P 7°0 t- ::::I;];~JlJ 

~'L, B9(f~T'-:9~fr"T!SLn'GiJ\ Ulter,NGtoYc 

tJ:tj:~'o ~Y:9-t"1 t-.5 7*¥~l'T-9~fii!!SL'~ 
G1i{t;C ilStU;!:', jJlj;t,J, ',lH ~-;vfJ: 1:::', flllO))Jit;~ 

m~'lil'!(f~T'-7~fr~L''2"Go t:tcL, f t P/O t

::::Il];L'tJ:, 'It{§~1ll5 2 a ;joJ:lfTiSfl§~1ll5 3 a O)lX1i 

c, T-:9~fMScU:iJ':eiiJ'~lirj!J~telill:,i;2L''2"Go L 
~iJ''J L, -r-7fr~le~Jlj(Ltc:tJ;}iJleT'-)1~rl}TiS'9 
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~~t', @lJJ~7l1lli~~9"~e tiJ'-r:tE~o 

(014 9] ~Gle:, J:~2S 6 8 a-r:li, ~fa~li'i5 2 

a Lt, Il¥tJj L i'fle: J: -::> l, ~fg;~lli 5 3 a O)@UJl!~miJ' 

~Wi~:tl n'GiJ'EiJ'~litMl,L n\~iJ\ UHe:~~~t 

O)-r:ii~~ '0 1JIJ7ti,f, i¥:fg;~lli 52 a iJ'~fg;~lli 5 3 a 

~'i!i:,j5Il¥tJj L L liH~ill)fci'9 Get Ie: J: -::> l, 1'1U,f~~M 

iJ'lJJWT~:tl n '~iJ\EiJ\~lit~r, L l t J: ~ '0 t::tc L, Il¥ 

tJj L tHe: J: -::> Ul]*JJ.t~mO)lJJltIi~!it~~ Lt::t~,g-, imfg;J!l 

iHiJ'7J'iJ' G~~ 'O)-r:, [1'U~)illm'9 Gtg,g-Ie:tt«l, )illf~ 

J!lffl~~ GIe:~iJ~-r:~ ~o 
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6 2tJ>f"~m:,t:)ii't'9~o ee-r:, *Hh,} 5 2 t~1ffl5 3 t 

7JI!$Di': t is c±l~t fe:l!2~ n n '~t~,g-fe:ii, imf§J!lffliJ' 

4 OfIlf'Em:t~~o eO)~.fi~, /l9(f~O)!f'Xl1j\~m:~ llli\%9 

Ie: 1 @]f'Em:t '9 ~ t, 1 fFF,,9-r:, $'13 5 0, 4 0 0 fIlf'E 

liti;,~ t ~ ~o ~jJt*O).~:f'j:-r:, fi~Jafm:iJ' 3 3, 6 k b 

p s 0) 7" T D ?@]ff0Uc: l[j[~imfg;'9 ~ t~,g-O)J!lffl ~~tJj 

'9~t, 1 @]O)f~Ie:, 1 2 Ofj!f'Em:-r:i;,~-r:;J;)~et 

7J' G, iillf,jt!lJtHJ, 1 [il]J0tc I), I 2 0 fIlfi1lit, I fF 

-r:, $'1700, 8 0 OfIlf'Em:t}i;,~t~~o 'H::, ~Illl 

53 iJ'Wffl$lllfe:l"{Y"'J-t"y H~ 5 7 ",~m'9~t~ 

i'I, i#ili-r:ii, fFlk94 0 n fIlf¥ lito) ~JtJ*\j(;fiJIIJfW,Q;,'il! 

t~~o 

(0151] eNe:nLl, "(Y"'J-*~t-a7H~-r: 

J0tl1,f, 7'D/\..{ r;i' 6 h'~1lll 5 3 Uni*Jimil5n~-r:imil5 
PJtJ§M[jIJtJi*JIe:J0tlLf, 1 [11]O)fi~k~'9 GB,fFo9hl 1 8 

orJ>L).i*J-r:J0Geth'G, I@]J0t:: i)O)imfg;J!lJtHi, 1 

o fIl t~ I), 1 fF-r:, $'18 7, 60 0 fIlf'Em:t~~o ~ 
GIe:, 7'D/\"{"'J"GO);fIJffjn~~ I fFJ0t::l) G 0, 00 

OfIlf'Em:t'9~t, 1 fFJ0t:: i) O)imf§J!lfflIJ, 147, 

6 0 OPif~m:tld:~o eO)*.fi5!:!:, J:;j2Etl?,hj~V~~ 

b 5 11d3l 'l, 1 MiJTO)~)ffi 5 3 1M::. I) O)ill)fClr'Vij 

ii, im1jl'@]*Jl!Ie:l[j[~imfg;'9G±~i'lUt«l, *'15 6n 
fIlf'EJ'lit (*'179%), ] S DNO)t~,g-Ut~lt, *'12 

OnfIl (*"15 7%) f'Em:t*~ljjle:~ljiJPX-r:~~o ~GIe:, 

*JV,~ 52 -r:,Q;'i'2t'9 ~/l9(1~O)Mlit-'?t)(f~, J0~~ \iiiillf~ 

iJi!lm:iJI±\ll7t ~ Ie: f'h l, ~mh j ~ V ~ ~ L, 5 1 O)imf§ 

.fflm'JiJ\ J:: I)liJ'ti:tld:Go ;Hc, ~Illl 5 3h'Wffl$lll 

t~*k9~±gi'lUt'~~'9~ t, J:~2\1iitrilh j7V~~ b 5 

1 IU5~ 'l, 1 h'fifio)~1lll 5 3 J0t:: I) O)imfg;fil!'fHi, fF 

FB~T*'1 2 5 nfIl (*'16 3 %) f'Em:~iJiJPXT t' Go 
(0 1 5 2] 1d:;Jo, _b~O)illifrH'ViHi, J;) < ~ -r:-1§u-r: 

J0I), fie! 1J'9 ~ii!lf,~I"J*Jrto)*,fTh:f*~-'?, 7'W \~ .),I' 6 0) 

(17) ¥.l'fiF9lJZ 1 0 - 1 5 5 0 4 0 

*,fTh:f*~ld:tre:J:-::>l*~ <~~Go t::tcL, J:iZbU:: 
J:~k,)ill~k~'9~$~~tO)~~G,iill~~.J:1) 

tt"y t-'7--7O)jjiJ'imfg;J!lffl~j!jIJi~L-'?'9~'o ~G 

ie:, ::r, 'y t- '7--7 Ie: limfg;'9 ~~,g--r:t, WfflMlre:J: ~ 

t~mJ: I) t, r;i"{7"}v7"'Y/~mO)jjiJ'imf§J!lffl~~IJ~ 

L-,?'91, '0 U::h'-::> l, J:~2Emh j 5:/ ~ ~ b 5 10) 

mlfg;J!lffll,J:, ~Illl 5 3 7J'Wffl*lll~m'9~t~i'I, :tsJ:lJ, 
,mllll 5 2 t~1lll 5 3 tiJ'[j[~imfg;'9 ~t~,g-O)I, ''9;tittt 

<<It, *$fflle:fflififfi-r:J0~e tiJ\'$~'o 

(0 1 5 3] em 5 O)~h1!iJB!L~J J:il2m 4 O)~h1!iJB~-r: 

i,J:, ,m1lll5 2iJ'Wffl$lll5 81e:J:-::>l"{Y"'J-t"y t-a5 

71e:1;J1lif~*,1:~tin'~tJili'lle:-::JI,'l;iJ'/.~JJL n'~o e 

nU'1 L l, IZJI 2 ie:5f;'9 J: ~ Ie:, *,J~h1!iJB/l.B-r:i,J:, m 
Illl 5 2 hI, I] 1 re:5f;'9imf§~l* 2 t Iillt!JHe:, /01 \..{ .),I' 
5 5~frLl~Y"'J-t"y l--a5 7",r;i'''{7''}v7'''Y7'~ 

~~'['9 G±g,g.'e:-::J~ 'l JltSJi'9 ~o 

(0 1 5 4] ~:J3, *~h1!iJB!L~Ie: {*G~f§~lli 5 2 a 
Ii, m 4 O)~h1!iJB!L~t Iill t::!\- F7 I. 7"tMpZ-r:J0I), ~ 

Jiu53timfa'9~~, 2*0)] SDNu.Jj*lJlO)~i?O)-jj 

fS:ffll,'l, 7'W\..{.),I' 5 5 ",r;i'''{7 }v7 ';J7o~m'9 ~o 

~~, ~1lll53~t,~mhj5V~~b510)~~0) 

fMpZii, m 4 O)~h1!iJB!L~O)tMpZt 1illt!R-r:J;)~o U::h'-::> 

-C, 5fj 4 O):j~h1!iJB~t III] t::~fj§~1 1'9 ~t\f>We:iJ, [,iJ t:: 

~¥'~*i5~fijL lilltS~~~'aldL, L).-r-r:ri, ,mllll 52;Jo 

J:LJ~1lll5 30)iJJf'FIe:-::JI,'l, 01 :He:5f;'97D-T1' 

- t- UJ-j~ ~'$*IBIe:,ilt~}J'9 ~o 

(0 1 5 5] 9~bi?, *~h1!iJB~-r:li, I] 1 l1e:5f;'9 

~~~'Y7'Ie:bD7tl, S 71 a.tSJ:LJS 7 2 aO)jjIjJ~~ 

'Y7"iJ1ffiH:TGnn'~o S 6 1 aO)f~JC:~f:TGtlt::S 7 

1 a 1e:;JoI,'l, ~f§~lli 5 2 a ii, ~ Y"'J-t, '1 t-a 5 

7 t~m~nn'~~'t~,g-, /D/\~"'J"5 5~ftLl, 
"(Y"'J-::r,'y l--a5 ne:"'J""{7"}v7"'Y/t~®'E'9~o Ui 

kJ:I),~~~~52a~,~<S64aklii!l~'9~ 

§ GO) ] P 7" F ~~fS:1~G e th\-r:~ ~o 

(0 1 5 6] Id:.tS, ~f§~lli 5 2 a ii, ] SDN@]$lllIC: 

~t'i~nl~\~o Lt::iJ''Jl, J:~O) S () 2 a re:;JoI,' 

l, ~f§~lli5 2 al,J:, -jjO)@]*.lJlIe:l, "(Y"'J-t"y 

1--*i¥l5 7 to)m®'E~fl!htd~, jtIJjjO)@]*.lJl~ml,'l~ 

~~~53a~Il¥LJlli'get~-r:~~o eO)~~ J:~ 

S 7 1 a iC:l~f§~lli 5 2 a le:liJ I) 'Ljl Gnt;:: ] P 7" F 
~~li, S 6 4 bL).~~t~j§~lli5 2 a le:llji) 'Lj-CG;fl 

lO'Go 
(0157] -jj, S G 7 aO)f~Ie:,;~UGtit::S 7 2 a 

1e:;JoI,'l, ~f§~lli5 2 aii, 7'D/\"{r;i'5 5tO)@]*.lJl 

~®'EfS:lJJltIi'9 ~o e ;tile: J:: I), ~fg;~lli 5 2 a ii, ..{ Y 

"'J-::r,'y 1--~~5 77J'Gl;1]I)~'fI~nGo 

(0 1 5 8] J:il2tMpZ-r:li, ~f§~lli 5 2 a h'~ >7-
:;f"'1 1--K.1tJ5 7",.),I'..{7}v7"'1/~mLll,'~o Lt::h''J 

l, 5tji4~B 52 a h l ,lJ:J.U*lJ(5 81e:l~ifu'i~n~m 4 0) 
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